




In today's diverse shooting arena, you need 
dependability, accuracy, and high capacity 
from your pistol. 

*Patent #4,509,283, 
#4,769,938 

Only Ram-Line's® Syn-TechN .22 caliber pistol delivers 
it all in a tidy 20 ounce package. Engineered from the 
ground up, the Syn-TechN pistol combines special 
polymers, steei and aluminum alloy, to provide 
strength, durability, and unmatched balance. The 
design is based around several Ram-Line® patented 
innovations*, and the latest in computer and aero
space technology. 

The "dynamic" grip is easy to hold, and feels natural 
in your hand The unique constant force sear gives 
you the feel of a target grade trigger right out of the 
box. The Ultralight 5½" barrel* is damped by the 
polymer to yield unexpected accuracy. 

The l 5 round magazine give's continued shooting 
enjoyment This unique Ram-Line® magazine makes 
reloading a pleasure - NO MORE THUMBUSTING 
as with the "Heavyweights." With the magazine's 
patented constant force spring*, the last round is as 
easy to load as the first 

The Syn-Tech'" pistol was designed with safety and 
X-ray detectability in mind. A double motion of the 
safety is required to put the pistol in the "fire" mode. 
This is easily accomplished on the Syn-TechN pistol 
by a natural down and forward motion of the thumb, 
without breaking your grip. In the safe position, the 
hammer, trigger, and sear are all blocked, and the 
trigger is disconnected from the sear. 

Cleaning and disassembly are quick by simply 
removing the hex screw and lifting the receiver from 
the grip. The bolt stop pin and bolt slide are then free 
of the receiver and you' re ready to clean up. 
Reassembly is quick and certain. 

The Ram-Line® Syn-Tech'" .22 pistol comes in a 
custom molded carrying case complete with target 

So when it comes time to punch paper, 
cans, or varmints, rely on the Ram-Line® 
Syn-Tech'" pistol. $199.97 

Made in U.S.A. G> RAM-LINE;,MC. 
Exactly What You've 
Been Waiting For. 

AVAILABLE NOW! Suite 12RA110, I 060 I W. 48th Ave. 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033-2237 

1-800-648-9624 
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TRAIN WITH THE BEST 
The $64.00 question 

What do shooters like Rob Letham, Jerry 
Barnhart, John Pride, Charles Grabbatin, 
Brian Enos and Chip McCormick have in 
common, besides winning a pistol match or 
two? They all train with PACT Championship 
Timers. Now let's face it, these guys can 
have any timer they want. So maybe there's 
a reason why they choose PACT, over all 
others, for their vital practice sessions. 

Why do I need a timer? 
Whether you are training for competition 

or self defense; if you are going to improve 
you've got to keep track of the two elements 
of marksmanship that you are striving to 
master: accuracy and speed. Would you 
consider practicing without a target? Of 
course not, because without a target you 
have no measure of your accuracy. By the 
same token, without a timer, you have no 
accurate measurement of your speed and no 
way to tell if a given technique is helping or 
hindering your progress. 

Of course shooting timers, like guns, are 
not created equal. A well designed shooting 
timer is an invaluable training aid which will 
dramatically improve your practice sessions. 
A poorly designed timer, with functions that 
are inconvenient or difficult to use, becomes 
nothing more than an expensive buzz box 
that distracts you from your shooting each 
time you use it. 

107 1.03 
FIND SHOT: 

Advanced display 

..,.. 4,-,o, .. _ .. 
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The PACT MKIII featues an advanced 32 
character display instead of the four digit 
display commonly found on other timers and 
cheap alarm clocks (sorry guys, but facts are 
facts). This display allows the MKIII to display 
all of the information about a given shot (shot 
number, split time, total time) at a glance and 
eliminates the hassle of having to "toggle" 
back and forth between functions in order to 
review your shot string. 

Full function keypad 
Our 32 character display and 16 key 

keypad make the MKIII about as easy to use 
as your pocket calculator. For example to 

enter a "PAR TIME" of four seconds, simply 
push "PAR." the MKIII will ask you to 
"ENTER PAR TIME AND PRESS SET" so 
you push "4," "SET." Want to change it to 
six seconds? Push "PAR," "6," "SET," it's 
that simple! 

A few of our features 
• A buzzer that's loud enough to hear 

with your earphones on 
• Sensitivity of shot detector is adjustable 
• Instant GO or adjustable fixed or 

random delay 
• 999.99 second time limit 
• Automatic Comstock function 
• Lap function 

Order Today 

TOLL FREE ... 800 PACT INC 
(in Texas 214-641-0049) 

By Phone: We are happy to answer 
your questions and take your order. We 
accept Visa, MC and COD orders.* 

PACT MKIII... . . . . . . $279 
CHRONO-MOD with M5 Skyscreens 
(optional) . . ........... $69.95 
M5 Skyscreen Mounting Bracket 
(optional but nice). . . . . . $24.95 
Battery Powered Printer ....... $125 
Extra Printer Paper (6 rolls) .... $12 
Extra Skyscreens. $25 each $45 pair 

*Shipping & Insurance $5.50 UPS 
ground/$10 UPS 2nd day air. Extra 
shipping for bracket (separate package) 
$3 ground/$6 2nd day air. Bank service 
charge for VISA/MC. COD fee $2.50. 
Write or call for foreign rates. Texas 
residents add appropriate sales tax. 

Brochure Available covering the PACT 
product line of shooting timers and 
chronographs, $1.00. 

P. 0. Box 531525 
Grand Prairie, TX 75053 

• 9 Volt battery 
• Advanced training functions allow 

simulation of complex courses of fire 
• Two stop plate inputs. Man vs Man mode 

gives both shooters total times, who 
won and margin of victory. 

• Auxiliary output drives relay for horns, 
lights, moving targets, etc. 

• Drives optional battery powered printer 

$69.95 Chronograph 
''The finest Chronograph I have ever used" 

. .. Ross Seyfried 

By having the $69.95 CHRONO-MOD 
(skyscreens included) installed in your MKIII, 
you enable it to double as the best portable 
chronograph on the market. When operated 
as a chronograph, the MKIII performs all of 
the functions of the PACT Precision 
Chronograph and includes our new Glint 
Guard™ pat. pend. detection circuitry. In ad
dition the MKIII will automatically calculate 
the power factor of each round fired. 

30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
We designed the MKIII, we build it, and we 

sell it factory direct to you. We take full 
responsibility for your satisfaction. If you are 
not 100% satisfied with any PACT product, 
return it to us undamaged (no fair driving over 
it) within 30 days, and we will refund your 
money. That's our promise and you can 
depend on it. 

Lifetime Warranty 
The MKIII features a real simple repair 

policy. If it breaks due to a defective part or 
faulty workmanship we'll fix it free. If you 
break it (people really have driven over them, 
ask Mickey Fowler) we will fix it for cost. No 
hassles and no questions asked. 

Shop Around & Call Us Last 
Before you buy a shooting timer take the 

time to do a little research. Call the different 
manufacturers and get their literature. 
Compare each timer feature for feature and 
watch out for bizarre operational limitations, 
like the inability to review shots when using 
a PAR time or the requirement for two 
machines to run a Man vs Man event. You'll 
find that dollar for dollar and feature for 
feature the PACT MKIII gives you more 
honest "bang for the buck" than any other 
shooting timer on the market. 

PACT, MKIII, CHRONO-MOD and GLINT GUARD are trademarks of Practical Applied Computer Technology, Inc. 
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SPIIIIFIELI 

Your fastest, most 
affordable source for 

America's highest 
_..., quality custom pistols. 

• 

Want a top notch, high tech 1911-A 1 pistol for IPSC competition similar to 
the ones used by world class action shooters Rob Leatham, Doug Koenig 
and Ken Tapp, all members of Springfield's elite Super Squad? How about 
a precise, reliable wadcutter or hardball gun every bit as accurate as the 
ones used by bullseye champions Tom Woods and Ralph Talbot? Quality 
built Springfield Custom pistols are the choice of champions. 

Under the direction of renowned pistolsmith Les Baer, the Springfield 
Custom Shop employs the very latest patented state-of-the-art technology 
and the highest quality parts-including Springfield's forged steel 1911-A 1 
components-to build premium grade 1911-A 1 custom pistols. Concerned 
about turnaround time and cost? We're as fast as any custom operation 
you'll find (we're talking weeks, not years). And our prices are extremely 
competitive. For the ultimate in value and fast delivery, choose one of our 
popular custom packages. Or, give us your specifications, and we'll build 
your custom pistol precisely the way you want it, including any of several 
optional finishes. Quality? Champions only use the best, and that says it all. 

For a complete list of custom services or for ordering information, call 
Karen or Monica at the Springfield Custom Shop: (309) 441-5549. _--:-
Or, send $3 for Springfield's four-color, all-product 1990 catalog. • --

, ) ., 
The Oldest Name In American Firearms 
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SPEAK our 

Sarah Brady, 
Nostradamus And The 

Death Penalty 

who or what the powers-that-be say. 
James H. Waddcy 

Zephyrhills, Fla. 

Congratulations on sticking it to Sarah 
Brady and Handgun Control Inc. Howev-
er, ii is my observation that she, her Kill The Lawyers 
cohorts and others of her ilk are being My subscription to American Hand-
used by Iran-Iraq and Russia. gunner has in the past proved disappoint-

As Nostradamus said. out of the east ing. That disappointment has become 
will rise one in purple. I also believe enduring antipathy. 
World War Ill has started. I find Cameron Hopkins' gratuitous 

People kill people, guns do not. They and vicious assault on lawyers in his 
are only tools. Look what happened here review of the .40 S& W (Sept/Oct I 990) 

attempting to censor him. note carefully 
that I have not suggested that his writings 
be banned. I have merely chosen to spend 
my money elsewhere. 

Editor·s Reply: We certainl_r intended 
110 disrespect for the thousands of princi
pled 111e111bers of the har. men and 
women of' the highest integrity who hare 

fought so valiantly to bring justice to the 
people of America. We did. howeFer. 
intend to disdain the sort of lawyer who 
plays 011 the basest rd' llll111a11 emotions, 
greed, to fleece honest. hard-working 
Americans. The "how to sue a gun com
pany" book by lawyers Windle Turley 
and .la111es Rooks is just the sort of mb
bish that has famished the honored 
practice of law. 

in Florida: the case of the man who pun- personally offensive. While the Bar may 
ishcd his step-son for messing his pants have more than its share of scoundrels, Fair Reporting 
and playing with himself by making him that fact does not justify the indiscrimi- My interest in the shooting sports has 
eat his own excrement, then shoving his nate calumny Mr. Hopkins heaps upon always been strictly handguns and I have 
head in the toilet until the child died. The the profession. Are all gun owners degcn- subscribed lo Guns & A1111110 for many 
jury only gave the h'&*$#(%d life in crates and murderers because a few years, but after picking up the 
prison instead of the death penally. deranged individuals have committed July/August issue of A111erican Hand-

The courts arc jamming the jails and atrocities with firearms? gunner, l"m not renewing my subscrip-
then turning the same scum right back out Cancel my subscription and forward tion. Instead, I am enclosing an order for 
on the street where he proceeds to do the the balance of my subscription fee to the a subscription to your magazine. 
same things that got him arrested the first address above. My reason for this is that you make it 
time. Thomas J. Hall clear that after testing a product, you are 

The end is near. I intend to carry a pis- Allorncy al Law not afraid to include the negative features 
tol for my self-protection regardless of P.S. Lest Mr. Hopkins accuse me of of a weapon as well as the positive. On 

---- -----

The Ultra-Dot Sight: 

Counterpoint 
Easy to Mount: the 1" tube and central 
adjustments allow use of any scope mounts. 

Lighter and more compact than the 
other "point" sights, the new Ultra-Dot 
Sight presents a superior point of view. 

The Ultra-Dot is the smallest and lightest sight 
Action Arms has ever offered. It's so compact that 
you'll wonder where the battery is. 

The Ultra-Dot has its battery pack incorpo
rated into the small, click-adjustable brightness 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • NOVEMBER/ DECEMBER 1990 

---- Compact: Click-adjustable brightness control 
holds the battery. 

- Lightweight: 
the whole sight 
weighs just 
4ouncesand 
is just over 
5 inches long. 

control. With no projecting battery pack, it mounts 
easily with standard 1" rings on virtually any 
firearm. Write for the Action 
Arms full line catalog. 

Action Arms, Ltd. 
Dept. AHSill0, P.O. Box 9573 
Philadelphia, PA 19124 
© 1989 Action Arms Ltd. 

action arms ltd. 
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We 
cut 
the 
crap. 
The more you shoot the 
more you need the 
cutting power of 
Kleen-Bore. 

No. 10 Copper Cutter, 
joins popular No. 10 

Solvent in the 
Kleen-Bore 
line. This new, 
high strength 

solvent removes copper, 
lead, plastic and other 
bore residues fast while 
it helps prevent rust and 
pitting. 

Gunk-Out™ is a powerful 
cleaner and degreaser 
that blasts away dirt, dust 
and powder ridden oil 
residues from actions, 
bolts and trigger 
assemblies. • 

Wherever Kleen-Bore's 
family of quality products 
are sold. 

Northampton, MA 01060 

the other hand, the editors of Guns & 
Ammo seem to be afraid of alienating 
advertisers by bringing to the readers· 
attention any bad features of a product. 

I read magazines for information as 
well as for entertainment and I like to 
feel that when l go out to buy a gun or 
shooting accessory, I have all the infor
mation available to me to make a well
considered choice. To me, providing that 
information is the duty of gun writers and 
editors. 

I believe also that manufacturers 
should be grateful to those who find 
flaws in their products so they may cor
rect them for their customers· sake. 

Thomas B. Channel 
Sacramento, Calif. 

Truck You, Lee lacocca 
Chevrolet sponsors the Sportsman's 

Team Challenge, a shooting competition 
in Florida. Lee Iacocca, head dilettante at 
Chrysler/Jeep, wrote a book calling for 
the ban on "Saturday Night Specials,'' 
and pretty much telling NRA members to 
go take a flying leap. 

Iacocca is a financial supporter of 
Handgun Control, Inc. Remember that 
the next time you buy a car, truck or 
4WD. Write to Chevy and let them know 
you support them because they support 
you. Send a copy of the window sticker 
to Lee Iacocca and remind him why he 
lost the sale. 

(More people were killed in Jeeps last 
year than were killed with assault rifles. 
Nobody needs four wheel drive. Maybe 
we should ban semi-automatic transmis
sions?) 

Mark Moritz 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 

J.D. Sniveler 
read the replies to "Saga Of A .45 

ACP Revolver" and, frankly, I think most 
people missed the point. Okay, so maybe 
S&W laid an egg with that particular gun. 
but who is the sucker who put the full 
price down on a firearm and took it home 
without even looking at it? 

I've read enough of J.D. Jones to form 
the opinion that he is little more than a 
sniveler. He uses most of his column 
space to advertise his own wares and he 
gets paid for it. He snivels about anyone 
who doesn't use his products. 

He even has the audacity to snivel 
about half-moon clips! A nuisance? 
Compared to what? Tying your shoes, 
maybe. or washing the dishes? What 
about loading and unloading a single
shot pistol all day? 

I pass up many chances to write letters 
to gun publications, but I hacl to reply to 
this. Please do not allow the cackling of 
other readers to induce your other writers 
into turning your excellent magazine into 

a witch-hunt. 
Michael B. Raymer 

New York, NY 

Whole Hole 
I 0mm Lite? 9mm? .45 ACP? The 

expansion of a .45 ACP hollowpoint is 
"iffy" at best. A slow moving hollow
point that does not expand is nothing but 
a round nose with a hole in it. If you fill 
the hole, you add more weight. Cut the 
shoulder of the bullet (Keith style) and 
you have just invented the 200 grain 
semi-wadcutler. 

Try this bullet in .45 ACP or the FBl's 
I 0mm Lite and you will find that you just 
might have something to write about. 
Now that "We The People" have paid to 
re-invent the wheel and the .45 ACP, 
maybe we can re-invent the semi-wadcul
ter- just don't put a hole in it. 

Robb Walraven 
Portland, Ore. 

Kart Still In Business 
The Sept/Oct 1990 issue ran an article 

"The Secret Guns of Claudio Salassa'' by 
Cameron Hopkins. ln his article he men
tions that Kart went out of the barrel busi
ness several years ago. which was true. 
But, he failed to mention that he has relo
cated and is making barrels again. 

His new address is: 
Frederick H. Kart 
Rt. 6, Box 830 
Garner Road 
Shallotte, C 28459 
phone: (919) 754-5212 

Reuben Hafter 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 

Clark Barrels: Pro 
Your article entitled "The Secret Guns 

of Claudio Salassa" really started out 10 

be an excellent profile of a first-class pis
tolsmith. But you made several state
ments in the article showing your lack of 
in-depth knowledge of pistolsmithing and 
one that is so untrue and libelous that an 
immediate bold retraction and apology 
are due. 

As a member of the American Pistol
smiths Guild, a pistolsmith of over 20 
years and a friend of Mr. Clark's. I 
demand you print an immediate retraction. 

Every product entering our shop 
undergoes a series of tests before it is 
incorporated into a pistol. One of the tests 
is to check the pan for proper heat treat
ing specifications. The Rockwell C scale 
hardness number is usually stamped on 
the part for future reference. Not once 
have we ever tested a James Clark match 
barrel and found it to be soft. 

Not being satisfied with your first 
ignorant statement, you had to enhance 

Continued on page 12 
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Own a11 original work of gun 
engraver's art by the man whose 
rifle set a n·ew world's record 
Lynton McKenzie, engraver of th; 
$201,000 Safari Club Inter
national R ijle. 

Since 191J, Americans have defended our free
doms with the M1911Al .45 Automatic Pistol. 

It has served longer and fought more battles than 
any other firearm in American military history. 

Now, to honor the retirement of the .45 from 
military service, The American Historical Foun
dation, in conjunction with the NRA-established 
Firearms Civil Rights Legal Defense Fund, is 
proud to announce the .45 Automatic Commemo
rative Buckle. 

Important And Useful Collectible 
This is an important collectible that can be 

worn daily, as it makes a proud statement about 
the owner. It captures the spirit and tradition of 
the "Old Warhorse"-and the patriotism and 
military valor associated with it. 

The historical importance of this milestone 
dictates that this buckle be the finest of its type. 
So, we went to a firearms engraver-not a buckle 
maker. And the man we commissioned is in our 
opinion, the best gun engraver in Americ~. Some 
call him the best in the world. He has engraved 
guns ?f all types for presidents and kings, not to 
menhon the Safari Club International Rifle 
which sold for $201,000, a new world's record. 

A Lynlon McKenzie Original 
We wanted this buckle to be a genuine, origi

nal "McKenzie." It is. Your buckle is actually 
struck directly from the steel master hub, hand 
engraved by Lynton McKenzie. The work is so 
precise that even under magnification each 
!mckle actually looks hand ~graved. The engrav
mg style is classic English. All details of the 
M1911Al are clearly visible. The whole design is 
contained within a border of bound oak leaves 
signifying order, security and honor. ' 

This buckle is "gentleman" size and fits 

standard 1" to 11/4" belts, so you can wear it with a 
suit or sport clothes. 

Individual buckles are crafted in three differ
ent limited editions, as shown above. 

Authorized By NRA-Established 
Defense Fund 

It is appropriate that this important buckle is 
authorized by the Firearms Civil Rights Legal 
Defense Fund, established by the National Rifle 
Association. They fight the legal maneuverings of 
those who would take away our constitutional 
right to keep and bear arms. 

This NRA-established Fund has wholeheart
edly officially endorsed this buckle-the first 
time it has ever lent its suppcrrt to a commemo
rative. 

The Fund receives a portion of each reserva
tion fee, and its name and other commemorative 
inscriptions appear on the back of each buckle. 
This will add to your pride when you wear it and 
enhance the buckle's value as a collectible. 

Engraved Serial Number 
Each buckle is engraved on the reverse with 

its own limited edition serial number. The buck
les are available individually or in matched sets of 
three-each with identical numbers (a good idea 
for collectors). These original buckles could be
come important collectibles in the future. 

The Foundation issues a Certificate of Au
t~enti~ity with each buckle, attesting to the edi
tu~n. hm1t, the assay of the precious metal, the 
ongm of the master engraving by Lynton McKen
zie, and the official endorsement of the NRA
established Defense Fund. 

Belt By Tex Shoemaker 
A top-quality belt by famous holster maker 

Tex Shoemaker is also available. Each is made of 
thick, saddle leather, fully leather lined, stitched 

and embossed with a basketweave pattern. Width 
is 1 1/4"; available in tan or black. Please specify 
length and color. 

How To Reserve 
This is available exclusively from The Amer

ican Historical Foundation. To place your reserva
tion call ( toll-free, 1-800-368-8080), use the 
reservation form below or personally visit. 
With your buckle you will also receive Member
ship in the Foundation. Satisfaction is guaran
teed, or return within one month for a full refund. 

This is a rare opportunity to acquire a Lynton 
McKenzie original, show a piece of history, tell 
the world about your interests, contribute to a 
good cause, add lo your collection, and own a 
buckle you can wear with pride-all at the same 
time. 

,------------------------------
RESERVATION 

Please respond by 10 December for Christmas delivery. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Return in 30 days for a Full Refund 
To: The American Historical Foundation 

1142 West Grace Street, Dept. H298 -~·· •,. 
Richmond, Virginia 23220 ~ 

Telephone: (804) 353-1812 ",; , 
Toll-free reservations: (800) 368-8080. 

Please send the following .45 Commemorative 
Buckle(s) engraved with the Limited Edition Serial 
Number on the reverse. 
- Jewelers' Bronze, at $19. 
- 24-Karat, Gold Plated Bronze, at $45. 

1 - Solid Sterling Silver, 24-Karat Gold Plated 
Pistol and Border, at $195. 

- Collectors' Matched Set of Three (one of each 
version), at $249 per set, a savings of $10. 

I also wish to reserve the following saddle
leather belts at $22: 

Size: -- (Tan) Size: __ (Black) 
D Check or money order enclosed. f7 Charge my credit card. 

Name ....................................... . 

Address ...................................•... 

For Visa, MasterCard or Amex, please send account num
ber, expiration date and signature. Va. residents add tax. 

H298 



11111 for shooting. 

for customizing. 

Start with GUNS Magazine. It has every
thing you need to get the most out of your guns. 

Whether you're a competition shooter or back yard 
plinker GUNS can help you stay on top of the latest 
shooting trends. Read about the newest guns and gear. 
Get shooting tips and techniques. Plus take a look at 
the big money shooting sports. 

Want to add a hand carved stock to your favorite long 
gun? Or how about an engraved hunting scene 
complete with gold inlay? GUNS' monthly Classic Gun 
section will show you some of the finest work around 
and help you choose a craftsman for the job. 

Regular hunting features in GUNS will help you 
decide what's the right gun and load for the game you're 
after. Hunting big game in Africa? Then the .425 
express might be just what you need. But if you want to 
know more, you have to read GUNS. 

GUNS Magazine also has regular columns 
for the shotgunner, rifleman, handgunner, 

and airgunner. So if you want 
out of your guns, make sure 



The Franklin Mint Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 

Please enter my order for THE VIKING K.NIFE. to be hand• 
crafted of tempered steel, electroplated in 24 karat gold and 
sterling silver and hand-set with crystal cabochons. The lock
ing glass and hardwood display comes to me at no addi
tional charge. 

I need send no payment now. When my knife is ready to be 
sent to me, I will be billed for a deposit of S39.50* and then 
for the balance in 9 equal monthly installments of S39.50* 
each, after shipment. *Plus 111y state sales tax. 

Please mail by December 31, 1990. 

Signature 
AU ORDER.'- ARI''-! IIJF.CT TO ACCl::1'.rA '\'Cf. 

Name 
Ptf..ASEPRJ'>rrc1.F.ARIY 

Address 

City, State, Zip 
11885-37 



SPEAK OUT 
Co111i1111ed/im11 page 8 

. it with more words or questionable 
intelligence. You compared Bill Wil
son·s barrels to James Clark·s with the 
implication James· barrels were of 
inferior quality in comparison. Your 
words arc so unfounclecl and show your 
lack or knowledge of what a quality 
product is. I personally will find it 
hard to give your future articles much 
credibility. 

As clcmanclccl before. I want to sec 
an immediate apology and retraction to 
James Clark. an industry icon of char
acter and honesty who has been pro
ducing quality barrels and parts before 
the majority of pistolsmiths in the busi
ness today could wipe the milk from 
their mouth. 

Alex B. Hamilton 
IO-Ring Precision. Inc. 

San Antonio. Texas 

Clark Barrels: Con 
In reference to your comments about 

Clark barrels in the last issue. I would 
like to say that I have some problems 
also. 

I have had one barrel where the lugs 

12 

.. sheared orr:· one where they had 
cracked. one where the upper lugs peened 
over (that one cost me a Marine Corps 
contract). one where the chamber 
cracked. one that had a gouge in the bore 
ahead of the chamber and several '"Pin 
Gun kits·· where the barrel would not 
screw onto the comp. 

Each time I complained. I was told. 
··1t"s your fault.·· 

If 1"111 wrong. 1"11 admit it. correct it 
and insure that it won't happen again. I 
can ·1 say that about Mr. Clark. 

Ir a product is clcfcctive and the maker 
clocsn·t care. then he should be willing to 
take the heat. 

I want this information to be construc
tive, not destructive. 

D.R. Middlebrooks 
The Combat Shop 

Surry. Va. 

Pity Kitty 
I fine! it ironic that Massac! Ayoob 

chooses to sympathize with Bernard 
Goetz and slam Kitty Dukakis in the 
same article. Both of these people arc suf
fering from a life-threatening disease. In 
your reference to Mrs. Dukakis· chemical 
dcpcnclcncy you show a lack of under
standing about aclcliction. 

Your desire to write a catchy phrase as 
a gun enthusiast has allowed you to take a 
low blow at another man·s wife. Direct 

criticism of Mr. Dukakis and his stand on 
gun control would have been much more 
appropriate. 

I have greatly enjoyed your writing in 
the past. but I look forward to a more 
direct attack on anti-gun forces in the 
future. 

Steven Soctcbcr 
Marion. Wisc. 

Mossad Aw){)/) Replies: Beliere 111c. 
m,· i111e111io11 11·as to slop Michael. 1101 
Kim·. I ac111a//_1• hare a grea/ deal ol 
regard for the wo11w11. 

As I tell 11n· s111de11ts. about the onlr 
thing that .!cf/Cooper. Mi/.:e D11/.:akis a11cl 
I ha1•e in com11w11 is rhm the three of" 11s 
ore arrogant. the three rd' 11s are opi11io11-
ated and all three of" 11s are married /0 

hew11(!i1I. grncio11s, highlr i111ellige11r 
11·0111e11 11·ho help 111ake up for the facr 
rhcll 11·e arc o/icn assholes. 

Serio11sl_1'. it's nice /o kno\1' so111co11c 
ll"ith some sensitiritr is reading 11•ha1 one 
11"/'ites. Take care. 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER welcomes let
ters to the editor for the Speak Out column. 
Letters should be typewritten, but legible 
handwriting is acceptable. Letters must be 
less than 350 words. We reserve the right 
to edit all published letters for clarity and 
length. Send your letters to Speak Out, 
American Handgunner, 591 Camino de la 
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92675. 
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Solid evidence 
for shooting the new XTP"''pistol bullet 

We recently tested six of our com
petitors' reputed stopper bullets 
side-by-side with our new XTP"'' 
bullet. The results were astonishing. 

Expands to 
1.5 times 

its original 
diameter All seven brands of bullets were 

shot, at numerous velocities, into both wax and 
water. Some brands performed adequately in one 
medium, but failed miserably in the other medium. 
Several brands didn't expand at all at low velocities 
and others, which did expand at low velocities, 
invariably over-expanded and broke apart at the 
higher velocities. 

Just one bullet, the new Homady XTP, consistently 
expanded with control, in both the water and wax tests. 

The compiled results make for some rather inter
esting reading. You can compare how your bullets 
performed in head-to-head testing by sending for your 

Send for your free copy of the bullet testing results. 

free copy of Homady's Pistol Bullet Research and 
Testing Results today. 

Controlled expansion, at all -
practical velocities under diverse conditions. 

WAX TEST 
As Hornady's standard testing medium for over 15 years, wax is a soft 
medium which provides a good means for measuring a bullet's depth of 
penetration, and the size of the permanent wound cavity it creates. 

WATER TEST 
The water test was devised for two reasons. First, water is a hard 
medium and poses an extreme challenge to every bullet's performance, 
and second, it's a test which can easily be duplicated by shooters. 

Return the ooupon below and receive Homady's Pistol Bullet Research and Testing Results, and the 1990 
Homady Catalog free. Include one dollar and we'll send you our 1990 Homady Bullet Poster. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

Name 

Address 

Ctty 

:=:::::= "'---'-:::·..:.:-.:.:..-r--- Zip 

I use my handgun for: 

O self defense □ hunting O competitive shooting 

O recreation/plinking (check all that apply) 

State 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

or:nady l 
I 

OUR REPlITATION RJDE.5 ON EVERY SHOT 
Mail this coupon to: 

Hornady Manufacturing Co., Dept. AG2110 
Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68802-1848, 

or call toll-free 
1-800-338-3220 

L-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------...1 



HANDGUN HUNFING 
J. D. JONES 

EXCITEMENT AND COMFORT ABOARD 
A HOUSEBOAT FOR ALASKAN BEAR 

L
ast winter friend Jim Hebert callee! 
with a super idea for an Alaskan 
black bear hunt. He hooked me on 
the idea without much trouble so a 

Handgun Hunters International hunt was 
planned. Like most of these wonderful 
plans. a few pitfalls occurred. 

Essentially the hunt was to go like 
this. Fly to Wrangell, Alaska. load up on 
a houseboat and head out into the island
inland waterways area along the coast. 
Park the houseboat and hunt from small 
outboards. 

Live on the houseboat. Hot showers. 
good food. great beds. someone else to do 
the cooking and all the work. Ride around 
in small boats to locate the bears on the 
beach: then run in with the boat. stalk 
·em and kill ·em. 

Everyone can take two bears. The last 
couple years they have been running close 
to I 00% on filling out. Simple, easy, rela
tively inexpensive- should be great. 

Competition between the guys on a 
couple of boats. Camaraderie, sportsman
ship. and great fishing to top it off. Why 
not? Hell yes, let's go! 

Hunting Companions 
Pete Pi of Cor-Bon and I teamed up 

early. By the way, Cor-Bon has acquired 
the rights to the JDJ line of bullet 
designs which includes the exclusive 
rights to sel I the bullets and molds. This 
acquisition rounds out Pete's extensive 
line of bullets and loaded ammunition 
for sportsmen and police usage. Contact 
him at P.O. Box IO 126, Detroit, MI 
4820 I (313-894-2373) for details of his 
premium ammunition lines. 

Dates were set. Two boatloads of us 
were going. Plan 'A' looked good. 
Then disaster struck. The other boat
load of guys cancelled. Did that deter 
us? No way. Committed and dedicated. 
we continued on. 

I met Pete in Seattle. Overnighted in a 
town I won't name because I might want 
to go back. Spent an interesting evening 
in a "suicide .. bar on the waterfront 
watching the clicntcle and a few "heart ·o 
gold'' but not very talented strippers. 

Interesting evening. Successful too
we both survived it. 

Arrived in Wrangell the next morn
ing. Chuck Wagner, our Captain and 
owner of Alaskan Coastal Adventure 
Charters. and his mate met us at the air
port where they were dropping off their 
previous clients. One of our guys. Terry 
Portal. had been relaxing in town for a 
few days. Keith Shoaps was on the same 
aircraft with us. 

Capt. Wagner said it was a shame we 
had to kill time until the next morning 
to leave because the others weren ·t get
ting in till then. Quick decisions
adrenalin up- fly them out to the boat 
tomorrow. We'll get an extra day of 
hunting that way and they can get in 
some fishing as you can·t fly and hunt 
the same day in Alaska. 

Spectacular Scenery 
Supplies and licenses were purchased 

and transported to the boat. We were off. 
Even with overcast skies. the beauty of 
the area was impressive. Seven or eight 
hours later we dropped anchor in a quiet 
inlet and everyone but me headed out for 
a half hour look for bear. 

Alaska's breath-taking natural beauty was enough to stop our hunting editor in his tracks to admire the scenery before 
he continued on to slay a big coastal bruin. J.D. popped this sow with his 9.3 JDJ in a TIC Contender. 
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One good sized one was seen. Excite
ment ran high during the evening. Naturally 
most or the evening was spent discussing 
guns and loads with more than a few expe
riences thrown in for good measure. 

The next day Keith and Terry took the 
big outboard and Pete and I struck out in 
the little one. Struck out is the proper ter
minology for the first few hours. Lots of 
cruising. no bears. 

Impressive tide changes. As the tide 
went out the water dropped and starfish 
by the thousands were exposed clinging 
to the rocks. Seals mocked us. Small ani
mals scurried along the shoreline. Eagles 
were abundant with hundreds seen by 
each or us during the course of he trip. 

Cloudy skies and a light breeze made 
a I ight imulatcd jacket necessary. Being 
an inveterate beachcomber and finding 
lots or debris on the beach. I walked and 
lool-.ed while Pete scanned the distant 
shorelines- ,md found a bear. 

Since the beaches were narrow and 
bears aren·t usually in the habit of 
staying on them for long periods or 
time. I didn·1 have a lot of hope for this 
one but we tried for it. He disappeared 
into the bu~h. 

We did. however. sec 14 bears that clay 
without taking a shot. Keith and Terry 
each got a bear- spotting 15 and obvi
ously doing a heller job than we did. With 
these kind~ or numbers everyone was 
confident. 

16 

1. Frank Paris Bowling Pin, 
Integral Porting. No 

Recessing of Bora 
2. Michigan Aramament,Portad 

through Slide and Barrel 
3. Browning Hi-Power, 

Extended Barrel 
4. Cott Government, Ported 

through Slide and Barrel 
5. 41 SSK Avenger Conversion, 

Ported through Slide Barrel 
6. Jim Clark Custom Bowling 

Pin Gun, Integral Porting. 
No Recessing of Bora 

Exciting Stalk had to stop and admire this particular 
spot several times. 

Ed Greisburg and Dan had come in by For the first time in my life the stalk 
floatplane and spent the afternoon fishing. went as it was supposed to. I didn·t 
A 75 and a 150 pound halibut rewarded make a single mistake. Not one slip up. 
the effort and provided a little excitement. not one sound. As I approached the 
The next day Ed and I hunted from the spot I had picked to shoot from, I had 
small boat. Bears were numerous. that nagging feeling things were going 

Getting a shot wasn't the easiest too well. I eased up behind the chest 
thing to do. In fact it was a lot easier to high rock and slowly eased my head up 
screw up a stalk or, due to just plain to look over only to see nothing but 
bad luck. have a bear simply walk back beach, rocks. timber and water. Of 
into cover before we were close enough course, no bear. 
to shoot. Finally, I got a chance at what Okay. he either was out of sight in a 
looked like a great place to stalk a ditch or behind a rock or he had simply 
medium sized blackie. gotten tired of the beach life and went 

By medium size I mean 300-350 lbs. back into the bush for a snooze. I propped 
which is far larger than I've become up the 9.3 JDJ (.444 Marlin necked to 
accustomed to in the Lower 48. These 9.3/.366". 270 grain Speer soft bullet at 
guys are beachcombers and eat well. about 2.100 fps) on its new lightweight 
therefore, they grow to quite large experimental bipod and got the B & L 
sizes. In Pennsylvania, for example, binoculars out. othing alive showed. 
blacks in the weight range of 500+ lbs. Still nothing 20 minutes later. 
are maybe 2%. In this area of Alaska. I decided to check things out from a 
try 10% or so. different angle. Moving to my left 10 

In any event. I beached the boat yards I spotted my bear busily eating 
intending to make my stalk of 500 yards grass behind the rocks about 100 yards 
through the timber. Forget that. The bush ahead of me. A quick evaluation of the 
was so thick the only way in was with a situation revealed my best option was to 
chain saw or on hands and knees through simply wait him out. 
a bear tunnel. About 40 minutes later the bear 

I chose the beach approach. Within appeared grazing on the sides of a ditch he 
50 yards I found myself in one of the was standing in as he headed toward the 
most beautiful places in the outdoors dense cover. About that time the sun 
I've ever been in. Even during the stalk I broke through the clouds and complicated 

1 
Week 

Delivery! 

------

AUTOPORTING? 
So what's new! 
Mag-na-port® International has been Mag-na-porting auto's 
for 18 years! There have been some new so-called "High-Tech
Engineering Porting Systems" which claim 40% less in recoil 
reduction. These claims are impossible unless you attach or 
hang a cement block on the end of the muzzle or barrel. The 
new so-called "Porting Systems" don't even know what a 
Metering Port is. Eighteen years ago, Larry Kelly started 
putting Metering Ports on handguns, rifles and shotguns! 
Now, nearly eveyone who drills or mills a hole in a gun barrel 
refers to it as a "Port" and they don't even know what a 
Metering Port is. 

Don't be misled! 
Don't be misled by claims and promises from companies here 
today and gone tomorrow. Mag-na-port® International is now 
located in five countries. We've been Porting for 18 years, that 
speaks for itself! 

Write the "Originator" 
Anyone interested in further information on Porting handguns, 
rifles and shotguns, write the originator: 

® 

INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
41302 Executive Drive 

"Imitation 
is the sincerest 

form of 
plagiarism." 

Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48045-3448 
(313) 469-6727 • Fax (313) 469-0425 
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J.D. says that one of the many pleasures of hunting is the camaraderie found 
with good friends in a back-country hunting camp. Here he is being a comrade. 

matters by glaring on the water behind the 
bear. Furthermore. the bear went behind a 
log and I coulcln 't tell for sure where his 
chest I inc or even his front leg was. 

Land Of Big Bears 
I waited till the last moment to shoot. I 

figured 15 feet or so from the heavy 
cover was close enough. I picked a spot 
as low on the shoulder as I could and 
skinned a bullet over the log into him. 
Water flew off the animal and he dropped 
like a rock and rolled on his back kicking. 

Almost instantly roars of rage echoed 
the shore! inc and the bear came up on 
his chest and hcaclccl for cover flopping 
and roaring. lt was a most impressive 
performance. 

To make a long story short. I pumped 
a round into everything that looked like a 
vital area as it showed. After three more 
rounds everything was quiet again. 

The first round went in the left leg. 
exited the brisket. re-entered the leg on 
the far side and also completely pene
trated it. Frankly. this was one of the 
most destructive wounds 1·vc ever seen. 
Both legs were broken and the sternum 
shot out. However. nothing of anything 
immccliatcly vital was hit. 

The next went through the neck cen
ter. unfortunately missing the vertebrae 
but doing severe damage. The next went 
through the top of the shoulders missing 
the spinal column by an inch and leaving 
an inch and a half hole all the way 
through. The last one went in the left top 
of the shoulder. penetrating the neck 
lengthwise without striking the spine and 
exited under the right eye. 

Eel heard it all- shots. bullets strik
ing and bear roaring- from 500 yards 
downwind. 

This turned out to be a 300-350 lb. sow. 
about as big as black bear sows get. The 
pelt was in beautiful condition and will be 
again after the taxidermist finishes with it. 

The incident proved again that you 
simply can·t hit them around the edges 
and kill them cleanly. You have to hit 
them right and with lots of power. 

Reloading the single shot wasn·t a dis
advantage and does have the adclccl effect 

of making one conscious of at least trying 
for good shot placement. 

The little bipod worked very well and 
you will probably sec it in production this 
fall. It weighs about 2.25 ozs. and unlike 
some others that arc much heavier. does 
not change the gun ·s point of impact. 

More Excitement 
More excitement occurred the next 

morning as Ed and I were returning to 
the houseboat at dusk. I ripped out the 
bottom of the boat on a submerged rock 
and almost lost the engine. Only about 
half an inch of one clamp and my left 
hand held it. The water temperature was 
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probably not over -1-0° which means. at 
my age. immersion for a few minutes 
equals certain death. 

The rip tide was also running in. 
Water spurted 18" at first through the 
bayonet wound-Ii kc hole through the 
aluminum. Got the motor back on. fired 
it up and sank 15 feet from the shore. I 
figure we made it out of the rip tide by 
about 20 seconds. A radio effected a 
quick rescue. 

Pete. by then known as ··Shamu·· clue 
to a killer whale sounding near him while 
he was fooling around in a little eight foot 
plastic boat. had some engine trouble and 
spent the night on the beach alone- a 
real character building experience. 

All in all we collcctcd eight bears for 
six hunters- two made Boone and Crock
ett record size with skulls scoring over 10. 
Both or them probably weighed over .'i00 
lbs. Four of us couldn ·1 pick one up to get 
it in the boat- it was necessary to sort or 
ooze it over the gunwale into the boat. 

All pelts were prime and unrubbcd. 
Lots or bears. Lots or action. Success. 
Beautiful scenery. Good guys to hunt 
with. o one got hurt. Hell of a good trip. 

We intend to do it again next May. If 
you arc interested in going and know 
something about operating small boats 
and can hunt without a guide. contact Jim 
Hebert. Big Game Safaris. 1982 Heritage 
Hill Ct.. Rochester ..... 
Hills. Ml 48064. ~ 
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Millett's 
Got 

3-Dot! 

Available NOW for 
Beretla, Browning. 
Smilh & Wesson. 
Colt. Glock. 
Ruger. and 
Sig Arms. 

All you shooters who feel 
that "3-Dot is the way to 
go" ... Millett's got your 
system! 

With all the Millett 
advantages ... like perfectly 
matched front and rear 
sights, the strength of steel 
with space-age man
ufacturing technology, and 
no machining required for 
most systems. 

See your firearms 
retailer now! 

Send SJ for 32-page catalog. 

1 (714) 842-5575 I 

16131 Gothard St., Huntington Beach.CA 92647 

HANDLOADING 
FRANK JAMES 

NEW SIERRA RELOADING MANUALS 
FEATURE 3 HANDGUNNER EXPERTS 

T
he firs! reloading manual I ever 
had in my possession was the 
44th Edition of the Lvman 
Reloading Hane/boo/.:. and while I 

slill have it on my shelf, ii is now retired. 
Many other reloading manuals have 1aken 
its place and !he newest one to join the 
pack is not one. but a set of two books. 
The 3rd Edi1ion of The Sierra HAND
GUN Reloading Manual and The Sierra 
RIFLE Reloading Manual. 

Many companies come out wilh a new 
reloading manual every few years, even if 
some of these manuals are aimed at one 
specific type of projeclile like a book 
solely concerned with cast bullets. Bui 
Sierra can ·1 be accused of generating a 
lot of needless paper because this is only 
the third edition of their manual. 

lo be used in a local lPSC maich. Rob·s 
message is one worth reading. 

Well-known writer Bob Milek wrote 
the sec1ion on .. Handgun Hunting" and he 
provides special insight into both the spe
cialty pis!ols with which he is often asso
ciated and the standard revolver. 

J.D. Jones. another fellow columnist 
of ours. wrote a piece on "Big Bore Hunt
ing Handguns·· and his summary of the 
.40 caliber and bigger handguns is a great 
guide to both the beginning and experi
enced handgun reloader. 

Think about that for a second- two 
out of four experls are American Hane/
gunner columnists. Sierra Bullets could 
have chosen any gunwriter from any 
magazine. and they selected two from 
American Hane/gunner. That says some-

But the true star writers of these manuals are 
the men who endured the endless hours of 
research to create the data tables and load 

computations necessary for an accurate and 
safe reloading guide. 

My first edition Sierra manual was 
printed in 1971. That's okay because the 
fellows at Sierra have clone their home
work and the result is one of the best 
reloading manuals ever produced. 

Sierra has wisely separated handgun 
from rifle and produced this two volume set 
of manuals with one devoted solely to hand
gun calibers and the other to rifle calibers. 

They depart from tradition in that they 
have employed many authorities to write 
introductions and commentaries before 
each data section and a section titled 
"Competitive Handgunning" is written by 
David Bradshaw. 

He does an excellent job of reviewing 
the history and significant events of 
IHMSA. He also digs into the details of 
the equipment and load requirements for 
any shooter wishing to compete in silhou
ette shooting and competition. 

Our own American Hane/gunner 
columnist Rob Leatham wrote a section 
titled "Action Pistol" and he summarizes 
the developments in the various aspects 
of the sport associated with IPSC or NRA 
Action Pistol. 

Whether you are using a worked over 
.38 Special revolver for an NRA Action 
shooting match or reloading a .38 Super 

thing about the quality of this magazine. 
But the true star writers of these man

uals are not these fellows. but the men 
who endured 1he endless hours of 
research to create the data tables and load 
compulations necessary for an accurate 
and safe reloading guide. 

The researchers arc given credit in the 
front of these manuals (in order of 
appearance): Bob Hayden. Ted Almgren. 
Martin Hull, Bill McDonald, and Lane 
Ponich. Each man brings an impressive 
set of credentials to the table and all of 
them have a long history with Sierra. 
They also are the true experts of this field 
having studied external ballis1ics over 
many years and the wealth of their 
knowledge is shown in the richness of 
these new manuals. 

The Handgun Manual loading data is 
divided into two parts. the regular data for 
ordinary handguns and then separate data 
listings for various calibers used in the so
called specialty pistols like the Thompson 
Contender and the Remington XP-100. 

There is an abundance of information 
provided besides the basic loading data 
recommendations. Listed information 
includes the ballistic coefficienls of rifle 

Conri1111ed on page 106 
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The Difference Between 
"Broken-In'' and Broken. 

TIC Recoil ProofM Scopes. 
It's enough to destroy most pistol scopes ... 100 rounds of 45/70 Gov't. 
The tremendous torque associated with the recoil of big bore pistols is far 
different than that of a rifle. 
TIC Recoil Proof Pistol Scopes were designed to withstand the 
recoil associated with today's hot cartridges. Whether it's 
our Contender Pistol chambered for the new 445 Super 
Mag, ( or one of the heavy rifle cartridges like the awe
some 45/70) our Recoil Proof™ Scopes are built 
to shrug off the effects of heavy recoil. Long after 
conventional pistol scopes have failed, TIC Recoil 
Proof Scopes will continue to perform. 
Thompson/ Center has a full line of Recoil Proof 
Scopes, both for pistols and rifles. Featuring constant
ly centered duplex reticles, and lenses which are ground 
polished and coated for exceptional clarity and brightness, 
our Recoil Proof Scopes provide shooters with optics they can 
depend on .. .in the toughest of hunting conditions. 

A turn of the switch and the crosshairs 

kl Fixed Power Models g Variables · 'glow like fire'·. allowing precise cross
hair placement in low light conditions. 

-~ -' 

Write for a free scope catalog 
featuring our full line of recoil 

~r&»p,, ~- ·.: . 

L[J kl Rail Mount Models kl 1'' Tube Models 
g Duplex Reticles kl Lighted Reticles 

g Lifetime Warranty 

TIC Recoil Proof™ Scopes ... 
they pass the 45/70 test! 

(W THOMPSON/CENTER 
~ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Read your mountirig instructions. TIC Recoil Proof Scopes will withstand magnum recoil if mounted 
properly in accordance with the instructions provided by tbe manufacturers of the mounting system. 

P.O. BOX 5002, DEPT.AHi 1 

FARMINGTON ROAD 
ROCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03867 



HAND GUNNING HINTS 
Bennett Viken & Robin Sutton 

-. The Derringer 

20 

1. The derringer packs a mighty wallop for its 
size. But that very size can make it difficult 
to shoot. 

6. And remember to 
familiarize your off-hand. 

© 1990 Bennett Viken & Robin Sutton 

2. The two-hand hold helps. First 
grip the derringer in your off-hand. 
Forget about the trigger or hammer. 
This hand's job is steadying the gun. 

3. The shooting hand takes 
care of the cocking ... 

4. . . . and the firing. 

5. Of course, if your derringer 
has a back-up role, you'll want to 
practice one-handed also. 

7. Don't let those 
fingers creep ahead 
of the muzzle. 
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GUN LEGISLAFION THE NRA REPORT 

PAUL H. BLACKMAN, Ph.D. 

STUDIES PROVE CONCLUSIVELY THAT 
GUNS DO NOT SPUR CRIMINAL ACTS 

lies with long histories of violence and 
drug abuse may well encl in spouse abuse. 
even homicide. 

The evidence of scholarship 
remains on the side of law-abiding gun 
owners. Yet they are threatened by 

that guns are the problem. 
This. of course. is the editorial posi

tion of many newspapers and broadcast 
outlets. You can imagine the feeding fren
zy when a new '·study .. is released. Soci
ety's "watchdogs .. become starving alley 
cats eager for any scrap of evidence to fill 
their need. And their need is to substanti
ate preconceived editorial positions that 
firearms should be banned. owners moni
tored. and rights ignored. 

Consider a Bureau of Justice Statis
tics' (BJS) study of .. Handgun Crime Vic
tims .. released this past summer. While 
90% of violent crimes are not committee! 
with a handgun, this study focused solely 
on that 10% that arc. And. while it was a 
study of some crime riC!ims, it die! not 

A
re law-abiding. responsible cit
izens likely to criminally mis
use firearms? Aren't they more 
likely to shoot themselves or a 

loved one than to protect themselves from 
crime? Doesn't gun ownership provoke 
violent behavior? Is spousal homicide or 
a tragic gun accident the likely result of 
introducing a gun into a usually placid. 
loving household? 

You and your non-gun-owning neigh
bors may have strident opinions on these 
questions. Scholarship has the answer. 
And the answer to each question is- no. 

Law-abiding Americans arc not crimi
nally aberrant. gun or no gun. Gun own
ers use guns for protection from crime 
about a million times yearly. while, 
through training and education. gun acci
dents have gone clown over 50% in the 
last 20 years. Gun ownership docs not 
lead to aberrant behavior. and typically 
loving couples remain loving. while fami-

Those most likely to be the victims of violent 
crimes are those in areas where restrictive gun 

laws are most apt to be enforced and where 
potential victims are least likely to be armed. 

quasi-scholarship and the misinterpre
tation of good research. Even when 
respectable researchers point out the 
limitations of their work, gun prohibi
tionists point to it as proof' posi1ire 

SHOOTING STAR MAGS 
CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS 
All METAL CONSTRUCTION insures long lasting performance. 
Competitors choose a proven design for the big matches. This 
unique patented follower has been .45 Gov't & Officm 
winning for 8 ye'lrs: Conversion Kits 

82 IPSC Combat Natl's 82 Steel Challenge -. e 83 IPSC Combat Natl's 83 Steel Challenge 
~4 IPSC Combat Natl's 84 Steel Challenge ' 85 IPSC Combat Natl's 85 Steel Challenge 
86 IPSC Combat Natl's 86 Steel Challenge . 
87 IPSC Combat Natl's 87 Steel Challenge 
88 IPSC Combat Natl's 88 Steel Challenge . 
83 IPSC Combat World 86 West Coast IPSC ~,, 
86 IPSC Combat World 87 West Coast IPSC . 
88 IPSC Combat World 88 West Coast I PSC 
82 IPSC Indoor Natl's 84 Florida lnvt'I ar '-. 
83 IPSC Indoor Natl's 85 Florida lnvt'I "· 84 IPSC Indoor Natl's 86 Florida lnvt'I 
85 IPSC Indoor Natl's 87 Florida lnvt'I .45 Stainless '-......... 
86 IPSC Indoor Natl's 88 Florida lnvt'I w/Pad 
87 IPSC Indoor ad's 
88 IPSC Indoor Natl's 

M-1911 Magazines 
9rd- 10mm SS $27.95 
9rd-10mm SS 

w/Base Pad 29.95 
9rd-10mm Blue 24.95 
9rd-10mm Blue 

w/Base Pad 26.95 
8rd-.45 Stainless 22.95 
8rd-.45 Stainless 

w/Base Pad 24.95 
Srd-.45 Blue 19.95 
8rd-.45 Blue w/Basc 

Pad 21.95 
\0rd-.38 Stainless 27.95 
!Ord- .38 Stainless 

w/Basc Pad 29.95 
!Ord- .38 Blue 24.95 
!Ord- .38 Blue w/Base 

Pad 26.95 
Conversion Kits -
FIXED BASE MAGS ONLY 
(adds l rd to standard 
mags) 
9rd- IOmm 12.95 
8rd- 45 (Gov'r) $10.95 
7rd-.45 (Officers) 10.95 
I0rd-.38 (Gov't) 12.95 
Srd-.45 (SIG 220) 12.95 
Shaw Base Pad w/ 

Screws 2.50 

aclclrcss victims or crime who have relied 
on handguns for sci !'-defense. 

This is not a "problem·• with the study. 
mine! you. but no study on a controversial 
topic is released into a vacuum. Media 
hostile to firearms civil rights seized on 
the July 8 study as still more justification 
for a ban or other restriction to public 
access to handguns. 

Handgun Control. Inc. quickly 
released a statement that the right to bear 
arms in this country costs Americans $ I 
billion each year on medical cost associ
ated with the treatment or people who 
have been shot. 

This plays pretty well to the public 
health community who believes as an 
Article of their Religion that injurious 
objects be banned. regardless or their 
ability to be used for good. 

There are important findings in the 
BJS study. but gun owners will have to 
avoid popular press coverage to fine! 
them. 

The key finding in the BJS study is 
that there are almost 640.000 handgun
related violent crimes annually. This 
means 640,000 instances. Many involve 
the same criminal over and over again. 

That's less than the 645.000 protective 
uses of handguns noted by Professor 
Kleck of Florida State University, virtual
ly all of which are single victims using a 
gun in a single instance of sclf
clefense-the survey on which Kleck 
relied clicln't ask about multiple uses of 
guns for protection from criminals. 

Notice that the press coverage of the 
BJS study clicl not note that the vast 
majority of hanclgun-relatccl crime vic
tims are not injured. ln stark contrast to 
their preconceived notions expressed ecli-
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tori ally, injury is less likely to occur if the 
criminal uses a handgun. 

Media also diet not indicate that rough
ly five-sixths of the injuries suffered in 
hanclgun-rclatccl crimes arc not the result 
of gunshot wounds. Presumably, these are 
beatings. 

lnclcccl. the key new finding of the 
study is that only about 15.000 non-fatal 
handgun shootings of crime victims 
occur, compared to previous criminologi
cal estimates of 30-35.000. and media
hyped estimates by anti-gunners of 
200,000. It compares. incidentally. to 
Klcck·s estimate that gun-wielding 
would-be victims shoot 8.700-15,000 
criminals annually- mostly using hand
guns. 

Paradoxically. advocates of more 
restrictive gun bans point to this study as 
justification for their position, but the 
BJS study supports another view. Those 
most likely to be the victims of hanclgun
rclatccl violent crimes arc those in areas 
where restrictive gun laws are most apt to 
be enforced and where potential victims 
are least I ikcly to be armed. 

In short, males too young to possess, 
much less purchase a handgun legally arc 
perpetrating more and more handgun
related crimes. Anet they are doing so on 
the streets of cities where. by and large, it 
is unlawful for law-abiding citizens to 
carry a gun for self-defense. 

Anet, contrary to the mythical "crime 
of passion'' between persons in otherwise 
loving, placid relationships, the BJS 
study shows that, relative to other crimes, 
handgun-related crimes ·are dispropor
tionately apt to involve strangers and to 
occur on the streets rather than in homes. 

The study also proves that high inci
dence of gun ownership docs not equate 
to a high incidence of gun crime. With 
handgun ownership highest among non
Hispanic whites. handgun use in violent 
crime was especially high among blacks 
and Hispanics. Handguns were used in 
about 22% of the violent crimes commit
ted against black males compared to 9% 
of those committed against white males. 

As with a recent American Medical 
Association study of homicides (with 
data corrected) the data suggest a very 
serious problem of criminal violence. 
especially gun-related violence- clirect
ccl against blacks. especially relatively 
young blacks, and, to a lesser extent. His
panics- in both instances, atlacks from 
members of the same ethnic minority. 

To NRA. this calls for action to 
address the security of black and Hispan
ic Americans, the question of inner-city 
public safety, and the need to identify and 
rectify the root causes of violence. 

Above all. it underscores the need, not 
to assail the Second Amend-
ment. but to enforce it. 

Paul H. Blackman, PhD, is a 
research fellov1• ,rith the National Rifle 
Association of America. 

WEIGAND 
COMBAT 
NDGUNS, INC. 

FRAME 
MOUNTED 

SCOPE 
MOUNTS 

FOR 1911s 

JACK WEIGAND 
MASTER CLASS SHOOTER 

"'E-:tpe1ience wfiere it counts" 

341 South Main Road 
Mountaintop, PA 18707 

717 474-9804 

THE PROS ARE WINNING WITH TASCO'S 
30mm SCOPES! 

30/30 

Take a closer look at the pros in the 
major shooting competitions around 
the country. 4 out of the top 5 at the 
1990 Bianchi Cup used Tasco's 30mm 
ProPoint~ Why? Because Tasco has 
taken advantage of the 4 millimeter 
difference between 1" and 30mm 
scopes to build in 4 critical factors. 
Longer eye relief. Wider field of view. 
Brighter image. Greater durability. 

And when it comes to mounting, 
the pros know it's even easier to 
mount a 30mm scope. Because 
Tasco includes FREE 30mm rings to 
fit standard bases with 5/a" grooved 
receivers. 

So, when you're aiming to win, take 
a closer look at Tasco's 30mm 

Pro Point'" with an 
electronic dot reticle 
and ProClass'" with your 
choice of glass tapered 
dot or 30/30 reticle. 
You'll discover, like the 
pros, traditional 1" scopes 
have their place. Second to 
Tasco's innovative 30mm 
pistol scopes. 

scopes. [fi £.-1-? • J 
TASCO PISTOL SCOPES. WE AIM TO WIN. 

4 

For more information, write or call Tasco Pistol Scopes, Dept. AH , PO. Box 523735, Miami, FL 33152. 
Phone: (305) 591-3670. For a full color sports optics catalog, send $3.00 to the above address. In Canada, 

write Optex Corp., 52 Lesmill Rd., Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B2T5. © 1990 Tasco Sales, Inc. 
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- MAGAZINES -
?rd 45 Acp w/Base Pad .................................. 21.50 
?rd 45 Acp w/Extended Base Pad ................. 23.00 
8rd 45 Acp w/Base Pad .................................. 25.00 
8rd 45 Acp w/Extended Base Pad... ..27.00 
1 Ord 38 Spr w/Base Pad ................................. 27. 75 
8rd 10mm w/Base Pad ................................... 25.00 
8rd 10mm w/Extended Base Pad ................... 27.00 

-COMMANDERHAMMERS-
Narrowed, (Blue/Stainless) .................................. 25.00 
Deluxe Slotted, Blue, NEW ............................ 32.95 

- BARRELS & COMP KITS -
45 Acp 5" Stainless Match Bbl ...................... 135.00 
45 Acp 6" Stainless Match Bbl .................... 145.00 
38 Spr 6" Stainless Match Bbl ....................... 155.00 
38 Spr 6" Stainless Bbl w/Ramp ................... 165.00 
Match Barrel Bushings (BlueIssI . 15.00 
LE-K 45 Acp Drop In Kit, NEW .................... 250.00 
LE-K 45 Acp Compensator Kit (GMt-Comm) ........ 275.00 
DP-K 45 Acp Dual Port Kit NEW .................. 295.00 
LE-K 38 Spr Compensator Kit ..................... 285.00 
LE-K 38 Spr Compensator Kit w/ Ramp Bbl .. 295.00 
DP-K 38 Spr Dual Port Kit NEW ................. 320.00 

- GUIDE RODS & SPRINGS -
1 Piece (Gov'torCommander) ................................ 24.00 
2 Piece Gov't (5" or 6") ................................... 32.00 
1 Piece Kit w/Springs & Shok Buffs ................ 33.00 
Group Gripper - (Gov·ucommander) ..................... 26.00 
Full Length Guide Rod/Group Gripper ............ 33.25 
Recoil Springs 12 or 20 lb. (C~mmander) ........... .4.50 
Gov't Springs 
8. 9. 10. 12. t3. t5. 17. Ia 1/2. 22- each .................... 4.50 

-SIGHTS-
High Visibility Combat ............. 26.00 
Deluxe High Visibility Combat ......................... 33.00 
3-Dot Sights. . ..... 33.00 
Bo-Mar. Front ....... 9.50 Wichita, Front ....... 10.00 
Bo-Mar, Back ...... 62.50 Wichita. Rear ......... 62.50 

- SAFETIES & SLIDE RELEASES -
Ex Thumb Safety (Blue/Stainless) ........................ 24.00 
Ambi Safety (Blue/Stainless) ................................. 50.00 
Ex Slide Release (Blue Sta,nless) ......................... 27.00 
Standard Slide Release (Blue'SS) ...................... 21.50 
Beavertail Grip Safety (Blue ssI ........................ 22.50 
High Grip Beavertail (Blue SS)NEW .......... ....... 35.00 

- OTHER ITEMS -
Practical Shooters Bag. Black NEW. ............. .79.95 
Shootist Bag, Black NEW.. . ....... 89.95 
Heavyweight Grips, Silver NEW ..................... 52.50 
Long Match Trigger.. . ............... 16.50 
6 Shok Buffs ........ 5.95 5 Red Buffs.. 6.95 
Extended Ejectors (45 Acp or 38 Spr).. . . .......... 21.00 
Extended Magazine Release ......................... 23.00 
Checkered Mainspring Housing (Flat/Arched) ..... 35.00 
The Combat 45 Auto Book by Bill Wilson ....... 13.00 
Checked Front Strap (Blue Stamless) ................. 15.00 
Barrel Link Kit (mcludes 5 hnks) ............................ 22.00 
Replacement Bbl Links (t. 2. 3. 4. 5) each ............ 5.00 
Slide Thumb Guard (Stainless) .......................... 15.00 
Mag Well (Blue/Sta,nless) ................................... 30.00 
Brass Belt Bucklew/ Wilson Logo .................. 11.00 
Extractor 45 Acp 7C or 80 Series ................... 16.00 
Extractor 38 Spr 70 or 80 Series .................... 16.00 
S & W L Frame Underlug (Blue Sta,nless) .......... .45.00 
Extended Base Pad (for w,1son Mags) ................... 1.75 

Kim Ahrends Custom Grips 
Cocobolo, Cordia, Ebony, Tulipwood, Kingwood,Rosewood 

Combat Grips ................................................... 36.00 
Diamond Grips.. . .... 50.00 

B.A.T. PRODUCTS 
Weighted Brass Mag. Pads. pack of 2 ........... 9.95 
Ultra Comp. Blue 69.95 ........... Chrome 89.95 
Pro Series V. Comp Kit ................................. 424. 75 

EASY TO ORDER: Mail in your order along with certified funds. 
Allow 2 weeks for Personal checks to clear. Describe your order as clearly 
as possible and include your phone number. 
OR Call in your order anytime. 
We accept VISA, MasterCard and UPS COD. Feel free to call if you have 
questions about any items listed or for help when ordering. 

WE PAY THE FREIGHT TO YOU 
Dealers send FFL for Dealer Price List. 

Plain Brown or Black Basket 

New Fas-trac Holster.. . .......... 99.00 
Stock Revolver 14•• & 6" for s & W) 

K-L-N Frame .............................................. 99.00 
PPG 6" S & W K-L-N Frame Adjustable cant 
Open Front for Ribs & Scopes ............................ 90.00 

Double Mag Pouch - Available Straight Up. 
Angle Back 0r Angle Forward... . ......... 36.00 

Fender Single Mag Pouch ................................ 32.00 
Fender Double Mag Pouch ...... .42.00 
Fender Triple Mag Pouch. . . ..... .48.00 
Competition Belt (Spring Steel Lmed) ..................... 50.00 

Targets do not include 
lre:ght, please call. 

Ma1ching Target Pasters 
B?x of 1,000 - $3.00 

COMPETITION 
ELECTRONICS 

Pro Timer Ill .................... 225.00 
Pro Tach Chronograph ..... 129.95 
Pro TNT.. . .................... 325.00 

VIDEKI TRIGGERS 
Speed Trigger, Long 

w/3 Holes ...................... 14.00 
Long Match Trigger ......... 13.00 
Gold Cup w/3 Holes ......... 15.00 
Extended Ejector ............. 15.50 

50 Practice Pin Targets NEW. ..... 13.50 
White corrugated cardboard, exact size 

Box of 1,000 matching pin target pasters ........... 3.00 

SHOOTING VIDEOS 
Pistol Masters ................................................... .49.95 · 
How to Shoot Fast & Accurate.. . ............... .49.95 
The Steel Challenge 1988, 1989 ...................... .49.95 
NRA Bianchi Cup 1988. 1989. . ....... .49.95 
USPSA Nationals 1988, 1989 .......................... .49.95 
Second Chance Pin Shoot ................................ 49.95 
Bob Munden "Fast Draw".. . ........ .49.95 
Women's Guide to IPSC ......... .49.95 
How to Win at PPG w/John Pride ............. .49.95 
45 Acp Disassembly/Reassembly.. .. ... 29.95 
Pachmayr "Handgun Hunting" .......................... .49.95 
"At the Beep" w/J. Michael Plaxco, 

2 1/2 hours of classroom and on the range 
shooting instruction (2 tapes) ......................... 69.95 

MAG PACK 
8rd 45 Acp Conversion Kits ............................... 8.95 
?rd 45 Acp Officers Model Kits.. . ............ 8.95 

1 Ord 38 Super Conversion Kits. . ...... 9.95 
?rd Officers Magazine (Blue) ........................... 24.95 

10rd 38 Super Weighted Mag (SS) ................... 30.95 

a,~, is;h;;i~Q ~~s 
8rd 45 Acp Magazine ............. 19.50 ............ .22.50 
9rd 10mm Magazine .............. 21.95 ............ .27.95 
10rd 38 Super Magazine ........ 21.95 ............. 27.95 
8rd 45 Acp Conversion Kit ............................. 10.50 
9rd 10mm Conversion Kit .............................. 10.50 
1 Ord 38 Super Conversion K,t.. .................. 12.50 
J & S Base Pad installed on above Mags ....... 2.00 

CHIP McCORMICK 
Standard Sear .................................................... 14.25 
Fully Prepped Sear ............................. . ........ 19.95 
Titanium/Carbon Fiber Match Trigger ... · .......... 29.95 
Nastoff or McCormick Titanium Hammer .......... 76.95 
Nastoff or McCormick Tool Steel Hammer ......... 59.95 
Standard Commander Hammer ......................... 24.95 
Semi Prepped Standard Commander Hammer ......... .49.95 
Titanium Firing Pin (38 Spr or 45 Acp) ............... 24.95 

) 

. . SJ.\l=J.\l~ll-'-\1\11::J 
' o•o•cA~D TO l!XC■L.LaNC■ 

> Plain Black 
) Brown Basket 

008 Final Option. . ... 84.00 84.00 
002 Cup Challenge .......................... 71.95 75.50 
Competition Belt (Add $10.95 for Buckle) 38.50 38.50 
076 Double Mag Pouch ................... 22.95 26.50 
073 Triple Mag Pouch. . ..... 31.95 36.50 
077 Idaho Reloader (Angle Ad1ustable) .... 16.65 17.50 
333 Triple Speed Loader Pouch ...... 17.50 17.50 
700-2 Double Adjust A Bar .............................. 15.00 
700-3 Triple Adjust A Bar. ...... 20.00 
702 Double Adjust A Bar (Complete w/2 077's) ....... 39.50 
703 Triple Adjust A Bar (Comi,ete w/ 3 077's) ....... 55.50 

SPEED LOADERS 
Safari land Comp 11 (S & w Kor L) .......................... 7.50 
Safariland Comp Ill (S & w Kor L) ....................... 11.50 
Safari land Loading Blocks (S & w Kor LI ............. 13.50 
Safari land Shooters Box .................................. 19.95 
HKS (all s,zes) ... . .............................. 7.25 

CLARK CUSTOM 
Barrels and Comp Kits are available in 9mm, 10mm. 
38 Super. and 45 Acp. Please specify Cal. 
6" 45 Acp Match Barrel ................................... 130.00 
6" Ramped Match Barrel. ............................... 130.00 
6" Threaded Barrel (.575, 40j ....... 140.00 
Pin Master Comp Kit........... . .. 270.00 
Heavy Pin Master Comp Kit .... 335.00 
Pin Master Comp Only........ . ....... 140.00 
Barrel Bushings (Blue or Sta,nless) ......... 12.50 
2 Piece Guide Rods (4 t14··. 5· or 6"1 .......... 15.00 
Barrett Mag Guide (Blue or Sta,nless) ......... 25.00 
Aimpoint Grip Mount (Fits Colt Gov·I1 .................... .45.00 
45 Auto Adjustable Scope Mount ................ 37.00 
Ruger MKII Adjustable Trigger.... . .......... 15.00 
Ruger MKII Target Grips ........... 19.95 
4 Finger Sear Spring .......................................... 6.00 

ED BROWN 
Blue 

High Grip Beavertail Grip Safety .... 29.95 
Maxi-Well ........... 29.95 
Slotted Commander Hammer ........ 32.95 
Extended Thumb Safety ..... .29.95 
Ambidextrous Safety .................... .49.95 
Oversized Thumblatch (Fm s & w Revol,er) .18.95 
S & W Ext. Slide Release 

Stainless 

31.95 
31.95 
35.95 
31.95 
54.95 
19.95 

(For 645,745.4506. 4516. 1006) .................................. .41.95 
Beavertail Installation Jig .............................. 17.95 
1 Pc. Heavy Duty Guide Rod & Plug ............. 25.95 
Reverse Recoil Spring Plug (Blue) ................ 15.00 

HANDGUN RELOADING COMPONENTS 
Handgun Bullets per 500 per 1000 
Winchester 9mm 115gr FMJ ........... 25.50 ...... .48.00 
Remington 9mm 115gr JHP ............ 28.50 ....... 53.50 
Winchester 9mm 124gr FMJ ........... 27.50 ....... 51.00 
Remington 38 Auto 130gr FMJ ...... 27.00 ....... 50.00 
Remington 38 148gr HBWC Lead .. 19.00 ....... 33.00 
Remington 38 158gr SWC Lead ..... 19.50 ....... 33.50 
Winchester 38 125gr JHP ............... 27.00 ....... 50.00 
Winchester 38 158gr JHP ............... 32.00 ....... 61.00 
Remington 44 180gr JHP ............... .40.50 ....... 75.00 
Remington 44 240gr JHP ............. .46.00 ....... 85.50 
Remington 45 Acp 185gr JHP ....... .44.00 ....... 82.00 
Winchester 45 Acp 230gr FMJ ....... .43.00 ....... 80.00 
Handgun Brass per 500 per 1000 
Winchester 9mm UNprimed ......... 38.00 ........ 71.00 
Winchester 357 Mag. UNprimed ..... 38.75 ........ 72.00 
Rem. 38 Super +P UNprimed (Yellow) .39.00 ........ 75.00 
Rem. 38 Super +P UNprimed (N,ckel).43.00 ........ 80.00 
Winchester 10mm Primed ............... 58.00 ...... 110.00 
Winchester 44 Mag. UNprimed ....... 53.50 ........ 99.50 
Winchester 45 Acp Primed .............. 55.00 ........ 99.50 
Once Fired 45 Acp ........................................ 43.50 

Many more handgun reloading components available at 
discount prices. Send postcard for listing. 



NEW STAINLESS STEEL 
MAGAZINES FROM 

PACHMAYR 

Pachmayr recently unveiled three newly 
designed magazines for the Beretta 92 
SB/F, Taurus 92/99 and Sig P226 mod
els. These high-quality magazines fea
ture custom contoured followers and 
stainless steel feed springs to insure relia
bility and built-in bumper pads for posi
tive loading. Prices start at $34.99. For 
information contact Pachmayr at 1875 
5. Mountain Ave., Monrovia, CA 
91016. 

NEWED BROWN 
ACCESSORIES 

Pictured is Ed Brown Product's oversize 
thumb latch for S&W K, L and N frame 
revolvers. This specially designed part 
allows you to open the gun with your 
strong hand while using the weak one 
for a speedloader. Also new are hex 
head grip screws for 191 l pistols and 
an extended slide stop for S&W 45 
frame guns. For details on these and 
other Ed Brown products, write to Rt. 2, 
Box 2922, Perry, MO 63462 or call 
314 565-3261. 

HEINIE PREMIUM DROP
IN COMPENSATOR 

Heinie Specialty Products has introduced 
a Drop-in Compensator Kit for 1911 pis
tols. This unit has a match-quality, fully 
throated stainless steel barrel with over
size hood area and custom-fitted bush
ing for increased accuracy. The kit also 
features a dual port compensator, Wolff 
recoil spring and more. It is currently 
available in .45 ACP, with other calibers 
expected in the future. For further details 
contact Heinie at 323 W. Franklin, 
Havana, IL 62644. 
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SIMMONS GOLD MEDAL 
HANDGUN SCOPES 

Simmons Outdoor Corp. introduces a 
versatile line of handgun scopes for the 
hunter, competitor and plinker. The Gold 
Medal scopes incorporate multi-coated 
lenses, a wide eye relief range, are fog
proof, waterproof, shockproof, and 
weigh between 7.4 and 9.0 oz. Fixed
power versions are available in 2x20mm 
and 4x32mm, and variables in l .5-
4x28mm and 2.5-7x28mm, each with 
choice of black or silver finish. For more 
information contact Simmons at 14530 
S.W. 119th Ave., Miami, FL 33186. 
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UNDERSTANDING 

REVOLVER 
By Torin Smith 

H
aving been a gunsmith at a 
major Smith & Wesson warran
ty station for a number of years, 
I've repaired literally thousands 

of Smiths and similar revolvers such as 
the Colt Mkm and MkY. the Ruger DA's 
and the Dan Wessons. These revolvers 
are similar in the principle used to turn 
the cylinder and it is specifically the sub
ject of cylinder index timing that I wish 
to address. 

1·ve felt for some time that this is 
an area that needs attention: many of 
these revolvers that I've repaired have 
had problems 

frame matches almost exactly the width 
of the hand. I say "almost" because the 
tolerance would actually be +.0000"
.0004". In other words, the hand should 
be absolutely no wider and a maximum 
of .0004" smaller than the distance 
between the pad and frame. 

Timing Check 
How is this important to the average 

revolver owner? If the hand is too narrow 
it is possible for the cylinder to fail to 
lock before the hammer falls and the car
tridge fires. If the cylinder is not locked 

have been polished! 
As I brought to your allention a few 

paragraphs ago. width of the hand is 
extremely critical, therefore any polishing 
can result in slow index timing. 

At this point, I'd better clarify a few 
important facts to consider before becom
ing angry with your gunsmith. First. and 
very importantly, some revolvers of every 
make come from the factory with slow 
timing. ot terribly slow but an identifi
able amount. 

Second, slow index timing can be a 
product of use, especially if the use bor
ders on abuse, as in forcing the action 
when the cylinder is jammed. 

Third, if your extractor is loose when 
seated against the cylinder (if it can be 
rotated slightly) the index timing may 
appear to be slow, when actually, if car
tridges were in place the extractor would 
be held in the correct position and the 
timing may be proper. 

Do not test this with live cartridges! 
Check with empty, deprimcd cases or 
have your gunsmith tighten the extractor. 

I recommend that you check your 
revolvers before having action work done 
just as a safeguard against misunderstand
ing between you and your gunsmith. 
There arc plenty of top notch gunsmiths 
around so finding one shouldn't be too 
difficult. Any smith worth his salt should 
be quite willing to go over the gun with 

you before 
that stem direct-
1 y from repair 
or custom work. 

To understand 
this area of cylin-

First, and very importantly, some revolvers of every 
make come from the factory with slow timing. 

beginning repair. 
Some of 

you may have 
noticed that as 

der index timing, we will begin with a 
limited description of the function of the 
hand, cylinder stop and cylinder. 

As you begin your cocking stroke, 
either DA or SA, the cylinder stop is dis
engaged from the cylinder. As the cylin
der stop clears the cylinder, the hand 
engages the ratchet and begins to lllrn the 
cylinder. Approximately halfway through 
the cocking stroke, the cylinder stop is 
released and rides against the outside 
perimeter of the cylinder. 

As the cocking advances, the hand 
continues to turn the cylinder with the 
cylinder stop riding against it. Just 
prior to full cock (SA) or hammer 
release (DA) the hand rounds the cor
ner of the ratchet pad and slides along 
the right side (as viewed from the 
shooters position). If the revolver is 
functioning properly, the cylinder 
stop's locking into the cylinder should 
be simultaneous with the hand round
ing the corner of the ratchet pad. 

At this time the chamber will be prop
erly aligned with the bore (assuming that 
all is well with the various factors that 
control cylinder alignment). 

Now, the hand, when it rounds the cor
ner of the ratchet pad, is sliding between 
the pad and the frame. It is critical that 
the distance between the pad and the 
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(by the cylinder stop) it is not in perfect 
alignment. Misalignment translates into: 
shaving of bullets, reduction of accuracy 
and in extreme cases, misfires due to off
center firing pin strikes. 

You can check your own revolver by 
this simple test: 

First, be sure that the gun is unloaded. 
Next, lay the revolver in your left 

hand with the barrel pointing left and the 
cylinder cupped in your fingers. 

ow, slowly draw the hammer back 
with your right thumb while keeping ten
sion (or drag) on the cylinder with your 
left fingers. Put enough drag on the cylin
der that you 're sure the hand is pushing 
the cylinder instead of the cylinder spin
ning ahead by itself. 

If all is well, then you should notice an 
audible click and visually observe the 
cylinder stop jump into the notch in the 
cylinder just before the hammer cocks. 

If the hammer cocks before the cylinder 
stop locks the cylinder, then the hand is too 
narrow and the index timing is slow. 

How does this relate to repair and cus
tom work? Often times I see revolvers 
that have action jobs that are smooth and 
light but out of time (slow cylinder index 
timing). On disassembly and inspection 
all too often the cause of slow timing is 
readily apparent: the sides of the hand 

you cycle the 
action of your revolver. the cylinder spins 
ahead and locks long before the hammer 
is released. This raises the question of 
how relevant is this issue of slow index 
timing. 

Consider this: how often have you 
had the action of your revolver become 
difficult to operate after you've fired a 
number of rounds? 'If you shoot an 
average amount then you 'vc probably 
experienced this. 

Often what has happened is that pow
der residue has collected under the 
extractor, which causes the cylinder to 
bind (fail to revolve easily). 

Another possibility is that a primer 
backed out with sufficient force to drag 
along the breech face also causing the 
cylinder to bind. There are other causes 
of cylinder binding but the important 
thing is that the cylinder does bind and 
when bound it cannot spin ahead but only 
moves as far as the hand pushes it. 

Cylinder index timing becomes an 
issue because if the hand doesn't push the 
cylinder far enough it won·t be locked in 
and lined up when the cartridge is fired. 

As to the correction of the problem, it 
is best that you refer this to a qualified 
gunsmith because the repair of this prob
lem goes into an area of 
close tolerance fitting. 
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No other firearms manufacturer can match the winning tradition and legendary quality of Springfield Armory's gold medal family of pistols. 

1911-A1 PISlOL .38 Super and .45 ACP are also available, and dual extractors make 
It's a winner by any definition. The Springfield 1911-A1 is the interchangability of calibers a reality. The Springfield OMEGA. It's 
choice of the world's top action shooters, including 1988 World the "Perfect Ten". 
and National Champion Rob Leatham. Winners choose winners, NEW! 1911-A2 S.A.S.S. 
and the Springfield 1911-A1 is "The Winners' Choice". Springfield's patented design for an affordable, single shot tack 
NEW! P9 DOUBLE ACTION PISlOL driver is the perfect choice for hunting or IHMSA shooting. With 
Springfield's P9 is an exact double of the famed Czech CZ-75. With interchangeable barrels in eight different calibers and two different 
a high capacity sixteen-round magazine, slim profile grips, and a lengths, S.A.S.S. is the epitome of versatility. From steel rams to big 
selective double/single action that allows it to be carried "cocked horn sheep, S.A.S.S. is the perfect choice-all in one shot. 
and locked", the P9 is "the best of the best". There's even a 
standard and a compact size. Want to be a winner at the 9mm 
game? Say "Czechmate", and the game is yours. 
OMEGA 10MM PISlOL 
The Springfield OMEGA was the first production pistol capable of 
effectively handling high performance 10mm ammunition. Optional 

See the complete line of Springfield Armory's firearms, including 
the M1A, SAR-48, and SAR-3 rifles, at any Authorized Springfield 
Retailer. Or, send $3 for our 1989 four-color thirty-six page catalog. 

Safety and instruction manuals available form Springfield Armory. Always wear eye and • 
ear protection when using any firearms. Use only factory recommended ammunition. 

No other manufacturer can match 
Sprmgfield's generous across•the• 
board warranty and service after 
the sale. M< your Aut!mzed Spnng
fleld Retailer for details. 

The Oldest Name In American Firearms 

~p ;)Jlt-!Jj J~!!) .;t;lul!);) :{@ 
Section SR-23 ■ 420 West Main Street ■ Geneseo, Illinois 61254 ■ (309)944-5631 







Roy uses a number of exotic materials for his custom grips. 
You can see the finished look of polished Dall sheep horn 
(above) while the raw horn is shown for comparison (right). 

A classic material for grips that is still popular is stag horn 
(above) that Roy fit to this custom S&W Model 63. 

"It can take from six to 14 hours, depending on the grip, to com
plete a set and this does not mean st.aiting at 8 and finishing at 5 and 
calling that nine hours," says the good natured grip maker, "My 
prices for grips in wood run from $90 to $200 per set, depending on 
what is wai1ted. Prices for ivory are individually quoted." 

Roy can build grips of the various popular styles such as 
Jordan, finger-groove, Roper, wrap-around and thumb-rest 
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plus a few other unique styles, like the gorgeous hammer
shroud of sumptuous French walnut on the pictured Chiefs 
Special. "Whatever the customer wants is what I try to build. 
I don't know how to say this without it sounding bad, but l 
don't have a style that I can call my own," Roy said, " There 
are so many good grip designs that there isn't a need for any
thing new. Basically what I try and do is build what the cus
tomer wants- within reason!" 

Exotic Materials 
Roy works with exhibition-grade hardwoods renowned for 

their beauty. Walnut is king of the woods for guns and Roy 
keeps an inventory of exquisite samples of English, Claro and 
American walnuts with striking grain patterns of deep color and 
swirling figure. Other types of walnut such as Bastogne, Circas
sian and French are also available. 

One distinguishing characteristic of Fishpaw grips is the use 
of exotic hardwoods. Roy has a particular fondness for Snake
wood, an extremely rare hardwood that grows sparsely in the 
remote areas of South America. The second rarest wood in the 
world, Snakewood is also known as "leopard wood" and "speck
led wood" for its distinctive grain pattern. Unlike common 
woods which are sold by the linear foot, Snakewood is so rare 
that it is sold by weight! 

Roy also employs some exotic materials for grips that are as 
beautiful as they are unique. Through a game biologist friend in 

Alaska, Roy has obtained Dall sheep horns from natural winter 
kills that he uses to make some of the most distinctive grips in the 
world. The color of the horn varies, Roy says, from an attractive 
shade of red to dark brown depending on what part of the horn is 
used. "The top part where the rams butt heads is sorta pink in 
color," Roy laughs, "But it really makes a nice grip for a sheep 
hunter or the guy who's looking for something a little different." 

Traditional non-wood materials like stag horn and ivory are Fish
paw specialties. His ivory is aged for one year so that it cai1 com
pletely dry out before Roy is ready to handfit the precious white 
material to a gun. To paraphrase a well-known winemaker, Roy 
Fishpaw fits no ivory before its time. (All of Roy's ivo1y is legally 
imported from Africa in strict adherence with CITES regulations.) 

Why A Custom Grip? 
Handgun grips are much more than handles- a good grip 

can make a gun shoot better and a bad grip can tum a tack-driver 
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into a rlinch-o-matic. 
A properly contoured grip that fits rour hand is largely what this 

business of ergonomics- human engineering- is all about. Ifs 
what makes a sixgun ··feer· or ··balance" in your hand comfortably. 

A good grip improves your shooting because of enhanced 
. ergonomic factors. A well-fining grip allows you to reach the 

trigger properly. helps you to control the recoil easily by actually 
reducing felt recoil. makes it easier to exert a steady and uniform 
grip pressure- in other words. shoot better. 

Conversely. an ill-fitting grip accentuates felt recoil and turns an 
otherwise easy-shootin' revolver into a painful palm-pounding 
instrument of torture. A classic example of this phenomenon can be 
found in the Charter Arms .44 Special Bulldog, which really does 
bite with the atrocious factory grips. Slap on a pair of Pachmayrs or 
install a custom grip. and the Bulldog becomes a tame pooch. 

An improper grip can also reduce a handgun ·s accuracy by 
refusing to give you. the shooter. the control you need over the 
vital fundamentals of handgun marksmanship. As everyone 
knows. one of the most basic tenets of marksmanship is trigger 
control. Well. you can·t '"contror· what you can·t reach! A cum
bersome grip makes it awkward to comfortably place the pad of 
your trigger finger gently on the trigger to subtly manipulate that 
all-important arc of steel (plastic. if it's a Glock). 

Another fundamental of handgun marksmanship that suffers 
with a poor stock-job is your ability to maintain a consistent 
grip. Shift your grip around on the gun, or vary the pressure of 

your grip. and watch your groups open up. In contrast. a good 
grip actually facilitates a consistent and regular grip. 

When you get into the area of '"point shooting"' or ''instinct 
shooting;· the difference between a good grip that makes the gun 
an extension or your arm and a hunk-o-pinc that makes the gun 
dangle from your hand like a catchcr·s mitt. well. the difference 
there is so great that the comparison is absurd. You can pretty well 
scratch any chance of hitting if the grip docsn ·1 fit you. 

I hope these points about the advantages of properly fitting 
grips arc boring. I hope f"ve belabored the obvious. If not. then you 
really must feel the difference yourself between a good set of Pach
mayr·s on a heavy-kicking magnum and one with the factory grips. 

Perhaps you've hefted one of the N-frame Smiths with a set 
of Guy Hoguc·s remarkable Mo11ogrips and then tried an N
frame with those factory-installed bulbous blocks of Goncalo 
Alves that must have been designed for an orangutan. The big 
S&W N-framc has a well-deserved reputation of having the 
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This exquisite set of French walnut Fishpaw grips on a 
Chief's Special are specially contoured to shroud the 
hammer. The finger groove "combat style" grips are 
handmade by Roy Fishpaw from select Exhibition Grade 
wood. 

Roy stores his select-grade ivory for one year to allow the 
material time to cure. This ivory has been fitted to a 
Freedom Arms single-action. At /eh is an attractive piece 
of Snakewood, an extremely rare wood that Roy favors. 

world"s _worst factory grips that might fit Hulk Hogan if hc·s 
been taking his steroids. 

If you·vc tried factory grips and then tried some of the after-mar
ket grips like the excellent ones from Pachmayr. Hogue. Herrctt. 

Con1i1111ed on page 102 
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INSIGHTS INFO IPSC With the help of John Adams, then 
executive director of the Southwest Pistol 
League, he handloaded the 125 gr. Speer 
bullet to 1,600 fps. (p.f. 200!!). 

DAVE ANDERSON 

NEW BAN ON .38 SUPER, 9MM IS A 
SENSELESS WAY TO STIFLE SHOOTERS 

Yes folks- believe it or not- .Jeff 
Cooper, Mr. .45 ACP himself. was shoot
ing .38 Super major loads back when Rob 
Leatham was 12 years old and IPSC 
wasn't yet in existence. This, mind you. 
with standard brass, a non-supported 
chamber, in an aluminum-framed Colt. 

R
ecently I read a newspaper arti
cle about some major league 
baseball players who were in 
trouble for using oversize 

gloves. A few years ago the controversy 
was about using too much pine tar on 
bat handles. 

Meanwhile auto racers complain about 
restrictions on engine size and turbo 
boost, pro golfers and skiers use ever 
more exotic materials in their golf clubs 
and skis, and football players bulk up 
their muscles with steroids. In every 
sport, it seems, there are those who push 
the rules to the absolute limit, then start 
whining to have the rules changed so they 
can push some more. 

IPSC, it seems, is no different. It's 
been suggested lately that the IPSC 
power factor (bullet weight times velocity 
divided by 1,000), currently set at 175, 
should be reduced to 170. 

The reason? Because shooters have 
been loading their .38 Supers to make 
major with light bullets at high pressures 
and velocities. And, we're told, such 
loads are dangerous and cause excessive 
gun wear. 

Now this makes a lot of sense. If these 
loads truly are dangerous and can be 
proved to be dangerous, then apply IPSC 
rule 7.27, which has been in place for 
years: "'Ammunition which, in the opinion 
of the Match Director or the Range Offi
cer. is considered unsafe must be with
drawn from the match upon request." 

If the problem is gun wear, that's no 
reason to change the power factor. Shoot
ers who absolutely have to have every 
possible advantage should be prepared to 
pay the price. And, at any rate, for rea
sons which I will explain later. I don't 
believe a change in the factor would have 
any effect on this problem. 

But it seems to be human nature to 
blame rules. or equipment. for problems 
which are caused by other factors. It's the 
easy way out. 

Super Scapegoat 
Now we ·re seeing the .38 Super car

tridge and the IPSC rules getting blamed 
for problems caused by those few people 
who insist on having every possible com
petitive edge plus a bit more. 

Recently I read in an article on loading 
the .38 Super that was so ominous and 
foreboding it made the process look like 
trying to build a space shuttle out of old 
beer cans, full of profound dangers and 
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difficulties and serious moral issues. 
There are so many misconceptions 

about this cartridge that it's become 
almost hopeless to discuss it. but let's 
give it a try. 

The first thing to understand is that 
there is nothing new about loading the 
Super to major levels. I suspect loads 
factoring over a 175 power factor (p.f.) 
were in use 60 years ago. Robert Chat
field- Tay !or (a well known hunter, 
shooter, and gunwriter in 'the '50s and 
'60s, best remembered now for the .416 
Taylor wildcat which he made by neck
ing down the .458 Win. cartridge) in a 
1972 article mentioned his load for the 
Super- a 125 gr. Speer over an unspeci
fied charge of Unique for a velocity of 
1,439 fps and a 180 p.f. 

He also mentioned that he had seen 
heavy .38 Super loads being used by sev-

Cooper didn't stop there. When cases 
started to blow he went to cut-down .223 
rifle brass (similar in exterior dimensions 
to the Super. but with more strength in 
the case head area) and got the I 25's up 
to 1,750 fps which works out to a power 
factor of almost 220. 

Super Pressure 
Another misconception is that any .38 

Super major load is right at the edge of 
maximum pressure, somehow more dan
gerous than maximum loads in any other 
cartridge. The SAAM! maximum work
ing pressure for the Super is 35.700 cop
per units of pressure (CUP). 

The limiting factor is the strength of 
the case; standard barrels are cut away at 
the bottom of the chamber to enhance 
feeding and leave a section of the case 
unsupported. 

(The pre-'64 Winchester M-70 and 

Yes folks- believe it or not-Jeff Cooper, Mr. 
.45 ACP himself, was shooting .38 Super 

major loads back when Rob Leatham was 12 
years old. 

era! Arizona ranchers in the early '30s, 
prior to the appearance of the .357 Mag
num. (Guns and Ammo, May, 1972). 

Early Super Loads 
I found several other references to 

heavy .38 Super loads that do not include 
the power charge, but since American 
Ha11dgu1111er doesn't show load data 
unless it has been checked and found 
within specifications by a reputable lab. I 
won't show them here. 

An August, 1973 article in Guns & 
Ammo by Rick Miller lists a 160 gr. lead 
bullet at I .I 00 fps (p.f. 176). 

A Shooting Times staff report (June, 
I 974) shows .38 Super load data for a 
137 gr. bullet at 1,340 fps, for a 184 p.f. 

A letter to the editor in the June. 1976, 
Shooting Times issue gives load data for a 
140 gr. cast lead bullet at 1,310 fps in a 
5" Colt .38 Super (p.f. 183). 

And in a story in the December, 1973. 
Guns & Ammo, Jeff Cooper wrote of his 
experiments with the .38 Supei. He fined 
one of Irv Stone's superb Bar-Sto barrels, 
6 1/2" long, to a Colt Commander and got 
1,350 fps from factory l 30's (p.f. 175.5). 

. 
Springfield 1903 rifles with their coned 
breeches do the same thing.) 

It's impo1tant to note that the use of stan
dard, non-plus P brass and unsupported 
chambers was taken into account by SAAM I 
in a1Tiving at the figure of 35,700 cup. 

What sort of pressures do major loads 
develop? In an article for the ov./Dec. 
1986 Handgunner, Charles Petty had 
Winchester pressure test some Super 
loads using 160 gr. lead bullets and WW 
540 powder. 

He wrote. "Winchester testing deter
mined that a safe major load for .38 
Super with 160 grain bullets and WW 
540 is 7.0 grains. In the 5" pressure barrel 
this load developed 32,000 CUP." 

Petty further reported that in his gun, 
using the 160 gr. bullets, he reached 
I, 123 fps (p.f. 180) with 6.5 gr. of WW 
540. It seems likely that with his smaller 
powder charge pressures were lower as 
well. possibly around 30.000 CUP. or less 
than 85% of SAAM! maximum. 

The Accurate Arms Co. Loading 
Booklet (4th. Edition) shows six load 
combinations with three different pow

Co11ti1111ed 011 page 35 
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ProTimer III™ 
• Easy operation. Just turn it on and 

start shooting for most common 
operation modes. 

• Automatically selects shot 
detection and stop plate switch 
operations. Par time available 
on shot and stop plate modes. 

• Bold LCD display and touch pad 
controls on top of unit provide 
convenient viewing/operation. 

• Features low-frequency buzzer or 
optional high-frequency buzzer. 

• Lightweight custom-molded 
housing with clear dust cover 
top seals out contamination. 

• Coupling jack for man-on-man 
or remote start. 

• Powered by 9-volt alkaline battery 
in easy access compartment. 

All this performance for only 
$225.00. 

ProTach'M Chronograph 
• Portable easy to set-up on table or 

standard camera tripod. Indoor/ 
outdoor capability. 

• Records number of shots, velocity 
from shot-to-shot without 
resetting, and average velocity 
per shot string. 

• Provides direct velocity readouts 
from 75 to 4500 fps with accuracy 
to 1/2%. 

• Large LCD display for positive 
viewing from firing position. 
Display includes low battery 
indicator. 

• Diffuser hoods included to assist 
built-in skyscreens on bright days. 

• Powered by 9-volt alkaline battery. 
• Optional remote control allows 

resetting for number of shots and 
average velocity from up to 20 ft. 

Now only $129.95. 

ProTach'M CLASSIC 
Chronograph 
• The classic down-range sensor 

features full-function readout at 
shooting position. 

• Easy set-up and operation for 
indoor/outdoor use. Pre-assembled 
sensors mount on standard 
camera tripod. 

• Displays high and low velocities, 
extreme spread, standard 
deviation, average velocity, 
shot number and average shot 
velocities. 

• 75 to 4500 fps velocity range with 
accuracy to within 1/2%. 

• Memory stores up to 24 shots, 
calculates up to 211 shots. 

• Edit function allows removal of 
unwanted velocities from shot 
string. 

Competition Electronics, Inc. 
3469 Precision Drive Rockford, IL 61109 

• True, standard deviation. 
• Large LCD display with low battery 

indicator. 
• Powered by 9-volt alkaline battery. 
• Diffuser hoods included for bright 

days. 

Complete, ready-to-use at just 
$189.95. 

ProTNT™ 
• All the outstanding features of our 

ProTimer Ill and ProTach CLASSIC 
combined in one economical unit. 

• It's your best value for the ultimate 
in precision, reliable performance. 

Only $325.00. 

All of our products feature ... 
• 30 day money-back guarantee 
• One year limited warranty 
• 5 day turnaround service policy 

ORDER NOW! 
Call Toll-Free 1-800-222-3845. 
Visa, MasterCard and COD accepted. 
Illinois residents add 6-1 / 4 % sales 
tax. Add $4.50 for shipping and 
handling. Certified check or money 
order by mail. 



IPSC 
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dcrs that make major in .38 Super, and 
i""m absolutely certain they would not 
pub! ish such data unless it had been pres
sure tested and found to be we! I below 
SAAM! maximum. 

Now it hardly seems fair to single out 
the Super as being somehow exceptional
ly dangerous when loaded to 85% of 
maximum. Magazines and loading manu
als pub! ish data for other handgun and 
rifle cartridges at this level all the time. 
Maximum loads in the Super require the 
same care and diligence in loading as any 
other round. no more and no less. 

Technical Strides 
A couple of technical innovations pro

vided an extra margin of insurance. The 
first was the fully supported chamber 
with integral fccdramp. Pistolsmith Jim 
Clark began using integral ramps in 1959, 
not so much t:o increase strength but to 
enhance feeding on his famous .38 Spe
cial target conversions. 

In I 981 Charlie Kelsey of Devel was 
building the "Gammon II," a gun that was 
years ahead of its time. Wanting to use 
the .38 Super. he had Irv Stone make a 
barrel that completely enclosed the case 
right up to the extraction groove, with 
barrel and fccdramp machined in one 
piece. 

Chip McCormick used this gun for 
some time, making hi-m probably the 
first Big Name shooter to use the 
Super in competition. Rob Leatham 
started his incredible series of wins 
with a .45 ACP in 1983. but by 1984 
was using a Super and his achieve
ments with it certainly helped make 
the cartridge's reputation. 

The second innovation was the use of 
+P brass with extra-heavy case walls in 
the area just ahead of the extraction 
groove. The use of this +P brass and fully 
supported chambers provides a greater 
margin of security. 

A comparable situation is that: of the 
.45 Colt cartridge, for which industry 
maximum working pressure is 15.900 
CUP in deference to the many old 
revolvers still around. For use in the 
very strong Ruger Blackhawk revolver. 
or the even stronger Thompson/Center 
Coni-endcr. it's common to see maga
zines and manuals publish load data 
that far exceeds industry maximum 
pressures. with the warning of course 
that such loads are to be used in these 
strong guns only. 

(I can·t help noting that the same writ
er who expresses such distaste for .38 
Super major loads- generating 85% of 
SAAMI maximum- has no qualms 
about publishing load data for the .45 
Colt that run around 25.000 CUP. or near-

Co11ti1111ed 011 page 74 

BERGMANN -WILLIAMS 
• HIGHEST QUALITY 
• FAST DELIVERY TIMES 
• DOUBLE & SINGLE PORTS 
• BASIC TO FULL HOUSE IPSC 
• COMP KITS ALSO AVAILABLE 
• EACH GUN CUSTOM DESIGNED TO 

YOUR SPECIFICATIONS 

Call or !Mite for Details 

2450 Losee Road/ Suite F 
N. Las Vegas, NV 89030 

All WORK GUARANTEED! 

EB~ 
(702) 642-1091 

CUSTOM HANDGUNS 
• COMPETITION 

• RECREATIONAL 
• PRACTICAL SHOOTING 

ACCESSORIES 

MAHARLIKA 
SPORTSMEN SHOP 

FIREARMS ACCESSORIES 

(714) 598_9854 FOR ORDERS ONLY: 
(800) 888-4677 

Monday - Friday 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 

975 FAIRWAY DRIVE 
WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 0 

IPSC 

LEARN COMBAT SHOOTING FROM J. MICHAEL PLAXCO 

Please Check One: 

"AT THE BEEP" 
Learn the skills required for Practical Shoot

ing with this two tape set. (total running time --
2-1/2 hours.) 

World Champion J. Michael Plaxco teaches 
you the secrets that have made him one of the 
World's best and most consistent shooters. No 
longer will you go to the range to practice and 
wonder what you need to work on. These videos 
will give you the guide lines to become a Cham
pion Shooter. 

Two Volume Set: $69.95 - plus $4.05 shipping and 
handling Please allow 3 weeks for delivery. 

□ Check/Mo $74.00 □ Mastercard 

Please Print: 

□ VISA □ U P.S. C.O.D. U.S. DOLLARS ONLY 

Cardholder Name 
------------------------

Name---------------------------
Account Number ------------------------
Expiration Date ____ Signature ------------~----
Street Address _______________ _ 

City _________ _ State Zip ___ _ 

Phone (Home) _____ _ (Work) _____ _ 

To Order "At The s·eep" by Phone 
Call J. Michael Plaxco's (501) 868-9787 

21621 Roland Cut-off Road • Roland, Arkansas 72135 
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COP FALK 
MASSAD AYOOB 

es weapons and tactical training for a 
large metropolitan police department. His 
daily carry gun on and off duty (he wears 
a suit to work) is a Colt .38 Detective 
Special. Outside his jurisdiction, he chose 
not to carry a gun in California. 

WHA1 PROS REALLY CARRY ON l'HE 
S1REE1 (PSST, SOME GO UNARMED} 

Instructor D is a sergeant and survival 
trainer with a large Western city's police 
department. On duty and off, he wears his 
issue Ruger P-85 9mm with department 
standard Winchester 147 grain subsonic 

W
hen I had the privilege 
last summer of again 
coordinating the firearms 
track of the American 

Society of Law Enforcement Trainers 
international seminar, this time in San 
Diego. I conducted an informal survey 
of the guns the staff instructors were 
carrying there versus what they carried 
at home. The results were interesting to 
say the least. 

Model 60 Chief's Special 
has always been a good 
hideout gun. 

Of the seven primary instructors, only 
four walked armed in San Diego. The law 
prohibits civilians, even if they work full
time as police trainers, from carrying 
concealed handguns in California unless 
they are residents of the state with hard
to-get concealed carry permits. 

Out of state peace officers are allowed 
to carry. 1f they are documentably on 
police business such as law enforcement 
training and in possession of their ID. 
One not fitting the latter description is, 
however, allowed to keep a loaded hand
gun with him in the hotel room that is his 
temporary domicile. 

The instructors ranged in age from 
slightly under 40 to 59. All were male. 
All had over 10 years experience and 
some, over 20. All had experienced 
armed encounters. Some had to kill their 
opponents. One had been shot seven 
times himself. 

In addition to the seven designated 
instructors. this survey includes four 
more who graciously consented to serve 
on the popular Panel of Police Firearms 
Experts which traditionally concludes the 
four-day, intensive training course. 

Guns Of The Experts 
Instructor A was a retired cop now 

serving a major police academy as a 
senior combat weapons instructor, and 
technically a civilian. Licensed to carry in 
his home state, he generally wears a 
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Devel custom Smith & Wesson Model 59 
converted to an ultra-compact 14-shot 
9mm, similar in size and conception to 
the current Model 6906. 

For the trip to San Diego, however, he 
brought a small, light, inexpensive Gren
del .380 auto. He states he has had good 
luck with his Grendel using Silvertip, and 
he felt it was adequate for domicile 
defense in close quarters since he would 
not be carrying. Knowing several people 
who'd had their guns stolen in the course 
of air travel and long trips, he felt it was a 
gun he could afford to lose. 

Instructor B has nearly 20 years with a 
Federal law enforcement agency. At 
work, he generally carries his issue Smith 
& Wesson 6906 compact, loaded with 
·'9BP" Federal 9mm hollowpoint. His 
authorized, privately owned optional gun 

Now discontinued, 
the Detective Special 
is a six-shot .38 
Special that cops like. 

hollowpoints. I noticed that this was the 
gun he wore to the ASLET seminar. 

Instructor E is a civilian who works 
full-time training police, civilians, and 

As street-wise cops are the first to tell you, the Glock 17 is a fine friend to have 
behind your hip when the feces hits the oscillator. This 9mm is rugged, reliable. 

is a Star PD loaded with issue Remington 
185 grain standard velocity .45 hollow
points. He wears it, he says, for "raids, 
parties, and barbecues." 

A third favorite is a Lafrance Custom 
Nova 9mm, an $800 Star BKM cut down 
to the size of a Walther PPK/s .380 but 
loaded with full-power Federal 9BP. This 
was his choice for the warm San Diego 
weather, carried half the time in a pocket, 
the other half in an ankle rig. 

Instructor C is a captain who supervis-

military in combat small arms use. His 
normal carry gun is a lightweight Colt 
Commander loaded with .45 hardball. 
Recognizing California's stringent 
enforcement of gun laws vis a vis his 
civilian status, he chose not to bring a 
gun to the seminar. 

Instructor F, a captain with a munici
pal police department back East, normal
ly carries his department issue S & W 
4506 and CCI Lawman ammo both on 
and off-duty. However, he was planning a 
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trip to Mexico after the seminar. a coun
try where bringing a gun in at all is diffi
cult to negotiate. and one of military cal
iber like 9mm or .45 is impossible. 

Accordingly, he carried a Ruger Service 

Colt's little 
powerhouse, the .45 
Officer's Model was 
favored by one 
instructor. 

Six 4" .357 Magnum with Federal 125 
grain hollowpoints, and a Smith Model 38 
f.\irweight Bodyguard with FBI loads for 
backup, during the week of the seminar. 

Instructor G is a 23-year sergeant with 
a large sheriff's office in the Midwest. On 
duty at the range, he carries either the 
S&W 6906 issued to detectives by his 
department, or his preference, the Glock 
used by special investigators. A Glock 19 
was his carrying iron (carrying polymer?) 
during the seminar, and ammo was issue 
Federal 147 grain HydraShok. 

Instructor H is a lieutenant with a very 
large metro agency in the West. On-duty 
he wears a Beretta 92F: off-duty, a Smith 

669 Compact. both with issue 9mm Rem
ington hollowpoints. The latter was his 
carry at the seminar. 

Instructor l is an ex-cop now working 
for a noted commercial training academy 
closed to civilians. He accordingly did 
not carry in San Diego. At home. he is 
I icenscd to wear a S& W Model 3914 
slimline 9mm compact. and his home 
defense pistol is the same maker's Model 
645 converted to single-action first shot 
mode and chambered for .45 ACP. 

Instructor J heads training for a spe
cialized unit in the South. He carries a 
cocked and locked Colt .45 auto on-duty 
and off, and did so at ASLET. 

Instructor K is a small-town police chief 
with a large training background and a 
spokesman for LEPSA, Law Enforcement 
for Preservation of the Second Amend
ment. On-duty he wears as issue Ruger 
GP- I 00 .357 revolver and a 2" Model 60 
S& W .38 for backup, and off-duty carries a 
Colt Government or Officers .45 and the 
same Model 60. The Officers and the snub 
.38 were on him at ASLET. 

Of the 11. we note that four of the 
survival instructors were not carrying 
guns. in three cases because it was ille
gal. Following the law is something we 
cannot find fault with. After all, follow
ing the law was the raison d' e/re for the 
audience of 368 instructors and the tens 
of thousands of lawmen they·re respon
sible for training. 

Two carry backup guns nearly all the 
time and did so. legally. in San Diego. 
Their feeling is that off-duty with no 
backup or communications. the life sav
ing features of the second weapon might 
be more needed than ever. Most of the I I 
to my knowledge carry backup on the 
job, and most of them strongly advocate 
the practice. 

Only three of those who did carry 
wore something other than their standard 
plainclothes weapon from the home front. 
One did so for reasons of concealment in 
hot weather, one for legal and situational 
reasons. and one because he feared theft 
of his luggage. Note that only one of the 
instructors relied on anything lighter than 
a .38 Special. 

Only one carried a revolver as primary 
weapon during ASLET. though two did 
so for backup. Only two carried a 
revolver as a duty weapon at home. 

The above information is perhaps a 
thousandth of what this writer learned at 
AS LET, whose annual seminar is probably 
the finest in the world. Police officers 
interested in joining the American Society 
of Law Enforcement Trainers. which will 
have an extensive advanced live-fire com
bat weapons track in January. 1991 in 
Palm Beach. Fla .. can write on letterhead. 
or enclosing a photocopy ID, to Massad 
Ayoob, LFI. P.O. Box 122, Concord. NH 
03301. An application form ...,._ 
will be sent by return mail. ~ 

You could shoot the whole day like this. 
When you're out shooting, you only care about one 

thing. A tight group. Every time. 
You demand accuracy. And if you're a reloader, 

demand IMR rn smokeless powder. Our extensive 
quality control procedures ensure uniform perfor
mance from lot to lot. Which means you can count 
on IMR for consistency and clean-burning efficien
cy every time you squeeze the trigger. 

No other company offers more choices of 

powder. And no other powder supplier offers a free 
Handloader's Guide as comprehensive as ours. 
Accuracy. Consistency. Efficiency. If you're not 
reloading with IMR, you're probably missing 
something. 
For a free copy of our Handloader' s Guide, ask 
yourdealerorwrite:IMR,CJMR)M R 
RD #5, Box 247E-AH, 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901. TM 

If you use /MR and shoot a whole day like this, and you'd like to let us know, please send your results lo /headdress above. Keg shown contains 12 lbs. of powder. 
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PIS701SMl7HING: i i 

A LOOK AT' 1'HE UNIQUE BREED OF 
REVOLVER WE CALL 1'HE 11 PPC GUN 11 

barrel blank or choose a pre-threaded 
and milled barrel to suit your purpos
es. A set of frame and barrel, tap and 
die for the specific basic revolver 
being modified are necessary to insure 
interference-free fitting. 

Since the weapon will be finished with 
a particular type of bluing or will be plat
ed, all lubricant must be removed from 

next be cut. The angle varies for different 
stock revolvers, but in this instance. you 
might elect to cut an optimum 11 ° angle. 

The accepted method of cutting this 
angle is with a reamer supplied in 
Brownell's Revolver Chamfering Tool 
Kit. The kit contains a barrel facing cutter 
that can be used to carefully cut the barrel 
face back to proper cylinder gap. All of 
these tools must be guided with a bushing 
in the bore close up to the cutler and cut
ting must proceed slowly and steadily to 
prevent cutter or reamer chatter. Use a 
proper lubricant and clear the cutting 
teeth often. 

Some revolvers have a double taper cut in 
the forcing cone, with an 18° cut at the mouth 
for easy entry of full wadcutter projectiles. 
You should carefully check the cut with the 
proper batTel chamfering plug gauge. 

It is necessary to dismount the cutter. 

A
revolver modified for use in 
Practical Police Competition is 
always an eye-opener for a 
shooter who has agonized 

through an out-of-the-box double-action 
pull. Fast, stable and accurate, these high
ly modified revolvers will punch tight 
groups without causing shooter distress, 
and their availability often changes con
firmed single-action-only shooters into 
enthusiastic double-action fans. 

The most popular candidates for con
version to PPC guns are the Smith & 
Wesson K-frame Model IO and the Ruger 
Six series. These are closely followed by 
S&W L-frames and Ruger GP-IOO's. An 
occasional S&W N-frame or a Dan Wes
son may also be modified, but these latter 
two cost considerably more because no 
aftermarket components are available and 
everything must be scratch-built. 

Since the finished revolver can't be any more 
accurate than its barrel, this component must be 

chosen and modified with great care. 

PPC Modifications 
These modifications break clown into 

barrel, action, sight, finish and accessory 
work. Since the finished revolver can't be 
any more accurate than its barrel, this 
component must be chosen and modified 
with great care. 

You might begin with a high quality 

the frame and barrel threads before final 
assembly. It will be necessary to chuck 
the barrel in the lathe to turn small 
amounts from the mating face until the 
barrel seats in the proper position for 
effortless extraction rod function. 

After seating, the barrel face must be 
cut back to proper barrel/cyl incler face 
clearance. The gap must be square and 
fall within the desired tolerance range of 
.004" to .006" when all of the cylinder 
enclshake is accounted for or removed. 

The optimum forcing cone angle ca·n 

LAROCCA GUN WORKS, INC. 
Building guns for the 21st Century 

~ 11111 J.llli__l ________ _ -
Custom Handgun Specialist: 
IPSC conversions In all calibers 
Basic Street• PPC Revolvers 

Custom Competition Shotguns: 
For the finest in speed and reliability. 

All work guaranteed for the highest reliability, quality and craftsmanship. 
Dept YR, 51 Union Place, Worcester, MA 01608 • 508-754-2887 

clean the cut of all chips and then gauge 
progress. While this procedure is slow, it 
avoids overcutting and a ruined barrel. 

A Crowning Achievement 
Then you are ready to crown the muz

zle and once again Brownell comes to the 
rescue with muzzle and cylinder facing 
and chamfering tools. These piloted cut
ters make short work of what used to be a 
slow and painstaking lathe operation. 

The cylinder chamfer is cut after 
removal of the extractor star, which is 
never chamfered. You have to be careful in 
chamfering the cylinder chambers. Allow 
plenty of support for the case rim. Better a 
too small chamfer than a too deep one. 

And, never chamfer a cylinder that 
will be used with .357 level loads, for 
obvious reasons. 

Crane Lock Ball 
Doing away with the extractor rod's 

front cletent plunger makes installation of 
a crane-lock ball and spring mandatory. 
The easiest way to locate the hole in the 
crane is with a crane lock jig made by 
Maryland Gun Works and supplied by 
Brownell's. 

After you drill the hole, the stainless 
steel ball and spring are seated perma
nently with a special swage that closes up 
the mouth of the hole and retains the ball. 
Next, the spot in the frame where the ball 
comes to rest when the cylinder is closed 
is located and clwell-clrillecl so that the 
ball snaps into position and holds the 
crane in locked position. 

Action Tuning 
Action work consists of smoothing up 

the double action trigger pull and replac
Continued on page 104 
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ABSOLUTELY THE BEST, MOST DETAILED 

liUNSMITH/Nli 
MANUALS AND VIDEOS WE HAVE EVER SEEN! 

EACH OF THESE INFORMATION PACKED MANUALS 
IS VIRTUALLY A GUNSMITHING COURSE IN ITSELF! 

Publishers 

NEW! 
JUST 

RELEASED 

SHOP MANUALS 
P.O. BOX 887, McCALL, IDAHO 83638 

The RUGER 
Double R 
Action evolve rs 

A Shop Manual 

\'oJ I 

The book everybody has been asking for! 
Covers the Ruger Six-Series revolvers: 
Security-Six, Service-Six, and Speed-Six. 
Includes step-by-step function checks, 
disassembly, inspection, repairs, rebuilding, 
reassembly, and custom work. As with all the 
Kuhnhausen manuals, a detailed 
troubleshooting guide is also included. 
Hundreds of detailed photos and 
illustrations. 176 pages, softbound. 

Ruger Revolvers, Vol. I ... $16.95 

Advertisement© 1990 

EXTRA VALUE 
PACKAGE DEAL: 
SAVE $57.15 OVER INDIVIDUAL RETAIL PRICES. 

GET THE ABOVE 5 BOOKS AND 
THE 3 GUNSMITH/NG VIDEOS 
FOR ONLY $209.95 WITH UPS 
CHARGES PREPAID. 

ORDER DESK: 
(208) 634-4104 

4th class mail ~~ 
orders,allow ~~ 
4-6 weeks 

__ Ruger Six-Series Manual Only 
__ Colt .45 Auto Manual Only 
__ Colt .45 Auto Video Only 
__ Colt .45 Auto Manual/Video Set 
__ S&W Revolver Manual Only 
__ S&W Revolver Video Only 
__ S&W Revolver Manual/Video Set 
__ Colt DA Vol. I Manual Only 
__ Colt DA Vol. I Video Only 
__ Colt DA Vol. I Manual/Video Set 
__ Colt DA Vol. II Manual Only 
__ Extra Value Pkg. Deal: 

@ 16.95 -----@ 17.95 ____ _ 

@58.95 ___ _ 
@63.95 ___ _ 
@15.95 ___ _ 
@54.95 ___ _ 
@59.95 __ _ 
@19.95 ___ _ 
@59.95 ___ _ 
@64.95 ___ _ 
@15.95 ___ _ 

5 Gunsmithing Books+ 3 Videos @ 209.95 ___ _ 

NO COD'S. PREVENT DELAY, SEND CORRECT SHIPPING WITH ORDER 
Std. ship/handle (4th class mail), first book or set USA $3.00 

Canada $4.00 
Add .50 shipping for each extra book or tape ________ _ 
For faster insured UPS shipping (48 Slates) add $2.00 _____ _ 
Idaho residents add sales tax 
VHS □ or BETA □ Total 
MC/VISA# ___________ Exp. Date __ 



BY JOHN TAFFIN 

T
he Eighties were certainly inter
esting for the big bore sixgunner, 
to say the least. We enjoyed a 
tremendous time of development. 

The .454 Casull became a reality and in 
the process became the undisputed 

first practical .50 caliber revolver, the 
.500 Linebaugh, which quickly became 
the new King of the Sandpile claiming 
"the most powerful" crown. 

The .500 offered kinetic energy 
power not with Magnum velocities but 

.500's reloaded 440 grain bullets at 
1,250 fps.) We could argue from now 
to eternity about which is really the 
most powerful. 

Linebaugh did not sit back on his 
laurels, but instead decided to combine 

the .475 Linebaugh 
"world's most powerful" in the process. 

A young gunsmith, one John 
Linebaugh of Cody, Wyoming, went the 
.454 Casull one better and offered the 

by utilizing super-heavy 440 grain bul
lets at moderate velocities. (The .454 
Casul I's factory loadings of 300 grain 
bullets at l,700 fps compare to the 

the bullet weight of the .500 with the 
penetration of the .454 Casull. To John 
Linebaugh's mind, what was needed 
was something somewhere in between 

HIGH PERFORMANCE FAVORITE LOADS FOR THE .47 5 LINEBAUGH 

24 gr. H4227 s:m .. 

;~ ~~: ~~;;; Ili~i@r••'-'-••······ ·················· ... ·····,···························· .. :.'. .. : .................... ···:·····;·;··:············:··· .. ······················ ··························· · 
27 gr. WW296 
29 gr. WW296 
31 gr. WW296 

:!!:!:::!!~;1!1,············· ·························· ❖••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ························:···.-···············:·····;·;·!····························I·························· ··························· 

23 gr. H4227 
25 gr. H4227 ... .<d 

27 gr. H4227 ~-:.-.0:'..=------··---~ 
25 gr. WW296 ==? •· .. 
27 gr. WW296 ;;;;;:-3 '* 
29 gr. WW296 '···---;;-:7 . . ❖ 

l 
;~ ........ 

21 gr. H4227 E ............ ., .. --~.'. ..... '..'. ... .' .... . 
23 gr. H4227 ,.,,, .. ,, I •I • 

25 gr. H4227 F:t./ · • · . j 
........................... •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·························••❖••······················••❖••························ ·······~··················· 

25 gr. WW296 JfW.illh • · ,... ! j 
27 gr. WW296 
29 gr. WW296 

~~~~~~?~~Ij.f~ .......... _.. .... ...... .............. .. ... . . . ............... _._ .. _ ............ -~-.................................... _ ... .' ... _._. : .. .' ..... : .......... ,_ . . .............. ___ ......... t... ._ ..... _. ....... _._.__ 
,:-:-:-:-:::::, .. :. .. iY.~iJ , ,,. •. 

29 gr. WW296 M;;;......_;,;❖ 

31 gr. WW296 ,··· f?Z'.f.t" 
33 gr. WW296 >< ; ;;;,J1 

24 gr. H4227 ... ," 
26 gr. H4227 ~ 
28 gr. H4227 ... ,,,, ""' 

800 

~ 

I• 

I 

1000 

, .. 
, . - ... ~. 

1200 
Velocity (feet per second) 

I• 

I 

1400 

I, 

1600 

WARNING: Approach all hand loading carefully by reducing charges listed by at least 10% and working up cau
tiously. Neither the author nor American Handgunner accept responsibility for results obtained with this reloading 
information due to the inherent variation in handloading components and individual reloading techniques. 
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the big .45 's and the bigger .500. He 
split the difference and the result was 
the .4 75 Linebaugh. 

Some wildcats are easy to make, some 
very difficult. The .475 has to be one of 
the; easiest wildcat revolver cartridges to 
make. The starting brass is the standard 
.45- 70, preferably Winchester brand. 
which is trimmed to 1.410", and it is 
ready to load. (If any other brand of .45-
70 brass is used. the process becomes 
more difficult as inside neck reaming is 
required.) 

The RCBS Custom Shop (605 Oro 
Dam Rd, Dept AH, Oroville, CA 
95965) offers case trimming dies and 
inside neck reamers as well as reload
ing dies for the wildcat .475 
Linebaugh. l made .475 cases the easy 
way- I dropped them off at my local 
gunsmith and asked him to trim them 
in a lathe to a maximum 1.410" with 
I .400" being acceptable. 

Trimmed brass was de-burred. run 
through the RCBS full length sizing die 
and expanding dies in succession and 
they were ready to load and shoot. 

Reloading of the .475 is as simple 
as any other straight walled revolver 
cartridge and after my experiences 
with the .500 Linebaugh. I used noth
ing but CCI #350 primers for reliable 
ignition. 

The .475 Linebaugh achieves its high
est velocities with WW296 or H-110 
with John Linebaugh ·s recommended 
maximum loads being 33.0 grains with 
the 350 grain bullet, 31.0 grains with the 
385 grain bullet, and 30.0 grains with the 
400 grain bullet. With these loadings in a 
five and one-half inch revolver and in 
cold weather. I achieved muzzle veloci
ties of 1534 fps and 1408 fps respective
ly for the first two bullets and the third 
charged proved to be too heavy for the 
particular .475 I was using. resulting in 
hard extraction. 

Casting bullets from all of these 
aluminum bullet moulds is quite easy 
with bullets dropping from the mould 
when cooled. Cooling takes a little 
extra time when 400 to 440 grain bul
lets are being cast. 

For loading the .475 Linebaugh. I use 
four cast bullets: LBT's #476.350LFN at 
350 grains, NE! 's #390.4 77 at 380 grains, 
LBT's #476.420LFN at 395 grain, and 
LBT's #476.440LFN at 405 grains. 

All bullets are cast from a mixture 
of three parts lead to four parts type
metal to acquire the respective weights. 
All bullets are sized to .476" in 
RCBS's sizing die and lubed with 
Thompson Bullet Lube. 

The .475 Linebaugh is a superbly 
accurate with most loads tested giving 
incredible accuracy for such a heavy 
recoiling revolver. From a purely math
ematical standpoint. a full house .475 
load in three pound Bisley revolver 
provides 55 ft./lbs. of recoil: a .44 
Magnum in the same weight gun gives 

20 ft.libs. 
These figures do not take into account 

felt recoil which is determined by shape 
and size of the grip and the shooter's 
strength and mental attitude. 

The most accurate load in the .475 
Linebaugh during my shooting ses
sions has proved to be LBT's 405 
grain bullet over 19.0 grains of Blue 
Dot for 1250+ fps and a 25 yard, five
shot group from a standing rest of 
three-fourths of an inch! 

Of 54 loads tested. forty-four shot at 
two inches or less at 25 yards, 20 were at 
one and one-half inches or less, and five 
were at one inch or less. 

Favorite loads for the .475 include 
the 380 grain NEI SWC over 18.0 
grains of Blue Dot for 1171 fps and 31.0 
grains of WW296 for a full 1408 fps. 
Switching to the LBT bullets, l like the 
350 grain bullet over 28.0 grain of 
H4227 for a very practical and accurate 
1255 fps; 9.0 grains of WW23 I for an 
equally accurate practice load at 922 
fps; and 33.0 grains of WW296 for a 
full 1534 fps. 

Switching to heavier bullets in the 
LBT I ineup, a ··moderate" load for the 
395 grain bullet is 18.0 grains of Blue 
Dot for 1190 fps; and full house loads are 
assembled with 25.5 grains of #2400 
(1355 fps) and 29.0 grains of WW296 
( 1394 fps). 

Four hundred grain bullets at 1400 fps 
give all the recoil anyone could want, 
believe me! 

The same caution applies here as to all 
Magnum loads assembled with WW296 
or H 110. These two powders should be 
used only for heavy loads and could 
prove dangerous if used for lighter loads.· 
Blue Dot, H4227, and #2400 can also be 
used for full house or lighter loads and 
WW23 l or HS-6 for lighter, practice type 
loads. 

Often muzzle energies are quoted to 
compare cartridges. Many shooters 
subscribe to a different theory for 
comparison. namely elephant hunter 
Pondoro Taylor's Knock Out Theory. 
This mathematical figure is arrived at 
by multiplying Bullet Weight times 
Caliber times Muzzle Velocity divided 
by 7000. 

Using this formula, a 240 grain .44 
Magnum at I 400 fps is rated at 21 TKO 
while a 395 to 405 grain bullets at 1400 
fps in the .475 are rated right at 38 TKO 
or nearly twice the obviously powerful 
.44 Magnum. 

Like its bigger brother, the .500 
Linebaugh. the .4 75 is not practical as 
a target gun. silhouette revolver or per
sonal defense gun though I'm sure it 
would come close to 100% as a one
shot stopper. It is a hunting handgun 
for the sixgunner who prefers a tradi
tional revolver with iron sights that 
will deliver the ultimate in penetration 
and power coupled ...... 
with portability. ~ 
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IDGH STRENGTH 
STEEL TARGETS 
STEEL IPSC PRACTICE TARGET 
WITII POST, BASE & HARD
WARE. RINGS LIKE A BELL 
WHEN HIT! READY TO USE. 
DISASSEMBLES WITIIOUT 
TOOLS FOR EASY TRANSPORT. 
POST & BASE WILL WORK 
WITII ANY SHAPES BELOW. 

A. IPSC TARGET $59 
K. POST, BASE & HDW _.£l 

$99 

NOW YOU CAN HAVE A 
COMPLETE PEPPER 
POPPER, READY FOR 
USE, MADE OF ARNT
ZEN'S HIGH STRENGTH 
STEEL 
COMPLETE 
WITH BASE 

$110 

PRECISION CUT STEEL PLATES 

INDIVIDUAL SHOOTERS, GUN CLUBS AND 
LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES CAN NOW 
BUILD THEIR OWN STEEL TARGET SYS
TEMS WITH ARNTZEN'S HIGH STRENGTH 
CUT STEEL SHAPES. ALL TARGET STEEL IS 
TESTED TO MEET 200 MINIMUM BRINELL 
HARDNESS, OUTLASTS A-36 OR MILD 
STEEL. 

MAKE YOUR CHOICE OF HIGH 
STRENGTH STEEL SHAPES. 

A. IPSC 3/8" STEEL PLATE 17-3/4" X 
29-1/2" (INCL. MOUNTING HOLE) $59 

A-1 IPSC HALF SIZE 3/8" X 8-7/8" X 14-3/4" $15 
B. POPPER 3/8" STEEL PLATE 12" X 42" $39 
C. PIN 1/2" STEEL PLATE 4-7/8" X 15" $11 
D. BASE 2" X 4" $1.50 
E. CIRCLE 3/8' STEEL PLATE 

8" - $9 10" - $12 12· - $15 
F. 'B' ZONE 3/8" STEEL 6" X 6" $8.50 
G. 'A' ZONE 3/8" STEEL 6" X 11" $11 
H. RECTANGLE 3/8" STEEL PLATE 

18" X 24" $48 
K. POST, BASE & HARDWARE $40 

(NOT FOR USE WITH C.F. RIFLES) 

NOTE: $5 HANDLING CHARGE ON ORDERS 
UNDER $100. 15% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS 
OVER $1000. (CASH) UPS OR FRT CHGS. 
FOB ROCKFORD, IL. 

CHARGEYOURORDER I w~•I 1,:,] 
CALL: 800/821-34 7 5 
FAX: 815/964-0045 

@I~ 
1025 SCHOOL STREET 

ROCKFORD, IL 61105-0898 
14.0590 
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THAD RYBKA 
Custom 
Leatherma ker 
Extraord i noire 

By John Taffin 

A
s a long time lcathcrworkcr 
myself, a student and connois
seur of good holsters for well 
over thirty years, I have a pret

ty good idea of want is good leather and 
what is not. 

When I started sixgunnin'. the top hol
stcrmakcrs were S.D. Myers, Lawrence. 
Bohlin. and a couple of upstarts by the 
name of Bianchi and Hume. A small shop 
in New York run by Chic Gaylord turned 
out some excellent field holsters and 
undercover rigs. 

Fast Draw was just coming into 
prominence and Arvo Ojala was the top 
name in --quick leather" soon to be joined 
by Alphonse and Andy Anderson. 

Over the ensuing years, some major 
companies have disappeared and a num
ber of really fine custom shops have 
come upon the scene. One of these is 
Thad Rybka Custom Leather Equipment. 

Rybka leather is excel lent leather to 
say the least. Thad combines the required 
three clements of good leather, namely 
leather quality, craftsmanship, and 
design. In fact, his designs are unique and 
coupled with his workmanship really 
makes his leather special. 

Thad is a disciple of Chic Gaylord and 
Andy Anderson, top names in leather in 
the I 950's and I 960's where he learned 
to provide minimum leather with maxi
mum comfort and security. I have an M-
81 crossdraw that was custom made for a 
pct four-inch Ruger three-screw Black
hawk converted ro .44 Special that is 
absolutely perfect in execution. The M-81 
rides high and the front half of the trigger 
guard is covered which helps to hold the· 
Ruger .44 Special in close to the body. A 
very fast holster. 

My second Rybka rig is a Tomahawk 
crossdraw. semi-flap, made for the Ruger 

Suitably named the "Ursa," this flap design is made to take the elements and 
protect the pistol entrusted to it, in this case a Colt .45 auto. 

Super Blackhawk 4 s/8'' .44 Magnum. 
This hunting rig carries very high and 
very comfortable, and is a favorite of 
such sixgunners as Larry Kelly and Hank 
Williams Jr. An order is in for a second 
one for the 4 ,;;· .454 Casull with a bead 
front sight. This is a very hare! gun to hol
ster and Rybka will be adding a channel 
to keep the front sight from digging into 
the leather. 

It is obvious that Rybka leather is 
handmade, not machine-made- and I 
mean that as the highest compliment. 
Every piece of leather that Rybka turns 
out is hand-cut, hand-sewn. and custom 
molded to the exact gun it is to carry. 
Rybka leather is fitted so precisely that it 
almost seems to '·snap shut" on the gun as 
it it holstered. 

Thad is heavy on crossclraws and 
rough-out leather. He believes that linings 
are just asking for trouble so he reverses 
the leather and furnishes most of his hol
sters with the smooth side in. The rough 
side out also wears well and is scratch 
resitant. 

For scoped handguns, Rybka offers 
The Pac/..:mule. This rig has a full flap to 
protect the scoped handgun whether it is 
worn on the belt. pack frame, or saddle. It 
is also provided with pouches on the front 
for extra ammo. knife, etc. 

,~\ 
; \1,\ 

. 
' ~;· 
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~ .. ~ 
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Rybka's MB 1 was Taffin's pick for his 
pet three-screw Ruger .44 Special. 

One of Rybka's latest designs is the 
Ursa, a quarter-flap, high-riding, cross
draw, rough-out, hand-molded design for 
revolvers and semi-automatics. For my 
examination. Rybka sent along Ursas to 
fit the 4 ,;;• inch Blackhawk and the Colt 
Government Model. 

Ursa? What kind of name is that for a 
holster? A cal I to Rybka brought the 
answer. Ursa is short for Ursus Horri
bilus, the magnificent Grizzly Bear. 

Rybka offers other rigs with such 
interesting names as Southern Comfort, 
Bearpaw, Range Rider, Ghost Who 
Wal/..:s and Speed Scabbard. 

Be prepared to wait for Rybka leather, 
but be assured that the wait will be worth 
it as the leather will be worthy of your 
finest handgun. A couple of bucks will 
get a complete catalog and price list from 
(Rt. I, Box 466, Dept. AH, ...... 
Odenville, AL 35120). ~ 
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AS WE'LL DEMONSTRATE, 
THERE ARE TWO RELOADING 

PRESSES ON THIS PAGE. 
You don't need glasses. Theyre both right in the 

middle of the page. First, theres the RCBS Rock 

Chucker." (Thats it on the 

bottom.) A powerful, single-

stage tool thats the most 
ROCK CHUC KER'S MUCH-COPIED 
LEGENDARY 8LOCK·0 FRAME DESIGN. 

popular press in America. And for good reason. 

Its versatile. So you can reload 

anything from pistol to rifle to shotshell 

rounds. And you can do it with ease, 

thanks to our rugged 

Leverage system. Durable? That 

may not be a strong enough 

word, as evidenced by our 

heavy-duty cast iron design, 

hardened steel pins and 

BETWEEN ROCK CHUCKER ANO 
PIGGYBACK, YOU CAN RELOAD 

tough powder 

paint finish. Now this is 

~~R~~~~:oR~~;::uTo where things get interesting. 

Add the RCBS Piggyback'" 

Conversion Unit to your Rock 

Chucker, and you've got a 

versatile five-stage progres-

sive press for high-volume 

5-STATION DESIGN 
FOR SEPARATE SEATING ANO CRIMPING. 

reloading. Al] for a fraction oR~~~~~Ec~!~~~~~~;~~~F:~: 
POWDER MEASURE IS SOLD SEPARATELY) 

of what youa pay for another progressive. 

It mounts-or unmounts-in under 

one minute. And accepts the standard 3/s" - 14 

dies you already own. Like all RCBS products, 

Rock Chucker and Piggyback are built and 

guaranteed for life. The Rock Chucker 
• 

press and Piggyback 

Conversion Unit. 

Its like having two 

different presses ANO EJECTS EACH ROUND 

on your reloading bench. 

Even though you only see one. 

RCBS~ 

-. ' 
l!VEJMHiNoWE 

MAKEISGUARANTl!ED 
FOR Ul'li OR l'0Rl!VER: 

WHICHEVER 
COMllSl'IRST. 

YOUR SHOOTING PARTNER. 
CCl·SPEER•RCBS•OUTERS•WEAVER 

C 1990 BLOUNT. INC., SPORTING EQUIPMENT DIVISION. P.O. BOX 856. LEWISTON, ID 83501 1-800·533•5000. 
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MINI NINE 
By Massad Ayoob 

Photos by lchiro Nag(lta 

he long-awaited S&W Model 3913 is here. 
Many believe it has been too long in coming. 

Some felt the original Model 39 of the mid-
1950s was too big all along for a nine-shot 

9mm Parabellum with single-stack magazine. 
When the early '80s saw the introduction of 

the S&W Mini-Gun, formatted as the Model 469 in 
blue and the subsequent 669 in stainless (later to 
become the 6904 and 6906 respectively), some 
thought that S&W had gone in the wrong direction. 

Why try to make a pistol short and light when you 
were going to make its grips big and fat to house a 
double-column magazine? 

Were not the guns that inspired the Mini-Gun
the ASP and the Devels- single-stack Model 39s or 
39-2s cut down to thick Walther PP dimensions? 

Some inside the S&W plant were also asking that 
question, but S&W was preparing for the M-9 pistol 
evaluations, and a magazine of 13 rounds was consid
ered necessary. The bonus turned out to be that the 
469-class weapons were small enough for concealed 
carry in a holster, but held enough rounds to be suit
able as low-profile uniform police duty guns. 

The Mini-Gun soon became the fastest-selling auto 
pistol in the S& W catalog, fat grip profile not with
standing. 

As late as 1988, when S&W invited gunwriters to a 
brainstorming conference that touched on such ques-

tions as which should come first, a compact .45 or a 
compact ine, sentiment for the latter was strong. 

S&W Academy's spokesmen felt the demand was 
strongest for the little Parabellum, while a majority of 
the gunwriters said their feedback indicated a .45 
would be better received. The latter point of view won 
out, with the Model 4516 predating the 39l3's intro
duction by a period of several months. 

First Impressions 
The slim, flat-back Delrin "handle'' or the 3913 

feels good. lt seems particularly well suited to those 
with small hands. Not surprisingly, a LadySmith ver
sion is also offered. It has different cosmetics from the 
standard 39 I 3 (aluminum-framed stainless) and 3914 
(aluminum-framed carbon steel in blue). 

The LadySmith version has a stream I ined frame 
that arcs from the front to the trigger guard in the 
manner of the Mauser H/Sc pocket pistol. The stain
less also sports pale gray Delrin grips to set off the 
color. 

Our sample has the rounded trigger guard a la the 
early Model 39, but with grooves at the front for a fin
ger forward hold, in the manner of the 45 16. ln fact, 
the whole pistol looks like a very slightly smaller ver
sion of S&W's .45 ACP compact. 

While the big Smiths of the Third Generation (four 
digit model numbers) do not fit holsters for earlier 
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Featuring all of the design 
improvements of the Third Generation 
autos, the Model 3913 includes an 
integral barrel bushing to achieve 
lock-up at the front of the slide (right 
and top). Also, a full length recoil 
spring guide rod is used. A nice 
feature for a concealment pistol like 
this mini-nine is the bobbed hammer 
(above). All and all, author Massad 
Ayoob likes the 8-shot Nine, but he 
thinks the 3913 would be better off 
without that pesky pinky pad on the 
bottom of the magazine (above right) 
which, he says, adds an unnecessary 
bulge to the otherwise slim pistol. 
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generation versions due to their enlarged 
and squared trigger guards, I round my 
test 3913 fit perfoctly into a Model 469 
concealment rig by Ted Blocker. 

The light alloy frame makes it ride 
most comfortably inside the belt or slung 
from the shoulder. Though the spec sheet 
has it weighing 26 ounces unloaded-an 
erroneous carryover from the 6904. per
haps, since that gun does go 26 ounces 
empty- my test pistol tipped the cali
brated Pitney-Bowes scale to only 23.0 
ounces sans magazine. 

Fully loaded with eight Winchester 
115 grain Silvertips in the magazine and a 
ninth in the chamber. carry weight of the 
pistol was 28.5 ounces. 

To put this in perspective, I weighed 

my wife's .38 Colt Detective Special on 
the same scale. A post- ·72 model with 
Pachmayr Compacs, the classic "snub
nosc .38" weight 25.5 ounces empty. 
Though cataloged at a nominal 21 
ounces, the post-'72 barrel design of the 
Dick Special added weight, and Pach
mayrs always do that, too. 

Loaded carry weight with six Federal 
I 58 grain +P lead hollowpoint FBI loads 
was 29 .0 ounces. Thus. the 3913, which 
was exactly the same overall length as the 
two-inch Colt at 6"/16". weighed half an 
ounce less when loaded with hair again as 
many cartridges. 

A more relevant comparison would be 
against other stainless S&W autos. It 
shaped up like this: 
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S&W 5906 
S&W 6904 
S&W 4506 
S&W4516 
S&W 3913 

Empty 
35.0 ozs. 
26.0 ozs. 
37.0 OZS. 

32.0 ozs. 
23.0 ozs. 

Fully loaded 
44.0 OZS. 

31.5 ozs. 
45.5 ozs. 
40.0 ozs. 
28.5 ozs. 

Clearlv the lightest entry in the cata
log, the 3913 is also trim and flat. It is to 
the S&W series what the P-225 is to the 
SIG-Sauer lineup: a compact version that 
sacrifices some magazine capacity for 
minimum bulge under clothing and for a 
grip-shape much better suited to the 
small-handed user. 

Just what docs that ammo sacri ficc 
cost? As with the SIG's, the smallest 
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S&W 9mm actually forces you to carry 
more weight per available shot in the 
fully loaded gun. 

With a 44 ounce 5906. each of the I 5 
shots costs you 2.93 ounces of carry 
weight. The loaded weight of a 6904 is 
much more efficient, with 2.42 ounces 
carried for each of the 13 shots at your 
disposal. 

The 3913 assesses 3. I 6 ounces of 
loaded gun weight for each of the nine 
shots it puts at the disposal of your trigger 
finger. 

3913 Vs. 3904 
Perhaps the most relevant comparison 

is that of the full-size Model 3900 to the 
compact version. Only now. more than 20 
years after their landmark adoption of the 
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Model 39, is the 2,300-member Jllinois 
State Police switching to the higher 
capacity S&W 9mm, and numerous other 
departments coast to coast have been per
fectly satisfied with the full-size, single
stack Smith Parabellum. 

Nine Winchester Silvertips weigh 
roughly four ounces. Thus, the trio of 
guns available in the S&W 3900 family 
stack up as follows: 

S&W 3906 
S&W 3904 
S&W 3913 

Empty 
30.0 ozs. 
26.0 ozs. 
23.0 ozs. 

Fully loaded 
34.0 ozs. 
30.0 ozs. 
28.5 ozs. 

Now, the 3913 's carry weight per 
available shot ratio of 3.16 ounces per 
round looks better; with the chunky all-

Undercover cops in particular will like 
the diminutive profile of the 3913 
while at the same time having the 
punch of the 9mm Parabellum 
available in the comfortable S& W 
design. Using an ambidextrous 
safety I decocker, the 3913 features 
the controversial three-dot sighting 
system of two dots on the rear and 
one on the front. Some love the dot 
system and others hate it- rarely is a 
shooter neutral on this point. These 
particular dots are on S& W~ low 
profile Novak rear sight. 

steel 3906 that ratio is 3.77 ounces, and 
with the classical aluminum-framed ser
vice 3904 it goes 3.33 ounces per shot. 

Accuracy is as good as the old 39, 39-
2, or 439 ever were, if not better. When 
the 469 was introduced with the new 
bushing design that would be carried 
through into the Third Generation guns, it 
became the first little gun to outshoot its 
own big brother gun. 

Today's service-size Smith Parabellum 
will do around 2 or 2 1/i inches at 25 yards 
with good ammo, about the same as the 
larger caliber 4506. 

How does the 3913 stack up? 

Accuracy Tests 
Since this was a street gun, it was test

ed street style, firing from a barricade 
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two-handed instead of off a bench or 
from a Ransom Rest. With me was Vince 
O'Neill, a nationally known police trainer 
from the Lawrence, Kansas PD. 

Throughout the testing, with almost 
every type of round used, the 3913 we 

· were using (serial number TEA 9164) 
would put two bullets close to each other 
and then print a flyer, with the second 
round most commonly extending the 
three-shot group considerably. 

Hardball ammo is notoriously inaccu
rate in 9mm Parabellum. We found that 
Federal 's well-made American Eagle 124 
grain FMC would consistently print 4,fs'' 
to 4 1/4' groups, usually with two of the 
three bullets within an inch and a half of 
one another. 

The currently popular Winchester 147 
gr. JHP subsonic round- sold only to 
police- is normally very accurate in a 
service pistol. With our test 3913, we 
would typically put a pair an inch and a 
half apart, and a third would go 21/," to 
31h'' away from the rest of the group. 

O'Neill did, however, print one mem
orable three-shot group that measured 7/8'' 
center to center. 

Federal's 9BP I I 5 grain jacketed hol
lowpoint has an outstanding reputation 
for accuracy and for street stopping 

power. It would typically put two in an 
inch with a third extending the group's 
radius to between l 1/. and two inches. 
The best group was again O'Neill's: two 
Federal hollowpoints s/s" apart, with a 
third stretching the group to I 1/4 inches. 

CorBon ammunition, though marked 

A Critical Look At 

HIGH-CAPACITY 
COMPACT NINES 
By Massad Ayoob 

T
en years ago, if you wanted a 
high-capacity compact 9mm Para
bellum with staggered magazine, 
you were talking a custom propo

sition. Send a Browning Hi-Power or a 
Smith Model 59 to Charlie Kelsey at 
Devel, prepare to part with a thousand 
late 1970s dollars, and the custom gun 
was yours. 

We've come along way, baby. Today 
there are scads of chunky little twelve
and-up shooters on the market, for the 
same price (or a few dollars more than) 
you'd pay for a standard "wondernine." 

There were, and are, those who 
thought "high capacity compact" was an 
oxymoron. The staggered magazine nec
essary to accommodate the extra rounds 
fattens the grip area and compromises one 
of the most critical concealability factors. 

The pistol-packin' public didn't see it 
that way. When Smith & Wesson intro
duced their first mini-gun, the Model 469, 
they abashedly admitted that they'd put in 
the fat grip to accommodate a 12-shot 
magazine so the gun would be eligible for 
the M-9 military pistol tests. 

Factory insiders practically hung their 

heads when they admitted, yes, if they 
had it to do over again, they would base 
the gun on the slim-grip, straight line 
magazine of the 439 and wind up with 
perhaps a 7- or 8- shot pistol. That is pre
cisely what we have now in the new 
S&W 3913. 

But that was then, and this is now. 
S&W execs will inform you that the 
469/669 quickly became the best-selling 
gun in their auto pistol lineup, and the 

Continued on page 94 
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"Police Only" is in fact legal for civilians 
to purchase, sent a factory-loaded 115 
grain Sierra hollowpoint screaming out of 
a compact 9mm at nearly 1300 fps, per
formance hotter than +P+ level. 

S&W pistols handle it fine and at this 
Continued on page 87 

Among the more popular hi-capacity 
compacts are the Glock 19 (le~), HK 
P-7M 13 (above) and Springfield 
Armory P-9 Compact (top). 
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The first perfect score in the history of 
The Cup is fired not by any of the 

returning champions, but by a youngster 
who had never won a major match. 

Story and Photos by Nyle Leatham 

I t is late May. The drenched green hills of central Missouri echo the drill sergeant 
voices of range officials, single note trumpet blasts of starting horns and the 
rhythmic drumfire bursts of closely spaced pistol shots. 

Doug Koenig from Pipersville, Penn., is making his fourth try to win the Bianchi 
Cup at the National Rifle Association's 1990 National Action Pistol Championship 
which many handgun enthusiasts consider the world's premier pistol match. 

Cash and merchandise prizes for 1990 totaled some $175,000. 
Koenig is only 21 but he is one of the elite trio along with Ken Tapp and Rob 

Leatham sponsored by Springfield Armory which company president Tom Reese calls 
his Gold Team. 

In 1987 and again in 1988 Koenig won the top junior award. Last year he was dis
qualified at Bianchi. His ammunition failed the chronograph test for sufficient velocity 
to make the required power factor of 125,000 by the formula of feet per second times 
grains of bullet weight. 

This year his loads are fine. He is shooting 140 grain CP cast bullets out of his 
Frank Glenn custom Smith & Wesson .38 Special. Except for a new Shilen barrel, it is 
the same gun with which Rob Leatham won the Bianchi in 1985. 

Koenig will shoot his way flawlessly through the match to earn the first perfect 
score of 1920 points in the 12 year history of the Bianchi Cup. All 192 shots, 48 each 
on the four stages of Practical, Barricades, Plates and Mover, were inside or touching 
the 8-inch diameter I 0-ring. 

Rob Leatham placed 10th this year. About his young friend's phenomenal shooting 
Leatham said with some pride, "I taught Doug a few things- certainly not all I 
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knew-but he just figured the rest out for 
himself." 

Koenig said, "I had worked hard and 
shot well in practice and the match just 
all came together for me." 

What Is Practical? 
After 1984 when the NRA took over, 

the Cup was renamed the NRA's National 
Action Pistol Championship. But the 
match persists in answering to its older 
alias, the Bianchi Cup, honoring John 
Bianchi of Bianchi International, the 
financial catalyst at the start of the match 
in 1979 and namesake of the coveted top 
prize still awarded. 

There were, of course, other founders. 
We who love this growing and evolving 
modern sport in all of its varieties of which 
the Bianchi Cup is one shining facet owe 
them much. They were a strong willed set 
of independent thinkers who shared little 
beyond a joy in competition that rewarded 
fast and accurate handgm1 skill. 

Jeff Cooper, unless you have been on 
Mars, you will know. Revered founder of 
the International Practical Shooting Con
federation, he is an eloquent writer and 
instructor. On the dust jacket of his new 
and very readable book, To Ride, Shoot 
Straight and Speak the Truth, he allows 

himself to be called "The Pope" because 
he is "held to be infallible in matters of 
small arms doctrine and technique." 

Cooper now declares anathema his 
followers that have espoused the heresies 
of moderation and gamesmanship, and 
have redefined the sacred word "practi
cal" to achieve popularity with shooters 
and sponsors at the cost of disavowing 
self-defense and the martial arts. 

Cooper is probably the only one who 
could or would say "I invented the sport 
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Nyle Leatham'.s high speed Nikon 
F-4 captured Doug Koenig in a 
stop-action sequence showing him 
blowing down the 10 yard plates in 
the Falling Plate Event. Whirring of 
the 7-frames-per-second motor drive 
also shows the action of Ken Tapp'.s 
draw and presentation of his weapon 
to the barricade. Note the ESPN 
cameraman in the background on the 
right of the red-shirted Range Officer. 

Jerry 
Barnhart of 

Team Colt 
shot a Bill 

Wilson 
"Super 

Grade" with 
a special 

frame
mounted 

stabilizer for 
gripping the 

barricade. 
He shot from 

a kneeling 
position to 

minimize the 
spring effect 

of the 
plywood 

barricade. 
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The thrill of victory! Doug hoists the Bianchi Cup in celebration as match 
founder John Bianchi applauds the first shooter to ever fire a perfect 1920. 

of competitive practical pistol shooting." 
But say it he did in print. 

And he is probably the only one who 
would or could say. "Ray Chapman 
stoic the Bianchi Cup match and ran 
away with it when we weren't looking." 
But that also he did say, in a taped 
interview last March. 

You must understand that Ray 
Chapman and Jeff Cooper are friends 
and hunt together though their views 
diverge on the moderate philosophy the 
Bianchi Cup represents under the guid
ance of Chapman and the National 
Rifle Association. 

Cooper may not like Chapman's 
Bianchi format with its "speeded up 
bullseye'· style of shooting. The heavy
barrcled, specialized revolvers are pretty 
useless for anything else. o reloads. 

No humanoid targets. The "action" 
comes from the movement of the targets, 
not the shooter. Age and physical 
prowess are equalized. 

Some find boring any format you 
can practice to perfection. But a lot of 
dedicated competitors prefer the chal
lenge of Bianchi Cup to all other forms 
of shooting. 

Chapman~ Views 
Chapman's views also are based on 

impeccable credentials: 
Genesis in the old South West Combat 

Pistol League in the California leather 
slap days. 

First IPSC world champion in 1975 in 
Switzerland and almost certainly the only 
shooter to compete in every world meet. 

Participant in the Columbia Confer
ence; director of the Chapman Academy 
which is home to the Bianchi Cup. 

Match director of every Bianchi 
Cup/ NRA National Action Pistol 
Championship. 

Chapman thinks the Bianchi format is 
destined to grow. He says he already has 
NRA support to promote a network of 
state, national and international matches. 
He says, ''The Germans are working on a 
Bianchi style match right now that could 
become the European championship. We 
already have matches in Australia, Cana
da and South Africa and many of our 
states. The smaller matches coufd qualify 
a shooter to come to a real international 
championship to be held here every cou
ple of years." 
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Low Profile 
Another name not so familiar to the 

new generation of shooters is Dick 
Thomas, a Columbia. Mo., a11orney who 
has chosen a low profile despite his 
importance to the history of the Bianchi 
and modern action shooting in general. 

It was Thomas who encouraged and 
often funded early efforts that resulted in 
the Columbia Conference where IPSC 
was born. He bankrolled the building of 
the Chapman range and other spinoffs 
such as the Soldier of Fortune match. 

Thomas says that sometime in the 
coming months he is planning to invite 
all the old timers back for a fun shoot and 
get together. 

Wouldn ·1 it be great to see shooters in 
action such as Jeff Cooper, Ray Chap
man, Robert Brown, Raul Walters. Bruce 
Nelson, Rick Miller, Dave Westerhout. 
Ron Lerch, Ken Hackathorn? Well you 
get the picture. 

Back To The Future 
The friendly pistol carrying ghosts rat

tling about amid the turning paper targets 
and the clanging plates are fascinating, but 
the 1990 match wrote new history as score 
sheets continue to show startling trends. 

In addition to the first clean match 
score new records on three of the four 
stages indicate levels of practiced excel
lence which could hardly have been 
imagined by the original designers. 

In 1980 when Mickey Fowler won his 
first Bianchi with a score of 1879. Ameri
can Ha11dgu1111er called it a score --Jikely 10 

stand as the target score for future partici
pants as long as the Tournament employs 
the same four individual matches."' 

The following year when Mickey 
Fowler won again breaking his own 
record with 1890. the Ha11dg111111er saw 
the handwriting on the wall and made an 
amended prediction that someone would 
win John Bianchi's prize of $5.000 to the 
first person to break 1900. Boldly ventur
ing a guess, the Ha11dg111111er even said 
that perfect tie scores decided only by X 
counts wouldn't be too surprising. And 
that is how it is today. 

This year 71 shooters beat the 1980 
winning score. Thirty eight shooters 
broke 1900. Four shooters had only one 
bullet out of the ten ring, tying at 1918 
points with their X count deciding 2nd 
through 5th places. 

Lemoine Wright's winning score from 
last year of I 9 I 4- I 52X would have 
placed him 14th this year. 

And how did last year's top scorers do 
this time? Mostly not as good as the small
er potatoes kept pushing up from below. 

1989 1990 
1st Lemoine Wright 37th 
2nd Gib iswander 62nd 
3rd Rome Gutierrez 28th 
4th Ray Gray 13th 
5th Ross Carter 4th 

The median score in 1981 was 1605; 
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John Pride of the LAPD Bomb Squad must find the intense pressure of 
competition pretty mild compared to his iob! The two-time Bianchi Cup 
champion is shooting a John French custom L-frame, here shown ;ust as a PMC 
bullet leaves the muzzle. Note the gunpowder flashing from the cylinder gap. 

in 1990 it was 1840. 
This year 21 people scored perfect 

480"s lo clean the Practical Event. Cunis 
Shipley set a new X-count record of 45. 

Forty three shooters cleaned the Barri
cade Event and Ed Duda set a new X 
count record of 4 7. 

The Moving Target Event saw five 
perfect scores with Andrew Shrodc's 
39-X's breaking Bill .Wilson's 34-X 
shot in 1986. 

Thirty percent of all entrants hit the 
required 48 targets on the Falling Plate 
Event thus in effect tying for first place. 
Places first through sixty-fourth were 
then cleciclecl on the X-count earned. 

Time To Change? 
Arc inordinately high scores a problem 

that must be dealt with by rule changes or 
match redesign? Opinions vary. 

Teel Deacon of Columbia who has made 
the Bianchi top IO more times than anyone 
else likes it just the way it is. Deacon says 
'·Continuity with the past is important and I 
think X-counl decisions work fine." 

Mickey Fowler believes the opposite. 
Having won three times and had three 
very near misses he dislikes the idea that 
a single near miss of the I 0-ring can 
eliminate any possibility of winning. 

Race car driver Fowler says, "There 
ought to be a way to come back from a 
mistake. It's like if in a car race you had 
no chance to win because you were 
passed in the first lap." 

Fowler agrees with shooters who think 
ii is time for tougher targets or additional 
stages. 

Drama And Excitement 
At the Bianchi there are as many small 

dramas as there are shooters. Walter 

Blackwell of Warsaw, Incl., has shot 
almost every Bianchi. He had two guns 
break and shot his IPSC gun with open 
sights rather than miss it. 

Ralph Horne of Jefferson, Mo., was 
94th but as far as he was concerned he 
won the whole match because this year 
he met his goal of cleaning the plates. 

Canadian Mario Di Paolo sweated 
blood as RO Lauren Neal courteously 
addressed his challenge of her call of one 
of his mover shots as an 8. She deferred 
to referee Dale Vannatter who peered ar 
the hole with template and plug and said 
yes. It put Di Paolo in second place over
all and I think Lauren was as happy as 
Mario was. 

Keeping Pace 
Amid the excitement and confusion of 

the Cup, if you as a competitor or avid 
spectator really mus/ know what is going 
on, whom do you ask? 

Ray Chapman? Nah. Match clirec
tors have to keep their eye on the big
ger picture. 

Are Olin Ba,jenbruch and John Gor
don and Jim Hewins and Guy Neal keep
ing the range officers on their toes? 

ls Addison Savine of Action Targets 
keeping his steel plates and target timers 
infallible? 

And will the skies over Columbia 
cease their nonstop weeping that has 
turned the Show Me state jungle green 
and left only mail boxes and street signs 
above water? In the nearby Missouri 
River lowland town of McBain, its 34 
inhabitants have once more fled. 

NRA Coordinator Jim Davis? Hardly. 
He is too busy making sure Eel Klecka 
and Veronica Greene and Karen Mehall 
take care of shooter hospitality and too 

Christie Rogers won her third Ladies 
title, this time with a revolver. In the 
past she has used a .38 Super auto 
with ProPoint sight. 

many requests from the press for print
outs of daily results. 

Well, there is always Data Processing 
Coordinator Maurice Harris and his 
computer crew. but even with each 
clay's posted results ii is comparing 
apples and oranges since competitors 
shoot barricades, mover and plate stages 
on different clays. 

Ah, shall we ask the shooters them
selves? You're joking. What with match 
nerves, psyching themselves to win and 
steeling themselves to lose, they don't 
know anyway. 

Whal we can do is the same thing the 
shooters resort to when they can no 

Conlinued on page 100 
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SCORE 
1920-157X 

1918-158X 

1918-156X 

1918-150X 

1918-144X 

1916-168X 

1916-165X 

1916-161X 

1916-151X 

1916-150X 

1914-158X 

1914-158X 

1914-155X 

1912-154X 

1912-152X 

1912-145X 

1912-145X 

1910-154X 

1910-152X 

1910-152X 

Tom Campbell's 
tricked-out 9mm 
is from the S& W 
Performance 
Center (left) fitted 
with a Tasco 
ProPoint scope in 
a custom mount. 
An S& WPC pistol 
for speed 
shooting (below), 
Brian Enos' IPSC 
gun on a 5906 
chambered in the 
new.356TSW 
(seep. 110 for 
details on the new 
caliber). Ross 
Carter's Colt .38 
Super (right) by Bill Wilson was good for top auto at 4th place with an impressive 
150-X. Rob Leatham shot this Frank Glenn custom S&W .38 Special (below right) 
with a custom ProPoint featuring three red dots spaced horizontally for the lead 
on the moving target. The center dot was for the normal targets while the left and 
right dots were for the two directions of travel of the moving target. 

RII 

GUNS & GEAR OF THE TOP TWENTY 
COMPETITOR GUN GUNSMITH HOLSTER SCOPE 
Doug Koenig S&W .38 Spl. Frank Glenn Safari land Tosco Pro Point 

Mario DiPaolo S&W .38 Spl. M. Charlton Ernie Hill Tosco Pro Point 

Steven Weber S&W .38 Spl. Ron Power Ernie Hill Aimpoint 3000 

Ross Carter Colt .38 Super Bill Wilson Safari land Tosco Pro Point 

Ray Navarre S&W .38 Spl. DFW Custom Ernie Hill Burris 1 X 

John Pride S&W .38 Spl. John French Safari land Aimpoint 5000 

Edward Deacon Springfield 9mm Nuline Guns Ernie Hill Burris 1 X 

Mickey Fowler S&W .38 Spl. John French Safari land Aimpoint 5000 

Curtis Shipley S&W .38 Spl. John Farley Safariland Tosco 1 X22 

Rob Leatham S&W .38 Spl. Frank Glenn Safari land Tosco Pro Point 

Andrew Shrode S&W .38 Spl. Dave Ewer Safari land Tosco Pro Point 

Brian Enos S&W .38 Spl. John French Safari land Tosco Pro Point 

Ray Gray S&W .38 Spl. Riley Gilmore Safari land Tosco Pro Point 

Jerry Barnhart Colt .38 Super Bill Wilson Safari land Tosco Pro Point 

Ken Tapp S&W .38 Spl. Clark Ernie Hill Tosco 1 X 

Don Kehoe S&W .38 Spl. Don Kehoe Safari land Tosco Pro Point 

John McNally S&W Larry Leutenegger Safari land Tosco Pro Point 

William Judycki S&W Judycki Ted Blocker Aimpoint 3000 

Frank Glenn S&W .38 Spl. Frank Glenn Safari land Tosco 1 X 

Herb Conly S&W .38 Spl. Walter Cabell Ernie Hill Tosco Pro Point 
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postcard (no envelopes) and follow 
sample. Send to AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER, Dept. H 1 1, POB 
880409, San Diego, CA 92168-
0009. Mail before Dec. l, 1990. 
Limit 1 entry per household. 

HOM NOV /DEC 1 990: 

City, State, Zip _________ _ 

If I win, please ship my gun through: 

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by law. 
Winners must comply with all federal and local 
laws. Contest open lo U. S. residents only. 
Employees and agents of Publishers' Develop
ment Corp. not eligible. Na purchase necessary. 
Winners will be notified by REGISTERED MAIL 
on official letterhead. 



By Cameron Hopkins 

Photos by lchiro Nagata 

I 
f there's anything that America loves, 
it's a victorious underdog. Facing 
adversity, struggling valiantly and 
finally winning- that's the spunk 

we admire. 
And that is the spirit of Springfield 

Armory, a small family-owned gun com
pany that was founded by a poor country 
boy whose love for World War II small 
arms turned from a hobby into a part-time 
military surplus business and then even
tually matured into a full-time manufac
turing plant boasting $20 million a year 
in sales. 

The guns of Springfield Armory are 
for the most part military weapons-such 
classics as the great Government Model 
of 1911, the powerful .30-06 M-1 
Garand, the ultra-accurate M-lA, their 
splendid version of FN's famous FN-FAL 
battle rifle and their excellent SAR-8 ren
dition of Cetme's G-3. 

Not all of the Armory's guns have mil
itary origins, however. The SASS 
(Springfield Armory Single Shot) is a 
sophisticated bolt-action conversion for 
the 1911 that turns the autoloader into a 
single-shot, long-range hunting pistol. 
Springfield's Omega lOmm and the P-9 
9mm are both modern sporting pistols. 

Company founder and family patri-

arch Bob Reese boasts an extensive col
lection of World War II sniper rifles (the 
Germans had the best, he says), but the 
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Bob Reese, founder of Springfield 
Armory, designed the SASS pistol that 
he's showing to the author (center) 
and champion shooter Rob Leatham. 
SASS stands for Springfield Armory 
Single Shot and it's a bolt-action 
conversion for the 191 1 pistol. 

centerpiece or his collection of military 
odds and ends is a Sherman tank! The 
tracked monster stands guard on the 
quaint country lane leading to the Reese 
family farm. 

Taking On Tradition 
It was not so very long ago that 

Springfield Armory was a little-known 
name to handgunners, although the firm 
enjoyed a fine reputation with high power 
rifle shooters with their excellent M-1 A 
copy of the army"s M-14 battle rifle of 
Korea. However, since 1985 a series of 
brilliant maneuvers have propelled the 
Illinois-based company towards the front 
lines of autopistol sales with their 1911-
A I model now commanding the high 
ground in the battle for the hearts and 
minds or .45 shooters. 

Springfield Armory's successful 
blitzkrieg is nothing short of a stunning 
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A solid bushing is used on all self
defense custom guns, for reliability. 

victory for it was taken for granted by 
America's handgunners that Government 
Model was spelled C-0-L-T. Five years 
ago the top .45 'smiths used to specify 
"We only work on Colts"' but today that 
sign reads "We only work on Springfields 
and Colts." 

ln a business that is steeped in tradition 
and bathed in nostalgia, to take away the 
market from a name that is vi1tually syn
onymous with the American Wild West is 
testimony to the gutsy and clever Armory 



A wide variety of options are 
available as these close-ups show: 
(above) Bo Mar sights, Brown 
beavertail, (top) Brown mag funnel, 
(right) S&A mag funnel. 

commander, company president Tom 
Reese, youngest son of founder Bob Reese. 

Tom recognized the tremendous influ
ence of combat shooting and the publicity 
that top lPSC stars like Rob Leatham, 
Brian Enos and Mike Plaxco were gain
ing. With characteristic Reese grit. Tom 
refused to accept the inevitable when he 
saw that literally every single combat 

The Distinguished Model's dual-chamber compensator (above) differs only 
infintesimally from Bill Wilson's "Super Grade" but that was intentional, as the 
story explains. The special-order custom self-defense pistol we ordered (below) 
features a Swenson safety, Heinie mag release button and 30 lpi checkering on 
the front of the trigger guard. The Custom Shop can handle any special-orders. 

shooter fired a Colt pistol. 
Why should Colt automatically own 

this market. Tom thought, just because 
they happen to have made the same gun 
for umpteen years? After all, at the time 
Colt took this silly --practical shooting"' 
game for grantee! and did nothing for the 
combat shooters. At the time that Tom led 
the Armory forward. Colt didn't support 
any grassroots development of the sport 
by donating prizes to, say, the Apple Val
ley Rifle and Pistol Club. Colt didn't pay 
for any endorsements, they didn't sponsor 
any shooters, they didn't support a team. 

Editor's Note: Colt has .finally ra/.:en 
note of' tl,e abo1•e. Se1•eral 111011tl,s ago 
Colt announced r!,e formation of' Team 
Coll ~ri//1 1!,e signing of tl,eir only .fit!l
ti111e professional s!,001e1; Jerry Bamhan. 

"Competition Proven" 
Five years ago Tom Reese was confi

dent that his Springfield Armory pistols 
Continued 011 page 82 
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The AYOOB FILES 
ALLEY SHOOTOUT: 

DEATH OF THE GARDEN GROVE RAPIST 
Situation: An armed rapist 
lays an ambush in a dark 
alley, . 380 Beretta in hand. 

Lesson: In a gunfight, shoot 
fast and often. With a big 
gun. Be resolute, don't quit. 

It is chilly, almost midnight in Garden Grove, California. My associate Ken Holt and I 
stand in the narrow walkway between a schoolyard and a cul de sac of modest homes with 
Garden Grove Police Sergeant Steve Sanders. The big, easy-going cop is flashing back. A 
little more than four years ago, a man shot him and permanently injured him in this 
dark, narrow little alley. And Steve took the man's life in self defense. 

It was June 21, 1986, a Saturday night, when it happened. Sanders was an Investigator 
then, one of several assigned to the maddening case of the man the papers called The Gar
den Grove Rapist, and whom the cops had code-named Ski Mask. The elusive perpetrator 
had held the community in the proverbial grip of fear for some five years. 

He'd committed a long string of burglaries and rapes. His M.O. was to surprise a couple 
at gun- or knife-point, tie up the husband, stuff him in a closet and make him listen as he 
raped the wife. His trademark ski mask had made him thus far unidentifiable. 

He was deadly when cornered. In '81, for the first time, a victim resisted. A victim had 
Ski Mask down and was pummeling him when the rapist pulled a knife, stabbed the home
owner, and fled. 

After that, Ski Mask would carry one of the guns he had stolen. At his home he kept a 
cache of jewelry and money, and several stolen firearms including a Browning Hi-Power. 
But the one he preferred was a P-34 Beretta, a .380 auto manufactured in 1942. He used 
it to shoot the next two unarmed victims who dared defy his will. 

One, James Atwell, a construction worker, died of a .380 hollowpoint through the heart. 
The long list of felonies Ski Mask was wanted for now included murder. 

Sanders and the other investigators had received a tip about a man who lived in a Gar
den Grove condo. Barrie Hill was 35, separated from his wife, and had done time for rape 
and burglary years before in another part of California. 

Because of a vagary of local law, the records in that community had been purged of this 
data, and of the fact that Hill was a registered sex offender. Thus, he had not shown up in 
the broad informational net Sanders and the other detectives had cast out. 

The surveillance had begun early that evening. Sanders was wearing camo fatigues that 
helped him blend into the darkness. For some time, GGPD had authorized the Colt .45 
automatic as an option to the .38 revolver, and like most of the Garden Grove cops, 
Sanders had seized the opportunity to upgrade his survival equipment. His partner, Dave 
Kivler, was carrying a Series 70 Colt Government Model under his jacket, with a spare 
magazine in a clip-on Bianchi pouch on the opposite side of his belt. Sanders, whose pre
ferred street Government Model was in the shop, was in the interim carrying a pistol he 
rightly considered a collector's item, a Colt National Match (pre-Gold Cup) auto in a hip 
holster he'd made himself, and with two spare magazines in an Uncle Mike's fabric pouch. 
As per regulation, both men were using department ammo, 185 grain Winchester Silvertip 
.45 ACP hollowpoints. 

Sanders and Kivler were hidden by darkness ih the area where the Lawrence School 
Continued on page 64 
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SEND $2.00 FOR 

NEW 1990 CATALOG 
REFUNDABLE WITH PURCHASE 

Ajax Grips are available for most makes 
and models of handguns. 

Dealer Inquiries Invited. 

AJAX CUSTOM GRIPS, INC. 
11311 STEMMONS FREEWAY, SUITE 5 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75229 

(214) 241-6302 
FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL OUR 

TOLL FREE NUMBER 
1-800-527-7537 

IN YOUR SPARE TIME 

U CAN BE AN EXPERT · -· 
NSMITH IN LESS THAN 

SIX MONTHS 
RT NOW AND GET INTO 

- QUIPMENT-CATALOGS. 
REVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED. 

UR FAMOUS STAFF OF EXPERTS Will TEACH 
OU STEP-BY-STEP HOW TO: • BUY WHOLE
ALE • GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE 

• START YOUR OWN BUSINESS • REFINiSH & 
CHECKER • CUSTOMIZE • ACCURIZE • 
SPORTERIZE • BLUE ANO BROWN• RELOAO • 

• BASIC ANO MASTER GUN REPAIR • 
PLUS MUCH. MUCH MOREi 

LEARN EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED TO KNOW TO 
GET YOU STARTED IN THE CAREER YOU WANT! 
LIFETIME CONSULTATION SERVICE AT NO COST. 

BE A SUCCESSFUL GUN PRO! 

OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 

Send for FREE FACTS or call 602-990-8346 

Please RUSH FREE lacls on how I can become a proless1onal gunsmith 
the QUICK easy home study way No Obligation No salesman will call 
CHECK FOR VA or GI D ACTIVE D RETIRED 

NAME AGE __ 

ADDRESS 

CITY ____ STATE ZIP 

MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL dept MF110 
L 2~ N _!!!! S~o~3'!..:,!H~X .£_852!.£. _J 
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AYOOB FILES 
Continued ji-o,n page 62 

yard meets the parking lot when they saw 
the shape of a I ithe, medium size man 
emerge from some bushes and move 
toward a parked car with two people in it. 
At that moment, a police surveillance van 
turned onto the street, bathing the furtive 
silhouette in headlight beams. The man 
sprinted out of the glare and disappeared 
into the shrubbery to the right of the offi
cers, beyond which was a cul de sac. 
They stood still, their ears straining for 
telltale sounds. 

After whispered radio conversation, 
they decided the likeliest place for the 
suspect to have gone was toward the cul 
de sac. They moved as quietly as they 
could down the narrow walkway, with 
chain link fence and shrubbery on their 
left and a block wall fence on their right. 

By now, their cocked and locked .45 
autoloaders were in their hands, held low. 

And then the gunfire 
erupted. The men 
themselves were 

perhapsthreefeet 
apart, muzz.le to 

muzz.le. 

They reached the end of the walkway, 
the backyard of a compact home. A 
camper was parked near the mouth of the 
alley. Sanders was on the right, Kivler on 
the left. With his back to the wall, 
Sanders saw his partner moving past him 
toward the mouth of the alley. He instinc
tively grabbed him and pulled him back. 

In so doing, he probably saved his life. 
Inching forward, his pistol extended 

down in front of him in his right hand, the 
tall investigator saw a figure lurking by 
the camper. The man was in a squatting 
position, with what appeared to be a pis
tol in his hand. 

There was a ski mask on his head. 
"Police! Freeze." Sanders bellowed. 
"Freeze," the rape-murderer yelled 

back like an echo. 
Sanders remembered from his training 

that a man who's talking reacts slower. 
He wanted to distract the suspect, for him 
to think about something besides the pis
tol. 

"Drop the gun," he commanded. 
Sanders had now pulled back from the 
edge of the block wall, where he could 
still see the suspect but at least had some 
cover himself. 

But Hill was playing his own game. 
He moved to his right, Sanders' left, to 
clear the cover and get a clear shot at the 
cops. The suspect shouted, "Back off! 

STOP RUST! 
Gun manufacturers know that humidity trapped 
within enclosed storage areas causes conden
sation and this condensation is the cause of 
irreparable damage: rust. mildew, corrosion. 
That's why manufacturers include small packets 
of silica gel in shipments of quality guns, 
electronics, etc. 

~ j 
SG-40 

aluminum 
cani&ter 

SG-750 steel canister 
SG-360 

foil carton 

SIiica Gel Units Drink Dampneu from the Air: 
Prevent Conden .. tlon; Stop Rust, Mildew, 
CorrOllon Before lbey Begin. 

Silica gel adsorbs dampness to create a 
protectiw shield of dry air within any enclosed 
area. Needs no electricity. Remains dry to the 
touch even when saturated. Built-in indicator 
turns from blue to pink to signat need for 
reactivation. Reactivates easily in own. Lifetime 
protection. Money-back guarantee. 
40 Gram Unit: Compact 4"x2"x½" aluminum 
canister. Protects 3 cu. ft. For gun case, tool box, 
etc. Hltm SG-40: $5.SO ea. (2 or more: $5.00 ea.) 
360 Gram Unit 5"x4"x2" foil carton. Protects 27 
cubic feet. Ideal for safe, gun chests, display 
cabinets, etc. Item SG-360: $9.50 ea. 
750 Gram Unit 6"x4" diameter steel canister. 
Protects 57 cubic feet. Lifetime protection for 
larger chests. safes, gun cabinets, etc. 
Item SG-750: $21.50 ea. 
TO ORDER: Send printed name. address, items 
requested with check to HydrOSOltlent Products, 
Box 437-Z, Alhley Falla. MA 01222. MA Res. add 
5% sales tax. Delivered free in 48 states. To 
charge MC/VISA. give card # and exp. date. 

The Hidden Dllfen,nce ™ holster 
allows you to carry a small defen
sive handgun wnhout the bother of 
a jacket or vest to hide your rig. 
• Only the knife sheath or pager 

case shows. 
• To draw, grasp the knife sheath 

or pager case and draw your en
tire holster. 

• Comfortable enough ard conceals 
well enough Iha you can carry your 
gun all day, every day if you wish. 

• Models to fit most small 22, 25, 
and some 380 automatics. 
Sheath fits 4¼" knife. Case fits 
small, late model pagers (not 
included). 

• Specify nght or left hard shooter, 
brown or black sheath. 

• $49 postpaid 1or knne sheath 
models, $.59 for pager case models 

• Safeguard yoursett and yoorfami/y 

Call Now, Toll-Free: 1-800-227-6464, 24 hours ML, 
Visa, or C.0.D., or mail to Leatherwood Holsters (formerly 
Leatherman Products) Teel Rd., Dept AH, Winchendon, MA 
01475. Dealer inquiries welcome. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 
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Drop the f---in' gun!" 
And then the gunfire erupted. 
Perhaps five feet separated the camper 

at Hill's back, and the edge of the wall 
where Sanders had taken position. The 
men themselves were perhaps three feet 
apart, muzzle to muzzle. 

Sanders saw the flash of Hill's .380, 
its blast a dim, lost echo, and felt the 
burning impact of the slug tearing into his 
arm. In the same second, he returned fire. 
The .45 at the end of his arm roared three 
times, and Sanders moved back behind 
the wall. 

A Smith & Wesson brand 90 grain 
hollowpoint had entered just above his 
wrist, burrowed up his forearm, exited the 
elbow, and gone into his chest. The bullet 
stopped on Sanders' Second Chance vest 
and was found later in the breast pocket 

The walkway is filled 
with a deafening volley 

of gunfire. Kivler 
empties his magazine. 

of his camo shirt. He never even felt a 
bump in his chest. 

But the bullet had separated his ulnar 
nerve almost completely, the impact jerk
ing his arm like a sledgehammer. Picture 
the nerve as a coaxial cable, and then pic
ture all but two or three strands severed. 
It felt like fire at the points of entry and 
exit, burning with the worst pain Sanders 
had ever felt. He was convinced that he'd 
been hit twice. 

Time went into slow motion for the 
big cop, the well-documented tachypsy
chia effect. He knew he'd been shot and 
didn't know how bad. Suddenly, the 
image of his three year old son flashed in 
front of his eyes. It gave him a surge of 
strength. Sanders lunged forward from 
his cover position, to re-engage. 

In the second or so that mental process 
had taken, Barrie Hill had run around the 
camper and was sprinting toward the 
other end of the alley, the pistol still in his 
hand. 

Sanders raised his own pistol, pulled 
the trigger. Nothing happened. Thinking 
the Colt had jammed, he reflexively 
racked the slide, ejecting the chambered 
round to the floor of the alley and cycling 
in another. Still, the pistol did not fire. 

ln the interminably long tachypsychic 
second, Steve Sanders realizes that he is 
too weak to shoot, that the burning pain 
in his arm and lower hand reflect an 
injury that is interfering with his shoot
ing, and that there doesn't seem to be 
time to change the pistol to the other 
hand. Again comes the image of his 
child, the family he will survive for, and 
again comes the surge of strength. 

This time, his .45 fires. So does his 
partner's. 

HIULL·B 
ffi 

1-800-248-3845 
(for Orders Only) 

INQUIRIES (309) 928-2574 

INCORPORATCD 
102 S. Main, Farmer City, Illinois 61842 

CHARLES K. BANE - CARTER S. JONES 

- Shooters: We will be al the following shoots in 1990, call for freight free delivered prices -

K.C. INDOOR, BIANCHI CUP, S&W MASTERS, GOLDEN EAGLE, IPSC NATIONALS AND AREA, SECTIONAL & STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS 

HARD CAST MATCH GRADE BULLETS 
Quan. Price !a: Price = 9MM 122 GR a 41CAL215GR { 500 $23.00 Flat Point Semi-Wadcutter 1000 Sized .356 $17.50 Sized .411 $45.50 

~ 
9MM 125 GR 1000 $33.50 

~ Round Nose 

'"" "' c, ! Sized .356 Semi-Wadcutter 

38 CAL 148 GR Sized .452 500 $22.00 m Double End 

~ 
45 CAL 200 GR 1000 $42.00 

Wadcutter Semi-Wadcutter 
Sized .358 Sized .452 - 38 CAL 148 GR 500 $18.00 

~ ! 
Button Nose 1000 $34.50 45 CAL 230 GR 
Sized .358 Round Nose 

D 38 CAL 150 GR Sized .452 500 $23.00 
Semi-Wadcutter 

~ 
45 CAL 230 GR 1000 $44.50 

Sized .356 .357 Flat Point 
Sized .452 

D 
38 CAL 155 GR 
Semi-Wadcutter - 45 CAL 255 GR { Sized .356 .357 500 $26.00 500 $18.50 Semi-Wadcutter 

~ 
38 CAL 158 GR 

1000 $35.50 Sized .452 1000 $50.00 
Round Nose 
Sized .357 • 44 CAL 205 GR { - 38 CAL 158 GR Semi-Wadcutter 500 $22.00 
Semi-Wadutter Sized .429 1000 $42.00 
Sized .358 

m= 10 MM 175GR { 500 $21.50 -= 44 CAL 240 GR { 500 $24.00 Semi-Wadcutter 1000 $41.00 Semi-Wadcutter 
1000 $45.50 Sized .401 Sized .429 

ALL BULLETS ARE FREIGHT PAID TO THE ORIGINAL 48 STATES. 
THE PRICE YOU SEE, IS THE PRICE YOU PAY. There are no extra or hidden charges. We use nothing but the finest virgin alloy m lhe 

manufactureol our hard cast bullets We have our lead professionally a loyed for us several tons at a time lo insure you the most consistent bulle1s. 
box af1er box Scrap lead 1s never used We use a high content of tin and antimony to allow you 10 obtain maximum veloc1t1es with httle or no 
leading 

AU bullets are then sized lo the exact diameter required and lubed wrth our d1strnct1ve blue lube This bullet lube 1s clean. hard and pleasant 
to work with It will not gum up your retoadrng dies, stick to your lingers or goo up the other bullets 1n the box lt stays 1n the lube groove llke it's 
supposed to Af1er berng hand inspected. each box of 500 (usually 5021 receives an attrac11ve label making them excellent !or resale 

EASY TO ORDER - CALL 1n your order anytime QUANTITY DISCOUNTS for 10 & 25M, OK to mix, huge lre1ght discount & UPS Hundred 
Weight available. please call for details or with any questions you may have that we could help with - OR - MAIL rn your order with check or 
cert1!1ed tunds. 

WE PAY THE FREIGHT TO YOU. (NO FFL NEEDED) -LIFE MEMBER NRA- SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

QEA#-BUll#l#G BULLSEYE 
With Hercules Bullseye®, clean burning is more than a promise. Bullseye®, 
consistently the # 1 powder for pistol and revolver target shooting ... with 

those who know. Bullseye's clean burning is a 
welcome bonus-with super-accuracy, 

minimum charge weights 
and less recoil. Magnum 

owners choose Hercules 
Blue Dot® for silhouette 

shooting. Hercules Unique® 
is the all-purpose choice for 

handgun versatility. Your enjoyment of 
the sport is our target. For a free copy 
of Hercules Reloaders' Guide, see your 
dealer, or write: Hercules Incorporated, 

Product Information, Hercules Plaza, 
Wilmington, DE 19894. 

.@HERCULES 
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The walkway is filled with a deafen
ing volley of gunfire. Sanders fires once 
more. Kivlcr empties his magazine. Hill 
turns to his left. snapping a shot at the 
detectives over his shoulder. He grunts 
and lurches as Sanders fires, jerks again 
and clutches at his lower back as one of 
Kivler's .45 slugs strikes home. 

And then he is gone. 
Both cops reload. As Kivler tugs on 

his spare magazine. the belt clip releases 
and the whole pouch comes off the belt. 
He has to rip the pouch away before he 
can thrust the fresh ·'clip'' into the Gov
ernment Model. 

OurName 
Says It All! 

As Sanders tears open the Velcro nap 
on his fabric clip pouch. he is trying to 
remember how many shots he has fired. 
He thinks four, but he wouldn't swear to 
it. He is correct; the live round he ejected 
is still rolling on the alley floor. one round 
is in the chamber, and there are two Sil
vertips left in his depicted magazine as it 
bounces onto the walkway, replaced with 
the fresh one that brings Sanders back up 
to a full eight in the Colt automatic. If you have been waiting for a clean-burning tar

get and field shotshell powder, the wait is over. 
Nitro 100'' is the first of a series of advanced formula, clean-burning, flake shot
shell propellants from Accurate. Nitro 100" was developed to burn clean with low 

Sanders and Kivlcr radio in their situa
tion, then move cautiously forward. But 
Hill is gone. A distance away. they hear 
glass breaking. Sanders curses silently: 
the bastard is in someone's house now. 
and that's a job for SWAT, not for two 
detectives who have at least one gunshot 
wound to worry about. They hold their 

charge weights for cost efficiency and 
lower perceived recoil. u,j~ 

Visit your local dealer and ask for it \\.~~n 
by name-Accurater,i Nitro 100" ! ~®"-J 

Accurate Arms 
Company., Inc. 

While you're there, request our FREE 
shotshell reloading data guide. 
©1990 

Box AH6 ,McEwen. Tennessee 37101 
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Continued on page 68 

S&A HI-GRIP SAFETY 
Positions Hand as High and Close 
to Centerline of Bore as Possible!!! 

Will Retrofit to Guns Now Using 
Wilson/Clark Grip Safeties 

with No Further 
Frame Modifications! 

AVAILABLE IN: 
0 STAINLESS 
0 BLUE 

$ 3 4 9 5 
Post Paid, Prepaid, or UPS-COD 
(UPS-COD Charge - $3 50) 

■ Texas Residents add 8% sales tax ($2.80 ea.) 

IF UNAVAILABLE AT 
YOUR DEALER -

ORDER DIRECT FROM S&A 
"DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED" 

P.O. Box 835790 
Richardson, TX 75083 

(214) 231-6084 
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Imagine if 
· ,....._.n If. ...... ~ 
WAS WON 
with the guns 

of the 1991 
Ga.116 Magazine 

Anna.al 
Picture the fictional Rooster Cogburn gunning down bad guys with an 

Automag IV or General Custer and his men arriving at Little Big Horn with 
Desert Eagle .41 Magnums and M-14 Match Rifies ... 

They didn't have a chance to read about 
the guns of the 90's but you do, in the 1991 
Guns Magazin(! Annual. 

The '91 Guns Annual has everything 
you need to get the biggest bang and most 
shooting enjoyment out of 1991. Inside are 
these never-before-seen features: 

• The Latest From IAI - The Automag IV 
big bore Magnum, Automag III and the 
Skipper in .40 S& W 

• M-14 Match rifles-the choice of many 
discriminating military match target 
shooters. 

• Getting Started in Handgun Hunting 
• Desert Eagle .41 Magnum 

• Winchester's Collectible 
Commemoratives - a look at the John 
Wayne carbine and more. 

• The 500 Van Horn Express, Italian 
Single Actions and MUCH MORE! 

All this and more for only $6.95 
B O N U S ! 

The 1991 Guns 
Magazine Annual 

includes a completely 
updated catalog section 

of currently 
manufactured firearms. 
Complete with photos, 

specifications and prices. 

I Y[Sf i':;nt -;r:;1991Gu;;-' -- , 

fora friend 
and save $2. 
Two annuals 

only $11.90 

• Magazine Annual. 

I D Send me one copy at $6.95 
D Send me two copies for $11.90 
□Check enclosed □Bill my MCNisa 

I No. 
Initial --- Exp. Date ----

Mail to: 
Address---------- Guns Magazine 

I 
I 
I I 

Name 

City____________ Suite 200, I 
591 Camino de la Reina, 

State Zip______ San Diego, CA 92108 

..._ ____________ __. -- - - - - - - -
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STRAIGHT SHOOTIN' 
GUN CARE 

Bore Cleaner 
· Clean up fast and easy 

with the only one-step 
bore cleaner and condi-

\ tioner. Removes lead, 
\ powder, copper, car-

bon - even plastic 
wad fouling. 

Rust Prevent 
NEW - a superior anti
oxidation moisture displacer. 
Rustproofs, lubricates 
and neutralizes finger
prints acids. An 
ecologically safe -t>--_ ;,, 
aerosol. -~ 

f)uick Scrub Gun Grease 
• Cleaner/Degreaser 

-· · NEW - now the fastest and The ultimate all-weather 

'

,... most thorough cleaner/ high tech grease. Meets 
degreaser. Eliminates the most demanding 

~ 
powder buildup. • 

breakdowns due to <® needs for lubrication. 
grime, oil and ® 

16770 Hill top Park Place Send for free brochure. 
Dept. AH Shooter's Mail $2.00 (P&H) for 
Chagrin Falls, OH • 

Ch e FREE 1 oz. sample of 
111°l)

2 
543-8808 OIC Bore Cleaner. 

THE HEINIE! 
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
SEND S1.00 
FOR 
BROCHURE 

RICHARD HEINIE PISTOLSM/TH 
821 E. Adams, Havana, IL 62644 
Member American Pistolsmiths Guild 

PAGER HOLSTER 

I PRESS BUTTON, 
CASE FLIPS 

OPEN. 

FITS DAVIS DERRINGERS, PSP-25 AUTO 
BAUER. BROWNING 25 AUTOS 
FREEDOM ARMS 22LR. 1 '' BARREL 
N. AMERICAN ARMS .22LR. 11/ 8 "' 

S19.95 plus S1 .50 S&H, or two for $34.95 
SPLIT SECOND SECURITY, INC. 

PO BOX 16142 H. HOUSTON. TX. 77222 

position, awaiting reinforcements. 
Meanwhile, Barrie Lee Hill has his 

own problems. His .380 jammed after his 
last shot, and he has fumbled with it until 
it is live again. Inside the empty house he 
has broken into, he stops to rest. 

Hill has been shot five times with .45 
caliber bullets. He is dying. At least two 
of his wounds are lethal. Yet the one that 
bothers him is the one that struck his big 
toe. He takes the shoe off to ease the pain 
of the swollen foot, blood spilling onto 
the carpet of the empty home he has 
invaded. 

Hill has travelled a considerable dis
tance. He can hear the wailing of the 
police and ambulance sirens. He emerges 
from the other end of the house, staggers 
about SO yards, and slumps against a tree 
in the front yard of another home to rest. 

The owners of the home are returning 
from a drive. As they pull up to the side
walk, they think the man leaning against 
the tree must be a drunk, and they shout 
at him to leave. Hill waves the pistol at 
them and screeches, "Get the f--- out of 
here!" Terrified, the driver peels out. 
leaving Hill alone, a blood-soaked bundle 
at the foot of the tree. 

Hill has lost an enormous amount of 
blood. He almost certainly realizes he is 
dying. He has handwritten a journal of his 
life and his crimes that will be found later. 
Surprisingly articulate, it reads like Jack 
Henry Abbot's In the Belly of the Beast: a 
long self-serving whine in which he states 
all his victims deserved it and had to pay 
for the women and the bosses who reject
ed him. 

He is the kind of man who will finish 
his life with what he sees as a poetic, 
heroic gesture. "I am captain of my fate, 
and master of my soul." 

His life, his blood, and his strength 
have run almost completely out of him. 
The cops have killed him, he knows, but 
he won't give them the satisfaction. With 
the last of his remaining strength, Barrie 
Lee Hill performs the only documentable, 
redeeming act of his life. 

He raises the Beretta, places the muz
zle to the side of his head, and pulls the 
trigger. 

Gunfight Analysis 
There are several learning points, 

some tactical and some personally inspi
rational, to be learned from this shooting. 

The incident proved yet again that 
there are no magic bullets. not even .45 
hollowpoints. Those who say that a single 
.45 round in the torso will drop a man 19 
times out of 20 obviously never met Bar
rie Hill. At 5-foot- l I and 190 pounds, he 
was by no means a bear of a man, and 
toxicology screen done on what little 
blood the officers left in his body showed 
no alcohol or drugs. 

Reconstruction showed that the first 
bullet, fired by Sanders within a fraction 
of a second after Hill had shot the officer, 
strnck the very outside edge of the right 
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side of the gunman's head. It ripped 
through the earlobe and tore the ski mask, 
entered the crouching man's shoulder, and 
ranged down into the chest. It was a 
severe wound but would have been sur
vivable with swift Emergency Room care. 

The second bullet went through Hill's 
left arm and entered his abdomen, driving 
deep and doing so much damage that 
pathologists told Sanders this gunshot 
would not have been survivable. 

The third bullet struck Hill in the foot 
specifically in the big toe. Autopsy photo~ 
do not show it to be particularly damaging. 
It is what pathologists call an "adynamic" 
wound, one that does not contribute to 
cause of death or create life-threatening 
injury. Yet this is the one that seemed to 
bother Hill the most, based on his actions 
as reconstructed after his death. 

As Hill was running down the alley
way. he was struck with two more .45 Sil
vertips. One caught him in the right back, 
a through and through wound that caused 
massive liver damage according to the 
autopsy report and photographs. This was 
the second lethal wound. 

Sanders recalls Hill jerking and grunt
ing as this shot went off, but Kivler was 
shooting at the same time and the second 
lethal wound could have been inflicted by 
either officer. 

The fifth bullet was definitely fired by 
Kivler. It stn1ck the rapist-killer in the hip. 
Unfortunately, Hill was your basic well 
prepared criminal: he had a small but 
solid pair of binoculars in the hip pocket 
of his running pants. Kivler's Silvertip 
struck the binoculars, shattering both them 
and the bullet. This was painful enough 
and hard hitting enough to cause Hill to 
jerk and grab himself there when the bul
let went home, but the only actual damage 
was shrapnel and broken glass distributed 
over the buttock's surface. 

Had this bullet continued on course 
without the intervening target blunting 
the impact, the Silvertip would almost 
certainly have shattered Hill's hip and 
destroyed his mobility, sending him 
sprawling into the driveway at the end of 
the walkway. This could have had differ
ing results. The downed murderer would 
not have been able to travel many hun
dreds of feet and threaten more innocent 
people. On the other hand, given the 
energy he was able to expend after sever
al .45 wounds, it is entirely likely that he 
would have reacted like a wounded tiger. 
One other consideration is a function of 
chance: it was after his last shot at the 
detectives that his Beretta jammed. It is 
unlikely that he could have cleared it 
before the officers, reloading if necessary, 
nailed him to the ground permanently. 

Sanders, remember, still had three car
tridges left in his service pistol. 

Sometimes we learn from the Bad 
Guys' screwups, just as we do from the 
Good Guys'. Any gun expert could tell 
you that the model 1934 Beretta was a 
MilSpec weapon, designed to feed with 
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A CCU-COMP "DP-K" 
~ni3Jt9 ~SPS.~~;t~~~:1!~:ra~'~w:i,:~: aL:~~hThe1C~U-1988 

COMP ··~P-K'' is very likely the most effective compensarc-r .. ~ 
barrel available. Its double chamber design features rw,._) rcstricror 
plates and r-.vo exhaust ports. Comes complete with Wilson 
march bbl. bushing ready to be installed by your pistolsmith. 

W300-38 Ramped .38super $32-t.95 
W300-45 45 ACP $299.95 
W001 Wilson Competrtion Match Trigger .......... 17 .50 
W002B Wilson Shok-Buff Buffers (pkg or 6) .......... 5.95 
W002D Wilson Dix. Shok-Buff Krt 

(Govt/GC or Comm) .............................. 15.95 
W002G Shok-Buff Shock Absorber Krt 

W003D 
woos 
WOO? 
W009B 
W009S 
W010C 
W010G 

(Govt/GC or Comm) . ... .......... .. .......... 5.95 
Wilson 3-Dcrt Sight System .................... 35.00 
Wilson Ext. Thumb Safety (Blue or S.S.). 26.95 
Wilson Ext. Slide Release (Blue or S.S.) . 29.95 
Wilson Comm. Style Hammer-blue ......... 26.95 
Wilson Comm. Style Hammer-S.S ......... 27 .95 
Comm. Recoil Spring (#12 or 1120) ............ 4.50 
Gov·t Recoil Spring 
(8,9,10,12,13,15,17,18 or 22#) .................. 4.50 

W011 Wilson Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit 

W012C 
W012G 
W019 
W025 

(Govt or Comm) ......................................... 7.95 
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper-Comm ....... 27 .95 
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper-Govt ........ 25.95 
Rogers Magazine Follower & Spring ......... 5.95 
Full Length Guide Rod & Plug 
(Govt or Comm) ...................................... 25.95 

W031 Wilson Ext. Mag Release Button ............. 24.95 
W032 Wichrta Adj. Combat Sight ....... 62.50 
W033 Wilson S.S. Barrel & Bushing Krt 

(Govt or Comm) ... 135.00 
W034 Wilson Ext. Combat Ejector .45 .............. 21 .95 
W035 Wilson e· S.S. Barrel & Bushing Kit .45 145.00 
W035S Wilson e· S.S. Barrel & Bushing Krt .38 155.00 
WOOSSR Sane as above RAMPED ...................... 165.00 
W047 Wilson-Roger .45 ?rd Magazine .............. 23.95 
W047D Wilson .45 8rd Magazine ......................... 27.95 
W047DE Wilson .45 8rd Mag w/ext pad ............... 28.95 
W047N Wilson 10mm 8rd Magazine ................... 27.95 
W057 Bomar Dix BMCS Rear Sight Only .......... 63.00 
W061 Wilson Dix High Visibility Combat Sights 35.00 
W064 W.R. Shok-Bulf Recoil System ................ 35.00 
W066 Wilson Beavertail Grip Safety (B or S.S.) 24.95 
W092 Wilson Checkered Mainspring Housing 

woos 
W100 
W101 

W102 
W109 
W112 
W124 

(Arched/Flat-Blue/S.S.) ........................... 36.95 
Aocu-Comp II Krt ................................... 399.95 
Wilson Checkered Front Strap (B or S.S.) 14.95 
Wilson Extractor 
(.45 or .38/70 or 80 series) ...................... 17.95 
Wilson Checkered Slide Stop (B or S.S.) 23.95 
Wilson PPC Bull Barrel Underlug ............ 32.00 
Shaw Mag. Well Funnel (Blue or S.S.) .... 30.00 
WC Accu-Comp LE-K Krt .45/.38/9mm 
(Govt or Comm) ..................................... 275.00 

W124GNSWC Aocu-Comp LE-K 
Drop-In Compensator Krt ...................... 250.00 

W142 Wilson Spc Barrel Link Krt ............................ 23.95 

W143 Wilson Thumb Guard S.S. . ..................... 14.95 
W148 WC 2pc Guide Rod & Plug (5" or 6") . .. . .. 35.00 
W188 Wilson Mag. Well Funnel (Blue or S.S.) ....... 30.00 
W192 Wilson Ambi. Ext. Safety (Blue or S.S.) ....... 55.00 
W203 WC Full Lgth Guide Rod & Plug w/Gripper 

(Govt or Comm) ... . ................................ 35.00 
W251 Wilson .38 Super 1 Ord Magazine.. . . . ... 29.95 
W298 Wilson High Grip Beavertail Grip Safety 

(Blue or S.S.) .......................................... 36.95 
W299 Wilson Dix Comm. Hammer-blue.. . .. .... 32.95 
W302 Wilson Heavyweight Grips-Silver .. . ... 52.50 
4SG3 Olympic Shooting Glasses ............. 19.95 
4001 Nastoff HP-Fully Prepped Hammer .............. 76.00 
4002 McCormick Rectangle Hammer .................... 76.00 
4005 H.R Sear-Fully Prepped.. .. ... 22.95 
4006 McCormick Trtanium Light Trigger ................ 29.95 
4011 Shooting Star 8rd .45 Mag w/pad-blue ........ 21.50 
4013 Shooting Star 8rd .45 Mag w/pad-S.S .......... 24.50 
4015 Shooting Star 8rd/7rd Conv. Krt .45 .............. 10.50 
4018 Shooting Star 10rd .38spr Conversion Krt ..... 10.50 
4020 Shooting Star 10rd .38spr Mag. w/pad-blue . 23.95 
4022 Shooting Star 1 Ord .38spr Mag. w/pad-S.S .. 29.95 
4024 Shooting Star 9rd 10mm Mag. w/pad-blue ... 26.95 
4026 Shooting Star 9rd 10mm Mag w/pad-S.S ..... 29.95 
4030 Ed Brown Maxi-Well-blue ............................. 29.95 
4031 Ed Brown Maxi-Well-S.S.. .. ... 31.95 
4032 Ed Brown Beavertail Grip Safety-blue .......... 29.95 
4033 Ed Brown Beavertail Grip sarety-S.S. .. ... 31.95 
4034 Ed Brown Comm. Style Hammer-blue .. . .. 32.95 
4035 Ed Brown Comm. Style Hammer-S.S ........... 35.95 
4037 Ed Brown Heavy Duty Guide Rod Assy ....... 25.95 
4042 Ed Brown Beavertail Installation Jig ............. 17.95 
4043 Ed Brown Ext. sarety-blue.. .. .............. 29.95 
4044 Ed Brown Ext. sarety-S.S ............................ 31.95 
4045 Ed Brown Ambi. Ext. Sarety-blue .................. 49.95 
4046 Ed Brown Ambi. Ext. Safety-S.S ................... 54.95 
4133 MagPack 1 Ord .38spr Comp. Mag-blue ........ 26.95 
4135 MagPack 1 Ord .38spr Comp. Mag-S.S ......... 30.95 
4136 MagPack 1 Ord .38spr Conversion Krt ............ 9.95 
4149 MagPack 8rd .45 Magazine-blue . . ..... 22.95 
4150 MagPack 8rd .45 Conversion Krt .................... 8.95 
4154 Videcki Long Blue Steel Trigger .45 .............. 16.95 
4156 Videcki Long Alloy Trigger .45 . .. ..... 16.95 
4158 Videcki Speed Trigger .45.. . .... 17.95 
4159 Videcki Gold Cup Width Long Trigger.. . ... 19.95 
4160 Videcki Gold Cup Width Short Trigger ......... 19.95 
4161 Videcki Ejector . .. ... 16.95 
4162 MagPack 8rd .45 Comp. Magazine.. . .... 25.95 
4166 MagPack ?rd OIi Mdl Conversion Kit ......... 8.95 
4183 Pachmayr Flat Checkered Mnspg Housing .. 15.95 
4184 Pachmayr Wide Grip Sarety-Comm .............. 33.95 
4185 Pachmayr Wide Grip Safety-Govt.. .. .. 33.95 
41 ~ All New S.S. Mag Weight Fits 1111911 style 

magazines. Weighs• full 1.75 oz. Comee 
complete with mounting screws ................. 7.00 

All Smith & Alexander $69.95 

• CUSTOM GUNS 
• TRITIUM SIGHTS 

SPECIALIZING IN CUSTOM CONVERSIONS FOR: 

1-3 ~ 
CE..IVERY 
FOR~T 

GUNS 

• COLT/SPRINGFIELD ARMORY & CASPIAN AUTOS 
• PYTHON/RUGER & SMITH DOUBLE ACTIONS 

D.R. MIDDLEBROOKS-PISTOL SMITH 
Rt. 1, Box 112-C Surry, Va. 23883 

TEL. (801/) 357-0881 
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W 
e were at the shooting range on a . 
sunny afternoon. A non-threatening 
situation, to be sure. And that's when I 
decided a handgun was not what she 
needed for home security. At close range 

it was simply too inaccurate. Especially for 
someone inexperienced with fire
arms. I had to ask myself: would 
she stand a chance during a surprise 
encounter with a home invader in 
the dead of night? 

So I told her I'd have to think 
about it awhile-not really know
ing what to recommend for home 
security, other than a good set of 
dead-bolt locks, which I knew she 
already had. 

The next day from my office I 
called a friend on the police force. I 
told him what had happened, then 
heard him chuckle. He knew im
mediately what I was talking about. 
"/' d expect those results from any
one who doesn't practice a lot-let 
alone a novice," he said. "We train 
with handguns all the time to stay 
pro.f,cient from _that distance." 

The problem was more than 
just the difficulty of firing a 
handgun at close range. Would 
she be able to load it easily? 
And what if she did have to fire 
it? Bullets pass easily through 
walls ... would her children asleep 
in another room be in danger? 
Clearly, a handgun wasn't the 
answer. 

"How about a shotgun?" my 
friend on the force asked. Then it 
was my turn to laugh. The thought 
of this lady shouldering a shotgun 

was even more difficult to --=::II". # 
!magine than a six-shooter .,.. U 
111 her hands. ~ . 

"Seriously," he said. "There's nothing more intimi
dating in a potentially violent confrontation, and 
with the right choke, you can't miss at close range." 

He had a point there. And a small bore shotgun, 
say, a .410, might be easy enough to handle for an 
average-sized woman. I told him thanks for the idea, 
then paid a visit to my firearms dealer. 

What I discovered is that there is a .410 pump
action shotgun made specifically for women and for 
home security. It's made by Mossberg-the same 
company that supplies shotguns to the marines and to 
police forces across the country. 

It's called the Home Security 4 I 0, and it comes 
with a wide choke, hand grip on the 
forearm pump, and a security cable 
lock to protect against accidental 
use by anyone without a key. I 
could even buy one with a touch
activated laser sight, which allows 
easy, instant sighting in darkened 
rooms. 

The more I considered it, the 
more I realized the Home Security 
410 was just what my friend 
needed. Accuracy was no problem. 
It packed more punch on impact 
than a .44 magnum. What little 
recoil a .410 has would be ab
sorbed by both the front and rear 
grip. The risk of errant bullets in 
the home is minimized. But per
haps most important, the sheer in
timidation factor of a pump-action 
shotgun-especially one with a 
laser sight would probably be 
enough to neutralize 
any home invader all 
by itself. 

Before we next visited the 
shooting range, I picked up a · 
Mossberg Home Security 410. In 
no time, she wasn't just hitting the 
silhouette, she was absolutely 
obliterating it-shooting from the 
hip, with quick rounds of the 

--- .410 shells. 

I If you have a lady friend who's 
in the market for a handgun. I 

recommend you look into the Home Security 

~~~· ::;~~;,ct,:,:~fonmaf SRn®~ 
dealer, or you can contact H~IDL, u 

Mossberg at 
(203) 288-6491. HOME SECURITY 410 

O.F.MOSSBERG & SONS. INC. 
P.O. Box 497 

7 Grasso A venue 
Nonh Haven. Connecticut 06473 

Safety and safe firearms handling is everyone's responsibility. 



total reliability with military ball (round 
nose, full jacketed) ammo, and likely to 
jam on wide-mouth hollowpoints. It was 
the hollowpoint in the chamber that got 
Sanders. 

(He has the bullet now as a souvenir, 
totally unexpanded and dented only 
slightly on one edge of the hollow cavity. 
It could literally be reioaded and fired 
again.) 

Only the Remington line of jacketed 
hollowpoint auto pistol ammo, designed 
with full jacketing and an ogive like 
ball's, can be counted on to feed reliably 
in guns designed for ball. 

Ironically, Hill had a mix of S&W and 
Remington ammo in his pistol, though 
only the S&W was left in the magazine 
after he blew his brains out. 

Police Lessons 
Now, let us look at the Good Guys. 

Sanders, 32 at the time of the shooting, 
was an Air Policeman from age 19 until 
joining Garden Grove PD at 24. In 1975, 
he had been top gun in the shooting con
tests at his airbase, and he had been 
SWAT certified. He was an excellent shot. 

He fired the first three shots with one 
hand extended due to his awkward posi
tion, the last from a Weaver stance as Hill 
ran down the alley. Why was he twice 
unable to fire when he tried to? 

Like many Weaver shooters, Sanders 
had become accustomed to a firing posi
tion that kept the thumb on top of the 
manual safety of his .45 Colt auto. This 
position, unfortunately, pulls the web of 
the hand back from the grip safety. When 
the injury to the ulnar nerve weakened 
(and inflamed with pain) the lower half of 
his gun hand, his grip apparently relaxed 
enough to allow the grip safety to engage, 
preventing the weapon from being fired. 

A shooting grasp with the thumb 
locked down fist-like, as advocated by 
such great .45 champions as Ray Chap
man and John Shaw, tightens the web of 
the hand on the grip safety, and also max
imizes all possible hand strength on the 
gun. Had Sanders been taught this grip, I 
am certain that he could have continued 
firing when Hill was still close, and fin
ished the would-be copkiller before he 
reached the edge of the driveway.* 

Note that the first shot fired struck the 
officer in the gun arm. This is extremely 
common. There is something in the mind 
of an adversary that perceived the gun, 
not the man, as the danger. Where the 
eyes focus, the body follows. Shots will 
cluster around the gun or gun arm. You 
see it just on humanoid Duelatron-type 
targets. 

Readers recall this column's cover
age of the FBI Miami incident, in 

*Why not just deactivate the grip safe
ty? Most police are forbidden to do so, 
and in court, a man who would disable a 
safety mechanism on a firearm is consid
ered the embodiment of recklessness. 

$AVINGS ON 1911 TYPE CO MPENSATORS 
BAT. ULTRA-COMP I 
COMPENSATOR KIT: 
• Govt. 45 ACP 
• SW' Match Banel 
• Bushing Wrench & Loctite 

Our Prire! $189.95 

BAT. ULTRA-COMP III KIT: 
• Govt. 45 ACP 
• 5¾'' Match Barrel 
• Full-Profile Compen,ator 
• Full length spring guide 
• Bushing Wrench &: Loctite 
Our Prire! $299.95 

.• J 

Jil 
~►44 

BAT. ULTRA-COMP: 
•Covt.45ACP/9mm/38Supe, .... · ...•. · ·. · 
• Length I 7 /16" inches 
• \lkight 3 oz. 
• Minor fitting 

Our Prire! $69.95 

BAT. PRO SERIES COMP: Our 
• Govt. 45ACP 
• 5¾" Match Barrel 
• Full-Profile Compensator 
• Twin Port Design 
• Full Length Spring Guide 
• Bushing Wrench & Loctite 

SEND FFL FOR DEALER PRICES. SEND $3.00 FOR 1990 CATALOG 
ORDERS ONLY INFO & CUSTOMER SERVICE (305) 221-6381 

E>INCO<O 1-800-553-0844 ~ SHOOTER'S DEPOT 
~ FREE SHIPPING IN CONTIN!.NTAI l SA ~ P.O. BOX 3238 HW,EAH, FL 33013 

ANNOUNCING THE AMAZING NEW 
PORT-A-REST 

A shooting tool for beginner or master for use when 
sighting in, working up hand loads, and developing 
the proper trigger pull. 

Support nest locks securely 
in place. 

No loose parts to misplace 
or lose. 

Adjusts vertically to allow perfect 
sighting of pistols and rifles. 

Ultra lightweight (6 OZ) 

and very rigid. 

Folds to one-inch thick 
(4 1/2 "X 9" long) for 

convenient storage. 

Top quality materials and 
workmanship throughout. 

So handy no gun owner should 
be without one. 

All these important features 
designed into Port-A-Rest for the 
low introductory price of $25.95. 

GUARANTEED 100-/, 
Try Port-A-Rast for 30 days at no risk. If you are not 100'/, 
satisfied, just return the Port-A-Rest for your money back. 

To order call 1-203-354-3211 or mail form to: 
... -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
: GUNSIGHT POWERS, Box 165, South Britain, CT 06487 : 1~~: ~---------~1 
! Name: ____________ Please rush qty.__ ! 

i Address:___________ PORT-A-REST@ $25.95 ea._ i 
[ City /State/Zip:_________ Plus shipping & handling 

1 , @$3.00ea.- , 
[ Signature: ------~----- (CT residents add 8% sales tax) [ 

1 
Visa/MC#:---------- TOTAL_ [ 

l_Exp. _Date: ______________ Visa/MC,_ money orders,_ & COD_shipped the same day. j 
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~Q,tQ,~o;-~ Wichita Slab-Comp 
"' ~;Q,--> c,-->Q, Customize Your Revolver! 

'\~,,:}~C) \'o The Slab Comp or Revolver Comp is designed not only for the competitive but also for 
,,-, the non-competitive shooter. 

EASY INSTALLATION. The Slab-Comp or Revolver-Comp slides over the barrel and 
underlug It is secured by a single screw requiring the underlug be drilled and tapped 

The slab comp is available for Smith Wesson 6" or shorter full underluged barrels in Models 
586, 625, 686, 617, 629, 627 and the Ruger GP-100 6" or shorter heavy barrels. 

" The Revolver-Comp is 2 5/16" long and 

POLICE 

$105.95 
Stainless Steel $119.95 

WRC Revolver-Comp blued $59.95 
Stainless Steel $69.96 

Installation Charge $35.00 

ITRIDGES .:mr-.._ 
>ECfAL ._J 
rlu,1 ,/,,.,, .. ,, ta I 

JO .. ~ •,C 

can be installed on all lengths of barrels. 
Either Comp is designed to redirect the gas 

upward and wil( along with the added 
weigh~ reduce significantly the muzzle jump. 

Wichita Arms, Inc. 
444 Ellis. P.O. Box l 1371. Wichita Kansas67211 
(3 I 6) 265-066 I 

which: Suspect Platt was hit not once 
but twice in the gun arm; agents Hanlon 
and McNeil! were struck in the gun 
arms before taking their later wounds: 
and Agent Mireles was struck in his for
ward arm as he was bringing his shot
gun to bear on the opponent. 

This mandates weak-hand training. 
Sanders was familiar with weak hand
only firing, but made the conscious deci
sion to keep the gun in his wounded hand 
to save time, and to reinforce his grip 
with the support hand. After reloading, he 
switched his .45 to his left hand as he and 
Kivler continued their pursuit of the 

No one was impressed 
with the performance 

of the .45 Silvertip that 
night. Nearly all the 

bullets shed their 
jackets. 

would-be copkiller. 
Equipment must be reliable under 

stress, and not just the gun. Note that 
Kivler's "convenient" clip-on magazine 
carrier came off his belt when he went to 
reload. I have seen that happen many 
times on the range with that particular 
Bianchi accessory. The Bianchi Clip-Grip 
is a much superior unit. 

The soft Uncle Mike's pouch as used 
by Sanders, while slow, is reliable. After 
the shooting, Kivler's friends at the PD 
bought him a new magazine pouch. 

No magic bullet, as we've said, exists. 
At the same time, no one who looks at 
this incident including Sanders was 
impressed with the performance of the 
.45 Silvertip that night. Nearly all the bul
lets shed their jackets upon entering, and 
while some did tremendous damage, Hill 
seemed to be among those not impressed. 
Sanders hopes his agency will adopt 
Speer Lawman 200-grain hollowpoints. 
which have a better reputation as "street 
stoppers." 

Now, let us look at the mental 
aspects. Knowing that he was shot, 
angry and frightened, Steve Sanders 
seized on the mental image of his child 
to gain the renewed strength to keep 
fighting. We see this again and again 
among gunfight survivors. 

To survive, one must have something 
to survive for. The person who swears he 
or she will return to spouse and children 
is the one who probably will. 

Tachypsychia was clearly evident 
here, the slowed-down perception of 
time in the midst of a life-threatening 
encounter. The initial burst of gunfire 
- Sanders shot once by Hill, Hill shot 
thrice by Sanders - took place in no 
more than a second. From when 
Sanders ducked back behind the wall, 
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analyzed his situation with what 
seemed like aching slowness, and then 
emerged again with renewed will to do 
battle and duty, could also have been no 
more than a second. 

l)chypsychia is reported by half or 
more of all shootout survivors I've 
debriefed. Expect it to happen, and don't 
let it frighten you. Know that you are still 
moving at full speed ... and so is your 
opponent. 

Finally, the use of concealed soft body 
armor made a difference here. The bullet 
that could have run through Sanders' 
chest and killed him after exiting his arm 
stopped on the hidden vest, with so linle 
impact he didn't even notice it. 

The bullet was recovered after Sanders 
got home from the hospital. He was the 
365th documented save by Second 
Chance Body Armor. 

Yet .380 level firepower delivered to 
the torso will continue to kill Good Guys 
who ignore the reality of the job, and 
ignore the advice Sanders gives cops he 
talks to: "A gunfight can happen to any 
cop. I learned it that night." 

Shootout Aftermath 
Steve Sanders returned to duty and 

was promoted to Patrol Sergeant, the 
capacity in which he presently serves. His 
duty pistol is now a custom 14-shot .45 
auto on a Para-Ordnance frame. Like all 
Para-Ordnance owners I've debriefed, he 
is happy with the system and finds it 
totally reliable. 

Doctors initially told him he'd never 
hold a gun in that hand· again. You 
wouldn't know that from his firm hand
shake. He still carries on his right hip, 
and estimates a 12% loss of function in 
the arm. He's grateful. 

'"I'm just glad he was using the Beretta 
.380 instead of the Browning Hi-Power 
9mm he'd stolen," says Steve. A higher 
velocity bullet that did mushroom would 
have completely severed the nerve, and 
Sanders' amazing recovery from the 
wound would have been severely mitigat
ed if not totally prevented. 

The shootout that night ended a five
year reign of terror. The man who died 
as an attempted but failed copkiller had 
murdered one angry victim, wounded a 
second with the .380, and stabbed a 
third. Jf one of those men - or one of 
the many other men and women he'd 
terrorized - had been able to reach a 
gun they knew how and when to use, 
the crime wave of Barrie "Ski Mask" 
Hill, the Garden Grove Rapist, would 
have been over much sooner. 

Instead, two brave young police offi
cers had to risk their lives in a bullet-torn 
alleyway to end the horror ...... 
once and for all. ~ 

The author is grateful to Sgt. Stel'e 
Sanders, Garden Grove PD, and Lt. Rich 
Wemmer, Los Angeles PD, for making 
rltis research and rltis arricle possible. 

Member Pistolsmithing Guild 

Cylinder 
_/ & Slide, Inc. 

Custom Pistolsmithing 

PPC Guns, Duty/Carry, Basic Tune Up 
Colt/Smith & Wesson Warranty & Parts 

For Fully Illustrated and Informative Catalog 
Send $3.00 (Refundable) Parts Orders Only - Call 

Cylinder & Slide, Inc. 1-800-448-1713 
P.O. Box 937AH Inquiries Call - 9-11:30 AM CST 
Fremont, NE 68025 (402) 721-4277 - Ask for Bill 

Pachmayr CONTOUR-FIT™ 
holsters fit your gun like a 
glove. They're made from a 
special synthetic material, so 
they're lighter more 
rugged, and a lot 
less expensive 
than leather. 
Compared to the 
nylon wonders, they're 
non-abrasive and much better 
looking. They hold your gun 
securely, yet they give you fast 
access to your sidearm, ready 
for anything from rabbits to 
rattlers. And the suggested 
retail is just $14.95. So there's 
no excuse to put up with that 

frayed nylon lump or that 
beat-up leather brush buster 
anymore. Pachmayr 
CONTOUR-FIT™ holsters 

... at better firearm 
retailers or call us toll

free at 1-800-423-9704 
(outside Calif. only; 

\>, within Calif. call 
" l-818-357-7771). 

Avarlable for 4" S WK- and 
L-Frames. Colt 1911-rype and 

Browrnng Hi-Power semr 
auras. More models soonl 

1875 S. Mountain Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016 
18181357-7771 
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The Best cuns Need the Best Parts 
Specify Ed Brown custom Parts on Your Next Gun ... 

Hi-Sweep Beavertail 
Grip Safety 

countersunk for 
commander Hammer 

$29.95 Blue & 
$31.95 S.S. 

-
~--

Removable 
Front Sight 

commander Style 
Match Grade 

Slotted Hammer 
Ground sear Hooks 

S32.95 Blue & 
$35.95 S.S. for compensator 

Installation. S10.95 

Heavy Duty 
Guide Rod Head 
Shock-Resisting 

TOOi Steel. $14.20 MAXI-WELL 
see Your Pistolsmith or Parts Distributor - If Not Available, Order Direct From... The Largest Mag-Well 

Ed Brown Products :
0:::!;:::::::n 

Route 2, Box 2922 • Perry, MO 63462 [ll,J J vtSA I Pistolsmiths Guild 
Phone <314) 565-3261 - sENDs1.00FoRcArAwc 

Ill!_Advantaqe Grip System 

• 

GET A GRIP ON YOUR '45' 
AND REDUCE RECOIL 

• Guaranteed 17% recoil 
reduction 

• Faster shot to shot recovery 
• Thick tapered hand-filling 

grips 

• Built in magazine loading 
chute 

• Milled for ambidexterous 
safety 

• Simple screw on installation 

New improved Advantage Grip System with enlarged magazine loading chute. 
Complete with checkered walnut stocks and steel bushing grip inserts installed. 
Fits Colt Gov't. Model 1911 A1 and all currently manufactured copies. 
•SSS.00 - Add $4.00 postage and handling. • CA residents add 6 ½% sales tax. 
• Dealer inquires invited. • Write for brochure and mathematical calculations that 
prove the recoil reduction. • Call for C.O.D. orders. 

Jack c!!~~~~~Ya!~~ A1.4l!,entaqe 
P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134 

Patent No. 4,829,906 

PIN GRABBERS™ 
GAME GRABBERS™ 

TURBO GRABBERS™· 
SUPERIOR COMPETITION, SELF DEFENSE, 
HUNTING, LAW ENFORCEMENT AMMO 

DELIVERS INSTANT MAXIMUM ENERGY 

M .... .c.,d 6= ,# Dealers inquire in writing with signed copy of FFL ... 
KASWER Custom, Inc. 13 Surrey Dr, Brookfield, CT 06804 

(203) 775-0564 Fax: (203)775-6872 

IPSC 
Co11ti1111edji·o111 page 35 

ly 160% of SAAM( maximum, for the 
use in the T/C Contender only.) 

So the safe, sensible, and prudent 
thing for the .38 Super shooter to do is lo 
stick to lead bullets weighing 160 gr., 
keep pressures in the 30-32,000 CUP 
range, use +P brass, and have a fully sup
ported barrel filled to provide a greater 
safety margin. (The integral feedramp on 
these barrels improves feeding reliability 
as well, a nice bonus.) 

A properly set up gun will handle 
these loads for a long, long, time. My 
current Super has well over 50.000 
rounds of such loads through it; the 
frame and slide aren ·t cracked. no part 
has ever broken, and it still has the 
original extractor. 

Super Superiority 
But remember those shooters mentioned 

at the outset, the ones who are always push
ing the limits? They began to use up some 
of this extra margin of security by going to 
lighter bullets al higher velocities and pres
sures. To understand why, it's necessary lo 
understand what makes the Super so superi
or in the first place. 

Forget the stuff about the extra maga
zine capacity. The two extra rounds com
pared lo a .45 are a fringe benefit, a nice 
bonus certainly, but the Super would 
excel in competition even if all guns were 
limited to six rounds. 

I've read several times that the Super 
is better because lighter bullets produce 
less recoil when loaded lo the same 
power factor as heavy bullets. This is 
simply not true. Al the same power fac
tor, a light bullet produces more recoil 
energy than a heavier one. 

Let's compare two rounds, both load
ed to make a power factor of I 85. In 
.45ACP we'll load a 200 gr. bullet to 925 
fps with 5.8 gr. of powder ·'X." In .38 
Super we'll load a 160 gr. bullet to 1.156 
fps with 8.0 gr. of powder "Y. ., Same 
power factor. 

In a 2 1h lb. gun the .45 produces 4.79 
ft/lbs of recoil. The Super turns up 5.13 
ft/lbs. of recoil energy. Then why is the 
Super beller? Because of the expansion 
chamber compensator that is standard 
equipment on current match guns. 

The simplest way to explain how an 
expansion chamber comp works is to say 
it does the opposite of what recoil does. 
Recoil moves the gun back, parallel to 
the axis of the bore. But because the 
shooter is holding the gun below the axis 
of the bore. it can't keep moving back, 
so the gun tries to pivot around the 
shooter's hand, changing rearward recoil 
into muzzle rise. 

Then the bullet exits the barrel and the 
column of powder gas blasts against the 
front interior wall of the comp, pushing it 



forward, again along the axis of the bore. 
But it can't go forward, because the 
shooter is holding onto the gun, so the 
forward motion is turned into downward 
motion that counters muzzle rise. 

The jet effect as the spent gases escape 
out of the top opening of the comp helps 
too, but it's the forward pressure on the 
front of the comp that really does the 
work. ow compare the column of pow
der gases to a column of water from a fire
hose. If you want to knock something 
down with the stream of water, then the 
bigger the volume of water, and the greater 
the pressure, the more effective it will be. 

In the .45 we have 5.8 gr. of powder 
producing, say, 15,000 CUP. In the Super 
we have nearly 50% more powder at dou
ble the pressure. That means faster recoil 
recovery and a faster rate of aimed fire. 

Twin chamber comps are even more 
effective since there are two walls (in 
effect, twice the surface area) for the 
powder gases to push, though the 
gases that reach the second chamber 
are considerably reduced in volume 
and pressure. 

Lighter Bullets 
Then some shooters got the idea of 

using up some of that extra safety mar
gin to kick pressures up still higher. 
Some people seem to have the idea that 
shooters want to use light bullets to 
reduce recoil, and high pressures are an 
unfortunate side effect. The truth is the 
opposite. 

Shooters were trying to raise pressures 
without raising the power factor of their 
loads, and to do so they went to lighter 
bullets. They also went to jacketed bullets 
which don't lead the barrel at high veloci
ty. don't smoke as much, and also raise 
pressures a bit. 

A 130 gr. bullet at 1,423 fps has a p.f. 
of 185, just like the two previous exam
ples. Recoil energy is 5.72 ft/lb in a 2 1/2 
lb. gun. But now the shooter is burning 
maybe 11 gr. of powder and the pres
sures, well, no one J know has pressure 
tested their ammo, but I'm sure pressures 
are well over 40,000 CUP. 

That means even quicker recoil recov
ery and a still faster rate of aimed fire. 
And if the gun wears out quicker, well, 
that's part of the price you pay for speed. 

Tell a top shooter that he should give 
up a competitive edge to make his gun 
last longer and he'll think you're nuts. 
You might as well tell George Brett that 
he's better off striking out so as not to 
break his bat. 

The futility of lowering the power fac
tor to solve the problem of high pressure 
loads seems obvious. Sure, shooters might 
be able to make a p.f. of I 70 with 130 gr. 
bullets at safe pressures. But some shoot
ers don't want safe pressures. they want to 
use high pressures and trust the supported 
barrels and +P brass to hold them. 

Other shooters want to use high
capacity 9mm's and start firewalling the 

AIM T® WIN 
with the number one source for championship-proven 
precision custom parts and accessories. 

NEW ITEM NEW ITEM 
PRO-TIMER Ill PRO-OPTICS POLYCARBONATE 

SAFETY GLASSES 

$225 
HANDGUN CUSTOM ACCESSORIES 

Wilson Combat 

Extended Safeties Blue or Stainless 
Extended Slide Release Blue or Stain. 
Extended Combat Ejector 
Match Stainless Barrels 
Extended Magazine Button 
Match Trigger w/3 Holes 
Commander Hammer Blue or Stainless 
Beavertail Grip Safety Blue or Stain. 
Shok-Buffers (6 Pk.) 
Combat 3 Dot Sights 
Full Length Recoil Guide Gov.ICC 
Magazine Well Funnel Blue or Stain. 
Checkered Mainspring Housing 
Recoil Springs, 8,9,10,12,15,17,18 Lbs. 
Safariarms Ext. Safeties Blue or Sta. 
Safariarms Ext. Ambi Safety 

Ed Brown Products 
New 1911 Ambi Safety Stainless 
New 1911 Ambi Safety Blue 

Call And 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 

$19.95 
$29.95 

Hi-Sweep Beavertail Grip Safety Blue 
Hi-Sweep Beavertail Grip Safety Stain 
Match Grade Commander Hammer Blue 
Match Grade Commander Hammer Stain. 

$54.95 
$49.95 
$29.95 
$31.95 
$32.95 
$35.95 

Magazines & Speedloaders 
Metalform Magazines with Pads 
Shooting Star 38 Super 10rds Mag 
Shooting Star 45 ACP S/S Mag 
Safari Comp II Speedloader 
Safari Comp Ill Speedloader 

Action Tune-Up Kits 
S&W K/L/N Spring Kit 
Colt 1911 Spring Kit 
S&W J. Frame Spring Kit 
Beretta/Taurus 92 Spring Kit 
Sig-Sauer P226 Spring Kit 

Miscellaneous Accessories 
Chapman #9600 Screwdriver Set 
Chapman #8900 Screwdriver & Allen Set 
Pro-Optics Shades Glasses 
Phelps Dillon 450/550 Case Feeder 
IPSC U.S. Nationals Video 
Steel Challenge Video 
Bianchi Cup Video 

$19.95 
$27.95 
$22.50 
$ 7.95 
$11.95 

$12.50 
$15.45 
$ 9.60 
$14.50 
$ 9.60 

$ 24.95 
$ 27.95 
$ 27.95 
$149.95 
$ 49.95 
$ 49.95 
$ 49.95 

B.A. T. Products 
BAT. Ultra-Mag Brass Pads 2Pk. 
BAT. Ultra-Comp Compensator 
BAT. Ultra-Comp Kit I 
BAT. Ultra-Comp Full Profile Kit Ill 
BAT. Ultra-Match Stainless Hammer 

Ernie Hill Leather 
New Fas-Trac Holsters Brown or Black 

$ 9.95 
$ 69.95 
$189.95 
$299.95 
$ 28.95 

Basketweave $99.00 
Speed Competition Belts Save$$$ 
Single Magazine Pouches Save$$$ 
Double Magazine Pouches Save$$$ 
Triple Magazine Pouches Save$$$ 

Safariland Competition Leather 
008 Final Option Holster Save$$$ 
002 Cup Challenge Holster Save$$$ 
Gunfighter Belt Black Basketweave $42.30 
Adjustable Single Mag Pouch BBW $18.25 
Double Mag Pouch BBW $27.35 
Triple Magazine Pouch BBW $37.75 
Competition Triple Speedloader Pouch $17.95 

Chip McCormick Products 
New Titanium Super Light Trigger $29.95 
McCormick Square Commander Hammer $76.00 
Nastoff McCormick Commander Hammer $76.00 
McCormick Prepped Sear $22.95 

Timers & Chronographs 
Pro-Timer Ill 
Pro-Tach Chronograph 
TNT Timer and Chronograph 

Sights 

$225.00 
$129.95 
$325.00 

Bo-Mar BMCS Competition Rear Sight $59.95 
Bo-Mar Undercut Competition Front Sight $ 9.50 
Wichita Combat Rear Sight $59.95 

Books 
"You Can't Miss" by John Shaw $ 9.95 
"Shoot to Win" by John Shaw $11.95 
"Combat 45 Auto" by Bill Wilson $11.95 
"Hallock's 45 Handbook" $11.95 
"Combat Handgunnery New Edition" $14.95 

MAG Funnels 
S & A MAG-Guide $69.95 
Clark/Barret Funnel $25.00 
Shaw Type Funnel $28.95 

SHOOTER'S DEPOT 
P.O. BOX 3238, HIALEAH, FL 33013 

FOR INFORMATION CALL 305-221-6381 FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S.A. 
SEND $3.00 FOR THE MOST COMPLETE PRACTICAL PISTOL CATALOG OF 

THE 1990'S 

1-800-553-0844 
FOR ORDERS ONLY 
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PATENT PENDING E!K ,c1.23ilfii Price: 
One hundred dollars for rib, 
instructions, and limited permission 
to build one gun using the 
purchased rib 

Terms: 
Payment via cashier check, 
personal check (must clear). or 
cash C.0.0. (add $3.00). NV. 
residents add 6% 

THE SCHUEMANN HYBRID COMPENSATOR 
Current compensated semi-auto handguns use technology 
patented by Newton in 1865, popularized by Cutts in 1925, 

and made obsolete by the Hybrid in 1990. With 2.5 times more compensation 
power and a simple, reliable, lightweight design, the Hybrid is the comp gun 
of the future. Take the precision investment cast rib to your favorite gunsmith 

and have him build you a gun of the future. Or, build your own. 
The instruction booklet is very complete and includes 60 illustrations. 

Wil Schuemann, 705 Wagner Drive, Carson City, NV 89703 (702) 885-7362 

PORTABLE RELOADING BENCH 
IDEAL FOR APARTMENT DWELLERS DESIGN. YOUR BODY WEIGHT IS SUS· 
WITHOUT A GARAGE FOR A HEAVY PENDED ON THE SAME FRAME WITH 
BENCH. TAKE INTO THE HOUSE WHEN THE PRESS CONSEQUENTLY, NO 
GARAGE IS TOO HOT OR COLD. TAKE TABLE MOVEMENT PUSH & PULL 
TO THE RANGE TO DEVELOP PET WORKS AGAINST YOUR BODY. TABLE 
LOADS WITH YOUR FAVORITE PRESS. WILL NOT LIFT OFF THE FLOOR. 
DOES NOT BOLT TO FLOOR. DUE TO 

ALL WELDED TUBULAR STEEL FRAME 
• Rubber floor mounts prevent scratch· • Ball beanng swivel seat 

ing floors • Breaks down to 30" x 19" for 
• Pre-drilled for maier presses portab1l1ty 
• Only weighs 28 pounds 

-"" 
.,,1 

_f"\;~ 

not just 3. Give yourself Twice the 
capacity for your money. The Durability 
of all steel construction and fully enclosed 
Thermally protected, ball bearing motor. 

• Handles 2-300 Rifle 
up to 700 pistol cases 

• Fast Quiet and Safe 
• Full Year Warranty 
• Designed and mfg. by 

Tru Square Metal Products 
building Cose Polishers 
for 27 years 

• Versatile - Polishes 
Bross Coses 
Silverware 
Fishing Lures 
Coins 
Jewelry 
Deburrs and Polishes 
Metal Ports 

... ULTRA-VIBE 18 
""'"""""""'"-"'~ Thumler's - Tru Square Metal Products 

Order Toll Free 1-800-225-1017 or (206) 833-2310 Call for More Information! 

OGLESBY & OGLESBY 
GUNMAKERS, INC. 

Gun Shown -
Witch Doctor Prototype 

Featuring (IRS) Internal Recoil Suppression And 
The Self Adjusting Port The Witch Doctor Is "Bad Medicine 
In The Hands Of The Right Man" -For Inquiries On 
Availability And Specifications, Call Or Write: · 

Oglesby & Oglesby Gunmakers, Inc. 
R.R. #5, Springfield, IL. 62707 (217) 487-7100 Fax: (217) 487-7980 ______ __, 

9mm case. Lowering the factor will likely 
cause more problems, if anything. 

For arguments sake, let's say the 
thumbsuckers get their way and the p.f. is 
cut to 170. Five minutes after that hap
pens someone will be loading 115 gr. or 
even 100 gr. bullets in his Super, trying to 
factor 170-plus while keeping pressure as 
high as the gun and brass will take. 

Meanwhile, someone else will be 
ladling powder into 9mm cases, so he can 
go to matches with an 18-round major 
caliber auto. 

Power Factor Debate 
Well then, you say, maybe there 

should be no power factor at al I. Okay. 
let's look at the Steel Challenge which 
has no power factor. 

The bullets just have to reach the tar
get and mark the paint. Do shooters use 
nice safe, strong guns that last forever? 
Dream on. 

What they do is use I ight loads and 
then cut away some of the gun's margin 
of strength to make it lighter, faster, 
more reliable with light loads. One gun
smith cuts out one of the barrel's lock
ing lugs so the gun will work better 
with I ight loads. Another cuts out both 
locking lugs and turns the gun into a 
straight blowback! 

Still others use aluminum frames, tita
nium comps, they turn down barrels and 
mill away non-critical areas of the slide 
until it is little more than a shell. Full
house steel shooting guns cost a lot more 
to build than IPSC guns, they are no 
safer, and they don "t last any longer. 

The fact is this: no matter what the 
rules are, the top shooters are always 
going to be running on the edge. That's 
what it means to be a top shooter. 

The suggestion that the power factor 
should be lowered in response to prob
lems that a few shooters have brought on 
themselves is one l think is irritating and 
offensive. Power factoring should only be 
discussed in the conte,Xt of cartridge 
effectiveness. The suggestion that it 
should lowered to solve the very prob
lems that shooters bring themselves, in 
search for the Ultimate Competitive 
Edge, is irritating. 

The idea is a copout, a way of ducking 
the issue. The problem is not the power 
factor. and fiddling with it is not going to 
solve the problem. The problem is high 
pressure loads, and the question is 
whether these loads are safe. 

Some people take the position that with 
modern +P brass and supported barrels. 
there is enough margin of safety that 
SAAM! specs can be safely exceeded. 
SAAMI recognizes that some older car
tridges fired in modern guns can be loaded 
beyond 19th century pressure levels, car
tridges such as the .45 Colt. 7x57. 8x57 
and .257 Roberts to name just a few. 

The counter-argument is that load
ing to pressures above industry recog
nized limits in order to gain a slight 
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competitive advantage is foolhardy and 
irresponsible. 

That's the issue that should be 
addressed, not the IPSC power factor. 

Stick To Proven Loads 
Personally, I strongly recommend 

against light bullet/high pressure loads 
for several reasons. One is that the ques
tion of safety hasn't been resolved. It 
can't be proven conclusively that these 
loads are unsafe; neither can it be proven 
that they are. 

A second reason is that for all but the 
most careful, meticulous reloaders there 
is not enough margin for error. To give 
just one example, if a worn-out standard 
Super case gets mixed in with your good 
+P stuff, you've just set the stage for a 
blown primer at the very least. 

A third concern is accelerated gun 
wear. I hate the thought of laying out big 
bucks for a custom gun and then feeding 
it a steady diet of what are. in effect, 
proof loads. (I'll admit that if I had a fac
tory sponsor ready to build me a new gun 
every six months, this wouldn't be a con
cern.) 

And finally, for 99% of us these loads 
don't do a damn bit of good. To explain 
what I mean, say we stick an average 
driver behind the wheel of a 650 horse
power race car and he takes it around the 
track in, say, one minute. If we tweak the 
engine up to 675 HP, will his lap times 
improve? 

Of course not, because the average guy 
doesn't have the abilit·y to use more than a 
fraction of the power that's-already avail
able. What he needs is instruction. training 
and experience, not a few more ponies. 

The Super, with a well-designed comp 
and heavy bullets loaded within SAAMI 
specs, is already so quick that not one 
shooter in a I 00 can begin to push the 
gun to its limits. Unless you are consis
tently shooting high-end Master class 
scores, the high pressure loads will bring 
you increased costs, increased risks, 
increased gun wear- and they won't 
improve your score one bit. 

Paying a price for improved performance 
is one thing. Paying the price and getting 
nothing in return makes no sense at all. 

Major loads in .38 Super can be 
achieved safely. They need not be any 
more troublesome than the full power 
loads used by shooters in other disci
plines, such as pin shooting and metallic 
silhouettes 

And while we're at it, ['cl bet that the 
load that has blown up more guns than 
any other is the 148 gr. .38 Special wad
cutter load- used by PPC and bullseye 
shooters- accidentally seated over a 
double charge of fast burning powder). 

But be sensible. Stick to heavy bullets, 
keep pressures well below SAAMI speci
fications, and use a fully supported barrel 
and +P brass to provide an increased mar-
gin of safety and .... 
durability. ~ 

Waller Bags and Cases, created for 
shooters, are made in the USA and 
considered the finest available. Featuring 
child resistant integral, keyed safety lock; 
internal 2-ply, aluminized heat/fire 

WALLER 
shield. If displeased with any Waller 
product, it will be replaced or your 
purchase price refunded. 

NORWALK•CONNECTICUT·USA 

Waller Soft Safe 
Colors: Black. Grey. Navy, Red 

Sizes: 9"H x 12"W and 
9"H x 18"W 

Amcx, Visa & MC acu:ptcd. Send 52.00 for cat:dogue. 
Call ·i<,11 Frt:c 1-800-874-BAGS or (203) 838-4083. 

s39.oo 
S46.oo 

W·WALLER·&·SON·INC 
142 New Canaan Ave • Norwalk, Connecticut 06850 

REDUCE MUZZLE LIFf AND RECOIL 
IN 30 SECONDS 
WITHOUT A 
GUNSMITH. 
"Adding weight will reduce recoil and tighten grou/Js 
es/Jecially during timed fire. The innovation of 
Levon engineering makes chis /)ossible in seconds. " 

-MARTY DELGADILLO 16-yearpolice vetera11/CCA Gra11dMaster/ 
NRA High Master/NRA l'reside11tia/ Medal/io11/3-time Califomia 
Governor's 20 /FBI-NRA Firearms Instructor/Certified S& W Armor 

Now competition shooters and plinkers alike can reduce recoil in~ 
just seconds, without costly drilling or tapping. -

Precision ground in gleaming polished brass or stainless steel, the Levon 
engineering barrel weight attaches easily to any revolver with a barrel lug 
similar to Colt Python, King Cobra, S& W 586/686 or Taurus equivalents. 

Thanks to our unique design and quality hand workmanship, removal is simple 
and won't scratch gun surfaces. 

So give your hand a break while firing tl1ose hot magnum loads and order today. 
The competition won't know what hit 'em. r.----------------------, Send Cash/Check/Money Order MODEL DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY. 
I with name and address to: 404 3:: Brass .75 lb. $54 I 

LEVON ENGINEERING 406 3 Stainless $74 I 204 Olympic Lane 604 5" Brass 1.5 lb. S59 I 
606 5" Stainless S79 I Montebello, CA 90640 Calif. Residential add I 
6.5% Stale Sales Tax I Dealer inquiries welcome Add $3 per unit postage I 

L
1-800-228-7740 Total... .......................................................... $ .J ----------------------
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SILUEFAS 
JOHN TAFFIN 

between the proverbial rock and hard 
place in this situation. If they hand pick 
'em. there arc those that would say they 
are dishonest. If they don't, just as many 
would say they are stupid. It is definitely 
a no-win situation. 

rHE GOOD, rHE BAD AND rHE UGL y 
o, GUN WRITER'S 11 SPECIAL 11 GUNS 

A few other examples I have received 
may shed some light on this query. A few 
year's back I received a call one evening 
from Elgin Gates of IHMSA. "John, I just 
got the first Pachmayr Dominator in .357 
SuperMag. Would you be interested in 
trying it out?" Now this gun was fresh 
from the factory and Gates had not 
opened the canon. T

hey sent 1!,a1 lo a gunwritcr? I 
couldn't help but think of that 
question posed to me last year 
by one of my "emergency·' 

gunsmiths. 
Every gunwriter is either real handy 

himself or has an emergency gunsmith. 
For me it is one of ·smiths at Shapel's or 
Buckhorn who unclcrstancls that I am on a 
clcacllinc and anything I bring in is neeclccl 
yesterday. 

Usually, I need a quick change of 
sights or scope base mountccl, but once in 
awhile they have 10 help me get a gun in 
shooting condition. Such was the case as 
I took in the sixgun that raised the ·'They 
sent 1/,af to a gunwritcr?" And this came 
back 10 mind today as I read again about 
handguns being ·'specially selected" for 
gun writers. 

Special Treatment? 
That stupefied question and incredulous 

look had been raised by a brand-new gun 
right out of the factory in a brand-new cal
iber. the .445 SupcrMag. Since ii was a pro
totype. ii had one major glitch. The cylinder 
chambers were rough, so rough that I had 
trouble extracting fired brass without tap
ping soundly on the ejector rod. 

All of this was mentioned in my cov
erage of the .445 SuperMag for Ameri
can f-la11dg111111er. Gunwritcrs often get 
the rirsl guns out of the factory and, if I 
may say so, we do a needed service for 
both public and industry by finding prob
lems before major production runs. 

This gun certainly proved that it was 
not "selected" to make sure that a gun
writer got the best. 

Pick Of The Litter 

'·Sure, send ii on over.'' 
A couple of days later when I received 

the Dominator, I was very unpleasantly 
surprised 10 open the box and find a sil
houellc gun with no sights. ow there arc 
clays when I shoot as if I had no sights on 
my gun, but under normal circumstances 
I prefer the advantage of good sights. 

Upon calling Pachmayr, I found that 
they were even more surprised than I 
was. "It ca11'1 get out of here without 
sights!" But it did. II happens. 

When working on an extensive piece 
on .357 Magnums, I received a beautiful 
test-sample Desert Eagle. Bright nickel 
finish and a five-digit serial number with 

Do gunwritcrs gel specially selected all matching numbers. Gathering up some 
handguns? Handpicked to provide the factory jacketed ammunition, I prepared 
best possible results? Maybe. to try it out for the first time. 

Firearms companies arc definitely The magazine was loaclecl and insert-
-------

~ _.;.;.(~-=-()=tl=ll.;.;;1t~'l1 
_____ _ 

~ (~()llNl~ll SEND FOR FREE CATALOG NOW 
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PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR PRACTICAL PISTOL 
ED BROWN PRODUCTS 
Beavertail Grip Safety Blue ................. $29.00 
Beavertail Grip Safety SS .............. 31.00 
Match Commander Hammer Blue ......... 32.00 
Match Commander Hammer SS .... 35.00 
Extended Thumb Safety Blue.... . ........ 29.00 
Extended Thumb Safety SS ... . ... 31.00 
Ambidextrous Safety Blue... . .... 49.00 
Ambidextrous Safety SS 54.00 
Maxi-well Blue ..................................... 29.00 
Maxi-well SS .... 31.00 

Dealer Prices on all Combat Corner Products 
and Wilson Products. Send FFL 

Combat Corner Ext. Mag. Release ........ $21.95 
(SS catch body add - $4.00) 

Combat Corner Extended Magazine 
Button & Screw... 9.95 

Combat Corner Ouickloader Mag. Well._ 6.00 
Combat Corner .45 ACP Mag. Pads... 1.50 
Hill Fas-Trac Holster.................. . ..... 99.00 
Safari land Final Option Holster .. 85.00 
Davis Competitive Edge Holster .. 82.00 
Hill 1 DM Mag. Pouch..... . ....... 38.00 

ORDER BY FAX! 24 HOUR SERVICE (716) 672-4218 

Hill #134 Comp. Belt ............................. 50.00 Wilson #47 DE 8 RD .. .45ACP Mag ...... 28.95 
Breskovich Advtg. Grip System ............ 55.00 Wilson Commander Hammer #95 ......... 26.95 
Swenson Ambidextrous Safety ............. 55.00 Wilson Extended Ejectior #34 .............. 20.95 
Swenson Amb. w/Thumbshield ........... 80.00 Wilson Adjustable Trigger #1.... 16.50 
Wilson #66 Beavertail Sfty (BISS) ........ 23.95 Wilson Match Quality Extractor ........... 16.95 
King #206 Wide Spur Grip Sfty(B/SS) .. 25.00 Wilson Ambi. Safety #192 B/S .. .. 54.00 
Wilson Drop-in LE-K Comp. Kit .45 ..... 250.00 Shooting Star Magazine .45SP ... 24.00 
Clark Pinmaster Compensator .45 ...... 270.00 Shooting Star Magazine .38SP ............. 29.00 
Wichita Combat Rear Adjust. Sight ....... 60.00 McCormick Hammer (NASTOFF) ......... 75.00 
Bombar BMCS Rear Sight .. 59.00 McCormick Sear .... 22.00 
Wilson #25110RD. 38 Super Mag. . 28.95 McCormick Carbon Fiber Trigger ...... , .. 28.00 

Smith & Alexander Mag. Well ............... 67.95 
"I Shoot Hostages" Halpin ... . .......... 4.25 

Check, Money Order, Mastercard, 
VISA & COD Orders Accepted 
Phone Orders: Mon-Fri 4-10 EST 
Add $1.00 per order 
for shipping 
NY State Residents 
Add 7% Sales Tax • ' 

Order & Payment To: Combat Corner, R.D. #1, 9518 Rt. 60, Fredonia, NY 14063 
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ed. the slide was pulled back to chamber 
a cartridge and allowed to move forward. 
Aiming at yonder rock, I slowly squeezed 
the trigger. Click! Pulled back the ham
mer for a second try. Click again. And 
again. Work the slide and chamber a new 
round. Click. 

ow I began to look at the gun a little 
more closely and found the firing pin was 
missing. I immediately called the people 
at Desert Eagle and upon explaining the 
situation I heard: 

"Oh. no! Someone sent you our pho
tography sample.·• I offered to send it 
back. but instead a new firing pin was 
sent to me. With such a distinctive serial 
number being available, I subsequently 
purchased the .357 Desert Eagle. 

Just this week I received a Smith & 
Wesson Magna-Classic. a beautiful six
gun with its distinctive high-polish stain
less finish and 7th" L-frame style barrel. I 
spent an hour or so taking color pictures 
before I cocked the hammer. 

When I did. I was surprised to find no 
firing pin. Surely this was not the reason 
that this new offering is being advertised 
as "the most accurate revolver you·11 
probably never shoot!'' 

o, it was obvious what had hap
pened. This new .44 had been a display 
gun at the SHOT Show or some similar 
gathering where firing pins arc routinely 
removed for safety and security. When it 
was packed up and sent to me, the miss-

or Commander 
All Calibers 

Blue or Stainless 

No modifications to your gun - Easily 
installed & removed - Super efficient, 
50% reduction in recoil - Quality con
struction - Built to Nat. Match specs. -
Heat treated 

$119.95 

Tri-Portm 
All Revolvers 
All Calibers 

Single-Shot Pistols 
Semi-Auto Pistols 

50-70% recoil reduction - No loss of 
accuracy or velocity - 48 hour shop 
time - Call or write for shipping info. 
To order TriComp send $119.95 ea., certified check. 
money order, MasterCard or Visa include card num
ber and expiration date, C.O.D. $5.00 additional. 
Specify blue or stainless, polished sides or all matte. 
Grey parkerized all matte also available. For TriPort 
porting, send your gun via UPS insured to PBI, 5301 
W. 70th St. Prairie Village, KS 66208. 

Call or write for a brochure on PB l's Tri Comp compen
sator. TriPort revolver and semi-auto pistol porting 
systems, shotgun porting, and custom handgun 

modifications. 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Progressive Ballistics, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2526 Dept. AH 
Shawnee Mission, KS 66201 
913/236-4941 

ing firing pin was forgotten. Jt happens. 

Handpicked Lemons 
I think of other "specially selected'' 

handguns I have received over the past 
few years. From both Colt and Dan Wes
son. revolvers came through with crooked 
rear sights. The pin holding the rear sight 
had been drilled off-center. It happens. 

A test T/C Contender in .45-70 had been 
chambered so that the rim recess was too 
deep resulting in misfires. Yep. it happens. 

From MOA came a single-shot pistol 
with the rear sight just barely hanging on. 
Someone forgot to tighten it before it was 
"specially selected" and sent to me. It 
happens. 

Even Freedom Arms. which has tight 
quality control and produces the most 
expensive American made revolvers. is 
not immune. Four years ago, in conjunc
tion with The Shootists Holiday. we 
stopped at Freedom Arms and "specially 
selected'' a .454 Casull. 

Later in the clay we all went out to 
shoot and Bob Baker of Freedom Arms 
was with us. The .454 would not func
tion. Yes. it happens even with expensive 
handguns. 

Baker borrowed a file and a screw
driver, dis-assembled the .454 on the tail
gate of Mike Venturino's pickup, and in a 
few minute's time and with a few file 
strokes had it functioning perfectly. 

I have heard of one shipment of 50 

To order by moil: Pro 
1444 U.S. Rt. 42, Rd 11, M 

(checks only 

Of all the people 
in the world, 
there is only one 
who I would 
allow to talk to 
my students, 
and that is Brian. 
-Rob Leatham 
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Ruger Super Blackhawks that came 
through with crooked front sights. All of 
them. It happens. 

No harm done in this particular 
instance as they were all destined to be 
made into shorter-barreled sixguns. But it 
does happen. At least the factory was 
consistent. 

When the Ruger Super Blackhawk 
10th" silhouette model became available, I 
immediately ordered two of them. One 
order was placed with a distributor and the 
other with Ruger for a gun for testing and 
evaluation. Both arrived during the same 
week. Both were used for silhouetting. 

To keep things simple. my wife nor
mally used one and I used the other. 
They looked identical, shot identical. 
except for the fact that one of them did 
not have enough rear sight adjustment for 
me to get on rams with 240 grain bullets. 
So I used that gun and switched to 300 
grain bullets when I got to rams. My wife 
used the other with 240 grain jacketed 
bullets and 23.0 grains of WW296 all the 
way through the course. 

With one gun I took first place in the 
state and with the other I shot high in the 
Internationals. I switched to the second 
gun at Internationals. the 240 grain bullet 
gun only as the rams were set at 200 
yards, and I had just enough sight adjust
ment to make it. 

The gun I received from the factory 
may have been "specially selected." If so. 

NEW! Off-Duty 
Security '\ 
Holster 
At Last! 
A simple, 
easy-to-use 
security holster 
that works 
The Piece Keeper™ thumb-break latch from Strong 
Holster Co. makes your gun hard to snatch but does 
not slow you down when you want your gun. 

• Strong and Positive - It 
your gun cannot be yanked. , . 
from your holster • • · 
• Fast and Sure-about as 
fast as a normal thumb-
break holster 
• Simple and easy lo use LOCKED UNLOCKED 
• Also effective for sports
men in heavy brush 
• Pancake concealment 
holster $54, Shoulder 
holster $84 ($99 with 
magazine case}, Jacket
slot duty holster $79, Hi
ride duty holster $69, all 
postpaid 
• Specify right or left, black 
or brown, and make, 
model, caliber, and barrel 
length of your gun 

Call Now, Toll-Free: 1-800-227-6464, 
24 hours. MC, Visa, orC.O.D., or mail to Leatherwood 
Holsters, Teel Rd., Dept AH, Winchendon, MA 01475. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 
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I could not distinguish it from the one 
received through regular channels with
out looking at the serial numbers. 

Mistakes happen. Writers receive guns 
that arc far from perfect and shooters pur
c;hasc guns at the local gunstore that are 
also far from perfect. 

Amazingly Good Gun 
But I am constantly amazed at how 

good guns arc. It is a rare sixgun that won't 
come very close to one-inch or even less at 
25 yards with the proper loads. This may 
take some searching and experimenting but 
the potential is usually there. 

In 35 years of extensive handgun 
shooting. gun trading. gun buying, and 
gun writing, and after hundreds upon 
hundreds of handguns have gone through 

my hands. I can say that I have had three 
sixguns that were complete duds. 

Only three. I hope. I qualify that since 
I am in a state of frustration right now 
trying to make a .41 Magnum shoot with 
something other than target type loads. 

The three bad guns, interestingly 
enough, came one each from the Big 
Three. A Model 27 .357 Magnum from 
Smith & Wesson with a cylinder gap in 
excess of .0 I 3''. J say excess because that 
is the largest gapping tool I had to mea
sure with at the time. 

Then there was a Colt Single Action 
Army with no sight channel cut into the 
top strap. and a very early Ruger Single
Six stainless .22LR/.22 Magnum that had 
everything imaginable wrong with it. 

Three bad guns out of hundreds I would 
------------------------

The best radar detector ever made 
is now even better ... the new ESCORT 

How Can The Best Get Better? 
The answer to that question is simple: The new 
micro-size ESCORT picks up radar signals from 
farther away than ever-was possible before. 

You no longer will wander into a sudden 
"beep-explosion;· too late to react. Even distant 
"instant-on" radar doesn't faze this mighty detector. 

Early warning is well beyond the capability of 
other detectors without ESCORT's power and sensi
tivity. You know the value of radar warning. You 
should know, too: Only one detector is the most 
powerful: ESCORT. 

What's New Under the Handsome Case 
The all-new ESCORT literally uses space-age 
technology-Digital Signal Processing (DSP), the 
same advanced system NASA uses to "sharpen" 
radar images. DSP samples incoming radar signals 
50,000 times a second. Information is digitized and 
analyzed by a signal-recognition computer. 

Result? Greater distance than any detector 
ever had before. Greater separation of false-signals. 
Incredibly fast reaction to instant-on traps. 

The case is aluminum, finished in non-glare 
black ... not cheap plastic. 

• Just 7," high, 3¼" wide 

• Variable-pulse warning 

• Alert lamp glows on radar contact 

• Visor clip and adIustable windshield mount 

• Hewlett-Packard LED bar graph shows radar proximity 

• Photocell adjusts display to car's light level (plus dark 
mode for discreet operation) 

• Adjustable volume and mute switch (including "automute" 
to turn volume down atter lirst alert) 

• Genuine leather carrying case 

Thieves Know: 
They Can't Use a Stolen ESCORT: 

ESCORT has a tiny "Digital KeY:' Use it to unlock 
your ESCORT when you first get it then every couple 
of months. Without the key, ESCORT won't work. 

Thieves know this. When they spot an ESCORT, 
smart crooks move on to the next car. 

It Costs No More to Have The Best 
ESCORT costs $295. That's actually less than some 
radar detectors with a frz,.:tion of ESCORT's ability. 

But----
You don't risk one cent to find out for yourself 

how much protection ESCORT gives you. Use it for 
one full month. If for any reason you think you can 
get along without it, send it back and we'll send you 
a complete refund, even including your return shipping 
costs. What could be fairer than that? 

Use ESCORT For One Month At Our Risk 
Order by calling our Toll-Free number 
24 Hours a Day, Seven Days a Week. 

Call toll-free 1-800-543-1608 

ESCORT 
RADAR WARNING RECEIVER 

$295 Ohio residents add $16.23 state sales tax. 
Price slightly higher in Canada. 

A product of Cincinnati Microwave, maker of over 
two million PASSPORT and ESCORT radar detectors 

Cincinnati Microwave 
► Department 0394NO 

One Microwave Plaza 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45249 0 1990CMI 

say is a fantastically low percentage. 
Other writers have received guns that 

just would not shoot and some have told 
me of some guns they had that just would 
not perform no mailer what they tried. 

Maybe. Then again, maybe they gave 
up too quick. 

This Gun Won't Shoot! 
I love it when a shooter says to me. 

"This gun won't shoot!" I take it as a 
challenge to discover if a) the gun really 
won't shoot, b) the shooter can't shoot, c) 
the ammunition needs to be changed, or 
d) all of the above. 

A number of excellent guns now 
reside in my modest shooting collection 
because someone said, "Th is gun won't 
shoot!" One notable example is a beauti
ful original Ruger Flat-Top .44 Magnum 
in the rarest of all barrel lengths. 7 1/2". 
This gun had already been taken to a 
local gunsmith to be made into a more 
packable .44 with a barrel length of 45/s". 

·'Stop! Get it back quick!" 
Fortunately the gunsmith was slow in 

this case and had not yet put the hacksaw 
to the barrel and it was rescued unscathed. 

Since it was in the dead of winter, we 
gathered up a box of factory .44 Specials 
and headed for the indoor range. The first 
five shots cut one ragged hole at 50 feet 
off-hand and I am not a bullseye shooter 
by any stretch of the imagination. 

It was sold to me at a ridiculously 
low price even though I was openly 
honest and told him how much the gun 
was really worth. Must have been livin' 
right that week. 

Guns are like people. There are none 
that are perfect. Some do perform nearly 
perfect and some even manage to do so 
with many flaws. And once in awhile, 
guns, like people, are found that are real 
lemons and won't function worth a hoot. 
It happens. 

Probably much less so than with auto
mobiles, but it does happen. 

All this leads up to the fact that guns 
are better than ever. Silhouetting and sil
houeners can take much credit for this. 
So can manufacturers that are willing to 
listen to shooters. And have. 

Every American-made Magnum 
revolver is capable of shooting Perfect 40's 
in silhouetting. I've stated often that the 
guns we have are better than the game. 

In addition to having better guns. we 
have guns that are definitely more afford
able and the profusion of good guns is 
such that trying to make a choice can give 
a shooter a first-class headache. 

Old Guns Vs. New Guns 
In 1935. a brand new Smith & Wesson 

.357 Magnum cost a staggering $60. or 
six to eight weeks' pay for the average 
worker. 

How many weeks does one have to 
work now to get a .357 Magnum or any 
other handgun? It isn't measured in 
weeks, it is measured in days. 
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Milt Sparks Holsters 
P. 0. Box 187A 

Idaho City, ID 83631 
Phone/Fax (208) 392-6695 

Modified version 
of original 60TK, 

designed specifically for 
the Officers model ACP 

Ma,to,Ca,d Mastercard/Visa ... 
$2.00 tor catalog 

Introducing Simmons Gold Medal pistol 
scopes. They're shorter, lighter and more 
compact. But these featherweights are as 
tough as they come and deliver awesome 
performance time after time. 

They're designed for better arms
length relief. making it easier to keep your 

No, you won't get the same gun made 
in 1935, you will get a better gun. It may 
not be as finely fitted nor finished, but it 
will be stronger. 

And it is not the only game in town. 
The number of guns to pick from in many 
calibers, finishes. barrel lengths, etc. is 
staggering. This is definitely the best of 
times for shooters. 

Try to count how many .357, .4 l, and 
.44 Magnums are available now as well 
as .22 and .32 Magnums, .357 and .445 
SuperMags, and we haven't even begun 
to talk of semi-autos and single shots. 

Got a silhouette gun that won't per
form? Don't be so hasty in judgement. 
Try different bullets. Different loads. Dif
ferent powders. 

Don't overlook the possibility of a 
weak mainspring that needs to be 
replaced. I have- and it has cost me tar
gets and, more importantly, a beautiful 
pronghorn antelope that ran off as he 
heard "Click!" 

Let someone else shoot the stubborn 
gun but be prepared to be embarrassed. 
And, above all, do not come to me look
ing to borrow a "specially selected" six
gun that came from the factory in a state 
of perfection. 

I haven't seen one yet. And if all else 
fails and your gun still won't shoot. send it 
back to the factory and explain the problem 
and expect a quick and ...,.._ 
reasonable solution. ~ 

pistol out of your face while tracking a 
target. These recoil-proof scopes have 
clearer, brighter. camera quality optics and 
minimum POI as well as repeatability 
They come with variable or fixed power, 
and are waterproof fogproof and shockproof 

DUNK-KIT 
THE FAST, EASY WAY TO 

CLEAN YOUR GUN!! 

• Dunk•Kit cleans out malfunction causing c111d 
and fouling. 

• Dunk-Kit cleans, lubricates and displaces 
moisture all in one easy operation. 

• Dunk-Kit is reusable and should lost for 
years. 

• Dunk-Kit loosens light leading allowing it to 
be brushed out of bores. 

• Dunk-Kit is also ideal for cleaning and 
protecting small parts. reels, cycle chains 
or almost anything. 

• DLrl<-Kit is available in 1•/• gal. and lage 4 
gal. sizes. 

• Ounce for ounce, Dunk-Kit is the least 
expensive cleaner on the market. 

~; VISA j ONLY $35 
95 

- ;n ""' cool USA. 

~ - 1-¼ gal. size ~ =~~:Sr~ 
send SJ ($6 outside USA) tor more lnlormo110n on Dunk-lfll and a 
complele catalog 01' CYslom hondgUn modilicotlOOS and ports. 

I CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 
P.O. Box 937 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ph.: 1-(800) 448-1713 

So set your sights on the best. Choose 
from 7 affordable models. Variable power: 
2-7 and I ½-5. Fixed power: 2 and 4. In black 
or silver finish. 

Send $2 forour full-line catalog to: 
Simmons Outdoor Corp., Dept. 101. 
14530 S.W 119 Avenue. Miami. FL 33186. 

SI~ONS® 
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1911-Al COMPONENTS 
AND ACCESSORIES 

NOW AVAIIABLE 
.38 Super and .40 

S&W ramped barrels 

FREE BROCHURE 
14 N. MAIN ST., HARDWICK, Vf 05843 
(802) 4 72-6454 FAX (802) 4 72-6709 

1101 IN DIANA CT. 
DECATUR, IL. 62521 

217-429-2290 

BROCHURE - $1.00 

The first Thompso1 
from solid steel and 
stocks Jnd grips. :l 
with optional 50-ro 
drum mJgazine and 
all fired the .45 
cJlibcr ammo. 
The world would 

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF. 
Almost 75 years later. the time-honored Thompsons are still being 

produced today! This 1927 Semi-Auto Version that anyone can own 
is still milled from solid steel. is supplied with a 16½" barrel, 3O-rnd 

magazine and the optional SO-round drum magazine. and still 
fires the .45 caliber ammo. Own your piece of history today! 

SPRINGFIELD 
Continued.from page 61 

were every bit as good, if not better, than 
the brand-name version and he deter
mined that he was going to prove it. He 
recognized that if he could only get peo
ple to try them, they'd like them. 

With that in mind, Springfield 
Armory launched a campaign to gain 
acceptance of their pistols by competi
tive combat shooters on the theory that if 
the top competitors began winning with 
Springfield Armory pistols, then the 
average guy just might believe that 
Springfield Armory pistols were as good 
as Tom knew them to be. 

Pulling out all the stops, Springfield 
Armory in 1985 formed a professional 
shooting team and recruited the best and 
the brightest young marksmen to try their 
guns in competition. Soon the most 
respected names in competitive pistol 
shooting were firing Springfield Armory 
pistols. 

In just five short years Springfield 
Armory came to be the most generous 
sponsor of practical pistol matches 
($300.000 in 1990) and the winningest 
pistol manufacturer. In 1985 you would 
have to look mighty hard to find a few 
Springfields amid the sea of Colts at a 
major tournament; today the tables are 
turned and there are hundreds of quality 
Springfield Armory pistols in the major 
matches. 

For example, of the top IO finishers at 
the recent 1990 Steel Challenge, 60% 
used a Springfield Armory pistol. At the 
1989 IPSC National Championships, 12 
out of 16 of the nation's best fired an 
Armory 1911; only one lone shooter used 
a Colt. 

Let's Open A Custom Shop 
However. despite the total domination 

of Springfield Armory in the action 
shooting sports, one thorn remained in 
Tom Reese's side. As gratifying as it was 
for him to see his fine pistols so widely 
used and so highly praised. it nonetheless 
galled him to see his guns undergo exten
sive modifications by every Tom, Dick 
and Harry with a Dremel tool. 

We make the best guns, thought Tom, 
surely we can be the best at customizing 
them too. 

Thus was planted the seed of an idea 
to form the Springfield Armory Custom 
Shop. A nationwide search was conduct
ed to find the best pistolsmiths in the 
country and after carefully considering 
many applicants, Springfield Armory 
finally selected master gunsmith Les Baer 
of Pennsylvania to manage the new 
Springfield Armory Custom Shop. 

Les had already established himself as 
one of the top combat pistolsmiths in the 
nation with top-ranked competitor Rick 
Castelow consistently placing in the top 
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16 with his Baer customized pistols. Les 
himself had proven that he knows how to 
squeeze a trigger as well as he fine tunes 
it. His wife Karen, who handles the 
administrative chores of running the Cus
t.om Shop, is also an active competitor. 

Inside The Custom Shop 
Assisting Les in the day to day opera

tion of the Springfield Armory Custom 
Shop are his accomplished apprentices, 
Daryl Person, Lenny Brown, Rich McK
inney and Rick Keegan. Each is a highly 
skilled gunsmith who works directly 
under Les so a customer of the Custom 
Shop is assured that his gun will be per
sonally checked by Les Baer. 

And good work it is too. The Spring
field Armory Custom Shop is a full-ser
vice shop specializing in the firm's I 9 I I
A I model. From basic self-defense pack
ages to police duty packages to full-house 
race guns, you can be assured of a com
mitment to excellence in every pistol that 
passes under the Armory's stringent 
requirements for quality. 

Among the many custom services 
offered, we selected two "packages" and 
then we also special-ordered a custom 
pistol to test the full range of the Spring
field Armory Custom Shop. 

The first package we selected to test is 
the Custom Shop's top-of-the-line "Dis
tinguished Model," a .38 Super competi
tion pistol featuring a double-chamber 
compensator. The second package we 
chose is the "Wadcutter Pistol" designed 
for NRA bullseye shooting and featuring 
a Bo-Mar rib and Aimpoint sight. 

Lastly, we ordered a self-defense pis
tol to our own specifications that was not 
listed as a package in order to test the 
Custom Shop's ability to handle a true 
custom order. 

We were interested to see if the Custom 
Shop could live up to the ambitious pledge 
it has adve11ised to deliver a custom pistol 
within 10 weeks of ordering. This is a 
unique promise- most custom pistols take 
from six months to three years, and there's 
no guarantee that you'll get it then! 

The two package pistols were ready 
within the 10 week delivery time, howev
er, our special-order pistol took over 12 
weeks. However, it is important to note 
that our gun had to be sent out for instal
lation of radioactive tritium night sights 
which accounted in large measure for the 
tardy delivery. 

Springfield Armory insists on using 
only the finest components in their Cus
tom Shop. Bar Sto barrels, Bo-Mar 
sights, Wilson Combat accessories, 
Brown Products, Smith & Alexander, 
Heinie, Ahrends, Pachmayr, and more. 

The quality of the workmanship on 
our three test guns is uniformly superb. In 
fact, we were somewhat astonished to see 
such quality in what must honestly be 
called "production custom" work. This is 
an assembly line using sophisticated 
CNC milling machines to machine-cut 

With the Superior Performance of 
Hodgdon Powders 

Superior accuracy can be achieved through reloading with reliable, 

consistently performing powder. To achieve this level of consistency, the 

experts at Hodgdon's select only the finest raw materials and give special 

attention to blending. Rigorous testing of each batch of powder further 

attests to Hodgdon's committment to quality. 

For over 45 years, Hodgdon Powder has been a 

performance leader among shooters. This 

explains why more winning shooters competing 

in benchrest matches use Hodgdon Powder. 

Hodgdon encourages every shooter to enjoy the 

advantages and economy of reloading with the 

superior performance of Hodgdon Powders. 
For more information on reloading & Hodgdon Powders, write: 

HODGDON POWDER COMPANY, INC. 

HODGDON'SINDUSTRY 
INSIDERS 

Russ Rolandson 
Sales, Speer Bullets 
300 Win. Mag. Caliber 

P.O. Box 2932, Dept. AH-11 

Shawnee Mission, KS 66201 165 gr. Speer Grand Slam 

~---------------------1 72 Gr. Hodgdon H4350 Powder 

Available in 
45ACP, 10 mm, 38 super & 9 mm 

HI-SWEEP BEAVERTAIL GRIP SAFETYS 
MAXI-WELL • MAXI-COMP • MINI-COMP 

ED BROWN PRODUCTS -I V/S4 I 

Route 2, BOX 2922. • Perry, MO 63462 
Phone (3141565-3261 

MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD 
send S1.00 For catalog 
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the checkering and other batch produc
tion techniques. 

Still. there is a lot of handfitting in 
each Custom Shop gun as I saw during a 
lengthy tour and inspection of the facility. 
T)lose aspects of assembly that are done 
by machine arc, actually, superior to 
handwork in a strictly objective analysis. 
The machine-cut checkering is exactly 
correct with laser-straight lines and razor
sharp diamonds cut perfectly by the com
puter guided milling tool. 

An advantage of manufacturing the 
guns that are to be customized is that the 
Custom Shop can use Springfield Armory 
frames and slides that have not been final
machined thereby allowing Les Baer to 
set tighter tolerances in the last, crucial 
steps of manufacture than are employed in 
the standard production guns. 

Another advantage of the Custom Shop 
is the availability of expert opinion on the 
design of new custom options from the top 
professional shooters on Team Springfield. 
Captained by IPSC World Champion Rob 
Leatham, the Team consults with Les on 
improvements and modifications to exist
ing models and also contributes fresh ideas 
and designs for new products. 

When looking at the Distinguished 
Model, one can't help but notice that the 
double-chamber compensator is a copy of 
Bill Wilson's remarkable Super Grade 
design that revolutionized compensator 
technology when he introduced the dual-

port expansion chamber. 
During a visit to the Custom Shop, 

American Hane/gunner asked Rob 
Leatham, who had just signed a $ I mil
lion contract to shoot for Springfield 
Armory Custom Shop after having shot 
for many years for Wilson's Gun Shop, 
why the new Distinguished Model was a 
copy of the Wilson Super Grade. 

"Because it's the best," Leatham said, 
"Why should we make something worse 
just to be different?" He explained that 
the Wilson-designed dual-port compen
sator simply could not be improved upon, 
in his opinion, so his advice to the Cus
tom Shop was to duplicate it. 

Actually, Les Baer pointed out that 
there are small dimensional differences in 
the port sizes and the thickness of the 
face plate of the compensator. The Cus
tom Shop's version is somewhat lighter 
than Wilson's original. 

However, our testing, which consisted 
of firing both the guns with the same [PSC 
"major" .38 Super ammunition, could not 
tell any difference between the two. 

The Distinguished Model with its 
dual-chamber compensator is a "pack
age" that includes the following special 
features: 

✓ Low mounted adjustable Bo-Mar rear 
sight with hidden leaf 

✓ Dual chamber, tapered cone compen
sator system on match barrel 

✓ Full length recoil spring guide rod 
✓ Shok Buff 
✓ Lowered and flared ejection port 
✓ Tuned match trigger (Videki) 3.5 lbs. 
✓ McCormick Commander hammer 
✓ Polished ramp and throated barrel 
✓ Beavertail grip safety 
✓ S&A checkered mag funnel 
✓ Extended ambidextrous thumb safety 
✓ Tuned extractor 
✓ Extended mag release button 
✓ Checkered front strap (20 lpi) 
✓ Flatten trigger guard, checker (30 !pi) 
✓ Checker under trigger guard (30 !pi) 
✓ Serrated top of slide and compensator 
✓ Brushed hard chrome finish 
✓ Five magazines with slam pads 
✓ Plastic carrying case with foam lining 
✓ Checkered walnut grip panels 

The retail price of the Distinguished 
Model, including the 19 ll-A I pistol, is a 
reasonable $2,450. However, for individu
als who hold a Federal Firearms License 
or have access to one, the "dealer price" is 
truly exceptional. If you don't hold an FFL 
or have a buddy with one, ask around your 
local gun club because there's always a 
few guys with FFLs in any club. 

Designed for the ultra-precise sport of 
bullseye shooting, the Wadcutter Model 
is designed to fire wadcutter ammunition 
only and comes complete with the fol
lowing features: 

"STRESSFIRE" 
At last! The first volume of Massed Ayoob's long awaited series on "Gunfighting for Police: 
Advanced Tactics and Techniques." 
"STAESSFIAE" is the result of Ayoob's years of research about what actually happens in 
gunfights. 
Learn how stress and adrenalin affect the mind and body, ruining conventional shooting 
techniques under pressure ... and how new techniques actually feed off that pressure to 
make you perform better under stress! 

$9.95 

"THE STREET SMART GUN BOOK" 
At last, master gunfighting tactician John Farnam gives his formula for shooting survival. One 

of the top national instructors, John covers gun and holster selections and gives intensive 

advice on use of cover, movement. mental awareness and preparation, and the TACTICS for 
winning a gun duel. 

$11.95 
Plus $2.9Spostage and handling 

MC/VISA ACCEPTED. ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-624-9049 

--------------POLICE BOOKSHELF P.O. Box 122, Concord, N.H. 03301-------------

STRESSFIRE 

THE STREET SMART GUN BOOK 
Shipping and handling 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

84 

$9.95 __ 

$11.95 __ 
$2.'95 __ 

Name ___________________________ _ 

Street ___________________________ _ 

City __________________________ _ 

State ___________ Zip _______________ _ 
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✓ Bo-Mar rib mounted on slide 
✓ Full length recoil spring guide rod 
✓ Lowered and flared ejection port 
✓ Tuned match trigger (Yideki) 3.5 lbs. 
✓ McCormick Commander hammer 
,( Polished ramp and throated barrel 
✓ Beavertail grip safety 
✓ Tuned extractor 
✓ Fitted slide to frame 
✓ Pistol tuned for total reliability 
✓ Bevelled and polished mag well 
✓ Checkered front strap (20 lpi) 
✓ Checkered steel mainspring housing 
✓ Removable grip scope mount 
✓ National Match barrel and bushing 
✓ Walnut grips 
✓ Two magazines with slam pads 
✓ Test fired 50 yard target 
✓ Plastic carrying case with foam lining 

The bullseye Wadcutter Model's tab is 
$1,625, but again there is a handsome 
savings for those ordering with a dealer's 
FFL license. 

The third of our test pistols is one that 
we commissioned individually in order to 
see if the Custom Shop could handle a spe
cial order. It is not listed as a "package." 

Knowing a I ittle bit about ordering a 
custom pistol, we were impressed with 
Les Baer's execution of our special 
instructions for a customized self-defense 
pistol. He and his associates in the Cus
tom Shop carried out precisely our exact 
instructions- which is what a custom 
gunmaker must do- with only one 
exception. 

We had ordered a Bar Sto barrel, but 
the tremendous demand for Bar Sto 's 
superior barrels entails a back-order situa
tion of as long as six months. In order to 
meet our publishing deadline, Les substi
tuted a Nowlin national match barrel. We 
were notified of the change and we agreed. 

Les pointed out that he always informs 
his clients that if a Bar Sto barrel is speci
fied, it could delay the promised IO week 
delivery time, depending on the Shop's 
current inventory of barrels. Les tries to 
keep a stock of Bar Sto barrels and other 
high-demand parts on hand, but he is not 
always able to accommodate his clients 
as rapidly as he would like. You 
encounter the same problem in obtaining 
a Bar Sto barrel from any pistolsmith, so 
don't hold that against the Custom Shop. 

We supplied a Springfield Armory 
1911-A I to the Custom Shop and the fol
lowing work was performed and charged 
at the fixed prices shown, which are the 
same for FFL holders: 

✓ Swenson ambi safety 
✓ Heinie mag release button 
✓ Brown beavertail 
✓ Brown mag funnel 
✓ Yideki speed trigger 
✓ McCormick custom hammer 
✓ McCormick custom sear 
✓ Bo-Mar adj. rear sight 
✓ Bo-Mar front sight 
✓ Nowlin NM barrel 

$22.00 
$9.95 

$39.95 
$33.95 
$11.30 
$72.50 
$26.50 
$51.75 

$7.25 
$109.00 

• Gov't 45 ACP 
• 5 Y." Mitd, 8.mcl 
• Pro-V Tw111 Port 

Compt'fl~lloi 
• full length .-..pnng 

guide 
• Bushing WrL,Kh 

& LocJitc • 5uggc~teU Ret,111 $4 2 5 • OO 

B.A.T. 
Ultra-Match 

Hammer 
Highest 
Quality 

Workmanship 

Suggested Retail $28. 95 

B.A.T. Ultra-Comp Ill 
Compensator Kit: 

• Gov'I 45 ACP 
• 5¼'" MIich b,,urt.~ 
• Full Profile 

Compensator 
•Full lmh1h ~ 

spring guide 
1 • Bushing WrL-"lldl i::n 

& Loctite • Sugge-.red Rc1,11I $299 95 

"When B.A. T. designed 1he Pro-V Com
pensator Sys1em, the object was reduc
ing recoil and improving the handling of 
the 1911 Pistol. The final producl went 
beyond that. 8.A. T. fumed recoil and 
balance to performance. The Pro-Vis my 
choice for 1990". 

FRANK GARCIA 
U.S. National Champion Man v~. Man 

1989 European Champion 

B.A.T. Ultra-Comp 
• Gov't IO mm/45ACP/9mm/38 Super 
• Length 1 7/16" inches 
• Weight 3 oz. 
• Minor Fining 

• Suggested Retail $69 • 95 

•NEW* 
Springfield Armory slide with Bo-Mar 
low-mount adjustable sight installed, 
lowered and flared ejection port, front 
sight removed, serrated rear of slide, 
Ultra-Grade match extractor, extra power 
firing pin spring, HD firing pin, firing pin 
STOP, Deluxe blue finish.$495 00 

Suggested Retail 
9 mm - 38 Super • 45 ACP 

•NEW••Pro-V 

'"""""' Con-4>~.teConvenion 'If" .:c ... 
.-:: 

• Spnngfidd Annory Shde • Low-/v\ount Bo-M1r S.!411 
• Lowered & (km.'ll Port • Serr<11t.."<i Re,1r of Shde 
• H.D. Firing Pin, Finng Pm Sprmg & Slop • Ultra 
Gr,1de Extr..ictor • Prov Twin-Port Compt .. '11"-dtor 
• 5 ~i M.itch B,1rn:•l • Dduxe Blul' rnw,h 

B.A.T. 
Ultra-Mag Pads 
Solid brass magazine •\· ·. ~- • 
BASE PADS for Wilson . .....-
Rogers or Shooting Star niagazin~:.s . 
Gives your magazine_l:x:..--tte!' pr?IL-"Cl1on while 
adding 2 OL. for quick CJectton 

Suggested Retail $995 (2 pk) 
B.A.T. Ultra Comp I 
Compensator Kit: 
• Cov'I •♦S ACP • .._.. 
• 5 ¼ •• M.1td1 barrel 
• llalf Profile 

Compens..1tor = 
• Bushing Wrench ,-

& Loctite f,JJ 

• Sugge-..1ed Ret,ul $18 9 9 S 

SH \OUR flREAR\lS RETAILER OR ( \II US lllRH Tl \-DEALERS IM)UIRIES \\El( 0\H 
Ordl'r Iod,n - M,t,tl'r ( .ird - \ 1-.,1 - A\tEX - D1111wr, • UPS ( 0 D Prl•-P,ud - hl't' Sh1pp111~ Ill -tH ,t,11t•, 

B A T p O BOX ; )-H:lbb • \.11.11111, H J Ill l-Hlbb • ( Wll hHH-0:lbl - S~ '\I) Sl 00 FOR ( 0\.1Pll fl ( ,\I Al 0(. 

For our new color brochure and the location of 
your nearest Hogue dealer 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1-800-GET GRIP 
IN CALIFORNIA CALL 805 / 466-6266 / 466-4100 

Hogue features a complete line of fancy 
hardwoods, nylon and soft rubber grips 
designed for all popular revolvers and 
automatics. 

HOGUE GRIPS 

WEIGAND SMITH & WESSON and RUGER 

COMBAT 
____ .. HANDGUNS, INC. 

Package Deals Available 
PPC - $750.00 
i,HA ACTION -

.\-brksm:111 Package S183.00 
;"h.1rp•::l1<.:x)tL'r Pack:igL' $556.00 
E,xpl'rl P:tck:igt..! S466.00 
,\,J:1 . ..,ler P~1ckage S92.:.i.00 

STHEET ,LICK ACrlO:-,J JOB - $75.00 
l'ri, ing due-. nm n.:lkcl h.:-..1 ammo .ind ,tuppi11g 

General Repairs Welcome 

mber 
Pistolsmith's 
uild 
b 100 

341 SOUTH MAIN ROAD, MOUNTAINTOP, PA 18707 (717) 474-9804 
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✓ Nowlin NM bushing $15.95 
✓ 15 lb. recoil spring $5.95 
✓ Recoil spring guide $24.95 
✓ Checker front strap (20 lpi) $140.00 
✓ Checker M/S housing (30 lpi) $75.00 
✓ Checker trigger guard (30 lpi) $50.00 
✓ Serrate rear of slide $35.00 
✓ Tritium dot for front sight $110.00 
✓ Action job #3 $60.00 
✓ Fit slide to frame $75.00 
✓ Tune extractor $10.00 
✓ Re-cut barrel, polish feedramp $35.00 
✓ Tune for total reliability $120.00 
✓ Hard chrome frame $90.00 
✓ High polish blue (slide) $35.00 

TOTAL $1,266.00 

Overall Impressions 
Our general impression on the quality 

of Springfield Armory's custom pistols 
was- surprise. 

We were surprised that "batch pro
duced" custom guns, assembled literally 
by the box-load dozens at a time, could 
display such fine craftsmanship. While 
modern machinery is employed exten
sively, we were pleasantly surprised to 
see such a high degree of hand-polishing 
and hand-fitting that still goes into each 
and every Custom Shop pistol. 

The five gunsmiths at the Custom 
Shop are producing truly high quality 
work that incorporates state-of-the-art 
production methods with time-honored 
hand work. 

Les Baer built his reputation for top
drawer workmanship and he is instilling 
that pride in his workmanship in the 
Springfield Armory Custom Shop. 
While some traditionalists might scoff at 
things like the CNC milling machines 
doing the checkering, the work must 
nonetheless stand alone and be judged 
on its merits. 

Some would argue that if we begin to 
discount the obvious quality of such guns 
simply because computer-controlled cut
ters were used to make them, then we 
might as well say that all custom pistols 
must be built entirely with hand tools in 
dingy basement shops lit only by 
kerosene lamps! 

Quality is quality, period. Whether a 
Dremel tool or a hand file is used, it's still 
the experience and skill of the craftsman 
operating the tool that makes the difference. 
And that is what the Springfield Armory 
Custom Shop is doing- producing quality 
custom guns with the added bonus of rea
sonable delivery times and prices. 

If you want to consider the Custom 
Shop for your next commission of cus
tom work, you can learn more by call
ing the friendly and knowledgeable 
gals at the Custom Shop, Karen and 
Monica, at (309) 441-5549. If you'd 
like to receive a catalog from the Cus
tom Shop, direct your request to 
Springfield Armory Custom Shop, 420 
West Main St., Geneseo, ...._. 
IL 61254. ~ 
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TOMORROWS 
FIREARMS FINISH 

TODAY!! 

BLACK HARD 
CHROME 

SHOOTIST SUPPLY is now offering the 
durability and rust resistance of hard 
chrome in a black, non-glare traditional 
finish. Black Gard is not a dye or paint, but 
true hard chrome. 

We finish your firearms (Handgun, Rifle, or 
Shotgun) with traditional gray hard chrome 
(Rockwell ·c· 70) and then double plate 
with our "Black Gard" chrome (Rockwell 
·c· 60) for unexcelled rust resistance 
and wearability. 

DOUBLE GUARANTEE 

1) When your handgun is plated, use it for 
30 days. II you do not think it's the best 
finish of its type you have ever used, return 
it - we'll strip the plating and reblue It 
AND refund your money. 

2) LIFETIME GUARANTEE - a flrstln the 
Industry. We will guarantee the finish of 
the firearm for the life of the original 
owner - our black chrome will wear - as any 
finish will - but, we are so confident that it will 
give better and longer service than any 
other black finish on the market that we will 
refinish your firearm as many times and as 
often as you wish with only a modest 
charge ($24.50) for handling. 

You can't lose! Just send us the parts of 
the firearm you want plated (or we will dis
assemble for a small charge of $7.00) to the 
address below, along with your check, 
money order or credit card (Visa/Master
card) number in the amount of $149.20 for 
handguns, or $194.00 for rifles or shotguns 
(include $6.00 postage and insurance). 
Yes, we can do your guns In black and 
grey. Turn around time • approx. 2 wks. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION & 
OUR FREE BROCHURE 

WRITE OR CALL 
1-800-654-5985 

SHOOTIST SUPPLY 
1531 Mill Street 

Belle Fourche, SD 57717 

MINI NINE 
Co111i1111edfi-om page 49 

writing S&W will still warranty their 
guns no matter how much of this ammo is 
forced through them. II is, in my opinion, 
the street load or choice for the person 
carrying the 9mm. O'Neill, firing from 
the 25-yard barricade, put two of them in 
I 1/,". the third in a still impressive I 1/i" 
group. 

All pistols seem to have their own dis
tinct ammo preferences. and our sample 
3913 was no exception. Winchester's 
popular 115 grain Silvertip has never 
been famous for accuracy, but in this gun 
Silvenip was the star of the show, turning 
in the best three-shot group of the test: 
one inch exactly, fired from the barricade 
by this writer. 

All things considered. this is more 
than acceptable accuracy. The best pairs 
of every three shot group averaged just 
under an inch. and three shot groups even 
with flyers averaged under two inches. 
This is very good service pistol perfor
mance. and 1·ery damn good compact pis
tol performance. 

Remember, a couple of years ago 
when the early Ruger P-85s were shoot
ing atrocious 4" to 5" groups from the 
bench and the machine rest, the firearms 
press was calling that "acceptable combat 
accuracy." Fortunately, Ruger's accuracy 
standards in the 9mm auto have improved 
considerably since. 

Reliability 
Several hundred rounds of factory. 

ammunition were fired through the 3913 
including Black Hills. CorBon, Winch
ester. and Federal in various configura
tions. 

There was only one malfunction dur
ing firing. This was the failure of a 
Winchester Subsonic 147 grain to fully 
feed and go into battery on the fourth shot 
in the magazine. A light rap on the back 
of the slide returned the weapon to bat
tery and firing continued without inci
dent. The 147 grain bullet is much heav
ier than the Parabellum 's designers origi
nally intended, and failures to properly 
cycle have been noted by at least one 
other tester with one other brand, as well. 

All the rest of the firing was flawless. 
This did not surprise us. From the begin
ning, the S&W Mini-Guns have had the 
balance of slide mass versus spring com
pression down exactly right, and the pis
tol has an optimum cyclic rate. The 469 
achieved reliability from the beginning, 
unlike the parent gun which had to evolve 
from the 39 to the 39-2 to the 439 before 
it was reliable as produced. 

The S& W 45 I 6 large-bore compact, 
in its first generation, has had problems 
with a slide that moves too fast and occa
sionally suffers 12 o ·clock misfeeds and 
premature lifting of the slide stop. Nei-
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Magazine Pouch
fits 9 mm. and 45 auto. 

Only $13.95 each 

Speedloader case 
Only $12.95 each 

HIGH QUALITY 
LOW COST 

MORE COMPACT 
• Molded of long-lasting 

Du Pont Hytrel® 
• Two finishes-plain or 

basketweave 
• Three colors-black, tan, brown 

See your local gun dealer 

[HKS). 
HKS Products, Inc. 

7841 Foundation Drive 
Florence, KY 41042 
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TYLER'S "T" GRIP 
BETTER SHOOTING 
with !his ,mproved 
cost Aluminum Grip 
ADAPTOR. For Colt, 
S & W and Ruger D.A. 
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC. 
flCAL-EASY TO INSTALL. 
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS. 
POLISHED or BLACK $7.00; GOLD $7.50 

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE 
Durable light weight cost aluminum for Colts, S & W 
Ruger and other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns. 
POLISHED or BLACK $5.50; GOLD FINISH $6.00 

AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send 
make & model of gun. No C.O.D. 's please. Add $1.00 
for Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine 
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips & Accessories. 
Hand-made Leather Holsters & Belts.: 

New! IVOREX® GUN GRIPS 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST. 

1326 W. Britton Rd, • Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114 
Call toll free 800-654-8415 Outside Oklahoma 

EXTENDED SAFETY 
PoS1t1ve sa1ety operat!On with no more 
"fumbles" Rounded corners eliminate 
snagging on holsters or clothing Simple 
mstallation 

$40.95 

Now nght 01 left hano safety opera11on 
!Of the Hi-Pov,.er Exclusive design w1!I 
po5111vely flt and wor!,. Prac11catty 
inciestructable and guaranteed agams1 

breakage 

$75.95 

WIDE TRIGGER 
Reduces lel! 111gger pull lex better 
control Exclusive de51gn is better than 
a trigger shoe will not snag holster on 
drowormsertoo SimpleinstallatlOfl, 
also el1m1nates magazine safely 

$40.95 

~~~::;EMAGAZINE ( 1 
Sculptured magazine release will not I 
snag o, release accldental!y Designed ~ 

fo, 8,owoiog H,·Po•~•"-"" .~_"" .. '"'•·w• ••~IA Easy to install. 1ust drill and tap one 

hole 
$21.95 

EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE 
Release slide without shifting gnp 
speeds re!Oadmg when you ·run my· 
Spectally designed IOI' the Hi-Power 
simply replaces standard release 

$52.95 

PLEASE NOTE ... 

i.==:,;..... _ __:=.:=:.J II 
COMMANDER STYLE 
HAMMER 
Combmes the besl lea!ures ol all pas! 
and presenl B1oY,mng hammers 1n a 
fully machined, heat treated hamnlef 
Short spur design will not bite web of 
hand and 1s less prone to snag When 
1nst.nlled wrth our spring kit, 111111 reduce 
trigger pull Must be ht!ed by a 

competent gunsmith $4S.9S 

STAINLESS STEEL 
MAGAZINE 
Genuine stainless Slee! magazine v.,th 

feed lips custom reshaped to feed 
properly 

$34.95 

All prices are for blued parts. stainless firnSh is available at S10 erna per part 

H1•Powers guaranteed lo feed fill types of factory ammo including 
hollow points and Silver tips Please call for details 

Extensive combat modifications are available! Please 
send 53 (56 outside USA) for our complete catalog. 

TO ORDER 1 (800) 448-1713 
Send Mmey 0-der ex Cuhier's O,eck only. MasterC•dNise ordert 
welcaned. Pleete tupply cr:xnplete card rlfametiai r.cwng 
e.w:pl'etioi date. Phme ordert accepted. AH Ot'der1 plee1e add $3.50 
lo, UPS n the ccrrtinentll U.S. Aluke. Hawaii and Canada pleae add 
$6.00 pe, cxde,. Pleau fc,nilh l'treet addrett fa delitwtery. 

I 
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CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 
P.O. Box 937 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ph.: (402) 721-4277 

ther problem occurred in the proven 3913 
firing mechanism design, and none was 
or should be anticipated. 

The 3913 is, quite simply, more reli
able than the 4516 if this sample gun is 
any indication. Here we have another first 
for S&W: when else has a smaller caliber 
version been more reliable than the larger 
caliber version of the same gun? 

Magazine Quirks 
That said. let us consider one problem 

that always haunted the 3900 series and 
has not been exorcised in the 3913. This 
is the tendency of the manufacturer to be 
overly optimistic about the weapon's 
maximum capacity for reliable feed. 

As noted, only one malfunction 
occurred during firing. However, time 
and time again when loading the pistol 
with a full magazine of eight. there was a 
failure to feed the topmost round in the 
magazine. It was noted earlier in the 
epoch of the Model 39 that, stated 8+ I 
ammo capacity to the contrary, the 
weapon worked much better when loaclecl 
with sei·en in the magazine and an eighth 
in the chamber, and backed up by 7-shot 
rather than 8-shot magazines. The Illinois 
State Police learned right quick to stipu
late seven cartridges per magazine to 
guarantee rel iabi I ity. 

Some Model 39s feel fine with eight 
and one; however, many did not. this is 
not something unique to the S&W 
autoloader. One sees the same with the 
famed Browning P-35 Hi-Power. Ostensi
bly designed for 13 rounds in the mag 
and one more in the pipe, the Browning 
generically works better with 12+ I unless 
the magazines have been altered. 

The British SAS. for whom the Hi~ 
Power is almost an emblem. rigidly 
enforce a rule of only 12 9mm ·•2z·• car
tridges per magazine. Again. while many 
individual Brownings work fine with a 
full load, all of them seem to work when 
downloaded one. 

That has been the history of the S&W 
Model 39 as well. 

The new generation 3900s are subtly 
different form other Third Generation 
S& W autos. A good Model 645 magazine 
will work perfectly in a 4506, and vice 
versa ... a good Model 59 magazine suits 
the 5906 just fine ... but the Model 39 
magazine does not always work in a 3904 
or 3906. 

One Round Down 
A redesigned magazine is the key to 

the compact 3913 having the same car
tridge capacity as its single-stack big 
brother guns. As with the little 4616, the 
body of the magazine extends below the 
butt and into a plastic floorplate that 

PULL THE TRIGGER 
ON EXCITEMENT 

SSK HAND CANNONS 
For Superior Performance when 
you wish to reach out and touch 

something. 

Specializing in: 
14 to 58 Caliber Contenders 

Custom Scope installations for hunting 
handguns, heavyweight bullet molds, 
arrestor muzzle brakes, exotic finishes. 
Please call or write for price quote or further information. 
If writing, send two First Class postage stamps. 

SSK INDUSTRIES 
721-AH Woodvue Lane 
Wintersville, OH 43952 
(614) 264-0176 
(614) 264-7217 

, 1NIGH! SIGHT 
/G IL O w, PAINTTM 
/ NEVER MISS YOUR TARGET 
DUE TO LOW LIGHT CONDITIONS! 
• This luminous paint glows in the dark 
• Easy to apply on your existing sights 
• For use on handguns, rifles & shotguns 
• Will do 30+ sights with our simple kit 
• A must for low light hunting and defense 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Send check or Money Order for $11.95 plus $2.00 

shipping and handling to: J-GAR CO., Turnpike Road, 
Petersh.rn, Mass. 01366 

APPLY A LOW LIGHT 3 DOT SYSTEM 
EASILY TO ALL YOUR GUNS 

The Range Rider 
from Kirkpatrick 

Go back in time and relive history of the long 
cattledrives and gunfights of the 1800's. 

When ordering 
by mall: 
Speclly walsl 
size. gun 
make. bbl. 
length & 
caliber. 
Texas 
residents add 
Sales Tax. 

Belt double ply 
leather. nylon 
stitched, with 24 
bullet loops. 
Holster hand
creased. has leg 
and hammer tie 
downs. 100% 
American made. 

functions also as a grip extender. As with Add S4.00 shipping 

6 
. f' & handling. the 451 , this also sig111 ·1cantly compro- Dealers please 

mises the compactness of the gu11. inquire. 
~ Send $3.00 for 

During firing, once the round was catalog. 

chambered and a magazine of eight was AMERICA 
seated. we did not experience any second BOX 677, HG L .,__ __ ,;...._~iiilltliii:;... __ .... 
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round malfunctions. 
We did, however, notice that after the 

first shot was fired and the topmost round 
chambered. the next round down would 
have been moved precariously forward. It 
had not malfunctioned but was "right on 
the edge." 1 quickly decided that if I was 
to carry the 3913. it would be with seven 
in the mag and one in the chamber, a con
dition in which that problem does not 
occur. 

Do not construe this as a condemna
tion of the 3913. For some 36 years now, 
savvy Model 39 owners have backed off 
one round from stated capacity in their 
full size 9mm pistols, from 8+ I to 7+ I to 
achieve reliability. That the 3913 
achieves full reliability with the same 7+ I 
capacity is an engineering feat. not a 
fault. 

ow, two of the 39I3's directly com
petitive "opposition guns'" do achieve full 
9-shot capacity with unquestioned relia
bility. These are the HK P7M8 and the 
SIG-Sauer P-228. However. the former is 
all-steel and considerably heavier. and the 
latter seems somewhat chunkier in the 
hand, and neither is available in stainless. 
The 3913 will find its own niche in the 
market rather quickly. 

Finding of Purpose 
Many of us hoped the 3913 would be 

not only chopped and channeled, but 
slimmed. While it's flaner than a 4516, it 
is still not as flat and trim as a .380. 

One has to stretch the imagination to 
make this a pocket or ankle gun. Why is 
that, when the dimensions and weight 
favorably compare to those of such long
established pocket or ankle guns as the 
Detective Special? 

The reasons are the shape of the gun 
and the distribution of its weight. I des
perately wanted to make an ankle gun out 
of the 3913, but after a couple of days 
and a couple of different holsters, I had to 
give up on the concept. The ammo supply 
in the butt makes the gun top-heavy and 
causes it to want to shift as you move. 

Also, the bulk of a revolver is centered 
at the cylinder and slopes off as you come 
back past the hammer area; that part of an 
auto is not only heavy with ammo, but 
squared off and protruding. The 3913 
bulged considerably more in ankle carry 
than did the Detective Special in an iden
tical holster. 

Pocket? ot likely. In the side pocket 
of fatigue pants, it jiggled so much of its 
own weight that it looked as if I had a kit
ten in my pants that was trying to escape. 
With jeans, the flatter-bottomed of the 
two supplied magazines would barely fit, 
but not the one with the little finger 
extension, and in slash pockets, conceal
ment was hopeless. 

CALIFORNIA GRIP 
A BETTER MOUNT FOR BETTER SHOOTERS 

• CAL GRIPS FITS S&W MODEL 
52 AND 39 & 59 SERIES 

$80.00 

• ADJUSTABLE BBL 
WEIGHT (52 ONLY) 

$55.00 
NEW • 1 INCH RING TOP PLATE 
FOR AIMPOINT 2000 & ARMSON OEG 
NO RINGS TO BUY $15 EXTRA. 

$80.00 

• S&W MODEL 41 
TOP RAIL MOUNT 
LONG OR SHORT BBL 

$50.00 
RAIL COVERS FRONT 
AND REAR SIGHTS 

• HIGH STANDARD VICTOR 
TOP RAIL MOUNT 

$50.00 

NEW * CAL GRIP FITS 
RUGER MK I & II 
FITS NEWER SLIDE 
RELEASE MODELS 

$80.00 , 
NEW*BROWNING HI POWER'); 
NEW*S&W645 

Wyoming 
Combination 
Holster™ 

Available only from: 

-All-day comfort 
-Easy change 
-Easy on/off 
-Extra ammo 
pocket 
-Worn over 
jacket or shirt 

:R_jngfer Custom Leather Co. 
Box 206 • Cody, WY 82414 

Phone: 307-645-3255 or 307-587-6093 
Send for our free brochure! 

BECAUSE YOU SHOOT 
- AMMUNITION FACTORY DIRECT -

38 Special $6.20 BOX/50 45 ACP $8.87 BOX/50 
158 GR swc (Cse. 500 Ads. $62) 230 RNL (Cse. 500 Ads. $88.70) 

9MM Luger $8.88 BOX/50 AoomlJltm'l~ouNTS 
115 GR FMJ (Cse. 500 Ads. $88.80) and OTHER PRODUCTS 

Money Back Guarantee / 

Order Today 303·927 •4500 
---GBarber----

PowerPIUS 
--AMMUNITION 

... -:l'i 
"',( .... i 

Producers of Law Enforcement & Target Quality Remanufactured Ammunition 

$209.90 
( + $3. 75 S&H - $3 30 COD) 

QUADRA-COMP 1rm 
(gun not included) 

gineering Know-How Makes a Difference You Can See! 
atch quality stainless steel bull barrel with button rifling, hand 

polished feed ramp, special link lug design, and "Power Pivot Band" 
•Patented QL-Il Adjustable Stainless Steel Slide Stop 
• Dual Volume Gas Jet Compensator in Blue or Stainless 
• Captive Buffered Variable Rate Recoil System (WOLFF spring) 
• User-installable, user-adjustable for perfect lock-up, professional 

accuracy and compensator effectiveness 

CENTAUR SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1613 

Send $1.00 for Information Packet 
Dealer Pricing Available 

This is, really, a holster gun. As such, 
it rides super-light and super comfortable, 
yet is quickly accessible. It offers the 
option of on-safe carry, and like all the 
S& W defense autoloaders, has a maga- Bemidji, MN 56601-1613 
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(218) 751-8609 
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Our refinishing is used by: 
Action Arms, Alpha 
Precision, Bill Rogers, 
J.E. Clark, Colt Firearms, 
Richard Heine, Mike La, 
Rocca, J.M. Plaxco, Behler! 
Precision and D & L Sports. 

Stainless Steel Finish 

""~ 

"COGAN CUSTOM" Speed 
Comp. Customized Comps. for most 
semi-autos and revolvers for compe
tition, carry or hunting. 

CUSTOM GUNSMITHING 

COLT AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE CENTER 

Send $2.00 for brochure (refundable with first gun) to 

A.P.&W. Inc. 1937 Calumet St. Oeot AH, Clearwater fl 34615. Phone (813) 4499111 

COR·BON® 
Super Penetrator Ammunition and Bullets for 

large and dangerous animals. 

,re, 

-----""t~-~ 0 €) 

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT 

o-1--::...N-O-=-D--R-=-IL--LI-NG OR TAPPING 

DEALER INQUIRIES 
INVITED 

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibers up 
through .357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish. 
M83 Mounts available for Smith & Wesson, Dan 
Wesson, Colt and Ruger. 

Send for Free Brochure 45H or call 
415-254-3201 

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, lnc.-ORINDA, CA s4sa3 

zine disconnector safety. This means that 
a press of the mag release button totally 
deactivates the weapon if someone else 
gets their hands on it subsequently. No 
gun competing with it offers that. 

I sec three primary markets for this 
pistol. 

A) Those who already use the ser
l'ice-si:e S& W auto111mics. Compatibility 
of handling is total. This is particularly 
true of those using some variation of the 
39 or 3900 now. The gun is distinctly 
more compact than its bigger predeces
sors, with the same firepower and the 
same accuracy. plus the smooth double 
action trigger stroke that is typical of all 
the Third Generation Smiths. Single 
action feels long and is between five and 

I sincerely wish the 
pistol had been made as 
a seven-shot gun with a 
flush-bottom magazine. 

six pounds on the test pistol. in the Glock 
ballpark. and quite controllable. 

B) Those who want a belt-si:e g1111 
not much bigger than a .380. bllf with 
distinctly more hitting pml'er. Here, the 
3913 (and its carbon steel and alloy
framed. blue brother, the 3914) competes 
directly with the SIG-Sauer P-225 and, to 
a lesser extent. HK's squeeze-cocking 
P7M8. Unlike either. the Smith is avail
able in stainless, has thumb safety plus 
magazine disconnector safety (a plus or a 
minus, depending on which school of 
combat handgunning you belong to). and 
delivers plenty of reliability and all the 
accuracy you need. 

At less than $500 suggested retail for 
the blue 3914 and about $535 for the 
stainless 3913, the Smith & Wesson com
pact distinctly undersells its counterpart 
from SIG and dramatically undersells the 
Heckler and Koch entry into the market. 
At retail list, one can buy two 3914s for 
the price of a single HK P7M8. 

C)Those seeking to upgrade ji-0111 the 
snubby .38 re,·oli·er as a primarr 
weapon. Because of its shape and weight 
distribution. the 3913 will not replace the 
S&W Model 60 stainless or Model 38 
Airweight revolvers in pocket or ankle 
carry application. However, for the large 
number of police officers and lawfully 
armed citizens who now carry small
frame .38 snubbies in belt or shoulder 
holsters as primary armament, the 3913 
has a lot to recommend it. 

The flat pistol carries well in a 
shoulder harness or hip-mounted 
speed rig, and it is every bit as con
cealable as the stubby revolver. 1t 
offers at least the same level of per
shot potency as any .38 Special two
inch, more if loaded with a round like 

Conti1111ed on page 92 
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Thank You 
The Masters International Shooting Championship would like 
to commend the nearly 300 men, women and youths who 
competed in the 1990 Masters; congratulate the winners; and 
offer special thanks to the many companies and individuals 
who support the shooting sports and helped make the Masters 
International Shooting Championship a world-class event. 

Smith & Wesson 

Remington Arms Company 
Taurus International Rrearms, Ltd. 

Action 
American Handgunner 
Winchester 

Precision 
Tasco 
Tudor by Rolex/ 
Dame & Hurdle Jewelers 

Long Range 
Guns &Ammo 
Simmons Outdoor Corporation 

High Woman High Law Enforcement High International High Youth 
AMT, Inc. Colt's Manufacturing Co., Inc. Sigarms, Inc. Hodgdon Powder Co. 
Bianchi International Safariland Smith & Wesson Intl. Patrick F. Taylor 

High Sixteen 
NSSF 
Springfield Armory 

Daily Shoot-offs 
Aimpoint 
Blount, Inc. 
Penguin Industries 

Rimfire Rifle Event 
Springfield Armory 
Sturm Ruger 

Shotgun Action Event 
0. F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc. 

Bikathlon 
Marksman Products 

Burris Co., Inc. 
Hogue Grips 
Kleen-Bore 

Allen Fulford 
1990 Master 

Douglas Koenig 
Top Professional 
Dwight Sterns 
Top Sportsman 
Jerry Miculek 
High Action 

Magnum Research 
Break-Free, Inc. 
B-Square 

Kelly Gilmore 
High Precision 
Wayne Warren 
High Long Range 
Dwight Sterns 
High Law Enforcement 

Hercules, Inc. 
PJS Publications 

Kay Clark 
High Female 
Richard Harris 
High Youth 
Mauricio Freire 
High International 

G.T. Distributors 
Hunter Company, Inc. 
Ultra Light Arms, Inc. 

Jim Clark, Jr., Robert Ripple 
Shotgun 
J. Michael Plaxco 
Action Rifle 
Jerry Miculek, J. Michael Plaxco 
Rimfire Rifle 
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PISTOLSMITH 
I h,n•t: ,10 years t!XJH:ri1!nC1! n:pairing and building all typ,:s of sporting 
fin!arms. Complet1: facilities for th1: type of work that is required. 

Combat • Pin shooting • Targl!I • Silhouette 

COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER 
I IICI I STA !JARD SPECIALIST- ALL MODELS 
SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER IMPROVEMENTS 

:\ onn man shop that cares. and a shooter who knows what the serious 
shoot1:r wants. Satisfaction Assured. Price List $1.00. 

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH 
I la rt land Blvd .. East Hartland. Conn. Tue.-Sat 9am-5pm (E.T.) 

Te I. (203) 653-3!101 1/,i p 06027 Sun. & mon. closed 

301-GC Long. 
$17.50 

301 Long with 3 Holes. 

Have your Colt A. ulo or ours 
customized as only King's can do. 

~ue~;~~:~t n!~i~~~i~~ ~i; 
over 30 years! 

Inquire for prices. 

203 For Govt. Model. 
Better Grip and 
Control. 
$31.00 

King's Wide Grip Safety. 
Specify 80 or 70 Series, 

Aluminum Trigger. (:) 205 For Govt. Model with 
Requires Installation Commander Hammer. 
with Overtravel $34.95 
Adjustment. 

King's National Maleh~~ Blue or Stainless Steel. 

SEND FOR OUR 1'9lll!'TnU PARTS~~ ~ 
NEW CATALOG - $2.50. &,U~ I u,r, ~T 206 Frame Requires a 
OROER>t.:G INSTRUCTIONS MlflllTWm Olde!' SJ 50 CA resJOellts ilCd appropnate State Siles Fitting Helps Guide 
Tn Snipping & Handlmg Charge $4 50 MASTERCARO VISA accepted COD 01~. cash only Authorized Hand into Fast 204 For Commander g:~: ~5~1:.. ?!:'s\~:! Ol'Alr=.~d:s:~1: :i~ ~i:: t,y~~:, Distnbutor Position. Model. 
All mertllarld1se sol!! ooa 10-day money cack guarantee rt returned ms.ame cond1tlOl'las sh1pped of Colt Parts $27 .50 $31.00 

KINO'S CUN WORH,S,, INC.. ~~;:;:r 
CUS10M HANDGUN ACCESSORIES 1-11.....i 

"You only have to buy a quality part once." .=. ~I 
KING'S GUN WORKS, INC. • 1837 W. GLENOAKS BLVD., GLENDALE, CA 91201 • PHONE: (818) 956-6010 Pr,ces Su/>teCI 1oCllanr,e Without Notice 

Research, nc. 

NEW PROOF CHRONOGRAPHS,. 
'-~~ When the PROOF CHANNEL'" of the new 

Oehler Model 35P says a velocity is right, 
you know it is right. For years, the pros have 
called Oehler for the best instruments. 
Oehler welcomes your call for a free catalog 
or help with your measurements. 

OEHLER RESEARCH, INC. 
P.O. Box 9135 • Austin, TX. 78766 

Phone 800/531-5125 or 512/327-6900 

THE FINEST GUN CLEANING PRODUCT ON EARTH! 
Just wipe away lead, burn rings, rust, carbon 

and plastic buildup on handguns, 
rifles and shotguns. 

The end result is a sparkling finish. 

The Miracle Polishing Cloth 
8 1/l X l] 

CNS ENTERPRIZES 
4219 Transit Road Suite# 110 
Williamsville, New York 14221 
$3.95 or $11.59 for three. 

Dealer inquiries welcome. Money Back Guarantee. 

For All Gun Cleanin 

MINI NINE 
Continuedji·om page 90 

the CorBon +P which gives a perfor
mance level similar to the 110 grain 
.357 Magnum hollowpoint. 

And, instead of five or six shots, you 
have eight or nine. You also have a much 
more controllable handgun. Recoil of 
even +P 9mm in the 3913 was judged by 
the testers to be milder than that of stan
dard-power .38 Special in a standard
gripped small frame revolver. 

The gun fits the hand better than a 
stock revolver, and trigger manipulation 
is considerably easier. As stress increases, 
the value of these ergonomic features 
increases disproportionately. 

The detective or CCW holder who has 
been thinking of upgrading from the 
Chief Special class of handgun but has 
been concerned about portability and 
concealability, need look no further than 
the 3913. 

Fit, Finish, Accessories 
The 3913 comes standard with the 

Wayne Novak-designed streamlined 
fixed rear sight, with three-dot motif. 
Our gun hit about an inch low and an 
inch and a half to the right at 25 yards 
with practically everything we shot in 
it, but this is a common problem with 
fixed sight guns and can be easily rec-
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A LadySmith version of the Model 
3913 features a distinctive rake on 
angle of the frame from the trigger 
guard to the muzzle, a cosmetic 
touch that men and women alike 
find attractive. Other stylistic 
touches of the LadySmith 9mm 
include gray grips, "frosted" finish 
and an imitation Moroccan leather 
carrying case. 

tified by a competent gunsmith or 
armorer. 

I sincerely wish the pistol had been 
made as a seven-shot gun with a flush
bottom magazine. As it is, the 3913 
comes with two nominally eight-round 
magazines, one with a flat plastic bottom 
and one with a finger extension. I would 
use the latter for the reload and the for
mer in the gun in the interest of maxi
mum concealability; even with the little 
finger tucked under the pistol, the 3913 
shoots very we! I. 

The 11 ° crown at the muzzle, normally 
a sign of engineers who know what 
they're doing, seemed roughly cut on this 
pistol and that could have contributed to 
the test gun's curious habit of throwing 
one of every three rounds out of most of 
the groups. Bear in mind, however, that 
even with those flyers the groups were 
still quite good, and the pairs without the 
flyers were superb. 

The flat-stack, compact S& W models 
3913 and 3914 will, I think, be sales 
winners. For a great many people who 
need to carry a concealed handgun 
daily. the Smith & Wesson Model 39 I 3 
will comprise an ideal set of attributes, 
and will represent an ...,._ 
excellent value. ~ 

We have springs for 
lllore than 300 

different JUodel guns! 
ASTRA BERETTA BROWNING COLT CZ

1 

DREYSE GALESI GLOCK HECKLER & KOCH 
HIGH-STANDARD KART LUGER MAUSER 
NAMBU ORTGIES RUGER RADOM SAUER 
SIG-SAUER SMITH & WESSON STAR TAURUS 
TOKAREV UNIQUE WALTHER (To name a few) 

Send $2.00 for our latest catalog . 

[ VISA l . ,. wolf I ~m--GUNSPRINGIWAKERS 

P.O.Box I, Dept 381, Newtown Square, PA 19073 
1-800-545-0077 

@ CQLT 45 AYc!Q 
$ Grip Screw 

HING DRIVER 
// unsm,ths 

//, Fi u.,,,...;:-_ ners 
bus 

~ and pr 
!::'J centers bit 1 

Removes tightes 
bushing without tearing it up. 

$12.95 + $3.00 postage & handling 
Mich. residents + 40/o safes tax 

BOB KRIEGER, INC. 
Master Gunsmith 

2271 Star Court. Rochester Hills, Ml 48309 
313 853-6171 

,,. ENDANGERED SPECIES 
''; T-SHIRT $9.95 Sweatshirt $23.50 

~, Red & black on white. Indicate 
gun design choice: D M-14 

..... O45Auto DAR-15OGlock 
1 .-- Sizes: D M DL D XL 
',,, + ( □ XXL add $1.50) Immediate 

·,,, "_, delivery. We pay shipping. Send 
,, ,, check or M.0. to LAM Trading Co. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed Box 457, Hollis, NH 03049 

JIM HOAG 
CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH 
8523CANOGAAVE. UNITC 
CANOGA PARK, CA 91304 

(818) 998-1510 

INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC. 

"LIFE WITHOUT FEAR" • 

'I' s 
® 

Hn,ww 
SELF 

1"1•· 
~- '/" 

'f .. °l 
"LIFE WITHOUT FEAR'' 

by 
MIKE OALTOM ind MICKH fOWlER 

$10.95 
Soft Cover 

$16.95 
Hard Cover 

$24.95Hard. 
Autographed 
and Numbered 

World champion handgun shooters Mickey 
Fowler and Mike Dalton teach you how and 

when to shoot. Enhance your ability to 
survive. Areas covered: safety • marksmanship 

tactics • legal • women • technique • crime 
guns and equipment. ammunition, 150 photos. 

1•G•, DRY-FIRE KITS 1•G•1 

PRACTICE AT HOME 
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS-$3.95 

Add $2.00 per book or $1.00 per kit. Money order, 
Visa and MasterCard shipped immediately. 
Personal checks allow 3 weeks for delivery. 

CA residents add 6 ½% sales tax. 

CLASSES FORMING 
Courses in both self-defense or competition are 

available. These international experts and Combat 
Masters will teach you to fire fast controlled shots, 

with the mental conditioning to obtain pin-point 
accuracy, and fulfill your personal goals! 

Send $2.00 for complete 12 page 
Brochure and Information Packet to: 

'"'"'"""' -- """'" '"'· 
DEPARTMENT A.H. 

P.O. BOX 5254 MISSION HILLS, CA 91345 
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r c;;,;,;~;;;,:;,:n;;;,;;e-; ' 
I and prescription glasses. . . I 
I Over 70 000 lens/frame ~ ft ""\ I 

coot>inations of prescription 4::~ \)~ ....... •·.••·' 
& non-prescription glasses .,,;;. .,, .·r<t" I I tor less than you'd expect to "ilk+ ... iy 
pay for name-brands I · I Special lenses for shooters. Prescription glasses start I 
as low as $44.BO(no bifocals). We also have most nameI brand sunglasses such as Ray-Bart", v_uarnet", Hobi.-, I 
MilitJJry Issue andSerengeli" at big discounts. Huge I inventory, replacement parts, last delivery & a money- I 
back guarantee. We've been selling glasses by mail for I over 23 years I Call our toll-free number weekdays_ for I 
a big FREE Discount Catalog wnh a Guide to Selecting I I Sunglasses, or write to: HIDALGO, Inc. 

~
800-950-8086 Dept. _AH, 45 La Buena VJista 

Wimberley, TX 78676 ----------
NOW! CLEAN PROFITS 
IN GUN CLEANING ... 

FRONTIER METAL CLEANER 
Scientifically alloyed - It's one of the best • 
improvements in Gun Cleaning of the cen• 
tury. Removes rust with no harm to blue & 
deleads bores in seconds. Thousands of 
satisfied customers worldwide. Try it today. 

B/0 45 FRONT/1!.R OUN SHOP 

rs~/?,~~-~g4:!11~a~i:i1~i~1J~ f:~d. $3. 75 PPD 

357/44 B & D 
CONVERSIONS 

S&W 27-28 -- Ruger 357-9mm 
TC Contender -- Ruger Red Hawk 

CUSTOM HANDGUN & RIFLE WORK 
BAIN & DAVIS 

307 E. Valley Blvd., San Gabriel, CA 91776 
(818) 573-4241 or (213) 283-7449 

(closed Sun. & Mon.) 

DRAKE'S 
Steel Reactive Targets 

VERTICAL SPLIT POPPER - $165.00 

~~~:~-:~~~h~s ~::,~!~:~~~!~ ~~~=~=~ y 
each side independently or deal with a "shoot/no / 
shoot· situation. Used by law enforcement 
training programs nationwide. Compact channel / 
steel base. easily portable, angle adjustment. 42 
m. high, 55 lbs. ships UPS. 

DRAKE'S SWINGER - $179.00 

Side-to-Sida tilting double-target frame. 
Activated by pulling out included prop from firing 
line, by a Ck>or or a falling "Pepper Popper". 
Counterweighted and mounted on two enckJsed 
ball bearings for long swing time. Base 
removab'e without tools. Pockets mount your 
wood furring strips and two standard IPSC 
targets. 3 ft. high (bottom of target). 51 lbs., 
ships UPS. 

"PEPPER POPPER" - $99.00 

Classic target shape falls when hit. Compact 
base for portability, fits in car trunk. Our own 
massive full-width hinge, easy angle adjustment 
at base, mild steel target. Comes in two sizes, 
ships UPS. Standard 42 in. htgh, 55 lbs, 
Mini Popper (Half size 21 in. high, 18 lbs.)$59.00 

Popper made of harder T-1 steel for extended 
lile. $119.00 

3-WAY FLOPPER-$85.00 

Hit the 8 in. round plate to start targets moving. 
With two targets. one disappears and another 
POPS UP. Using one target in the rear position, 

.. target disappears. With one target front, target 

r POPS UP. then disappears. AHows several 
variations on "shoot/no shoot." Uses your wood 
furring strips and standard IPSC targets, speed 
adjusted by changing furring strip length. 3 ft 
high (top of round plate), 48 lbs., ships UPS 

Targets are designed for use with all lead pistol bullets only. 
Custom plate prices upon request. Send $2 for full-cok>r brochure. 
For inquiries call us at (203)535-3915. All shipping charges COIMtet. 
CT residents add 7½% sales tax. To order call us at 
1-800-HIT-TAAGET or send name & full shipping address with 
check or money order to: 
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DRAKE'S WELDING SERVICE, INC. 
P.O. BOX I, Stonington, CT 08371 

BRASS 
CATCHER~~ 
attaches to 
your hand. 
not your gun. 

only$24!! 
USA 

Catch ejected casings 
from automatic handguns 
with the CATCH-ALL brass catcher. 
• saves l!me & money-eliminates 

searching !or lost or scattered brass 

• will not hinder shooting or obstruct sight 
picture 

• catch ejected casings trom automalic 
handguns (right handed) 

AVAILABLE NOW! 
Ritle/Sholgun brass catcher 
Call tor information 

patent applied for 

Place your order today, 
Call Department 206 TOLL FREE 

l-800-824-6853 
Visa and MasterCard accepted 

No Risk 30-Day Moneyback Guarantee 

Catch-All Products, Dept. 206 
P.O. Box 2522, Eugene, OR 97402 

PRACTICAL PISTOL 
SERVICES 

High Quality-Reasonable Prices 

• Full Service Colt Auto Gunsmithing 
• Two Stage Compensator 

Systems Since 1985 

• M.B.T.S. Compensator Kits 
& Well Widget Mag Wells' 

• AR-15 Match Rifles & Modifications 

• M1A Trigger & Accuracy 
Work 

241 Washington Street 
Methuen, MA 01844 

508/688-4926 
Send SA.SE for pr,ce /1st 

'Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Send for FREE Catalog 

P.O. Box 258, Dept. 0, Clarkesville, GA 30523 
(404) 754-9000 

COMPACT NINES 
Co11ti11uedfi-oi11 page 49 

6900 series of the Third Generation 
remains extremely popular in the market
place, 

Similarly, a very high percentage of 
interest in the Glock pistol shifted from 
the standard Model 17 to the compact 
Glock 19 as soon as it was introduced. 

Heckler and Koch. like Smith with the 
Mini-Gun, engineered the P7-M 13 origi
nally for the US military tests. Gun con
noisseurs sniffed that the slim. flat lines 
of the original 9-shot P7 were among its 
greatest selling points. and that the fat
handled I4-shot model spoiled the whole 
concept- yet the gun dealers tell me that 
an amazing number of the P7s they sell 
arc the M 13 high capacity variation. 

Your compact will be shorter in the 
butt, shorter at the muzzle, and lighter 
over all. It may not fit your hand as well 
as its big brother, or in case of the P7 its 
little brother, or in the case of the SIG P-
228 as well as either. Or it may fit /Jetter. 

Shooters testing my early SJG P-228 
sometimes remarked that it gave a them 
superior trigger reach in comparison to 
their full-size P-226, and some larger
handed friends carry the HK P7-Ml3 
over the slimmer M8 because, they say, it 
fits them better. 

Weight Vs. Potency 
Are the compact high capacity guns 

giving you more slam for the gram than 
their bigger versions? 

Let's put them on the scale and take a 
look. 

Action Arms' AT-88 series, well-made 
clones of the CZ 75, weigh 42.3 ozs. in 
the full size "S'. model. loaded with 16 
rounds of 115 grain Winchester Silvertip. 
The loaded gun has you packing 2.64 ozs. 
of dead weight per available shot. 

Weighing 38.1 ozs. with 14 of the 
same cartridges, the compact AT-88P 
gives you a carried weight per shot of 
2.72 ozs. This is actually a 3% loss of 
efficiency in weight versus firepower 
when you go to the compact version of 
the Action Arms gun. 

A Glock 17 weighs roughly 30 ozs. 
fully loaded with 18 115 grain cartridges. 
for a very efficient 1.88 ozs. of weight 
per available round. 

A little Glock 19 with 16 of the same 
cartridges goes two ounces less. and for 
its smaller size charges you two full 
ounces per available round. Thus. though 
smaller, the Glock 19 delivers only 94% 
of the weight versus firepower ratio that 
its big brother offers, 

SIG's slimline P-225. their original 
compact 9x 19, weighs 34 ozs. when load
ed with its nine rounds. for a disappoint
ing weight factor of 3.77 ozs. per avail
able shot. The big P-226 tilts the scale at 
only three ounce; more with all 16 car-
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tridges loaded. for a much better 2.31 ozs. 
per shot. 

The ratio is very close with the 14-
shot P-228, which is 32 1h ozs. loaded 
and gives a 2.32 ozs. per shot weight fac
tor. The P-228 is more efficient in this 
respect than most compact nines when 
compared to the full size battle pistols 
they were developed from. 

Consider Smith & Wesson's lineup of 
high capacity 9111111 pistols. The 5906. 
made of all stainless steel. is a chunky 
41.5 ozs. loaded with all of the 16 Silver
tips you can stuff into it. for a weight of 
2.59 ozs. for every available shot. 

Go to the light alloy framed version. 
though- the 5904 in blue or the special
order 5903 in stainless- and weight of 
the loaded pistol drops to 33 ozs .. for a 
much more manageable 2.06 ozs. per in
gun round. 

When you sacrifice three shots and go 
for the com pact 6904 or 6906, you' re 
clown to 29 oz .. gross weight but up to 
2.23 ozs. per available shot. Thus. while 
the Mini-Gun is 14% more efficient in 
weight to firepower than the all-steel 
5906 service pistol. it is almost 8% less 
efficient than the full size. light-frame 
pistol in that regard. ~ 

We could go on and on. but you get 
the idea. It may not make sense to trade 
your service Parabellum for a compact 
just on the basis of efficient carry of sig
nificant firepower. 

Remember, however, that the compact 
isn't just lighter. it's smaller. This is of 
particular significance to the plainclothes 
lawman or the citizen with a conccalccl 
carry permit. and all the more so the hot
ter your weather and the lighter your 
clothing. 

In overall silhouette. your Mini-Gun 
or whatever docs not compare altogether 
unfavorably with a 5-shot .38 snubnose 
revolver. 

When you figure that you are taking 
more than twice the firepower and in 
some models equalling or exceeding 
triple the .38 belly gun "s in-gun capacity. 
we begin to see where the popularity of 
the high capacity compact Nine is born. 

Concealment Factors 
This is not to say that a compact Nine 

of more than IO shot capacity can be car
ried as easily as a small-frame revolver. It 
can ·1. except in deep concealment. 

A relatively small percentage of cops 
who pack Glock 17s in uniform have 
found themselves able to carry the 19 in 
an ankle holster. I've met exactly one fel
low who carried a P7 that way. and he 
was a huge man using the 9-shot version 
of the pistol. 

I routinely carry a 2" revolver on the 
ankle or in the pocket, one favorite being 
a chopped and channeled K-framc .357 
Magnum that weighs 30 ozs. loaclccl. I 
can't wear my Glock 19 or my S&W 
6904 either place with any real comfort 
or concealment, and believe me, I've 

WeAcceprlll]E 

FOR AUTOMATICS & REVOLVERS 

GENUINE STAG GRIPS 
Available for all COL7S, S&W's, RUGERS, WAL11IERS, BROWNINGS 

and some BERE1TAS 
We offer the largest selection of Rosewood, 
Ebony, Stag, Mother-of-Pearl and Horn 
grips for most production handguns 

IF UNAVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER -

ORDER TOLL FREE - . . , . 
1-800-323-6144 · · . 

IN ILLINOIS CALL (708) 260-0400 

EAGLE GRIPS/ Div. ART JEWEL ENTERPRISES, LTD. 
DEPT. AH-11 , 460 RANDY ROAD, CAROL STREAM, IL 60188 

SEND $1.00 FOR COMPLETE COLOR CATALOG 

COMPETITION SHOTGUN ACCESSORIES 
For Remington 1100/11-87/870 

EASY LOADER CARRIER RELEASE 
Button for easier operation. Requires fnting .... . $27.95 

Comes wnh spring & barrel clamp. 8 Shot $29.00 ........... 9 Shot $37.00 . . . ... 10 Shot $40.00 

... $5.00 

.............. . $9.00 

STEEL SHELL FOLLOWER (replaces plastic) 12 ga. only ............ . 

BIG HEAD SAFETY -Rt. Hand or Lft Hand Conversion 

FLEX IT AB KIT -Model 870. Eliminates action jamming by round stuck between closed bolt & 
carrier. Specify chrome or black . . ...... $30.00 

TRIGGER PIN PUSHER - Handy tool for removin(,'installing trigger pins in receiver ...... . $10.95 

SUPER CHOKE TUBE CLEANER (Rig #88) 4 oz. jar . . . $5.95 

Full Selection of REM-CHOKE CHOKE TUBES 

!!l!!!l■•►--:;;:Re~m:;::i:;;;ngton Parts Distributor 

~ rn :t, To order send Money Order or Cashie(s Check. Master 
~~~~~~ CardNisa and COD order welcomed. Add S3.50 for UPS. RI f LE SH Q p Many more products and services available. Send $3.00 

(Refundable)for our illustrated catalog. 
Jon Tank, Owner• P.O. Box 474 • Fremont, NE 68025, Ph: (402) 727-1317. FAX: 24 HR. 

JARVIS 
GUNSMITHING 

• L Frame Barrel Weights 
• Compensator Kits 
• Bull Barrels 
• Rifled Barrel Blanks 
• Competition Handguns 

Call Bill Jarvis (406) 961-4392 
MAILING ADDRESS: 

BOX 173, HAMILTON, MT 59840 

SHIPPING ADDRESS; 
1123 CHERRY ORCHARD LOOP, HAMILTON. MT 59840 

CATALOG: $2.00 

F .. lloon cllpo, $3.tt tor I Plld-, In 45 I Imm. At10 \\ - clip, 
l'MI ,ample with SASE. Scopt m1I. tor 11-1, lllnl-14, lllnl-30, I .22'L 

.W Full lloon Bria Eltrlctor .W 
Buy direct from the manuflclurer. 

RANCH PRODUCTS 
P.O. IOX 145, IWJNTA, OH 43535 

Machinegun Parts - $3,00 
Just $3.00 gets you our 36 page PRODUCT PACKED 
1990 Catalog jammed page otter page of Ports for 
UZI, AK/ AKS, H I K , All-15/M-16, o, ANY other type 
Aaaull Rine o, Machlnegun, Also Included Is our 
famous Speclolly Amroo. and Legislative Info! 

Rhino Replacement ,ar11 
PO lox 669, Seneca, SC 29679 

(803) &82-07&8 
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RWS 
DIANA 
AIRGUNS 

are single-piston air pistols that deliver 
excellent accuracy at a reasonable 

price. Both versions have an 
adjustable two-stage trigger with an 

automatic safety. 

The 

In addition the RWS DIANA 
Model SG has a precision 

click micrometer rear
sight and tunnel fore

sight. Also supplied 
is a dovetail ramp 

for owner instal
l at ion if he 

RWS 
DIANA 
Model SGS 
is delivered 
without 
front/rear 
sights. In 
place of 
these sights 
isa1.5x15 
pistol scope 
with ramp 
style mount, 
and a muzzle
break barrel 
weight. 0 

0 

chooses to 
use a 

scope. 

ALL RWS DIANA AIRGUNS ARE PROTECTED 
WITH A FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY. 

DYNAMIT NOBEL ·. For a complete 
selection of 
RWS Diana air
guns see your 
local dealer, 
and to make 

PRF.clSION PRODUCTS 

that visit easier ' 
send for our 
latest catalog. 
$1 for 3rd, $2 
for 1st class 
delivery to: 

-
,,,-......__ 

~ "fZ,lli.<dl, 
\..,___/ 

-
~ 

DYNAMIT NOBEL - RWS INC. 

96 

105 STONEHURST COURT 
NORTHVALE, NJ 07647-0962 

tried. The sharp outer edges and big grips 
are more the reason than the weight. 

Most who carry the compact high 
capacity Nines conceal them in or on the 
belt. or in shoulder holsters. There ·s no 
question that a 6904 bulges less than a 
5904 in either carry. Even when you com
pare SfG P-228 compact to the P-226 ser
vice pistol, with only perhaps a quarter 
inch difference, there is still a real differ
ence in concealment with some bodies, 
some holsters. and some clothing. 

Compactness does lend versatility for 
the majority of pistol packers who sec 
good sense in carrying one gun all the 
time. While the difference in practical 

The more alone you 
are when faced with an 

armed robbery in 
progress, the more 

comforting those extra 
rounds can be. 

accuracy when you go from a 5" Gov
ernment Model Colt .45 to a little Offi
cers ACP is noticeable, and the differ
ence between a 4" .38 and a 2" .38 
revolver is dramatic. there seems to be 
little real sacrifice when you go from the 
big 9mm Parabellum to the compact in 
most models. 

Indeed, the original Mini-Gun. with its 
newer bushing, was a far more accurate 
pistol than the contemporary Model 459, 
and some testers believe it"s even true of 
today·s Third Generation guns where all 
models share a theoretically identical 
bushing design. 

SIG P-226 versus P-228? You 're talk
ing an inch difference at 25 yards, max. 
once the guns arc broken in. My groups 
with the Glock 17 and the Glock 19 are 
virtually identical. Some say the different 
grip shape and the sharp serrations on the 
19 make it shoot better than its big broth-
er. for them. ~ 

Controllability can be equally subjec
tive. I can shoot a P-226 much better in 
rapid fire than I can a P-228. but is that 
because the gun is inherently a better 
shooter or that I'm just more used to it 
and like the bigger grip better? 

One has to try both models with the 
same ammo to determine if, with their 
hand and their technique. there is any dif
ference in practical combat accuracy. 

One can ·1 help noting that a number of 
police departments have purchased com
pacts- Glocks and Smith Mini-Guns. most 
commonly- for issue to all personnel. includ
ing the unifom1ed patrol division. 171is would 
not have been clone if there was 'reason to 
believe that it would lead to a mass fall-off in 
stress shooting potential. On the contnuy, tests 
these agencies did with their own personnel 

PRODUCT 
SAFETY ALERT 

Smith & Wesson has shipped over 
300,000 Third Generation Pistols. We 
have had a very small number of reports 
where a dropped pistol resulted in a 
broken grip resulting in a failure to fire by 
releasing mainspring tension. Resultant 
testing and review have shown that a 
pistol dropped at a specific angle can 
cause a fracture of the grip. 

As a result of these occurrences and our 
testing, we have made a change in the grip 
material to a thermoplastic alloy of in
creased durability. This new material, 
which is now being used on all current 
production models, can be identified by a 
dimple on the bottom of the grip, next to 

the large opening. Ad
ditionally, the blue 
product box has a 
green dot sticker on 
the label end. 

We believe it unlikely 
that you will ex
perience any problem 
with your original 
grips. However, in 

.__ _____ ---1 order to safeguard our 

NEW DIMl'l.E 
(9MM Only) 

~ 
(.45 & IOMM Only) 

lJ 

customers from the 
possibility of such a 
malfunction, we will 
make available, free of 
charge, an easily in
stalled replacement 
grip. Please inspect 
your pistol and if you 
have a model listed 
below that does not 
have a small dimple as 
indicated, please write 

us including your model and serial number 
or call 1-800-338-2466. lfyou prefer, you 
can send your pistol to a Smith & Wesson 
Warranty Station where we will replace 
the grip for you. 

Smith & Wesson's development process 
is a continuing one. We are constantly 
striving both to develop new products 
and improve existing products. We are 
committed to building the safest, most re
liable, finest performing firearms possible. 

Models Affected 
3904, 3906, 3913, 3913LS, 3914, 3914LS, 
1006, 1066, 4506, 4516, 4516-1, 5903, 
5904, 5906, 5946,6904,6906,6946 
Contact Information: 

Smith & Wesson 
~ Grip Replacement 
'(Jf!jf} P.O. Box 2208 

Springfield, MA 01102-2208 

Or Call: 1-800-338-2466 
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showed minimum pe1fo1111ance difference. 
But the compact allowed the investi

gators to carry the same weapon as 
patrol, and for off-duty cops to carry 
the same gun as on duty, without com
plaint no matter what the weather. Not 
having to issue a new weapon and re
qualify your man when he transfers 
from patrol division to detective makes 
sense, and so docs the ·'one gun all the 
time concept." 

Illinois State Police pioneered the lat
ter policy with their adoption of the 
Model 39 8-shot in 1967, though they 

~s it is that the gun 
I has to be picked 
I somewhat to suit the 
L l~f estyle. 

later relented and allowed snub .38 and 
.357 revolvers for carry on one·s own 
time. 

Another advantage of this policy is 
that the majority of off-duty cops (and 
even a large number of on-duty plain
clothesmen) don ·1 bother to carry spare 
ammunition. If all thcy·rc going to have 
is what's in the gun, giving them some
thing that fires 13 to 16 times makes 
sense. 

The off-duty cop. remember, has no 
partner, no shotgun racked to his dash
board. and no radio with which to call in 
the cavalry for backup. The more alone 
you arc when faced with an armed rob
bery in progress, the more comforting 
those extra rounds can be. 

While the policy is logical for large 
numbers of guns issued to large numbers 
of personnel. many of whom are not into 
guns and think '"officer survival" has 
something to do with collective bargain
ing. the truly aware police officer or 
licensed civilian gun carrier has other 
options. 

A pistol of 9mm or .45 persuasion 
with a single stack magazine will hide 
more discreetly under a shirt-tail than 
any fat-gripped 12-plus-round Parabel
lum, and many find it easier as well as 
more discreet and more comfortable to 
simply have another slim magazine in 
the belt on the opposite side to equalize 
the firepower issue. 

Since the HK P7 M 13 came out, I 'vc 
twice attempted for weeks at a time to get 
used to that fat-handled pistol- and 
finally given up. My fingers aren·1 long 
enough to shoot it as well as its baby 
brother; the edge of the grip bulges under 
any kind of light clothing: and a second 
fat magazine is impossible for me to 
carry with discretion and comfort. 

Yet the 9-shot version of the P7 has 
always been one of my favorite guns 
for under a light summer shirt: its flat 

A ..... ,1,a11 .22 LR CALIBER 
--- DOUBLE ACTION 

d I 
SEMI AUTO PISTOLS aaa DESIGNED IN GERMANY 

,_. MADE IN KANSAS CITY, MO 

CLASSIC IN APPEARANCE A D 
MODERN BY DESIGN. All ".22 Pistol 
Classics" feature semi-automatic straight 
blow hack double actions. dual safety 
features. and a full one year warranty. 

CX-22 CLASSIC 
8 Rd. Magazine 
6 1/3" O.L. 
Weight: 22 oz. 

NEW! 

P-98 CLASSIC 
8 Rd. Magazine 
8 1/8'" O.L. 
Weight: 26 oz. 

For more information on the ".22 Pistol 
Classics" or the full American Arms line. 
send $3.00 for the 12 page full color 
catalog featuring shotguns. rifles. 
handguns and accessories or: see your 
local dealer. 

@~~,§nc. 
715 E. Armour Rd., Dept. AG11 N. Kansas City, MO 64116 

1·11 send them to you from Tampa, the f1nec1gar 
capital of the world. Sample the cigars in 
my new Sterling Sampler and en1oy a 
wonderful new smokmg sensalton. I'll 
include a generous samphng ot vmtage
leaf, long-f1ller and cut-filler cigars. all 
perfectly blended for mildness and llavor. 
These superb smokes are made with expertly 
blended Cuban-seed-leaf tobaccos grown and cured the 
old Cuban way 1n Honduras from seed smuggled out of Cuba. 
They're mild. flavorful and extremely satisfying to the cigar smoker who's 
looking for something new. somethmg bener. somethmg exceptionally tasty. Experts 
can't tell them from Havanas. You won·t be able to either. when you try them. Natural wrapper. 
If you're ready lor a luxuriously en1oyable smoking experience. try them now. 

MY OFFER TO 
CIGAR LOVERS 
I'll send you postpaid a selec
tion ol 42 factory-fresh 
cigars-vintage-leaf long-Ii lier 
and cut-filler smokes. II these 
cigars aren·t all you expected. 
return the unsmoked ones by 
United Parcel or Parcel Post 
within 30 days and I'll refund 
your money. No questions 
asked. Your delivered cost is 
only S10.90 for 42 lactory
lresh. Cuban-seed-leaf cigars. 

!THOMPSON CIGAR CO. Dept. BBW 

CREDIT CARD USERS 
SPEED DELIVERY BY CALLING 

I 
5401 Hangar Ct., Box 30303, Tampa, FL 33630 I 

O.K., TOM! Ship me the Stening Sampler under your money-bad< guarantee 
for only $10.90. 

I 
□ Check for $10.90 enclosed (Fla. residents add 6% sales tax) □ Charge $10.90 to my □ VISA 

1 0 MasterCard O American Express O Otne<s Club PLEASE PRINT 

Cred1l Caro No Exp Date 

name 

I 

=.J 
TOLL-FREE 1-800-237-2559 
IN FLORIDA, CALL: 1-800-282-0646 

street 

state 

OFFER GOOD IN US ONLY 

z,p 
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The Affordable Alternative 
No Gunsmlthlng Required 

$99.95 without sight 
(Model WIC-1) • 

The Wichita lnsta-Comp has been 
designed for the competitive and 
non-competitive shooter. 

The gas chamber inside the Wichita lnsta-Comp is designed to capture 
the gas and exhaust it through the two vertical ports. With this arrangement, 

combined with the additional weight. the muzzle jump is reduced significantly. 

EASY INSTALLATION No Special Tools. No Fitting. Nothing else to buy. 
Remove your barrel bushing and recoil spring plug. Replace with the Wichita 

lnsta-Comp and our recoil spring plug. You are now ready to shoot your comped gun. 

Model WIC-2 has a lront sight (target or combat. your choice) . ..... $119. 95 
Model WIC-1 or WIC-2 and our slide conversion· · ............. . $272.90 
(Bury rear Wichita Sight, permanently mounted. Front sight on slide or comp. Mill flat on top 
of slide. and lower port for easier ejection) 

'Firearm. slide or rear sight not included . 
• . We need your slide sent to us for this work. Wichita Arms, Inc. 

Dealer prices available -,-444,..,.-,Ec:-lli-,.-P-. 0-. -B-ox_l_l-37_1_, -W-ic-hi-,a-, K-a-n-,a-s -67_2_11-+fff<II• l 
(316} 265-0661 

How to measure security. 
At Beretta, personal protection is a science of diminishing proportions, not of dimin-

ishing performance. Witness lhe Model 21A ... lhis crisp, smooth double action pistol features 
Beretta's exclusive tip-up barrel for easy chamber loading, is available chambered for .22LR 
or .25 ACP, and is precision made in lhe U.S. No feature has been compromised to achieve its 
remarkable weight - under 12 ounces - and size - under five inches. Lots of small pistols 
measure up against a ruJer ... the Beretta 21A performs to a higher standard. See your nearest 
Beretta dealer or contact Beretta U.S.A. Corp., • 
17601 Beretta Drive, Accokeek, Maryland :i.t~ Beretta U SA 
20607. Or phone (301) 283-2191. ~ • • ■ ■ 

SECOND TO NONE IN QUALITY 
Metaloy; 

Often used to de
scribe Hard Chrome plat
ing in general. 

There is only one 
Metaloy. Demand the 
original, I do. 

S~\tJ~ 

grip profile disappears against the 
body, the weapon fits my hand perfect
ly and performs well enough for me 
that I've thrice shot Bianchi Cup side 
events with one; and the easy to carry 
spare mag (or two) on the other side 
gave me a total of 17 to 25 rounds at 
hand, compared to the 14 in the bigger 
rendition of the P7. 

Thus it is that the gun has to be picked 
somewhat to suit the lifestyle. The gun 
enthusiast and officer survival practition
er is likely to be constantly armed and 
carrying spare ammo, and for him a non 
high capacity auto in .45 or 9mm may be 
the best choice. 

For many of his brothers who will be 
armed less frequently and will often carry 
the gun as an afterthought, simply shov
ing it into the belt on the way out the 
door, the extra firepower of the high 
capacity 9mm auto may well make it the 
pistol of choice. 

Idiosyncrasies of the Breed 
All guns have their own little charac

teristics that the user must recognize 
and adjust to. The breed of high capaci
ty compact Nine Millimeters is no 
exception. 

S&W Mini-Gun: Grip shape is such 
that it's a higher reach for the thumb to 
operate the manual safety/decock lever. 
On the three-digit models, the magazine 
release button's spring is way too I ight 
and can accidentally drop the mag. This 
does not seem to be a problem with the 
new generation 6900 series. 

SIG P-228: My early sample provided 
by the factory had nasty sharp edges at 
the back of the grip panels, and would 
bite irritatingly into the base of the 
thumb. My sample also was more erratic 
about locking its slide back on the last 
round than your typical P-225 or P-226. 

HK P7 M13: Though some critics 
insist it is more jam-prone than the P7 
M8, my experience with a considerable 
number of the high capacity squeeze
cockers is that they are every bit as reli
able as the M8, which is to say, one of the 
most reliable systems ever manufactured. 
As with the smaller P7, clean the gas port 
system carefully if lead bullets are used. 

Glock 19: Throws its brass back on 
a much more acute angle than the big
ger Glocks. The petite or short-armed 
shooter may find spent casings striking 
distractingly in the face or going down 
the shirt collar; for them, the Glock 17 
with its more sideways ejection arc is 
the answer. 

Try them all, and see which works 
best for you. If you can foresee yourself 
struggling with an assailant for the 
weapon, the Smith Mini-Gun or the 
Beretta Compact have safety catches that 
tend to be "proprietary to the owner," and 
the S&W also has the magazine discon
nect safety that can deactivate the weapon 
with a touch of the mag release button if 
the antagonist is getting the upper hand. 
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Big people with big hands love the 
HK P7 M 13. Once you've acclimated 
yourself to the unique manual of arms 
that by definition is demanded by any 
unique design, you·11 find nothing faster 
for an accurate first shot and for sustained 
effective fire. 

The Glock 19 is easy for most people 
to shoot and is honestly advertised as the 
highest firepower pistol in the whole 
compact high capacity array. Just make 
sure to keep the finger off the trigger until 
you intend to fire. 

SLG's P-228 is an extremely well-bal
anced pistol and perhaps the easiest of the 
breed for the revolver shooter to make the 
transition to. 

Only now on the market for brief time. 

Ayoob says the new 6906's safety is 
easier to operate than older 669~. 

I suspect it will be a hugely successful 
gun in the field. 

Those who like the cocked and locked 
carry of Browning style pistols but crave 
low bulk with high capacity will be well 
satisfied with the selective double action 
designs that allow optional cocked and 
locked carry. These include the numerous 
CZ 75 clones that have been scaled down, 
like the AT-88P and the compact version 
of Springfield Armory's P-9. 

When Lee Iaccoca introduced the Ford 
Mustang in 1964, the purists turned up 
their nose. It wasn't a real sports car. they 
said, nor was it a true compact sedan like 
the Falcon it was developed from. If it 
was neither fish nor fowl, then. what 
place did it have? 

The public. as we recall. told the 
purists to stuff it. The Mustang was what 
it was, and it struck a chord with a vast 
number of people for whom it was the 
ideal machine at that time in their lives. 

So it is with the compact. high capaci
ty 9111111 semiautomatic pistol. No, it's not 
a pocket auto, and no. it"s not a full size 
battle pistol. It is what it is, and for a vast 
number of police officers, handgun 
enthusiasts, and armed citizens, the con
cept has proven to be the ideal machine 
for them at this time 
in their lives, too. 

MORE 
FOR 
LESS 

'• ~ -· 1-· 
,'i 

: .# 

.., ·r 

UNIVERSAL CARBIDE 4-DIE PISTOL SETS 
Available in most popular pistol calibers. 

Years ago, Lyman pioneered the introduction of the carbide die, and it quickly became an 
industry standard. 

For 1990, Lyman went a little further with the introduction of Universal Carbide 4-Die 
Pistol Sets. Only Lyman adds a taper crimp die to the popular and proven Multi-Deluxe Die 
Set at a special savings over separate purchases. Remember Lyman dies fit all popular 
presses, using standard 7/8" x 14 thread. Whether you're considering a starter kit or just 
changing calibers on a high volume progressive, ask for Lyman dies. 

We stand behind the quality of our dies and will repair or replace them at no charge if 
damaged in normal use. See your Lyman dealer today or write for a free mini-catalog. 

I , ..... an® Dept. 821, Rt. 147 ... ■ I I Middlefield, CT 06455 
Questions? Call toll-free 

1-800-22-LYMAN. 

--4MtuHms---
GUN SIGHT COMPANY 

YOU'LL SEE RIGHT THROUGH US. 
You'll Also See The Williams Scope Mount For Handguns That's: 

EASY TO INST ALL 
Requires no drilling 
or tapping. 

Fits 360' around barrel 

STRONG 
Made from lightweight high
strength aircraft aluminum. iii. ilE 

~'--
--

~ TIGHT TO THE GUN 

and secured by "lug" that seats 
1 into the gun's rear sight groove. 

""", . _., 

-_:~, 
Williams Handgun Scope Mounts Will Accept All One-Inch 

Diameter Tube Scopes, Including Aimpoint! 

See Your Dealer Or Call 1-800-542-3753 
THE NEW WILLIAMS· STREAMLINE. TOP MOUNT NOW AVAILABLE' WILLIAMS BLUE BOOK 

FOR THE TC CONTENDER OF GUN DEALING. NEW FOR 1990 
Solid Ring-Base Construction allows no movement between Wholesale gun prices. 

the ring and base. The TC Mount uses existing holes. S11.95 
and requires no add1t1onal drilling or tapping. Plus s1 75 poslage & handling M1ch1gan residents add 4°, tax 

7389 LAPEER RD.• P.O. BOX 329 • DAVISON, Ml 48423 • (313) 742-2120 
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• FACE FACTS - C-H Progressive 
Reloading Tools are the Best Buys! 

Measure value in Precision, Safety and 
Long Life (no plastic or pot metal). 
Thousands in use. Phone (715) 229-2146 
or send $2 for catalog ($3 back on first 
order). Use Visa or MasterCard. 

DON'T BUY TILL YOU TRY C-H! 

C-H TOOL AND DIE CORP. 
Dept. AH 106 N. Harding St. · OWEN, WISCONSIN 54460 

Have 'em all! 
5 Different calibers ... with 1 gun 

Send $2.00 for catalog to: 

L.A.R. Manufacturing, Inc. 
4133 West Farm Road 
West Jordan, Utah 84088 

GAIZZLY. 
Phone (801) 2557106 Win MAG 

Tt11'. l)IJl?A. Ct11?0MI'. ™ 

Ulr=r=l'.121'.~CI'. 
This is the difference a Durachrome finish 
can make. Just think what it will do for that 
custom gun you are having built. We do not 
simply put hardchrome on guns - they are 
custom hardchromed to your specs. If ' 

Trademark of Plater's Supply 

you are looking for the ultimate finish for the 
ultimate rifle, pistol or shotgun, ask for it by name - 00~(111/(),ijf 

SURPASSES STAINLESS STEEL FOR BRIGHTNESS -RUST RESISTANCE SECOND TO NONE 
• Will not gall, chip or peel -

hardness rated at72 Rockwell Scale 
• DURACHROME smoothness reduces 

wear on moving parts 

THE SHOOTER SHOP 
PATRICK J. CONNORS 
514 N. Main• Butte, MT 59701 

• Member of the American Hangunner 
Top 100 Pistolsmith List 

• Exclusive plater for Cannon guns 
Dealer and Law Enforcement discounts 

available - Send $2.00 for color brochure. 406 723-3842 

BIANCHI CUP 
Continued.fi·om page 55 

longer stand not knowing where they 
stand. 

Ask Bud Enos. 
This friendly guy with the dangling 

cigarette, the scruffy shorts and the 
clipboard is the father of 1983 and 1984 
winner Brian Enos. He has also been 
for many years the self-appointed, 
meticulously accurate, unofficial 
Bianchi score keeper. 

Bud tracks 50 or so shooters. He 
chooses them because he thinks they have 
a chance to win or just because he likes 
them. The scores on his homemade chart 
makes comparisons possible and trends 
apparent hours before official posted 
scores can be analyzed. 

This year match officials ruled 
Range Officers could not directly pro
vide unchecked scores at Bud's request. 
He saw no way to perform his usual 
service but to ask competitors just off 
the line for a brief look at their score 
cards at what was for many an uncom
fortable moment. 

In no case did a shooter refuse. As in 
the past, the Bud Enos' unofficial scoring 
system and fountain of Bianchi knowl
edge remained available to all crowding 
around him whether spectator, press or 
competitor. 
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The Kid Triumphs 
It was Buel Enos who 1'irsl cal led at\en

tion to the fact that Doug Koenig, shoot
ing a different schedule than the recog
nized front-runners, had cleaned one more 
stage than anyone else by Thursday night. 

That meant if he cleaned his Barri
cades early Friday morning for a perfect 
score it would really put the pressure on 
several others who yet had to shoot both 
plates and mover. 

Several shooters sailed through the 
plates and then it all came down to the 
mover. At that point almost a dozen 
5hootcrs had the possibility to tic Koenig's 
perfect score and beat him on X-count. 
But one by one their hopes died as 8-ring 
hits appeared on the whizzing cardboard. 

With the $ I 0,000 first prize and 
assorted high-priced hardware to call his 
own, Doug Koenig was not through. In 
the Colt Speed Event shoot-off on Satur
day he worked his way through the list of 
six finalists. Herb Conly, Ken Tapp, Brian 
Enos, Rob Leatham all went down to 
Doug's blazing fast gun. 

Finally it was Koenig and Jerry Barn
hart. Leatham 's record of 2.08 seconds 
had stood since 1985. Barnhart had two 
runs of 1.85. Then Koenig did it in 1.84. 
Another $2.500. 

Doug Koenig said later the toughest 
thing he did was make the acceptance 
speech at the awards ..... 
banquet! '°' 

WORLD CLASS PISTOLS, IT'S ALL IN THE NAME 

l&, 

George Huening 
American Handgunner 
Club 100 Pistolsmith 

WORLD CLASS PISTOLS 
P.O. Box 288 
Brownsburg, IN 46112 
(317) 852-0013 

BRASS CATCHER* 
"It's the handiest on the market" 

~ $14.95 
The BRASS CATCHER• fits on your hand, not on 
your handgun. No more clumsy distractions. Specifically 
designed for Browning, Colt, Mac 10, Uzi and other popular 
semi-autos. The BRASS CATCHER• adjusts for either top 
or right side ejections. Recommended for right hand shooters. 

Send check or money order to: 

GAGE MANUFACTURING 
663 West 7th St. San Pedro, CA 90731 No C.O.D. 

1.38D1 
SMOOTH DOUBLE-ACT/ON 
ALL FORGED STEEL 

ASTRA 

A·BO 
COMPACT, DURABLE, 

MAXIMUM FIREPOWER! 
The double-action ASTRA 

A-60, recognized world-wide as 
one of the finest pistols for sport 

and personal defense on the market. 
Built for performance, the A-60 offers: 

■ Large capacity, 13-Rd magazine -r•I firepower! 
■ Forged stffl slide and frame with rich blue finish. 
■ Compact grip designed for fast, instinctive aiming 

and maximum carrying comfort around-the-clock. 
■ Adjustable sights and smooth, positive thumb safety. 
■Smooth, fast, instant-access button release magazine. 

ASTRA's A-60 ... Top Quality, Top Performance, 
Loaded With Prime Features and Sensibly Priced! 

IITERARMI 
NUMBER TEN PRINCE STREET 
A L E X A N D R I A, V I R G I N I A 2 2 3 1 4 

FREE 32-PAGE FULL-COLOR CA TA LOG OF FINE ARMS 
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Restyled Case Gard® Ammo Boxes 
= rii· . . ' 

-·?:=::-z~:::· 

The NEW P-50 
series of pistol 

ammo boxes 
offers you 

traditional Case
Gard® quality. 

The P-50's feet 
mate with grooves 
on the box top for 

secure stacking. 
Redesigned 

dividers make it 
easy to remove 

individual rounds.A load data label is included. Available for .38/.357 
Mag., .45ACP/.44 Mag., and .380/9mm Auto. 
Available in Forest Green and Black 

Write for information or see your local MTM Dealer. 

~S,=ll r;=;-i I MTM Molded Products Company 
lJ lJ u6'CTITuncs P.O. Box 14117 • Dayton, Ohio 45413 • (513) 890-7461 

• SIG-220,225,226 & 228 • Beretta 92F & 92FC • Glock 17 & 19 • 
THE LEATHER ARSENAL 

27549 Middleton Rd., Dept AH11 
Middleton, Idaho 83644 

(208) 585-6212 

SURPRISE SPECIAL :u 
C 

Massad Ayoob on Leather Arsenal products: 

E
. "The custom gunleather produced by Elmer McEvoy at Leather 

E Arsenal is second to none! - Massad Ayoob 

o Inside the pants concealment holster designed to set extra low for 
U good concealment. 

The top band is metal lined to hold its shape for easy gun reholstering. > • Sight Rails • 2 Belt Loops to Resist Holster Movement (3 • One Way Snaps for Security 

.,. Holster, Plain Tan - s35oo Add s400 for shipping o Magazine Pouch - •1500 
u Phone Orders Welcome - C.O.O. Visa and MC Accepted 

If you have any questions don't hesitate to call 

Send s100 for brochure and ordering information. 

New S & W 
4516 • 3913 • 3914 

Taurus 92 & 99 Browning Hi Power 

NOW YOU CAN Power Custom 
GRAND MASTER DELUXE 

COMPETE ,, 
WITH THE ~~ 

with Hogue 
Monogrips® 

POWER ADVANTAGE ~ 
National combat champions rely on the expertise 
of Ron Power to produce customized firearms 
worthy of the user's potential. 

Now Ron Power has extended his services to 
the serious pistolsmith by offering specialized 
tools and customized patented parts exclusive 
through Brownells Inc. of Montezuma, Iowa. 

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS 

POWER CUSTOM, INC. 
R. Rt. #2, Box 756-AB 
Gravois MIiis, MO 65037 

Distributor of 
Hogue Monogrips® 
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FISHPAW GRIPS 
Continuedfi·om page 31 

BearHug and Art Jewel. then you·re 
already well on your way to improved 
shooting pleasure and pe1fo1mance. 

One clay you'll be ready to transcend 
to the next level beyond the after-market 
grip, a true custom grip. Not only a beau
tiful adornment to any fine handgun, a 
Roy Fishpaw grip can be custom fitted to 
your hand if you have unusually small or 
large hands. If you wish to take your 
prize pistol up to a the highest level, then 
it must have a Fishpaw grip. 

Connoisseurs of fine firearms keep 
Roy Fishpaw busy. His client list includes 
millionaire collectors and working men 
who save for a year to buy the best. The 
common denominator among his clients 
is a thorough knowledge of handguns and 

what constitutes true quality. 
"I've made grips for some famous 

people, but I'd rather not mention 
names," the soft-spoken Virginian 
explained. "You sec, I want to build grips 
for people who know guns and who know 
what they want. I don't want to bu i Id a 
grip for someone who orders it just 
because I made a set for Hank Williams. 

"Just the other day a guy called about a 
set of grips for a roundbutt Redhawk that 
he'd seen in the Hane/gunner. After I 
talked to him for a few _minutes I realized 
that he didn't know what roundbutt means. 
He had the factory square-frame and he 
didn't know that a gunsmith would have to 
roundbutt it before I could build a grip. 

"Well, I don't want to sound snooty or 
anything, but I want to build grips for 
people who know what they want. People 
shouldn't have to call me to find out what 
a roundbutt is." 

So if you know guns and you know 
that you want the very best, go see Roy 
Fishpaw. He has elevated grip making 
into an art form. 

And that is why there are two kinds of 
grips. Roy Fishpaw grips ~ 

and all the rest. " 

For information abow grips from Roy 
Fishpaw, please send $2 to him at IOI 
Primrose Lane, Lynchburg. VA 24501 or 
call him at (804) 385-6667. His waiting list 
is currently running around four 1110111hs, 
howe1•e1: that is subject to.fluctuation. 
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In fact we'd like to give you lots of 

new handguns through every issue of 
American Handgunner Magazine. 

Because subscribing to American 
Handgunner is like being presented with 
several new handguns every other month to 
leisurely examine in intricate detail. 

Each gun is masterfully photographed, 
providing views that make you feel like 
you're actually holding the gun and inspect
ing it close up. 

But American Handgunner is much 
more than pretty pictures. Serious "hand
gunners" have relied on it for over 13 years 
as the only magazine they'll read when they 
want current accurate handgunning facts 
and figures. 

From test reports, handgun hunting 
hints, and competition tips to new product 
information, and customizing tricks - if it 
has to do with handguns you'll find it in 
American Handgunner first. 

Here's a sample of 
the columns that appear 

"'--~ regularly in American 
Handgunner: 

• Insights Into IPSC -
a look into the fastest 

growing shooting sport. 
• Handloading- new loads, components, 

and data for the serious "handgunner." 
• Pistolsmithing - tips on how to modify a 

gun to get the most out of it. 

Use the card provided to 
start your subscription to 

American Handgunner today. 

If the card is missing write to: P.O. 
Box 16439, San Diego, CA 92116 



PARA ORDNANCE FINISH KITS ... $239.50 

PARA ORDNANCE PISTOL ...... $550.00 

BASIC 1911 A I !SERIES 701 ..... $330.00 

BULLSEYE PISTOL .......... $750.00 

...................... $1095.00 

COMMANDERS ...••......••......•.... $495.00 

UPPER UNITS .....................•... $189." 
LOWER UNITS ....................•... $199." 
COMMANDER !FULL HOUSEi IPICTUREDJ ........ $950.00 

·uTERATURE .......................... $1.00 

2-14 WEEK DELIVERY· ALL PRICES+ SHIPPING 

~® ... r1~~~ ,,:r1~!J~!:~~~:LJ ];]~" 
1449 Blue Crest Lane • San Antonio, Texas 78232 

1-512-494-3063 • 9 a.m. - 3 o.m. Tues.-Fri. 

* BULLSEYE 
* I.P.S.C. 
* PPC 
* CANS 
* SELF DEFENSE 
* COLT & SPRINGFIELD 

SLIDES 
* CUSTOM WORK 

ALEX B. HAMIL TON 
PRESIDENT 

SECURITY PRODUCTS 

BO-MAR U.S.A. MADE 
FOR AMERICANS 

LARGEST SELECTION! BEST PRICE! 

SECURITY 
PRC>DJUCTS 

And other 
Leading 
Brands. 

I 
I 
I 
I I World's Fines! Handgun Sighls at affordable prices Call us before you buy! 

1-800-222-SAFE I Sight Now Available For S&W 645 

I Route 12, Box 405 Longview, TX 75605 214-759-4784 I 
• 

Send Starrped Seff- addressed envelope for catalog 

·-------------· 
A.G. ENGLISH, INC. (1-800-222-7233) 

708 S. 12th St./Broken Arrow, OK 74012/(918) 251-3399 

The Chapman Academy of Practical Shooting otters 
the latest and best training in tactics and techniques 
for defensive, practical shooting. 

Training courses are available for handgun, shotgun 
and special weapons. Beginners, law enforcement 
personnel, military personnel and world-class 
competitive shooters have attended and benefited 
from Ray Chapman's expertise and personalized 
instruction. 

For information about the best training available write: 

\(,'\ Chapman Academy (7)J~ 
~~ Hallsville, MO 65255 ~ 

(314) 696-55-4-4 FAX (314) 696-5544 

BEA 

LOCKSMITH 
You'll enjoy your work as a Locksmith because ii is more 
fascinating than a hobby-and highly paid besides' You'll go 
on enjoying the fascinating work, year after year, in good times 
or bad because you'll be the man in demand in an evergrowing 
field offering big pay jobs, or big profits as your own boss. 
What more could you ask! Send for Free Booklet. 

ltaln at H- • Eam extra US Right Awayl 

.. Have seen other Locbmltb courses 
but none compared to youn. Have 
a successful mobile service of mi 

::t11~,Y eaminf;th~aJir~b~~~o 

LOCKSMITHING INSTITUTE 
, /. Div. Commercial Technical Institute 

/ "...;:::J.f y 116 Fmrfteld Road, Dept. 091-090 
Fairfteld, NJ 07004 

PISTOLSMITHING 
Co111i1111edji·o111 page 38 

ing the rebound spring with one of less 
tension. There is a duplicate tension and 
reduced tension hammer spring system 
available from Brownell called ··power 
rib'' springs that retain their original ten
sions long after installation. 

After installing necessary action shims 
and polishing moving parts, an overlravel 
screw is installed in the trigger. This is a 
difficult operation because of case hard
ening on triggers, but a spot anneal or 
grinding a spot with a Dremel tool helps. 

The screw prevents overtravel in 
both single and double action use. 
Thus, a PPC revolver may be used for 
silhouette matches as well as DA PPC 
competition. 

Sighting-In 
Sights available arc superb and well 

designed. Full-length ribs mount rapid 
adjustment sights that can be pre-sight
ed to given yardages and returned to 
with a simple click of the adjustment 
wheel or click stops on an adjustable 
front sight. 

My favorite PPC sight is Ron Power·s 
double Grand Master rib that can be 
sighted to four positions for. say, 25. 50, 
75 and I 00 yard shooting and has a provi
sion for instant attachment of a scope or 
optical sight. This makes an extremely 
versatile revolver that can be used in a 
variety of ways without stopping to sight 
in for every change. 

Lawson~ Own PPC 
I recently built myself a PPC revolver 

on a K-frame, finished it in European rust 
blue finish and provided it with Double 
Master rib and a scope sight. 

I found that my Brownell/Power SSR 
mounting fixture made locating and 
drilling/tapping the necessary holes for 
secure sight mounting nearly effortless, 
compared to the old eyeball method of 
mounting. 

Barrels are available in full round-bull 
configuration or slab-sided models. 

Wichita makes a slab sided clamp-on 
compensator for L-frame revolvers. Vir
tually any barrel can be converted to a 
comp style with a little lathe and mill 
work, and compensated revolvers are def
initely with us to stay. 

I still have two of my double-action 
revolvers from the I 950's, and I shoot 
them occasionally. But, when I switch 
from one of these to my PPC revolver, 
it's like changing from work to recre
ation. Of all my many regrets, not having 
this particular weapon for competition in 
the Fifties tops the list. 

I'm truly glad that I lived long enough 
to see the double-action revolver enter the 
winner's circle in 
the space age. 
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AR-7 SUPER SYSTEMS 
by Duncan Long 

PALADIN 
PRESS 

The lightweight, rugged AR-7 has long been a favorite of explorers, hunters, 
survivalists and USAF pilots. Now firearms expert Duncan Long reveals his secrets 

about the formidable rifle and its companion pistol, the Explorer II. AR-7 Super Systems 
goes well beyond the owner's manual to give you a straight, no-holds-barred assessment of 

the AR-7's capabilities, reliability, problem areas, and recommended modifications and 
accessories, as well as suggestions for using the rifle as the basis for a one-of-a-kind exotic 

weapons system. Worth the price of the book alone are Long's secrets of buying a used AR-7 or 
Explorer II and tips on how to preserve the value of collector's versions of the weapons. Detailed 

instructions, photographs and illustrations show owners how to field-strip, detail-strip, clean, reassemble 
and troubleshoot the firearms with a minimum of fuss. Firearms history buffs will enjoy the in-depth history of 

the Armalite Company and its development of the AR-7. This book belongs on the bookshelf of every AR-7 

( 

owner. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, photos, illus., 144 pp. $15.00 

-1h,•---
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THE RUGER 1022 

EXOl"JC 

WEAPONS 

THE HAYDUKE SILENCER 
BOOK 

Quick and Dirty Homemade 
Silencers 

by George Hayduke 
Learn how to make firearm silencers 
from common items found around the 
house. George Hayduke, the Master 
of Revenge, will show you how1 Enter 
the world of muffled mayhem with 
these simple, effective and legal 
silencer designs. For information 
purposes only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
sottcover, photos, Illus., 80 pp. $10.00 

TO RIDE. SHOOT STRAIGHT 
AND SPEAK THE TRUTH 

by Jeff Cooper 
Combat mrnd-set, proper sighting, 
tactical residential architecture, 
nuclear war - these are some of the 
many sub1ects explored by Jell 
Cooper in this illustrated anthology 
The author discusses various arms, 
ftghtmg skills and the importance of 
knowing how to defend oneself. and 
one's honor, In our rapidly changing 
world. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hardcover. illus., 
384 pp. $26.00 

U.S. NAVY SEA Ls 
World War I I - Korea • Vietnam 

Middle East• Grenada• Panama 
Ehle warriors of stealth, sabotage and 
s•len mIssIons of death, SEALs have 
been the U.S. military's shock force In 
50 years of global conflict. In this new 
video release, you'll see rare footage 
ol SEALs In action lrom WWII to 
today's "dirty little wars." Much of this 
matenal has never been available to 
the pubhc until now. Color, 
approx. 35 min .. VHS only. $29.95 

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC 
WEAPONS SYSTEM 

Now you can convert your Ruger 
1022 into a selective-fire weapon 
that can fire over 1,000 rounds per 
minute. Build the parts that will 
transform your Ruger 1022 to full 
auto - without modifying the 
receiver or trigger housing. Over 60 
expl1c1t photos. machinist's draw
ings and full-scale templates 
accompany the detailed instruc
tions. 9 x 12. softcover. photos. 
illus., 96 pp. $16.00 

--lh<--
RUGER .22 

AUTOMATIC PISTOL 

Sl•nd•rd/"'•rlll/"'•rllH 
--scrlu--

DUNCAN lON6 

THE RUGER .22 
AUTOMATIC PISTOL 

Standard/Mark I/Mark II Series 
by Dunc,111 Long 

Here 1s the definitive book about the 
pistol that has served more than a 
million owners so well. Exploded 
diagrams show how to field-stnp and 
reassemble with a minimum of fuss, 
and photos illustrate variations, 
modifications and accessories for one 
of the most popular .22 automatics 
ever made. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, soft-cover, 
photos. illus., 168 pp. $12.00 

FAST & FANCY SHOOTERS 
Watch the greatest handgunners, 

• 

riflemen and shotgunners of all time 
in the fastest. fanciest displays of 
shooting prowess ever seen. You'll 
marvel as gunners hit asprrin tablets 
from the hip at 10 feet, pick otf in mid
air empty cases eJectrng from a 
pump-action .22 rdle and blast a 
revolver at an incredible 600 rounds 
per minute! Guaranteed to amaze. 

HOME 
WORKSHOP 
SILENCERS I 

~, 
BAIL 
E:'lFORCER g 

entertain and instruct anyone who's 
ever picked up a gun. Color, 75 min., 
VHS only $59.95 

HOME WORKSHOP 
SILENCERS I 

More than l1lty 9" x 12" working 
machinist's drawings present step
by-step d1rect1ons for bu1ld1ng three 
different advanced firearm silencers. 
Improvised matenals and mach,rnng 
techniques are suggested. For 
reference and historical purposes 
only. 9 x 12. sottcover, illus .. 72 pp. 

$12.00 

BAIL ENFORCER 
The Advanced Bounty Hunter 

b11 Bob Burton 
America's rTiost successful bounty 
hunter reveals advanced details 
and tncks of hunting and capturing 
humans. Learn how to obtain an 
arrest contract. surveillance tips. 
what to wear during a bust. how to 
work with the police, hazards of the 
use of deadly force, how to avoid 
your own arrest, legal precedents of 
the trade and more 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
sottcover. photos. 216 pp. $16.95 

NEW 
1.0. IN 
AWERICA 

~·--·-·1 
'-~ 
B"I ANONYMOUS 

GET 
EVEN 

T 111: 
AR 7 AIJVANCED 

WEAPONS SYSTEM 

FIRE, FLASH, A D FURY 
The Greatest Explosions of 

History 
by Ragnar Benson 

Allow Ragnar to transport you, 
through v1v1d descnptmns and on
the-spot photography, to some of the 
most Impress1ve man-made and 
natural blasts ever to be unleashed 
on the face of the earth. The hor
nty1ng and sometimes morbid details 
of death and destruction will literally 
blow you away 5 1/2 x 8 1/2. hard
cover. photos, 184 pp. $19.95 

NEW 1.0. I AMERICA 
Want one more chance at hfe with a 
"clean slate"? Trade In your old 
identity for a new start. Here Is a 
step•by-step guide to creating a 
totally new you - with a birth 
certificate, passport, driver's 
license, Social Secunty number -
all you need for breaking with your 
past 5 1/2 x 8 1. 2. sottcover, illus , 
120pp $15.00 

GET EVEN 
The Complete Book 

of Dirty Tricks 
by George Ha)'duke 

A hilarious overview of the methods 
people use to get even with big 
business, government and enemies 
These dirty tricks range from the 
simple to the elaborate, mcludmg 
more sophisticated schemes devised 
by CIA and Mafia members and 
pol111cal dirty tricksters. For enter 
tarnment only. 5 1 2 x 8 1 2, hard
cover, 208 pp $17.95 

THE AR-7 ADVANCED 
WEAPONS SYSTEM 

Now the classic AR-7 Exotic 
Weapons System has been 
completely rewritten. Follow its simple, 
step by-step InstructIons and 
mach1rnst's drawings and convert your 
AR-7 into an advanced selective-fire 
weapon. The conversion has only 
three moving parts, needs no 
machining. and costs under $20 For 
mformat,on purposes only. 9 x 12. 
sottcover, photos, illus .. 64 pp. $16.00 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES n -------;-1 t PALADIN PRESS CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 
~ 1 ·800·392-2400 1.-iiia' 

I P.O. Box 1 307-0KA .....,. C.111 24 hours a day. 7 days a "eek.~, 
AK47: THE COMPLETE 

KALASHINKOV fAMILY OF 

ASSAULT RIFLES ............. $14.00 

BE YOUR OWN EQUALIZER $10.00 

STREET SWEEPERS ............... $1 7. 95 

IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVES .... $10.00 

MAKE MY DAY! ............... $17.95 

IMPROVISED RADIO DETONATION 

TECHNIQUES ................• $17.95 

DEADLY BREW ............ ·-···$ 8.00 

UNREPENTANT SINNER ....... $17.95 

POWERHOUSE PISTOLS ...... $19.95 

AR·15/M16 
SUPER SYSTEMS .............. $19.95 

INCENDIARIES .................. $10.00 
MINI· 14 ........................ $10,00 
PAYBACK! ....................... $17.95 

COMBAT REVOLVERS ......... $16.95 
DEATHTRAP! ................... $15.00 
SURVIVAL: A MANUAL THAT 

COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE .$14.00 
SEALS: UDT/SEAL OPERATIONS 

IN VIETNAM .................. $24.95 
CREDIT SECRETS ............... $12.00 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE - DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
Paladin Press• P.O. Box 1307• Boulder, CO 80306 • (303)443-7250 

Iii/:, Boulder, CO 80306 from any stale bul Alaska. Send S 1.00 for I 
I PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING TITLES: 5Q.

0

p,1gc CATALOOG oi JOO litk', (free with order). 

VISA MASTERCARD EXP. __ _ 

CARD# 

I =_=_ -==--==--==--==--==--==--==--==--==--==--==--==--==--==--==- lJ CHECK/ MONEY ORDER I 
I SUBTOTAL ---1 

NAME PLEASE l,CLUDE 
--------------------- POSTAGE & HANDLING~ 

ADDRESS-------------------L: ___ .:;....: TOTAL-I --



Pistol Shooters Can See Their Sights and Targets Clearly 

The Merit Optical attachment provides an instantly adjustable 
aperture to accommodate changing light conditions. 

• Light weight, under 115 ounce 
• Aperture diameter varies from .022 to .156 

inches 

• Compact, stores in a r x r x r box 
• Disc pivots up out of line of vision when not 

shooting 

FREE Brochure of all Merit Shooting Aids available-send card or call. 

Merit Products are available from your local dealer or you may order factory direct 
Dealers please include copy of FFL or send 
request on letterhead for dealer discount schedule 

SILHOUETTE ARMS 
CUSTOM 45 SHOP, INC. 

COMPGUN COMPENSATOR 

• 

38 SUPER/45 ACP 
$185.00 

1050 LOVELY WAY 
N. FORT MYERS, FL 33903 

(813) 656-2639 

Dept. AH Box 9044 
Schenectady, NY. 12309 

(518) 346-1420 

OFFICIALLY APPROVED FOR I.H.M.S.A. COMPETITION. 

CHIMERE™ ---Model 454 ► 

SHOOTER'S GLOVE 

If you shoot handgun for silhouette, hunting or just 
for fun, this Cabretta leather glove was made especially for you! 

There's "just enough" padding for comfort. The glove's scientific 
design provides real protection against direct and transferred 

recoil, dramatically reducing the risk of ulnar or planar nerve stress. 

Try them once and bring up your scores or bring down game like 
never before! Your satisfaction is unconditionally guaranteed. 

GUARANTEE: If you are not fully satisfied with the Model 454 Shooter's Glove, simply return within 10 days for a 
complete refund. MasterCharge-Visa accepted (813) 643-4222 

Avail. in Rt. Hand, Lft. Hand or Pair. Please specify Hand and Hand Size (SM, MD, LG, XL or XX). Include check or 
money order for $13 (1 Glove) or $2.5 (Pair) plus $2.00 postage and handling. payable to: 

CHIMERE, INC. 3435 Enterprise Ave. #44. Naples. FL 33942 
/Dealer/Rep Inquiries Invited) 

HANDLOADING 
Continued.fi·om page 18 

and handgun bullets, even down to a 
chart for separating a true wind into two 
components for calculating the effect of a 
cross wind. 

All in all, the new Sierra manuals 
receive a "U-Must-Buy" recommendation 
and about the only thing I could find fault 
with is the lack of cast bullet information, 
but then that is really a minor complaint 
when compared to the truck load of infor
mation provided about jacketed handgun 
ammunition. 

Hornady Video 
It seems every time I go to a major 

tournament or gunshow there is always 
someone there hawking some screwball 
video for about three prices. Some 
years ago I wrote a newsstand journal 
for another pub! is her and on the first 
inside page was a full page ad for 
videos featuring a long-legged, well
endowed lass in a very small string 
bikini holding a machine gun. All of 
which pleased my wife to no encl 
because she thought I had been working 
on a gun book. 

Well, Hornady has a video out on 
reloading that may please your wife if she 
is interested in reloading and she hates to 
take instruction from you. It is entitled 
simply Metallic Reloading and it is 24 
minutes in length. 

You don't know how tired I am of 
retail video tapes with the home video 
atmosphere, but that isn't the case here 
and every minute of it has a very profes
sional feel to it. This tape explains the 
principles of metallic reloading in simple, 
straight forward terms and in the process 
gives the viewer little pointers on what to 
expect and look for while preparing his 
reloads. l highly recommend this tape to 
every beginning reloader and to all the 
gun clubs in the country for educating 
new members. 

Frank's AD 
Finally, every serious shooter I know 

has had at least one accidental discharge 
in his experience. (Whether they will 
admit to it or not is another subject.) 

Well, in my column about gas-check 
bullets in the May/June issue I suffered 
the equivalent of an accidental discharge 
with the computer. I misspelled obtura
tion as obduration. 

There really is a word obduration and 
it means "unmoved by persuasion, pity, 
or tender feelings." 

I suppose that could be said about gas
check bullets under pressure, but tJ1e cor
rect word is obturation and it means "to 
close (a hole or cavity) so as to prevent a 
flow of gas through it" and that is what a 
lead slug docs in a 
revolver cylinder. 
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HANDGUN MARKET ~ 
1
..,1171) {~lJ1\SSl ~ ~ 

Classified ads $.75 per word per insertion. ($.60 per word-per insertion for 3 or more) including 
name and address (20 word minimum). Minimum charge $15.00. Bold words add $.50 per 
word. Copy and rerun orders must be accompanied by PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. NO 
AGENCY DISCOUNTS ON LISTING OR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING. All 
ads must be received with advance payment BY NO LATER THAN THE 25th of each month. 
EXAMPLE: Closing for Jan/Feb 1991 issue (on sale December 5) is Sept. 25th. Ads received 
after closing will appear in the following issue. Please type or print clearly. PLEASE NOTE*** 
NO PROOFS WILL BE FURNISHED. Include name, address, post office, zip code, city and 
state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUN
NER MAGAZINE, 591 Camino de la Reina,Suite 200, San Diego, California 92108. NOTE: WE 
NOW HAVE DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADS IN BOTH AMERICAN HANDGUNNER AND 
GUNS MAGAZINE. ASK FOR OUR NEW RATE CARD 

COPY DEADLINES 

GUNS AMERCIAN 
MAGAZINE HANDGUNNER 

ISSUE DEADLINE ON SALE ISSUE 

JAN SEP 25 DEC l JAN/FEB 

FEB OCT25 JAN l 

MAR NOV25 FEB l MAR/APR 

APR DEC 25 MARl 

MAY JAN 25 APR l MAY/JUN 

JUNE FEB 25 MAYl 

JULY MAR25 JUNE l JULY/AUG 

AUG APR25 JULY l 

SEPT MAY25 AUG l SEPT/OCT 

OCT JUNE 25 SEPT l 

NOV JULY25 OCT l NOV/DEC 
DEC AUG25 NOV l 

ACCESSORIES 

Concealed Weapon License Identification Badge. Finest qual• 
ity, made to order with your license number. Catalog Free. 
Seven Seas, POB 3906, Dept. 45, Apollo Beach, FL 33570. Ph. 
813-645-2621. 

A'l"l'ENTION SHOOTERS X-RING PRECISION CAST
ING COMP ANY has extremely hard cast bulleLs in 9mm. 381 
357, .44 and .45; We also stock professionally remanufactured 
ammunition in 9mm, .38 special, .357 magnum, .44 magnum, 
.45 acp and .223 Remington with lead or jackeu.,J bullets. For 
more information call or write: P.O. Box 1357, Sedona, Ari• 
wna 86336 (602)282-1499. 

REFINISHING HANDGUNS - Satin hard chrome or 
nickel, $60 w/FFL, includes assembly. Black parkerizc, mas• 
ter blue, 24K gold, black anodize. Reasonable rates, excellent 
quality. Two week service. CHECKMATE GUNS, 8232 
Shaw Rd., Brooksville, FL 34602, 904-799-5774. 

NEW! PRO-TARGET HAS ARRIVED. PORTABLE, LIGHT
WEIGHT PRECISION TARGET, STANDS WITH FOAM
CORE BACKBOARDS. PRO-I 4' TALL $69.95, PRO-II 6.5' 
TALL $89.95. MCNISA, ~'ACTORY DIRECT 1 $5.95 S/H, 
FREE INFO. PRO-TARGET, P.O. BOX 455AH, MONT
CLAIR, CA 91763. 

TWO-LOCK GUN SAFE. HEAVY DUTY 12 gauge STEEL 

~liEDF=Ef'ltoRiE~gr}J~l"sff'·da~bI,0;t~
0.!:c~ 

rity. MONEYBACK GUARANTEE. SEND $49.00: NIGHT 
HOLSTER INC., P.O. BOX 21278, Indianapolis, IN 46221. 

CLIP-LOADERS for .22 Ruger MK! and MK2, Huntsman, 
Woodsman, Challenger, Buckmark, 1-li-Standanl, Lightning, 
also a loader for S&W 41 and 422, send $3.95 plus $.85 S&H. 
AMT .22 MAGNUM OWNERS we have a loading aid for 
you, send $4.95 plus $.85 S&H to: CLIP-LOADER INC., 
5906 S.E. Lloyd St., Milwaukie, OR 97222. 

Once-fired and new brass: Pistol and Rifle. Send SASE for 
price list. Cheyenne Brass, PO Box 5254, Cheyenne, WY 
82003. 

A.M.T .. 22 MAGNUM OWNERS. WE NOW HA VE A 
MAGAZINE LOADER FOR TI-IlS AUTO. SEND $4.95 PLUS 
$.85(cents) S & H TO: CLIP-LOADER INC., 5906 S.E. 
LLOYDS'l'.,MILWAUKIE,OR97222. 

GUN 
SAFETY 
STICKERS © 

Large 5½" Red Day-Gia 
Self-Adhesive Stickers. 

$1.00 EACH 

3 for $2.00 10 for $5.00 
CALIFORNIA COUNCIL FOR GUN SAFETY 
419 No. Larchmont Blvd., Dept 117-AH 

Los Angeles, California 90004 

BOWLERS OLYMPIC GRIPS, Custom made anatomical 
brrips in walnut, individually carved by experts to your hand 
print. NOT just small, medium or large. Exported to over 30 
countries. Give your shooting a chance - don't be held back by 
an ill-fitting grip._Send for enlarged model list to: BOWLERS 
OLYMPIC GRIPS, Dept. A.H., Newgates Gallery, Stamford, 
Lincolnshire, England PE9 !QF. Tel. 0780-57797. The BEST 
ofBritish! 

"MUGGED?" Obtain concealed weapons in your state while 
you still can! Send SASE: Weapons, 8270 SW Sorrento, Beav
erton, OR 97005. 

Attention LP.S.C. Shooters, Major and Minor Power Factor 
Chart 175 & 180, 120 & 130. Plastic laminated, easy to read. 
Make chonographing easy and accurate. Send $5.95 to: L. 
CARL ENTERPRISES, R.R.#3, CAVAN, ONT. CANADA 
LOA !CO. 

Build your own Turbo type brass tumbler for less than $20.00. 
Simple step-by•step instructions with pictures, guides you 
thru each step. Complete material list also supplied. Clean 
brass fast and effectively. Save dollars doing it yourself. Send 
$7.95 plus LA. S.A.S.E. to: Tumbler, PO Box 3168,Jasper, Al
abama 35501. Or Send $29.95 plus $2.00 S&H. For complete 
instructional video. Follow your instructor step-by•step as he 
builds a fast cleaning brass tumbler for under $20.00. 

Build your own custom gun cabinet. Easy to follow plans. 
$5.95: D.J. AYERS, 179 Hoffman A venue, Elmont, NY 11003. 

Moving target systems. Reciprocating, horizontal, 15' travel. 
Sets• up anywhere in minutes. Free details, send stamped en· 
velope to: Euco Welding, 1315 Middlebury St., Elkhart, IN 
46516. 

GENUINE MOTHER OF PEARL HANDGUN GRIPS 45 
auto. Colt 380, Mustang, S & W J, etc. Exotic fancy grain 
ebony wood for 45 auto, S & W J ,K,N frames, Ruger Black
hawk, super blackhawk, Sisley, Mark Il with thumbrest, 
LAR grizzly 45 win-mag. Also available in selected models in 
buffalo horn and black ebony. Try our new 3-finger groove 
wrap around in exotic ebony handcrafted for 45 auto and S & 
W J, K,N. Send $2 for colored brochure. Dealers welcome. NA
VIDREX ENTERPRISES, 545 N. Hoover Ave #2, Los Ange
les, CA 90004. 

Ambi-Shooters Table. Build your own heavy duty shooting ta
ble for less then $30.00. Simple plans and material list $7.00. 
Designed for right and left hand shooters. TABLE, 5825 
Queen Ave So., Mpls, MN 55410. 

HOME ALARM SYSTEM! PRE-WIRED for easy installa
tion. MlCROWAVE Motion Sensor, Loud Siren, 110v supply 
& backup battery. Test switch & L.E.D. All components t-on
cealed when installed. Simple to operate, affordable, practical. 
!yr warranty. $299.95 + $6.00 UPS: Intrusion Technologies 
Group, 2925 South Memorial Drive, Racine, WI 53403. VISA, 
MC, (4141633-1240. 

HOR-BLOCK the ONLY keyless gun lock that helps prevent 
accidents, yet allows the handgun to be fired instantly. In
quiry: KDF, Box 1192, WEBSTER, MA 01570. 
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Holster· Hip, ankle, shoulder, bandolier hunting or conceal• 
ment. Below retail. Prices starting at $4.95ea. Send $2.00 for 
catalogue to: D & B Gun Shop, P.O. Box 60512, Phoenix, AZ 
85082-0512. 

HOLSTERS, CASES AND MUCH MORE AVAILABLE -
LEATHER, VINYL OR CLOTH. CATAWG $4 -redeemable. 
LEATHER WESTERN GUN HOLSTERS SING/DBL $65/ 
$95. RIFLE CASED $10/$58. STALEX ENTERPRISES, PO 
BOX2446, CORONA, CA 91718. (714)279-1524. 

HANDCRAFI'ED Soft Leather Shoulder Holster with 
open muzzle. Its quality design allows it the versatility to 

fit a variety of handguns. 
$34.95 plus $2.95 shipping and handling. 

CA residents add 7.25% tax. To order, 
send check or money order to: 

Tynes Manufacturing 
Dept. H-1 

P.O. Box 84651 
San Diego, CA 92138 

AMMUNITION 

.38 SPECIAL RELOADED AMMUNITION- Remanufac
tured using fully automated equipment. 158 gr. SWC 
$87.00M-148 b'I', WC $85.00M. reloading since 1974. MPS Co., 
1441 W.John St., Matthews, NC 28105. (704)847-8793. 

9/mm brass, once fired. Gov. 400 rounds $25.00. Chesapeake 
Gun Works, 6644 Indian River Rd, Va. Beach, VA 23464. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE AMMO AND MUNITIONS. Reload 
your own: Tracers, A.P., Incendiary, H.E. ammo, 12 Ga. 
Flares Thermite/Smoke Grenades and m~ny others. SASE 
for fn{. list. T. Tyler, Box 2700H, Dept SOF, Huntington 
Beach, CA 9264 7. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE AMMUNITION: BEEHIVE, MUL
TIPLEX, tracers, bin! bombs. Send $1.00 for catalog to: HO
RIZONS UNLIMITED, 9208 Kingston Pike, Suite 195. 
Dept. AH, Knoxville, TN 37922. 

TRACERS, reload your own (as described in the Dec. issue of 
SOLDIER OF' FORTUNE.) Military type, red, green, white or 
amber burning tracer, any caliber. Step by step instructions. 
Includes detailed drawings, bullet preparation, reloading in• 
structions, $5.00: T. Tyler, Box 2700H, Dept. SOF, Hunting
ton Beach, CA 92647. 

ACE AMMO, QUALITY RELOADS 38 SPEC $4.50, BOX/50, 
45 ACP $7 BOX/50. WE CAN LOAD YOUR BRASS. 1-800-
833-2400, CALIFORNIA 1-916-221-1952. 

Melt up to 300 lbs. of lead in 15 min. using wood for fuel in the 
furnace built with our plans. Plans, $5.00. N.S.T., P.O. Box 
5364, Valdosta, CA 31603-5364. 

AWESOME AMMUNITION for self defense. SpeciHI ur
pose, general purpose. and Han! to Find ammo ship di
rectly to you. Featuring TRACERS, BIRDBOMB: , EX
PLOSIVE BULLETS, and unique accessories. Catalog $2. 
CSC, Dept. AH, Box 17, Atmore, AL36504-0017. 

BOOKS 

"THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK" IS AVAILABLE AGAIN! 
$22, postpaid. Barricade Books, BOX 1401.J, Secaucus. N,J 
07096. 

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing, 
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS. 
Both booklets $6.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG 
$8.00. Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York, 
NY 10150 

1990 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. This year's 
exciting look at the handguns.Includes: Massad Ayoob's"Auto 
vs. Revolver for self.defense", travel back in time with Col. 
Charles Askins and meet the biggest names in handgunning. 
Mark Hampton looks at the best guns for handgun hunting 
and much more. Send $6.95 postpaid to: HANDGUNNER 
ANNUAL, Dept. HGA-Hll, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 
200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use your 
handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn how 
and where to shoot, firearms responsibility, what ammunition 
t.o purchase, and more. Special chapter on defensive pistol 
shooting, plus a glossary of handgun terms. Only $10.95 post
paid. (CA Resd. add 7-¼% sales tax) GUN BOOKS, Dept.SH
Hll, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 
92108. 

SHOOTING by Edward Matunas. Learn how to become an 
expert marksman with rifle, shotgun, handgun, muzzleloader 
and bow. You'll get tips.on sel~ting the. proper we~pon ai:d 
accessories, and be provided with a deta1led course m balhs• 
tics. For your copy, send $33.45 postpaid (CA Residents add 7-
¼% sales tax) to: GUNS BOOKS, Dept. SG-H 11,591 Camino 
dela Reina,Suite200,San Diego,CA 92108 

1990 GUNS ANNUAL AV AlLABLE NOW! This year's an
nual includes: Massad Ayoob's perspectives on the 10mm, Jim 
Fender discusses the Facts and Fantasies about Assault Ri
fles. A Catalog Section which includes a reference of CWTently 
manufactured handguns, rifles and shotguns. Complete with 
spec. and prices. To order your's today, send $6.95 post paid to: 
GUNS ANNUAL, Dept. GA-Hll, PO Box 16025, San Diego, 
CA92116. 

MASTER TIPS By Jon Winokur The best shooters in the 
business teach you step-by-step mastery of the techniques 
that made them winners. For your copy, Send $13.45 Postpaid 
(CA Residents add 7-¼% sales tax) to: GUNS BOOKS, Dept. 
MT-H07, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 
92108. 
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POKER BOOKS: FREE:"TEN WINNING TLPS" by poker 
professional Andy Nelson. Become a BIG winner! Send SASE 
ui: IMPACT, Box 12356, Boulder, CO80303. 

NEW CATALOG every two months! New books on weap
onry, revenge and dO',ens of other subjects! Send $1.00 for 50-
page catalog describing over 300 titles. PALADIN PRESS, 
P.O. Box 1307-9GAT, Boulder, Colorado 80306. 

Gun Silencers/Noise suppressors. Complete how to booklet: 
Five easy steps to complete information on Silencers and sup
pressors. Plans, Diagrams, Specifications and Sources. Just 
send $29.95 ui: Diamond Distributors, P.O. Box 991, Hono
lulu, Hawaii 96808. 

To RIDE, 
SHOOT 
STRAIGHT, 
AND SPEAK 
THE TRUTH 
by T eff Cooper 
Combat mind-set, proper sighting, 
tactical residential architecture - these 
are some of the many subjects explored 
by Jeff Cooper in this illusfrated 
anthology. The author discusses various 
arms, figntin_g skills and the importance 
of knowing liow to defend oneself, and 
one's honor, in our rapidly changing 
world. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hardcover, illus., 
384 pp. $26.00 

Send check or money order for $26.00 
plus $3.50 postage and handling to 

PALADIN PRESS, P.O. Box 1307-018, 
Boulder, CO 80306 (303) 443-7250 
Order a complete catalog for $1.00 

"FIREARMS LAWS" DON'T END UP BREAKING A LAW 
YOU WEREN'T AWARE OF!! BE SMART AND LEARN 
YOUR LAWS! COMPLETE 250-PAGES ALL 50 STATES 
INCLUDING LOCAL ORDINANCES $19.95-"INFORMA
TION INTERNATIONAL", 5 WELSTEAD PLACE, DEPT-
22, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14613. 

THE HA YDUKE SILENCER BOOK: QUICK AND 
DIRTY HOMEMADE SILENCERS- These simple, effec
tive silencer designs can be made right at your kitchen table 
with common it.ems found around the house. Includes instruc• 
tions on legal registration. For information only. Send 
$l5.50ppd u,: Paladin Press, P.O. Box 1307-0GAK, Boulder, 
Colorado 80306. (303)443-7250. 

PIPES, TOBACCO, CIGARS, ACCESSORIES. Over 50,000 
pipes in stock. FREE 32 page color catalog. Call Carey's Smo
keshopToll Free 1-800-99BRIAR. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

WE NOW HA VE DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS
ING WRITE OR CALL for our new rate cards for both GUNS 
MAGAZINE AND AMERICAN HANDGUNNER MAGA
ZINES. Listing rates for both magazines are $.75(1X) a word 
including address and phone nwnber. Display rates go from 1" 
to 3" 1 u, 6 time rates. Check out the Sept 90 Guns & 810 90 
Handgunner. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING, 591 Camino de 
la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92138. 

JOURNEYMAN CREDENTIALS granted legitimate! Write: 
National Craftsman Union, 210 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1102, 
New York, NY 10010. 

SECRET LOANS! We lend money by mail- $300 to $5000 in 
absolute privacy. Borrow for any gocxl reason. No co-signers. 
No mortgages. Write for details and application - no obliga
tion. Financial Services, Dept. L, Drawer 1883, Alabaster, Al
abama 35007-1883. Enclose envelope! 

EARN EXTRA INCOME!!! Our company offer legal and legit
imat.e ways t.o earn as mush as you can. For more information, 
send a SASE to: Profits, Box 277, Verbena, Alabama 36091-
0277. 

LEARN GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM, SCHAP RECY
CLING BUSINESS. $75,000 YEAR POSSIBLE. SPARE 
TIME. EASY! FREE INFORMATION: RECYCLING, BOX 
11216-GH, RENO, NV 89510-1216. 

I have what you need! You can really do it! Get anything you 
want out of life. Send $3.00 for complete information. Shadco, 
Box 148-AH, Oak City, Utah 84649. 

The 1990 GUN LAW HANDBOOK covers FFL application 
procedure, required dealer records, gun show sales, importing/ 
exporting guns, JX)stal regulations, gun collector licensing, 
gunsmithing, crossing state borders, more. $4.95 P~tpaid 
First Class. Unconditional money back guarantee. Free direc
tory of 170 gun, ammunition and accessory manufacturers 
with order. lsgo-AHl, POB 24490, San Diego, CA 92124. 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing 
small business. Grant.s/loans u, $500,000 yearly. Free re
corded message: 707-448-0270. (JR3). 
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$20,000.00 Yearly as a part time gun dealer. No gimmicks. 
My method works! Send SASE: FIREARMS, 8270 SW Sor
renui, Beaverton, OR 97005. 

Power Earnings! $400.00 daily wholesaling automobiles 
without investment! All new, NO GIMMICKS! Details $2.00: 
SMITH, Box 2085, Titusville, FL32781. 

A NEW IDEA! Call National Idea Center of Washington D.C. 
free info - 1-800-247-6600, Ext 124. Come see the Invention 
St.ore!! 

"MAKE MONEY" GET A ~'EDERAL FIREARMS LI
CENSE!'! START AN EXCITING AND PROFITABLE 
BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN!"GET DEALERS MAKE 
MONEY" COMPLETE INFORMATION, OFFICIAL 
PORMS, STEP BY STEP FOR SUCCESS!"GUARANTEED" 
$7.95-"INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CONCEPTS", 5 
WELSTEAD PLACE, DEPT-18, ROCHESTER, NY 14613. 

BEST FFL LICENSE KIT!!! Professional Gun Dealer Kit 
gives you EVERYTHING you need! License Forms, Regula
tions, Professional Advice, Hundreds of Wholesalers and 
Phones! MONEYBACK GUARANTEED! $4.95: SHOOT
ERS GUNSHOP, P.O. Box 379-H, Hopwood, PA 15445. 

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes, by 
FBI, LRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call 1-805-682-7555 
Ext. C-2418. 

MONEY A VAJLABLE! 1st and 2nd Mortgages. Business and 
Personal Loans, Credit Cards, Grants. Regardless of past 
credit history. 717-531-1025 Ext. 139. 

BECOME FEDERALLY LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER! 
Complete forms/instructions $5.00."Starting Your Own Gun 
Business" (packed with information for your success) $4.95. 
License guaranteed or full refund! All above $7.95. Metro, 
Drawer 2267-SC. Sun City, AZ 85372. 

BECOME A LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER! Official 
fonns, latest BATF instructions. Wholesale sources. License 
guaranteed or full refund! $5.00. Monarch, Box 1416-EM, El 
Mirage, AZ 85335. 

$339.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE assembling our products from 
home. Learn How. Amazing recorded message reveals details, 
call anytime(914)289-I 136 Ext. CMI. 

DEALER-DISTRIBUTOR MAGAZINE. Money-making Op
portunities Worldwide. Latest Issue $1.00. Interstate Enter
prises, Drawer 19689-AHD, Houston, TX 77224. 

READ BOOKS for pay! $100 a title. Write: PASE -VO3, 161 
Lincolnway, North Aurora, IL 60542. 

ATTENTION - HIRLNG! Government jobs - your area. Many 
immediate openings without waiting list or test $17,840 -
$69,485. CALL 1-602-838-8885 EXT. R9748. 

ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $11.41/hour! For appli
cation info call(!) 602-838-8885 Ext. M-9748, 6am - 10pm, 7 
days. 

Licensed Firearms Dealer Application Kit, 1,200-item Dealer 
Supply Catalog. DEALER-DISTRIBUTOR MAGAZINE 
$5.00. interstate Enterprises, Drawer 19689-AH, Houston, 
TX 77224. 

GET PAID for mailing letters! $200.00 daily. Write: PAASE, 
WX8, 161 Lincoln Way, North Aurora, IL 60542. 

READ BOOKS for pay! Call 1-900-847-7700 ($0.99/Min) or 
Write: PASE-RA 7,161 Lincolnway, North Aurora, IL 60542. 

EARN $100,000+ as an Information Broker. No gimmicks, 
just results. Complete package, $18.00 check/money order. 
Concepts Unlimited, P.O. Box 100905, Ft. Worth, TX 76185. 

A NO-NONSENSE WAY TO $500 A DAY! $1 and SASE to: 
T. Ketcham, 104 Cambridge Ave., Garden City, NY 11530. 

COLLECTORS 

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-DECALS-PINS. 
Free catalog/Quotes. Highest Quality. Guaranteed Lowest 
Prices. Rush Sketch. STADRIAH, 61 Jane Street. N.Y.C. 
10014. (212)929-2293. 

GUNS HATS! Show your friends that you're a GUNS Team 
Member. Each hat features: Bright orange logo, sand colored 
cap; polyester front/Mesh back. Only $5.95 -1 7-¼'k sales tax 
for Calif. Residents. Send u,: GUNS HATS, 591 Camino de la 
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

Also available ... GUNS Team member pins and patches. Now, 
you can also get your own GUNS Team member pin for only 
$2.50 + $1.00 shipping & handling ... Or, a GUNS Team mem
ber patch for only $3.50 I $1.00 shipping & Handling. Send 
To: GUNS PINS, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San 
Diego, CA 92108. 

FIREWORKS 

Salutes and Cannon crackers home made. The Best! Simple 
easy method, my secrets revealed. Stamp: Browns Diversified, 
POB 6, Paragon, Indiana 46166. 

FIREWORKS. WE SHIP TO YOUR DOOR. LOW PRICES. 
BOTI'LE ROCKETS AS LOW AS $.99 A GROSS. CATA
LOGS AND INFO CALL NOW l-900-USA-l776. 

FIREWORKS: Pirecrackers, Bottle Rockets, Roman Can
dles, Sky Rockets, and much more. For Wholesale price list 
send $1.00: Klassic Fireworks, P.O. Box 142, Middlefield, 
Conn. 06455-0142. 

Successful and expanding British Shooting magazine seeks 
development capital for major launch in USA. Equity avail
able. Call 01144494 432151, (Fax 01144 494 727454!. 

CIIERRYBOMBS, M-70'8, M-90'S, M-lOO'S BUZZBOMBS, 
CANNON & TIME FUSE, PULL & ELECTRIC IGNITERS, 
STARS ¼"TO l", FIREWORK CHEMICALS, ETC. CATA
LOGUE $5. REFUNDABLE 1ST ORDER CAPITOL FIRE
WORKS, 1805 WEST MONROE, SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704. 

EXPLOSIVES and FIREWORKS: 29 FORMULAS 
<BLACK POWDERS, TNT, NITROGLYCERIN, COLORS, 
SNAKES, WHISTLES ... l ALL FOR JUST $5. PLUS 
FREE"MINI-HYDRONGEN BOMB PLANS." EASILY OB
TAINABLE MATERIALS! NEXT DAY SHIPPING' AC
CESS PUBLISHING, BOX 94 DEPT. HG. SOUTH MIL
WAUKEE, WI 53272. 

FOR SALE 

WATCH REPLICAS! WATCH REPLICAS! LOWEST 
PRICES GUARANTEED NATIONWIDE! WARRANTY! 
EXACT WEIGHT & COLOR! 18KT GOLDPLATED! 
CALL! WATCH REPLICAS! (404) 963-3USA WATCH 
REPLICAS! 

"GUN LAWS" ALL 50 STATE AND LOCAL FIREARMS 
LAWS!!!"GUARANTEED" $14.95-"DENCO ENTER
PRISES", BOX 40383, DEPT-14, ROCHESTER, NY 14604. 

HAMMERLI PISTOLS. Large stock, good prices. Wade An
derson, 19296 Oak Grove Circle, Groveland, CA 95321. 
(209)962-5311. 

FREE SAMPLES- Your name, address, shooting design on 
address labels, rubber stamps. business cards, notepads. G & 
H Lettershop, Box 3335, Early, TX 76803. Stamp appreciated. 

GUN PARTS 

SMITH & WESSON EARLY MODELS= I repair and restore 
them, have parts. SASE for brochure. Liberty Antique Gun
works, 19 Key St., Eastport, Maine 04631 (207)853-2327. 

GUNS FOR SALE 

ANYONE CAN BECOME A r'IREARMS DEALER 1!! 
EVERYTHING NECESSARY TO START YOUR BUSI
NESS!"GUARANTEED" $3.95-"DENCO ENTERPRISES". 
BOX 40383, DEPT-12, ROCHERSTER, NY 14604. 

GUNSMITHING 

~:~:~.si'v"A~:;!ctee~h!i~rr:l~~r r~~~~~ !~~ ~: 
Free Brochure: Karl Sokol, Chestnut Mountain Sports, 65 So. 
Main St., So. Deerfield, MA 0 I 373, 413-655-464 7. 

Learn 'State of the Art' Gunsmithing in the pleasant climate 
of central Arizona. Modern program teaches full spectrum 
skills including modern and advanced technology. Approved 
by Veterans Administration and Vocational Rehabilitation. 
Contact Registrar, Yavapai College, 1100 East Sheldon, Pres
cott, AZ 86301 or (602)445-7300 or toll free in Arizona 1-800-
992-6787. 

GUNSMITHS, RELOADERS, ARBO Brass and steel pin 
punches. Special Brass and Nylon Mallet, accessories. Thou
sands in use. Dealers welcome. Free information. Write: 
ARBO Precision, 1661 S. Walnut, Broken Arrow, OK 74012. 

PISTOI.SMITH NEEDED Minimum three years experi
ence building and customizing 1911 pistols and operating en
gine lathes and milling machines. No phone caLl..S [!lease. 
Send Resume ui: GUNSMITH (SAM), 420 West Main Street, 
Geneseo, LL61254. 

INSTRUCTION 

Hand-to-Hand Combat - Hard hitting thirteen page man
ual of vital points combat plus beautiful two color lithograph 
certificate from American Fighting Arts Academy with your 
name. Send $20.00 Cash or M.O. + $2.00 S.H. to: Mr. Vito. 
446 Hackensack Street, Carlstadt, NJ 07072. 

Basic Investigation Training. Diploma program offered by 
Lion Investigation Academy, a licensed institution. Write 
Lion Investigation Academy, 3161 Shakespeare R<l., Bethle
hem, PA 18017 for brochure. Lion Investigation Academy is a 
division of American Detective Agency. No salesman will call. 

NEW POLICE REVOLVER. FIHSr MAJOR COMBAT AD
VANTAGE SINCE 1905. FREE INFORMATION FOR 
HANDGUN EXECUTIVES. ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS. 
GUNSMITHS, ENTREPRENEURS, ETC. SEND LARGE 
SASE TODAY! JOHNSON AND ASSOCIATES, PO BOX 
147, METHUEN, MASSO 1844. 

"BASIC HANDGUN" New release. All new video instruc
tional video, covers home defense. Personal defense carry 
guns. Pros and cons of auto vs revolver competition shooting, 
reloading and a lot more. If you love handguns, you'll love this. 
Send $29.95 plus $2.00 S&H to:"Basic Handgun Video", P.O. 
Box 3168, Jasper, AL 35501. 

PULL-AUTO BB GUN: 3,000 rpm, 850 psi, rugged metal de
sign. Build it yourself, easily and inexpensively. FREE de
tails. P & P Publications, P.O. Box 725295, Dept. FMG, At
lanta, GA 30339. 

"VCR TECHNICIAN SECRE1'S" Clean VCRs, stop VCRs 
from eating tapes. Send $5.00 to: White's TV, P.O. Box 201-C, 
Hampu,n, TN 37658. 
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Free list of publications. Improvised weapons, explosives, sur
vival, etc. Camo. P.O. Box 3355, Bryan, TX 77805. 

Become certified Survival-Outdoor Specialist, Instructor, 
professional guide training - subscribe to Eagle-Eye Com
mwtlcator, newsletter, $17.50/year. EEC Dealer Program -
Power-30 Team, top 7 P-30T's promoted as future paid Board
of-Advisors. EEC (AHM), POB 391, Jamestown, NY 14702-
0391. 

SINFULLY DELICIOUS BLUEBERRY CHEESECAKE 
RECIPE with delectable secret crust! Send $2.00 to: 370 AL
TAIR WAY, BOX 112, SUNNYVALE, CA 94086. 

GUNSMITHS! MAKE MAGIC! Learn the correct way to do a 
trigger job on Colt style 1911-Als. Complete in painstaking 
detail, no more mystery. No longer will you have to turn this 
work away because you can't do it. Now you can make triggers 
feel like a glass straw breaking. Send $12.95: Gun Garage, 12 
Rosedale, St., Dept. AH, Danielson, CT 06239. 

Discover how to prepare grains for long term storage. No ex
pensive equipment required. Send $3.00 to: C.L. ltschner, 
POB 2218, Converse, TX 78109. 

FIELDSTRIP/DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY How- to vi
deos. $27 each. VHS specify video order: Colt SAA; Gov't 45; 
PPKS; Ruger RST. Also reloading pistol ammo $19. TJE 
Video Production, Box 50141, Reno, NV 89513. 

KNIVES & SWORDS 

UNIQUE CUTLERY OUR SPECIALTY We carry all 
brands and types of cutlery, firearms and necessories. CUT
LERY KING tm, P.O. Box 464419, Lawrenceville, GA 30246. 
1-800-634-6205/Local 925-9086. 

KNIVES NEW '89 Models, Largest Selections, Lowest Prices 
Anywhere, A.G. Russell, Al Mar, Boker, Browning, Buck, 
Case, Cold Steel, Coleman Western, DMT, Eye Brand, Ere 
Lap, Frost, Gerber, Kabar, Kershaw, Lakota, Lansky, Leath
erman, Old Timer, Puma, Queen, Remington, Schrade, Spy
derco, Taylor, Tenka, Uncle Henry, United, Victorimox, Win
chester, Wyoming, Kitchen Cutlery, CATALOG $2.00, 
FOREIGN $5.00 TAR HEEL CUTLERY, P.O. BOX 12819-
AH, WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. 27117. 

SWISS TYPE ARMY KNIFE: Precision quality, all stainless 
knife. 12 tools in one. Ideal for Fisherman, Hunter, Handy
man. Send $8.95 Ppd. NATIONAL CONSUMERS SALES, 
Cedar Hill Road, Box 1199, Hopewell, N. Y. 12533. 

7-11," Boot knife- hand tooled leather sheath with clip. Stain
less steel blade. hard plastic handle. Order No. 5-80. RT. Barr 
& Co., P.O. Box 118, Delray Beach, Fla. 33447. 

Knives- Kitchen, pocket, hunting or survival. Starting at 
$2.95ea. For catalogue send $2.00 to: D & B Gun Shop, P.O. 
Box 60512, Phoenix, AZ 85082-0512. 

MILITARIA 

1940 German 3rd Reich (WW2) Collection liquidation lists. 
Send $2 (Cash!) to:"RZM", PF/POB 1244, 5143 WASSEN
BERG, W. GERMANY. 

Smoke Generating Devices (Candles, Bombs, Pots, Gre
nades)- We offer the largest selection of brand-new smoke 
products including military smoke grenades in nine types. 
Also have military cutlery, locksmithing supplies, chemicals, 
books, blowguns, tear gas, gas masks, and much, much more! 
send $2.00 for catalogue and receive $5.00 credit towards your 
first purchase. Signus, Box 33712-E Phoenix, AZ 85067. 

MILITARY SURPLUS 

ATIENTION- GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES 
from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buy
ers Guide. 1-602-83&-8885 EXT. A9748. 

NEW 1990 GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY. Buy 
Weapon, Jeeps, Trucks, Computers, Camping Equipment and 
More! Over 900,0<X.l it.ems available. (Satisfaction Guaran
teed) $5.00. SURPLUS, Dept. AHi, P.O. Box 1600, Everett, 
WA 98204-1600. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

STUN GUNS -TEAR GAS. For self defense only. Protect your 
family. Free information. Spectrum, Box 727-AE, Grayslake, 
IL60030. 

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR 
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID SANDCAST SILICON 
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029. 

KNUCKS- Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, same day delivery $7.95 prepaid: Matthews Police Sup
ply, P.O. Box 1754, Matthews, NC 28105. 

BULLET PROOF VEST- Class II-A Keviar soft body armor. 
Will defeat the .45 ACP, .357 mag. 9mm, 00 Buck and knife 
attack. Tested at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds by the U.S. 
Government Edgewood Arsenal. Front and back protector 
$175.00. Side panels: $35.00 per set. Sired S, M, L, XL: MPS 
Co., 1441 West John St., Matthews, MC 28105. (704)847-8793. 
Established 1970. 

CHEWING-SMOKING Tobacco!! Do you Chew-Smoke? Free 
samples -Twist, Snuff, Pipe . Guaranteed satisfaction: FRED 
STOKER & SONS, Dresden, Tennessee 38225. 

WATCH REPLICAS! WATCH REPLICAS! LOWEST 
PRICES GUARANTEED NATIONWIDE! WARRANTY! 
EXACT WEIGHT & COLOR! 18KT GOLDPLATED! 
CALL! WATCH REPLICAS! (404) 963-3USA WATCH 
REPLICAS! 

CRIMEFIGHTERS Send $2. for illustrated catalog: B-PEC, 
Dept 4290, Box 7638, Sunnymead, CA 92303. 

Springfield Armory representatives will attend most major 
pistol and rifle competitions during the 1990 season, includ
ing: Steel Challenge, USPSA Three Gun Championship, 
Bianchi Cup, Camp Perry National Matches, USPSA Nation
als and IPSC World Shoot. NOTE: Standard retail and dealer 
prices in effect at Camp Perry. Call (309)944-5631. 

INVESTIGATIVE NEWS America's number one, all new, 
information newsletter. Each issue is jam packed with infor
mation and articles on skip tracing, bounty hunting, surveil
lance street survival, interrogation, undercover, executive 
protection, terrorism, criminal investigations and civil litiga
tion. Also included are book and product reviews, confidential 
reports and hard to find information. Send for free copy today. 
INVESTIGATIVE NEWS, 13575-AH, Martinique, Chino 
Hills, CA 91709. 

Certificate of Expert .45 Cal Sub Machine Gun. Suitable for 
framing. Great Gag! Prepared in YOUR Name. Send $4.95 to: 
Ergo Sport, 1000 Nevada HWY, Suite #203, Boulder City, Ne
vada 89005. 

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PROD
UCTS AT HOME. CALL FOR INFORMATION 504-641-
8003 Ext 2720. 

FREE PRIVACY CATALOG. Cash income opportuni
ties.Secret hiding places. Revenge techniques. New identity. 
EDEN PRESS, Box 8410-HG, Fountain Valley, CA 92728. 

Cable TV converters and descramblers! Zenith, Tocom, Ham
lin, Oak, Scientific Atlanta, Zenith. NEW: Video tape des
cramblers, eliminates the color loss, only $79.95. Free catalog. 
GCN, 1032 Irving St., Suite #109-E, S.F., CA 94122. NO CA 
SALES415-566-9688. 

POWERFUL EXPLOSIVES from common fertilirer. For in
structions send $1.00 and stamped envelope to: Chem-Ex De
velopment, Box 0945H, Gadsden, AL 35902. 

INSURANCE TO HIGH? Lower your premiums without low
ering your coverage with your insurance company. Save 
money on home, fire, auto and life. Little facts you should 
know can save you money. Send $3.95 plus LA-SASE to: In
surance, PO Box 3168,Jasper, Alabama 35501. 

NOTICE! YOU CAN STUFF YOUR MAILBOX with Hand
gun Catalogs. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send $3.00: GUN
SOURCE, 3037 Audrey Drive, Gastonia, NC 28054. 

Mauser Broomhandle Shooters. New bolt hold open device, al
lows loading loose rounds. No stripper clips needed. Faster, 
better. $4.95 postpaid. B-Mark Machine, Box 7053A, Bis
mark, ND 58502. 

SWISS WATCH REPLICAS! #I USA WHOLESALER! 
EXACT DETAILS, 18KT GOLDPLATED! WARRANTY! 
PROMOTIONAL LABORDA Y SPECIAL! LIMITED 
TIME OFFER! ORDER! CALL! (404)963-3USA. 

LOOKING FOR A TOOL? Over 500 U.S. tools. Lifetime War
ranty. Now order direct for rock bottom prices! New catalog 
$2.00 (refundable). POST TOOLS, 40 Nelon, Silver Bay, MN 
55614. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE AMMUNITION: BEEHNE, MULIT
PLEX tracers, bird bombs. Send $1.00 for catalog to: HORI
ZONS UNLIMITED, 9208 Kingston Pike #195, Dept. AH, 
Knoxville, TN 37922. 

POLICE EQUIPMENT 

SPECIAL PRICES SECOND CHANGE and other PO
LICE PRODUCTS: Criminal Justice/Security personnel 
only (verified)! Send long SASE for products listing or call 
(309)755-0551. Departmental Bid requests accepted. Police 
Officer owned/operated. ASLET MEMBER. FIRE
ARMS/SELF DEFENSE CONSULTANTS, BOX 873(A), 
East Moline, IL 61244. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT badge and patch collectors send $1 
for list or $8.00 for 12 monthly lists. Baird, Dept 4390, Box 
7638, Sunnymead, CA 92303. 

INVESTIGATION -- SECURITY MONEYMAKING OP
PORTUNITIES: Beginners and professionals needed. News
letter/Directory $2.00."National License Guidebook" $14.95. 
POB 6303(AH), Corpus Christi, Texas 78466. 

Confidential cat.alog for police and investigation equipment. 
IPEC, Dept. 4390, P.O. Box 7638, Morcaso, Calif. 92303. 

BODY ARMOR SPECIALS PERSONAL- TACTICAL
MlLITARY- Models. N.I.J. Approved Levels, IIA- 11-IIIA- !Il
lV. "VERIFIABLE" Law Enforcement & Security Officers 
CALL N.P.O.S. INC. 1-800-753-7324 

MADE IN THE U.S.A.,"Super Thunder" the 70,000 
volt"STUN GUN''. Protect yourself with electronic tech
nology. Just $64.95. For info or to order send check or money 
order to: Associated Sales Co., P.O. Box 6293, Dept. 28, Fuller
ton, CA 92634 (void where prohibited). 

Police Applicants. Learn the dynamics of becoming a Po
lice Officer. Professional video guides you through the writ
ten exam, fitness test, polygraph and oral board. Free copy of 
Police Career Digesttm with your order. $40.00 MasterCard/ 
VISA aocepted. LaserTech Productions Inc., Dept. AH, Box 
1717, Eaton Park, FL 33840. 

REAL ESTATE 

West Texas Beautiful Road frontage, one acre lots $895 total 
price. $25 down $25 per month. Five acres $3200 $39 down 
$39 monthly. Both with no interest. AZTLAN CO., 2313 Mon
tana, El Paso, TX 79903 915-532-5263. 
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ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U-repair). 
~xtdtt~1'.itx property. Repossessions. 1-602-838-8885 

~!~?n~~~iDwfto: ~~ ~?c~,;;,~%1abl:. t;: ~L 
bailout properties. Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT ft-'2832 for repo 
list your area. 

MONTANA LAND from Bob Marshal Wi!:lerness to the Cab
inet Mountains. 20 ac or more. Several boarder National For
est with Creeks and Ponds. Timber or Mountain Meadows 
from $399.00/acre. BEA VER CREEK LAND CO., P.O. Box 
59853, Noxon, Montana 59853. (406)847-2421. 

SURVIVAL 

STAY ALIVE- Survival kit plans for any environment. Spec
ify the geographical location you need plans for. Send $5.00 to: 
SURVIV All PLANS, P.O. Box 99236, Tacoma, WA 94899. 

Learn to make bombs and booby traps at home. Send $2.00, 
SASE to:"Recipes-M", P.O. Box 812, Judsonia, AR 72081. 

WANTED TO PURCHASE 

Ideas, inventions, new products! One of American's leading 
invention can help you submit to industry and exhibit at Na
tional Inventor's Exposition. Call Free 1-800-288-IDEA. 

WANTED INDOOR RANGE, looking to relocate, interested 
in buying facility in eastern US. Send details: 11 Maple Ave, 
Hampton Bays, NY 11946. 

The new Third Generation of autopistols 
from Smith & Wesson are available in 
so many configurations and finishes 
with such a wide variety of options that 
some readers have inquired about the 
Smith & Wesson ··code ... Herewith as a 
service to our readers is the fmmula for 
breaking the Smith & Wesson code. 

39= 9mm 
59= 9mm 
69= 9mm 
10= 10mm 
40= .40 S&W 
45= .45 ACP 

0= standard model 
I= compact version 
2= standard model with decocking 

lever 
3= compact model with decocking 

lever 
4= standard model, double-action 

only 
5= compact model, double-action 

only 
6= non-standard barrel length 
7= non-standard barrel length with 

decocker 
8= non-standard barrel length with 

DA-only 

3= alloy and stainless steel 
4= alloy and carbon steel 
5= all carbon steel 
6= all stainless steel 
7= stainless and carbon steel 
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INDUSl'RY INSIDER 
CAMERON HOPKINS 

TOUGH TIMES HIT GUN MAKERS AS 
DAN WESSON, KIMBER FILE CHAP. 11 

I
nto the valley of death rode the six 
hundred- wading bravely into the 
financial fray of the bankruptcy courts 
under Chapter 11 arc Dan Wesson 

Arms and Kimber Of Oregon. Reports 
also indicate that Excam and Charter 
Arms arc both teetering on the edge. 

"I can ·1 deny there's problems," 
Excam's Jim Sprauge told the Ha11dg1111-
11er. "We're clumping inventory to turn it 
into cash. It's a tough time. It's hard to 
cat nine millimeters, you know:· 

The deal to save Charter Arms by mov
ing operations to Oklahoma has been 
unplugged because of an unpaid electric 
bill. The buyout of the clebt-riclclen gun
maker by Z.J. Acquisitions Inc., reported 
in last issue's /11sider, did not materialize 
because the power company and Z.J. 
coulcln 't agree on how to settle Charter 
Aims' unpaid electric bill of $32,000. The 
Bridgeport Post reports that United Illumi
nating Co. "shut off power to Charter 
Arms, forcing its work force of about 125 
to suspend operations." 

One of the biggest gun distributors in 
the country, Outdoor Sports, has filed 
Chapter 11. The Ohio-6ased wholesaler is 
the number one distributor for U.S. 
Repeating Arms (Winchester), itself an 
ailing company that USRAC president 
George Rockwell described as "Just out 
of the hospital." 

And if that's not enough, one of the Big 
Three handgun makers is throwing a huge 
chunk of its stock onto the market. A 
prospectus describing a common stock 
offering of 1,830,000 shares of Sturm, 
Ruger & Co. contains a provocative hint 
of a new gun to come from Ruger: "In late 
1990, the Company expects to introduce a 
submachine gun, designed by Uzial Gal, 
the inventor of the 'Uzi' submachine gun, 
which will be marketed exclusively to law 
enforcement agencies and the U.S. and for
eign governments." 

The prospectus also informs stock
holders that, "The Company is currently a 
defendant in 36 cases involving product 
liability claims which allege defective 
product design." Bearing that in mind, 
and if you happen to have a spare $50 
million sitting around, then you might 
want to buy up this Ruger stock. 

On the other hand, one dead gun com
pany has come back to life. Arizona 
entrepreneur Richard Voit has acquired 
all the rights to the Bren Ten pistol and 
will be offering the gun under the new 
banner of Peregrine Industries Inc. This 

recrcat ion of the original I 0mm pistol 
will be called the Peregrine Falcon. 

Michael Dixon and Tom Dornaus, for
merly of the original Bren Ten manufac
turing firm of D&D, arc both employed at 
the new Peregrine company. Hmmm. 

An interesting new pistol cartridge is 
in the works from Smith & Wesson. 
Called the .356 TSW (Team Smith & 
Wesson). the cartridge is essentially a 
European 9x2 I case which is climcnsion
al ly identical to the 9mm Parabellum 
(9x 19) except for a longer case. The 
chamber of the .356 TSW carries a throat 
sufficiently deep to accommodate the 
seating of a heavy bullet, 150 to 160 
grains, loaclecl at a velocity to yield a 
"major" power factor as cletcrminccl by 
IPSC combat shooting rules. 

The genesis of the cartridge is to pro
v icle Team Smith & Wesson with a 
round that is ballistically the equal of the 
.38 Super. Smith & Wesson's 9mm series 
of auto pistols are too small to accommo
date the .38 Super cartridge which is the 
runaway favorite of action shooters. 

The logical answer is to load the 9mm 
Luger up to "major,"' but S&W was 
forced to develop the wildcat .356 TSW 
in order to circumvent a new United 
States Practical Shooting Association 
(USPSA) rule that would ban as unsafe 
any 9mm loaclccl up to make the major 
power factor. 

The ban on "9mm Major" was passed 
unilaterally by USPSA and docs not 
apply to any of the other 39 nations that 
arc members of the International Practical 
Shooting Confederation (IPSC). 

The 9mm ban also applies to the .38 
Super loaclccl with bullets weighing less 
than 150 grains. To my knowledge, this is 
the first time any shooting sport's rules 
have permitted a cartridge, but banned its 
bullets. 

Speaking of IPSC matters, Attorney 
Dick Thomas of Columbia, Mo., has 
announced plans to host a reunion May I, 
1991 of participants in the Columbia 
Conference of 1976 that resulted in the 
formation of the International Practical 
Shooting Confederation (IPSC). 

The reunion will be held in Columbia 
where 15 years ago some 40 representa
tives from across the United States and a 
dozen foreign countries met to formally 
organize practical pistol shooting. Today 
there arc 39 nations that arc members of 
the Confederation. 

Col. Jeff Cooper, consiclcrccl by many 

to be the founder of practical shooting. 
was clcctccl Honorary Lifetime Chairman 
of IPSC in 1976 and Thomas says that 
Col. Cooper has indicated that he will 
attend the reunion. 

Anyone interested in attending- you 
don't have to have been an original partici
pant- should contact Dick Thomas, 609 
East Broadway, Columbia, MO, 6520 I. 

Eel Brown, the master pistolsmith 
whose guns have previously graced these 
pages, is the first to offer a do-it-yourself 
stainless steel drop-in compensator. Eel's 
revolutionary new compensator is called 
the Four Star and it features four separate 
and inclcpcnclent expansion chambers. It 
seems to go the new generation of double 
comps one better. 

·'Man, it blows smokestacks like a 
damn locomotive,'' gushed a jubilant Eel. 
He always was one for understatement! 

Ed's Four Star is available separately 
to install on a six-inch barrel or it may be 
had together with a match-grade barrel to 
drop-in your pistol. For more info, call 
Eel at (314) 565-3261. 

From our You Get What You Pay 
For Department we have the new JS-
9mm from Stallard Arms. This is a 
9mm semi-auto pistol that retails for 
$ I 15. Yes, you read that right- one 
hundred and fifteen dollars. As the 
consumer advocate publication G1111 

Tests put it in their scathing review of 
the jam-prone gun, "Given the price, it 
is best not to expect an example of fine 
craftsmanship, right? Right." 

Pistolsmith James E. Clark of Clark 
Custom Guns has been elected the Out
standing American Hanclgunncr for 1990. 
He joins such hanclgunning greats as 
Elmer Keith, Col. Charles Askins, Bill 
Jordan and Skeeter Skelton in receiving 
the prestigious award. Clark received 
32.47% of the ballots cast in the selection 
from 10 nominees of the Outstanding 
American Hanclgunner Awards Founda
tion, said Hal Swiggett, chairman of the 
OAHAF. 

What's a gun maker to do? You know 
it's bad when you can't even give the 
damn things away! Well, that appears to 
be the problem for Ruger in their home
town of Fairfield, Conn. 

It seems the township where the Ruger 
factory is located, little Southport, Conn .. 
adopted 9mm Glock pistols. Chaffed at 
the irritating prospect of their very own 
cops wearing (ycch!) Glocks, the Ruger 
people responded by offering to take in 
the township's .357 service revolvers 
(Rugcrs, of course) as trade-ins on 
brand-new P-85 9mm's. Hey, we'll even 
throw in 20 magazines and an instructor's 
course! 

"It's hard to say no to a gracious offer. 
but I think !the Glock I is the best weapon 
for the department," said Police Commis
sioner William Wenzel in an interview 
with the local paper. The township paid 
over $33,000 for I 05 ..... 
Glocks. ~ 
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SOMEDAY ALL HANDGUNS 
WILL BE THIS GOOD. 

While other companies were improving upon the technology of 
the past, GLOCK was busy perfecting the technology needea for 

the 21st Century. 

Polymer technology. 

You can see it in the complete line of GLOCK 9mm, semi-automatic 
pistols. Hailed by police and sportsmen alike, these remarkable hand

guns fire even the most advanced ammunition with unfailing accuracy. 

Find out for yourself what makes the GLOCK so good. And why it's been 
setting new standards for simplicity, reliability, cost effectiveness and safety. 

Contact your nearest dealer for a free GLOCK brochure. Or write or call 
GLOCK, INC. today. 

GLOCK,®INC. 
P.O. Box 369 • Smyrna, Georgia 30081 • (404) 432-1202 

Telex: 543353 Glock Atl UD • Fax: (404) 433-8719 
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